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NOTE TO OUR READERS
This ediion of the ISOCARP Review is designed to provide digital features, such as website and Table of Content (TOC) hot
links. For example, to navigate the publicaion you can chose
to scroll through the publicaion or you can click on a heading
in the TOC and that secion or aricle will appear. To return to
the Table of contents, click on the leters “TOC” located on the
botom right of most pages. Clicking on highlighted web site
references will cause a new window to be opened which will
display the content of the page.
To insure that you can use these features, please download
Adobe Reader for your computer or Tablet.
On a Mac or a PC, go to:
htps://acrobat.adobe.com/us/en/acrobat/pdf-reader.html
for a free copy of this program. Once you have downloaded the
program and installed it, simply open the PDF using Reader.
On an iPad, you can download Adobe Reader for free from the
iTunes Store. Once installed, open the PDF, which contains the
Review, using this applicaion. Reader comes with a PDF ile
which explains how to do this.
We hope you enjoy this new snazzy version of the Review!
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ISOCARP PRESIDENT’S FOREWORD
RIC STEPHENS, ISOCARP PRESIDENT 2015 - 2018

The Internaional Society of City and Regional Planners is a global organizaion
of experienced professionals with the goal of creaing and sharing “Knowledge
for Beter Ciies”. The ISOCARP network brings together individual and insituional members from more than 80 countries worldwide. Members are planners and other stakeholders involved in the development and maintenance
of the built and natural environment. ISOCARP is recognized by the United Naions (UN), the United Naions Human Setlements Programme (UNHCS/
UN-HABITAT), and the Council of Europe as a non-governmental organizaion
(NGO). The Society also has a formal consultaive status with the United Naions Educaion, Scieniic and Cultural Organizaion (UNESCO). This year’s congress is preceded by an ISOCARP-UNESCO Special Event: “Towards Sustainable
Ciies We Need: An Obliged Way to Save Life on Our Lovely Planet.”
SMART COMMUNITIES

This year’s theme, “Smart Communiies” is synchronized with the inevitable
applicaion of informaion technology systems for planning, managing and
governing communiies. Smart urbanism merges informaion and communicaions technologies; energy, resource and infrastructure technologies into
networks that create sustainable, resilient, regeneraive, urban-rural ecosystems with vibrant communiies, thriving economies and biodiverse environments. This is essenial for developed countries to transform themselves
from service economies into knowledge-based economies. It is also a more
sustainable approach for developing countries to transiion beyond industrial-based economies. The eforts to plan for smarter communiies in Bodo, Norway; Portland, Oregon USA; and, several projects in China and South Africa are
highlighted in Review 13.
INTEGRATING FOOD SECURITY INTO PLANNING,
AT CITY AND REGIONAL LEVELS

Simultaneous with the integraion of technology and analyics into urban development is the adopion of strategies to improve food security in urban and
rural areas. Part of this urban ecology movement is the emphasis on ‘permaculture,’ the development of agricultural ecosystems intended to be sustainable, self-suicient and respecful of agro-ecology principles. This movement
takes a holisic view rather than the historical, dualisic thinking of agriculture
as separate from urbanizaion. This new planning movement includes new
muli-stakeholders planning approaches, innovaive planning tools and methods, ad hoc policies to strengthen grassroots iniiaives, social enterprises as
well business oriented irms to grow more nutriious food and make it accessible and afordable to urban consumers. At the same ime, these eforts aim to
preserve prime agricultural areas, providing urbanized areas with gardens to
grow food, such as community gardens and metropolitan green roofs, as well
as producive farms, and places to buy local crops such as farmers’ markets. It
also covers the food infrastructure including the logisics and facility requirements opportuniies as well as insituional eforts to introduce locally grown
food school and other nutriional and health programs. This year’s focus is on
City–Region food systems planning as illustrated by aricles about Letchworth,
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UK; Milan, Italy; Portland, Oregon USA; and Rosario, Argenina, where food
planning is moving from a city based approach to a much broader one, embracing metropolitan regions and beyond.
This is the second year the Review has included a Food Planning secion.
ISOCARP is grateful for the expert assistance of Yves Cabannes and Cecilia Marocchino who are the editors of this important secion.
ISOCARP URBAN PLANNING ADVISORY TEAM (UPAT) PROJECTS

And for the irst ime this year, the Review includes a special secion reporing
the ISOCARP UPATs accomplished during the past year. I thank Marin Dubbeling for serving as the Editor of this new secion.
OTHER ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The diversity of topics in Review 13 mirrors the diversity of contributors to this
publicaion who are representaive of ISOCARP’s global membership. We are
greatly indebted all the dedicated authors and secion editors for their ime
and experise in creaing these aricles, and proud to have them as contributors to our professional society. In addiion, I thank the Review staf who plan
the publicaion, solicit aricles, and provide the professional publicaion and
design work to make the Review a irst-class publicaion.
Finally, I would like to extend my deepest appreciaion to the hosts and
organizers of this year’s Congress in Portland, especially the Oregon Chapter
of the American Planning Associaion who graciously combined their annual
statewide planning conference with our annual world planning congress. It is
a unique approach for both organizaions, and we will all beneit from the exchange of innovaive sessions, workshops and special events.
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There have been several changes to Review 13 and we wanted to tell you
about them.
The most obvious one is that the publicaion ‘went’ digital. As a result, the
format has been changed to a one column design to allow its legible use on
tablets and other devises. The Review staf will miss the rich quality one can
achieve using modern prining methods (see: Review 12) and the saisfacion
of placing the publicaion on a book shelf at the end of the project. At the same
ime, we embrace the digital format. It enables us to make modiicaion unil
the last second, greatly reduces the cost to produce the publicaion, facilitates
the sharing of aricles, and makes possible the (future) sale of the publicaion as an E-Book. It also opens new possibiliies such as web-enabled links
to supplemental informaion, or even the use of video instead of sill photos
to illustrate aricles. We will be content saving Review 13 to a lash drive and
placing that on our bookshelf.
We coninue to publish aricles about the Congress theme and are pleased
to include the Food Planning secion for a second year. However, we coninue
to change and expand the variety of planning aricle we publish to provide our
readers with broader informaion about current projects.
In Review 13 are several Smart Ciies aricles which demonstrate this concept in a variety of circumstances. First, ICLEI, an internaional organizaion
focused on Smart Planning, provides an overview of how the term ‘smart’
has been deined and interpreted into planning eforts by its members. Next,
we have an aricle which report on how this term has been deined in China
and which documents that naion’s eforts to build new technology ciies and
retroit exising ciies with smart technology. The Portland, Oregon aricle records their eforts to ind their own way to incorporate technology to beter
serve their ciizens. We then have the story about using on-line database and
mapping technology to plan smarter informal villages in Africa and inally one
about smart eforts to incorporate public paricipaion into historic renovaion
planning in Beijing.
The Food Planning secion coninues to provide examples of places which
have integrated food into their city and regional planning. There is a historic
perspecive aricle about Letchworth, the irst Garden City in England, that explores how food was integrated into its design and planning and how it evolved
through ime. We also include three on-going city-region food planning eforts:
one in Milan Metropolitan Region; another aricle from Portland, Oregon; and
inally, the stunning eforts undertaken in Rosario, Argenina where food planning and urban agriculture were used as a tool to overcome urban poverty
and malnutriion and then grew into a full spectrum food systems planning
acivity embracing both the city and its metropolitan region. Our expert food
editors, Yves Cabannes and Cecilia Marocchino, together with Jorge Foncesca
(UN FAO), have writen a Foreword which provides insighful planning lessons
to be learned from the aricles and conclude on the need for a human centered food planning.
We have added two new secions, which we hope to coninue in subsequent
ediions of the Review. In addiion to all the atenion which urban planning
has goten as populaions coninue to migrate to ciies, we feel that regional
and rural areas also beneit from careful analysis and plans. Therefore, we have
created a secion to report aricle about rural and regional planning projects.
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Review 13 contains two aricles about the creaion of large scale linear heritage corridors – one in China and the other in the United States. Coincidentally,
both projects focus on corridors created by canals. There is another story from
Ningbo, China, which plans to preserve a rural landscape by creaing it as a
regional park. Last is an aricle about planning eforts to improve public safety
and local economies by provide mailing addresses in informal setlements in
South Africa.
Our inal new secion is devoted to project summaries of recent ISOCARP
UPATs. We include aricles about reinvigoraing the historic district of Hankou
in Wuhan, China, and planning eforts to seize the opportunity to relocate and
redevelop the combined military and civilian airport site to transform the city
of Bodø, Norway, into an atracive, green and high-tech city. We very much
appreciate the cooperaion and assistance of ISOCARP Vice President Marin
Dubbeling who served as the Editor of this Secion.
As always, the stars of this publicaion are the wonderful authors who have
contributed their talent and ime to create this publicaion.
The geographic scope of our aricle coninues to increase. We now publish
aricles from around the world, from the global north and the global south,
and from rich and poorer naions. To facilitate this beneicial change, we need
to be more informed about planning eforts everywhere. We invite ISOCARP
members to volunteer as Review Correspondents, whose job would be to
alert the Review editors of new or recently completed planning projects which
might be suitable for future publicaion.
Finally, we note a change in the staf of the Review. Dr. Shi Nan, has completed his term as the ISOCARP VP for Publicaions and the Editor–in–Chief of the
Review. Shi Nan had the vision to remake the Review into a magazine-like journal which reports real-world planning projects. Although a very busy man, Shi
Nan graciously conducted bi-weekly, Skype-based staf meeings year-round,
suggested aricles, and if needed, made iniial contacts with potenial authors.
At all imes, he was a gentleman, a problem solver, an approachable colleague
who was open to new ideas, and a pleasure to work with. We look forward to
working with the new VP of publicaions, and we will have fond memories of
our collaboraion with Shi Nan.
We hope our readers enjoy Review 13.
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INTRODUCTION
The origins of the Smart City concept can be traced to experiments by the
Los Angeles Community Analysis Bureau in the early 1970s. That experiment
began with the creaion of a large computer database populated with census,
health, crime, environmental, tax assessment and other records from a variety
of sources. Eventually, this database contained over 500 data ields; one for
each Census tract in the city. Cluster analysis was then conducted, based on
a subset of these atributes, to idenify and group thirty tracts with similar
characterisics. At roughly the same ime, the Bureau evaluated color infra-red
aerial photography of houses in the city and ield-checked the results using
windshield surveys in a sample of locaions. The Bureau accomplished these
tasks by selecively hiring planning experts with programming experience and
by augmening its computer staf with skilled workers from the nearby aerospace industries. Eventually, both the cluster analysis and the aerial analysis
were used to idenify “blighted” neighborhoodsi. The idea behind these experiments was simple: ciies should harness new technology, uilize emerging

MICHAEL WOODBRIDGE
ROMAN MENDLE

Figure 1: Sitabuldi Market Nagpur, India.
Smart city projects need to be ied to
the real needs and features of the urban
contexts in which they’re implemented,
staring from the people living them.

i For more informaion see: htp://gizmodo.com/
uncovering-the-early-history-of-big-data-in-1974-los-an-1712551686
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analyical methods and employ increasing tech savvy employees to improve
the reach, quality and efeciveness of services to ciizens.
While the concept of a Smart City has proven durable, there are compeing
visions on how – and by who - it should be achieved. In the era of the ‘Internet of Things’, the urban landscape abounds with sensors that can be used
for data capture. Accordingly, technology and digital infrastructure have taken
center stage in the Smart City discussion, and a new assortment of private actors is becoming increasingly prominent within urban policy discourse. Some
researchers have gone so far as to claim that the “future of smart ciies is
inextricably linked to the internal knowledge organizaion of a small number of
global technology irms” (Mcneil, 2015).
Simultaneously, local and regional governments all over the world are developing Smart City infrastructure and policies, and are posiioning themselves
to guide, facilitate, and establish data-intensive soluions. Paricular atenion
is being paid to how this new technology may inluence the character of municipal governance. While it is clear that advances in ICT (Informaion and
Communicaion Technologies) can ofer soluions, which enable more open
governance and eicient service delivery, it must also be recognized that ICT
developments can increase the complexity of the challenges. Technology
without poliical understanding and clearly deined goals does not necessarily
equate to a Smart City. Far too oten, decision-makers look to technological
ixes to avoid re-thinking ingrained poliical and economic paradigms. In other
words, if one addresses the condiions which made the pursuit of sustainability as an ideal necessary, ICT can only be part of the soluion to achieve
sustainability.
An inherent shortcoming of the technology dependent approach to Smart
Ciies is the belief that eiciency necessarily leads to beter quality of life,
and can therein serve as an entry point to achieve sustainability in ciies. For
example, consider a Smart parking app which allows ciizens to know in real
ime where they could ind a free parking spot. In theory, this can reduce congesion within the city, but eiciency gains which improve access to a scarce
resource (i.e. parking space) are oten accompanied by increased demand for
that resource. If parking in an urban area is made easier, quality of life might
be improved and the emissions from driving around in search of a parking spot
might be avoided, but it is unlikely that the modal share for private transport
will decrease. The reality is that all sorts of processes and services can be made
more eicient without improving urban sustainability, and that urban sustainability does not need to be reliant on technology and ICT.
So, if the implementaion of Smart technology should not be the deining
principle of a Smart City program, what should? At the Smart Ciies 2.0 Session
hosted by ICLEI (part of Metropolitan Soluions 2016 Conference), Pietro Elisei,
ISOCARP Vice President of Markeing, challenged the audience to consider the
inverse: what features or processes would characterize a city that is decidedly
not Smart? Amidst the responses, a clear theme emerged from the various local
and regional governments present. They argued that what is not Smart is any
feature or process that does not produce beter outcomes for their ciizens.
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Figure 2: Launched in 2016 from
the partnership between Surbana
Jurong and Microsot Smart City
in a Box soluions is an integrated
set of soluions with a dashboard
that allows city oicials to load
customizable applicaions (Apps)
in four key areas – security,
eiciency, sustainability and
community ii
ii

ACCOUNTING FOR DIVERSITY

One entry point into the Smart Ciies discussion is to understand why city oicials, and ciizens, might want their city to be “smarter”. It may mean diferent
things in diferent regions and might be dependent on the size of the city.
In metropolises all over the world, the most pressing resource shortage
oten is ime. An era might indeed come to pass, as prophesied by John Maynard Keynes in 1930, where our grandchildren work no more than three hours
per day. Of course, Mr. Keynes might not have considered that these working
hours would be necessary to fulill muliple-hour commutes. The most obvious
culprit for our lost minutes and hours is the transportaion system; large cities typically have burgeoning industrial and service sectors, which serve as
a major pull factor for employment seekers, but which also create increased
compeiion for commercial and residenial spaces, and can increase land expansion and necessitate land use change. Herein, Smart Ciies technologies
ofer soluions: the ime required to fulill tasks - or even the likelihood of cerii Retrieved 28th of August from htps://www.wirelessdesignmag.com/data-focus/2016/11/

smart-city-box-infographic
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tain tasks being fulilled - can also be reduced or increased through a variety
of electronic services (e.g. e-government services to complement formal paricipaion channels).
Smaller and medium-sized ciies, on the other hand, are more likely to have
relaively controlled polluion levels and less signiicant challenges relaing to
traic congesion. Greenhouse gas emissions can oten be reduced through eficient public transportaion soluions which do not necessarily inconvenience
the end-user. That being said, small and medium-sized ciies face the challenge
of losing their intellectual capital – not to menion tax base – when their young
adults and working populaion migrate to larger ciies for cultural and economic opportuniies. Considering these circumstances, openness to new ideas and
investment into physical and digital infrastructure can help a small-to-medium
sized city stand out. And although it is not an issue that is exclusive to small
and medium-sized ciies, reduced or non-existent technological knowledge
can present a challenge, as can lack of internet connecivity.
But what does Smart mean in the context of an underserved or impoverished city? In those places which have experienced urbanizaion of poverty,
such as Africa, Lain America, and parts of Asia, the Smart City concept needs
to consider issues such as access to fundamental rights and the provision of
key services (i.e. water, waste management, housing) within an urban area. In
these places, the Smart City discussion must focus on governance and inclusivity, and promote policies and regulaion which promotes transparent processes, ciizen paricipaion, and cooperaion. The quesion of ‘who has the power
to do what’ must always be considered.
SMART CITIES 2.0
ICLEI AND HOW IT PROMOTES SMART CITIES

ICLEI is the leading global network of more than 1,500 ciies, towns and regions commited to building a sustainable future. We approach sustainability
from a wide range of angles, including but not limited to: resilience-building,
sustainable transport and eco-mobility, low-carbon soluions, building eiciency and renewable energy, urban biodiversity and urban food systems.
Our approach to promoing Smart Ciies is therefore rooted into a holisic
vision of urban areas and our core mission of helping ciies and regions in our
network to walk the path of sustainable urban development, decoupling economic prosperity from polluion and greenhouse gas emissions.
We are also engaged in the process of deining what Smart Ciies are by
engaging our members in on-going discussions. Using this method, we have
found that the local and regional governments, in the ICLEI network, feel that
Smart Ciies should focus on quality of life for their inhabitants by including
urban sustainability as a normaive goal of any Smart Ciies strategy. Therefore, Smart could be a more open process which enhances the relaionship
between local administraions and their communiies and Smart could be a
systems-based approach to opimize the quality of service provision by applying ICT to transportaion, energy, public safety, built infrastructure, healthcare,
social services, water and waste management, yet doing so without losing
sight of the fact that making tangible improvements to these processes requires more than data-capturing and ICT investment.
We at ICLEI also feel that it is ime for a “Smart City 2.0” approach, one that
acknowledges both exising and future ICT tools and opions, and then goes
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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beyond that to address the roots of the reason why a city might want or need
to “get smarter”: based on their experiences, the ciies in our network, consciously or not, are making sustainable urban development a priority.
In fact, tradiional concepts of sustainable urban development such as resource management, livability, mobility, and environmental protecion remain
at the core of most “Smart City 2.0” projects. The use of technology in and
of itself is secondary; it is valuable as a tool that allows ciies to achieve the
overarching goals of making livable, sustainable, and low-carbon urban areas.
We know that, at least insofar as public authoriies are concerned, local
and regional governments are oten the irst to innovate. In large part this is
because they are so close to the issues that are important within their communiies. As such, many ciies around the world have implemented Smart City
projects which make ciizens the focal point.
What we coninue to see from the pioneering Smart Ciies within our network is that inclusive and engaged communiies are smart communiies. That
is, in Smart Ciies, ciizens are beter posiioned to react to external stressors
(i.e. they are more resilient), they are more aware of their impacts on the rest
of the city and the environment (i.e. they are more sustainable), and they have
beter access to resources and opportuniies within the city.
A COMMON THREAD

The great potenial of the Smart City concept is in its ability to improve quality
of life within ciies by making sustainable urban development its normaive
goal. This is at the core of the Smart Ciies 2.0 movement.
Underneath every example of the Smart City, regardless of size or level
of development, lies the quesion of data. Data is at the heart of the digital
transformaion behind Smart Ciies, and as technology improves, the capacity
for data collecion and the total amount of data available increases. In many
respects, this is a good thing. If your city is facing a challenge, data will help
assess the scale and scope of that problem and inform the demands which
must be met.
To this end, many local and regional governments emphasize policies which
make large amounts of data ‘open’. Open data increases the transparency of
government acions and is available for ciizens that wish to use it to contribute
to policy and service design. There are, however, quesions about the privacy
and protecion of personal data, as well as how efecive local and regional
governments are in using all the data that is collected, or how easy it is for
ciizens to navigate and uilize it.
The following Smart Ciies 2.0 case stories illustrate how data, along with built
infrastructure, is an integral building block of sustainable urban development.
CITY OF GHENT, BELGIUM

The City of Ghent, home to 256,261 inhabitants in the municipal area and
500,000 inhabitants in its greater metropolitan area, is in the vanguard of
ciizen-focused Smart Ciies. Industry plays a prominent role within the local
economy, as do innovaive companies in bioenergy, biotechnology, and ICT. To
promote further growth opportuniies for high growth companies, Ghent has
alloted over 1,000 acres of municipal land to logisics, the knowledge economy, and services.
Working on the premise that they don’t need a Smart City strategy, but rathISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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er a city strategy that is smart, Ghent looks to its ciizens and various stakeholders to take a lead role in the co-creaion of a “future it” city. To this end, Ghent
has introduced iniiaives which strike a balance between ICT and non-technological approaches. In addiion, the City Council leverages ICT and non-tech
approaches, such as living streets, crowd-funding, and the use of temporarily
empty public space, to develop a diverse range of successful policy iniiaives,
including policy paricipaion, assessment frameworks, public-private-partnerships and integrated urban development.

For example, Ghent’s open, accessible data policy plays a key role in the innovaive ‘Apps for Ghent’ iniiaive. Apps for Ghent is a contest which encourages ciizens to create apps, websites, or other novel concepts which make
use of the open data provided by the City of Ghent and various other partners.
The iniiaive not only provides a space for the co-creaion of usable technologies, but also a plaform for discussion about the how such technology can
be applied.
Ghent has also applied Smart principles to contribute to sustainable urban
development. The City was nominated for the ‘Belius Smart City Award 2015’
for its ongoing, made-to-measure energy coaching service. Within the iniiaive, Ghent is looking to recruit a minimum of 110 local companies that are
interested in reducing their energy demands and associated CO2 emissions.
Thirty-one local companies paricipated in 2015 and as a result of the tailored
coaching - which included various retroiing iniiaives across lighing, insulaion, heaing and cooling - many paricipants achieved emissions reducions
upwards of 1,000 CO2.

Figure 3: Apps for Ghent is a contest
which encourages ciizens to create
apps, websites, or other novel
concepts which make use of the
open data provided by the City of
Ghent and various other partners

NAGPUR, INDIA

Like Ghent, Nagpur, a metropolis of over 2.4 million inhabitants, has involved
ciizens from the outset in its Smart City planning. To create its Smart City
Strategy, the Nagpur Municipal Corporaion (the local government administraive body for Nagpur) launched an intensive ciizen engagement iniiaive
which atempted to reach out to as many households and potenially underrepresented demographic groups as possible in order to inform its strategic
prioriies. This process was supported by the Nagpur Smart City Council, a
large, diverse group of stakeholders incorporaing themaic experts, urban
planners, NGOs, and private partners.
As a result, six key principles were ideniied that now inform Nagpur’s
Smart City agenda: a well-planned city; safety and livability; future-proof infrastructure; sustainable habitat; digital governance; and economic prosperity.
However, over the course of the stakeholder engagement process, local govISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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ernment oicials ideniied a typology of three disinct neighborhood within
Nagpur: a dense city core with signiicant heritage areas; planned residenial
neighborhoods; and informal setlements along the fringes of the urban area.
Thirty-six percent of the populaion in Nagpur reside in informal setlements.
This typology, along with inputs from the Nagpur Smart City Council, was
helpful in idenifying the need to develop two metro-line corridors as a key
smart city intervenion to alleviate Nagpur sub-opimal public transportaion
infrastructure. The plans, composed 17 staions dispersed across a 21.8 km
north-south corridor and 18.3 km east-west corridor, encourage the redevelopment of core city areas, mixed-use development along the metro, and
afordable movement opions for those living in informal setlements.
The Nagpur Municipal Corporaion is using the Smart City concept to become a truly inclusive city by 2025. This will mean ensuring that key services
are provided to the underserved populaion in the eastern periphery, as well
as developing more accessible and green open spaces, and emphasizing compact, mixed-use planning through the strategic use of publicly owned land, and
making Nagpur an open defecaion free city.

MICHAEL WOODBRIDGE
ROMAN MENDLE

Figure 4: Nagpur launched an
intensive ciizen engagement
iniiaive which atempted to
reach out to as many households
and potenially underrepresented
demographics as possible in order to
inform its strategic prioriies. Source:
Delivering Change Foundaion

CITY OF VIENNA, AUSTRIA

Home to 1.8 million residents and projected to expand to 2.2 million by 2050,
the City of Vienna is Austria’s largest city. While some ciies focus on the use of
innovaive technology, Vienna Smart City prioriizes social inclusion. In 2011,
Vienna launched a paricipatory process through numerous themaic workshops and expert consultaions in order to formulate concrete objecives. The
resuling strategy, the Smart City Wien framework, is directed at a wide range
of groups: ciizens, enterprises, nonproit insituions, and the public sector.
The project aims to improve the city’s performance in three areas: resource
preservaion, quality of living, and innovaion.
Driven by these goals, the city has implemented numerous specialized
smart city projects in diferent sectors and have ideniied objecives such as
the reducion of CO2 emissions from 3.1 to 1 ton per capita; increasing renewable sources to 50% energy consumpion by 2050; and decreasing motorized
individual traic from 28% to 15% by 2030.
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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Figure 5: The Smart City Wien
framework was developed
through an extensive paricipatory
process, and it will coninue to
serve as a long-term umbrella
strategy unil 2050

“The MA48 Waste App” is one good example of Vienna’s approach to
smartness. The app provides informaion regarding waste disposal, including
the next collecion dates, the nearest waste disposal sites, and updates to the
system. Vienna uses the app to moivate ciizens to paricipate in waste separaion. This is characterisic of its smart city project, which focuses not so
much on new technology but on the use of exising technologies to change
processes and mindsets.
The Smart City Wien framework will coninue to serve as a long-term umbrella strategy unil 2050, and encompasses all areas of municipal administraion and urban policy. It has been designed to interact with exising and future
plans in order to provide a consistent and producive strategic framework.
THE SEVEN QUALITIES OF A SMART CITY

With these examples of how ciies all over the globe are approaching the
“smart city” idea in mind, ICLEI has ideniied some of the key traits that consitute a “smart city”:
1. A smart city puts people at the center. Tapping the potenial of new technologies and data management is useful, if it is a means to an end. ICT and
other technologies should be considered only in relaion to how rapidly,
how easily and how efecively they allow the city to move towards sustainable, inclusive and engaged communiies.
2. A smart city is less about innovaion per se, than it is about removing roadblocks to local human capital. A smart city should act as an incubator for
innovaion and a catalyzer for soluions, refraining from expecing to have all
the soluions and relying on the exising local human capital.
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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3. Before engaging into technology-intensive revoluions of administraive
acion, a smart city aims to beter integrate exising projects and plans,
ind synergies among previously disconnected streams of work and areas
of responsibility.
4. A smart city fosters ciizens’ engagement. Decades of top-down approaches
have shown that crating policies in city hall and imposing them on the community is not an efecive way to achieve the intended goals. When ciizens
are given a chance to paricipate in policy crating and subsequent implementaion, projects yield faster and beter results. Ciizens’ engagement is
also crucial in strengthening local democraic insituions and build a stronger sense of community.
5. A smart city has a central goal or set of goals that it intends to achieve within
a given imeframe. All the rest is built around those goals. The quesions
a city should ask itself when considering a Smart City plan or project are:
What do we want to achieve? How do we believe we can achieve it? Why do
we think this is going to improve the lives of our ciizens?
6. Smart ciies don’t act in a void. Local businesses, academia and other research organizaions, civil society and, of course, relevant regional and naional administraions are all going to play a crucial part in delivering change
at the local level. Building partnerships is crucial to implement policies that
aim to make the city more livable, more sustainable and more inclusive.
Many successful ciies have been able to leverage the potenial within the
local community or partnering with interested organizaions to beter monitor air quality, organize waste management in a more efecive and sustainable way, provide the context for a low-carbon transiion to take place
within the city.
7. Smart ciies ask themselves not what is smart but rather what is not, what
doesn’t work, what creates a loss for the community and how to transform
that into a net gain. Becoming smart means then idenifying criicaliies and
addressing them.

Figure 6: Energy eicient building in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Source: The City of Copenhagen
website www.kk.dk
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CONCLUSION
The Smart City debate ofers ciies a dynamic environment for rethinking the
approaches and methodologies to foster sustainable urban development. It is
ciies themselves who will coninue to decide on the values that are appropriate to their sustainable development path.
It is increasingly clear that there is no single blueprint for Smart Ciies that
works for small and large, poor and rich ciies. Each local community has its
own pre-exising geographic, social, poliical and economic condiions which
may limit or enhance the process of sustainable urban development. And with
that in mind, every local and regional government must maintain and exercise
the right to dictate what Smart City means for them. ICT innovaion, systems
integraion, and eiciency gains must be deployed in the service of sustainable
and people-centered local development.
That being said - and to follow in the footsteps of Mr. Elisei by considering
the inverse - just because there is no blueprint for what ciies should do, it
does not mean that there are not traps and pifalls which should be avoided by
civic praciioners developing Smart City strategies and frameworks. The biggest pifall of all is to consider methodological approaches- such as innovaion,
eiciency, systems integraion - or pracical requirements for implementaion
- such as data, technology, governance models, and digitalizaion - in the absence of a goal. Even a Smart City needs to set a strong foundaion.
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NATIONAL ACTIVITY OF SMART CITY DEVELOPMENT
Smart City, as a new concept for Research and Development, was irst discussed
at the Chinese Naional level on August 2009 at the seminar itled “Summit of
Informaion Technology Development Strategy”, hosted by the China Naional
Ministry of Science and Technology in Xiangshan. In June 2010, experts from
Smart City related ield, such as informaion science, remote sensing, and the
modern service industry, organized a symposium to discussing the research
and development of Beijing as a Smart City. The most important achievements
of the symposium were: that Smart City will be part of strategic emerging industries of China; that Smart Ciiy was deined as the comprehensive applicaion of the new generaion of informaion technology; and that Smart Ciiy
will promote the depth fusion of informaizaion and industrializaion in China.
In October 2010, Wuhan (Capital city of Hubei Province) and Shenzhen (Located between HongKang and Guangzhou, Guangdong Province) were selected by the China Naional Ministry of Science and Technology as pilot ciies to
be planned and developed as Smart Ciies. While Wuhan and Shenzhen were
working on their Smart City planning and development, some other ciies, such
as Beijing, Shanghai, and Ningbo, also launched their Smart City development
strategies. Taking Shanghai and Beijing as examples, Shanghai produced their
Three-year Acions to Promote Smart Shanghai Development in September
2011, and Beijing published The Outline of Smart Beijing Acivity in March 2012.
In November 2012, the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development
of China released the following three documents: Noiicaion of the Pilot
Work for China Naional Smart Ciies; Provisional Regulaions of the Pilot Work
for China Naional Smart Ciies; and, The Index System of the Pilot Work for
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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Figure 1: Zhongguancun Science Park
Source: htp://www.zgc.gov.cn/
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China Naional Smart City and District and Town. Then the evaluaion and selecion process and work of the pilot smart city program was started all over
main land China based on the voluntary applicaion by city government (www.
mohurd.gov.cn).
In January 2013, the list of irst group of pilot ciies was announced which
includes 37 prefecture-level ciies, 50 districts and county-level ciies, and 3
towns, a total of 90 Smart City projects. In August 2013, the second group of
pilot ciies was announced which includes 80 districts, 23 county-level ciies
and towns, and 9 expanded towns – a total of 112 projects. And in April 2015,
the third group of pilot ciies was announced which includes 84 districts and
counies and towns, 13 expanded districts and towns, and 41 special districts
and towns for a total of 138 projectsi.
In August 2014, approved by the State Council, the Guidance for Promoing
Healthy Development of Smart Ciies was worked out by eight ministries, including the Naional development and reform commission, Ministry of industry and informaion technology, Ministry of science and technology, Ministry
of public security, Minister of inance, Ministry of land and resources, Ministry
of housing and urban-rural development, and Ministry of transportii. Four important principles of Smart City development were deined in the Guidance.
Smart Ciies were to be people oriented, to be local condiion based, to be
collaboraive innovaion, and to ensure safety. Five objecives of Smart City
development were also enumerated as follows, convenience of public service,
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Figure 2: Zhongguancun Science
Park, Haidian District, Beijing
Source: htp://www.zgc.gov.cn/

i htp://www.mohurd.gov.cn/
ii ibid
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reinement of urban management, livable of living environment, intelligent of
city infrastructure and long-lasing network security.
In October 2014, based on the main ideas of the Guidance for Promoing
Healthy Development of Smart Ciies, an Inter-ministerial coordinaion working group was established by 24 ministries to enhance the cooperaion among
ministries. In November 2014, the working group published Inter-Ministerial
Coordinaion Working System and Working Program for Promoing Healthy
Development of Smart Ciies (2014-2015).
Approved by the State Council, In December 2015, the working group extended to 25 ministries and changed their itle to “Inter-ministerial coordinaion working group for new Smart City development”. The main tasks of the
working group consisted of four items: to coordinate the inter-ministerial
policy of new Smart City development; to guide and monitor the new Smart
City development; to evaluate the new Smart City development; and, to organize foreign exchange acivity. Compared to the Smart City, the new Smart City
meant new objecives, new ideas, new principles, new contents, new methods, and new requirements.
In April 2016, the working group published Inter-Ministerial Coordinaion
Working Program for new Smart Ciies development (2016-2018). In December 2016, The Evaluaion Index of New Smart City (2016) was published by the
State Standard Commitee Oice, which includes 8 irst class indicators, such
as service people, precision governance, ecological livable, Intelligent faciliies,
informaion resources, network security, and ciizen experience. Meanwhile, the
Evaluaion Index includes 21 second class indicators and 54 third class indicators
(see: htp://www.ndrc.gov.cn for more informaion). Based on the Evaluaion Index system, most of the pilot smart ciies were to be evaluated and 100 of them
will be selected as the Models of New Smart City development.
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CONCEPT MODEL AND FRAMEWORK
OF SMART CITY
According to the Guidance for Promoing Healthy Development of Smart Cities, the concept of Smart Ciies was described as a new idea and model to
promote urban planning, urban construcion, urban management, and urban
service. Being “smart” was achieved by means of integrated applicaion of informaion technology, such as internet of things (IOT), cloud compuing(CC),
big data(BD), and geo-informaics (RS, GIS, GNSS, VR). Developing Smart City
was seen to be of great importance to speed up the ‘informaionizaion’iii, new
industrializaion, agricultural modernizaion, and new urbanizaion, as well as
to enhance the sustainable development of the city. Based on the concept
above, the concept model of smart city can be graphical expressed by Graph 1.
SMART CITY: SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF CITY

FOUR SIMULTANEOUS DEVELOPMENTS

NEW INDUSTRIALIZATION

NEW URBANIZATION

AGRICULTURAL MODERNIZATION

INFORMATIONIZATION: INFORMATION PROCESSING AND INTEGRATED APPLICATION

NEW IDEA AND NEW MODEL

SMART PLANNING

SMART CONSTRUCTION

SMART MANAGEMENT

SMART SERVICE

PRINCIPLES: PEOPLE ORIENTED, CONDITION BASED, COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION, SAFETY

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATED APPLICATION

INTERNET OF THINGS

CLOUD COMPUTING

BIG DATA

GEOINFORMATICS

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: SENSOR, NETWORK, SMART TERMINAL, SYSTEM PLATFORM

The preceding diagram of Smart City is helpful to understand the main ideas
of the smart city concept. However, we should transfer the concept model to
a built framework according to the demands of people, the process of urban
planning, construcion, management, and service, and the characterisics of
informaion technology as expressed by Graph 2. This diagram includes three
infrastructure plaforms, two classes of applicaion systems, and one guarantee systems, such as Informaion sensing and transmission plaform, infor-

Graph 1: The Concept Model of
Smart City

iii Informaizaion or informaisaion refers to the extent by which a geographical area, an economy
or a society is becoming informaion-based, i.e., increase in size of its informaion labor force. Usage
of the term was inspired by Marc Porat’s categories of ages of human civilizaion: The Agricultural
Age, the Industrial Age and the Informaion Age (1978). Informaizaion is to the Informaion Age what
industrializaion was to the Industrial Age (Wikipedia Deiniion see: htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Informaizaion).
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maion management and compuing plaform, resource sharing and service
plaform, management and service systems, decision support and service systems, and maintenance and guarantee systems.
INFORMATION SENSING AND TRANSMISSION PLATFORM

The informaion sensing and transmission plaform is the informaion infrastructure of smart city, which includes informaion sensing faciliies and
informaion transmission faciliies. Informaion sensing faciliies refer to informaion gathering technology and equipment such as remote sensing technology, radio frequency ideniicaion (RFID), GNSS terminal, natural environment
sensor, urban social sensor, and camera video capture terminal, which are located in the urban informaizaion system.
SERVICE OBJECTS OF SMART CITY

Government

Business

Community

MAINTENANCE
AND GUARANTEE
SYSTEM

Public

MANAGEMENT
POLICY

DECISION SUPPORT AND SERVICE SYSTEM

Expert Knowledge
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Graph 2: The Framework of Smart City
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Informaion transmission faciliies refers to the wired and wireless network
transmission faciliies, including communicaion iber network, 4G/5G wireless
communicaion network, micro-sensor network, related storages and servers,
and network terminals. The various components integrate to build a universal
urban Internet of Things.
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND COMPUTING PLATFORM

The informaion management and compuing plaform is the spaial data infrastructure of smart city, which includes two aspects: data integraion management system and informaion compuing service plaform. Data integraion
management system is mainly supported by the data warehouse technology, to
manage the smart city databases, such as city basic geodatabase, resource and
environment database, socio-economic database, populaion database, legal
database, urban and rural planning database, remote sensing image database,
video database, and applicaion-oriented subject database. To beter manage
data, cloud compuing technology should be applied to provide data compuing
services, through resource sharing and service plaform, for smart city management and service system and decision support and service systems.
INFORMATION SHARING AND SERVICE PLATFORM

The informaion sharing and service plaform is the service infrastructure
smart city, which is to sharing informaion and service based on SOA and cloud
compuing. The plaform integrates remote sensing (RS), geographic informaion system (GIS), global navigaion satellite system (GNSS), virtual reality (VR)
to provide all the service to management and service system and decision
support system and service system by means of OGC standards, such as WFS,
WPS, WMS, WCS, and WTS. The plaform could not only provide sotware service, plaform service, facility service and other resource services, but also realize the smart city resource management, process management, applicaion
request response, applicaion service provision, and so on.
SMART CITY MANAGEMENT AND SERVICE SYSTEM

The management and service system is the main body of smart city, including
four aspects, such as the smart government afairs, smart business service,
smart community service, and smart public service. The smart government affairs is the further development of former e-government, mainly covering the
government management informaizaion and networking, involving urban resource management, planning and construcion management, environmental
protecion, tourism management, and other funcions. Similarly, smart business service is intelligence development of former e-commerce, to achieve
the informaizaion and networking of enterprise producion management
and business aciviies. The smart community service is the deepen development of the digital community, to support the ciizen’s daily life and behavioral
decision-making informaizaion and networking. And the smart public service
is for the public people to acquire smart services related to the science educaion, the daily life, and leisure acivity at anyime and anywhere.
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The smart city decision support and service system works like the brain of the
smart city. It supports both government or business decision-making related
to major city events. Based on the smart city management and service system, smart city decision support and service system is mainly the integraion
of expert knowledge, data mining, knowledge discovery, scenario analysis, and
decision-making modeling. To enable comprehensive decision-making, the
system to provide technical and informaion to meet the smart city needs and
to achieve sustainable urban development.
SMART CITY MAINTENANCE AND GUARANTEE SYSTEM

The Planning and developing of a Smart city is a long-term systemaic project,
which relates all aspects of urban planning, urban management, ciizen life,
and public demands. It is impossible to be achieved overnight. To ensure the
orderly development of smart city, the maintenance and guarantee system
had to be deined early on, including issues such as relevant policies, operaing mechanism, capital investment, technical support, special talent, informaion security, and other aspects. At the same ime, the life cycle operaion
and maintenance of the systems are also very important consideraions which
must be considered.

EXAMPLES AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF SMART CITY
Guided by the Guidance for Promoing Healthy Development of Smart Ciies
(2014), there are more than 300 ciies praciced the planning and developing
of smart city and obtained lots of achievements. Each of them has their own
characterisics, and the following are three of them.

Figure 3: Zhongguancun Science
Park, Haidian District, Beijing
Source: htp://www.zgc.gov.cn/

SMART ZHONGGUANCUN SCIENCE PARK, BEIJING

Located in northwest of Beijing, Zhongguancun Science Park is very famous for
its high tech and innovaion development. Zhongguancun Science Park consists of 41 universiies, 206 science insitutes, 68 naional laboratories, 27 naional engineering research centers, 28 naional technology research centers,
and 34 overseas students pioneer parks. More than 3000 high tech and innovaive companies are registered at Zhongguancun Science Park. Therefore,
planning and developing Smart concepts at Zhongguancun Science Park is the
most important element of Smart Beijing.
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Graph 3: Components of Smart
Zhongguancun Science Park

Followed the concept idea and general framework of Smart Beijing, the
components of Smart Zhongguancun Science Park were worked out as shown
in Graph 3. One informaion service plaform and eight applicaion systems are
the main components. There are three important aspects of the service platform, such as informaion sensing, database management, and informaion
service. While the eight-applicaion system includes: an Investment Service
System, a Planning and Land system, a Building Management System, a Human
Resources System, a Business Management System, a Financial Analysis System, a Project Management System, and a Business Analysis System.

SMART YISHANWAN COMMUNITY, WUHAN

Yishanwan community is in Jiangxia District, Wuhan, Hubei province. It plans the
community space, industrial and agricultural layout required in new comprehensive planning. It also calls for the rapid development of community informaizaion. It believes that the integraion of urban and rural overall development can
only be achieved by embedding informaion technology in all aspects of new
community development. Therefore, under the background of the synchronous
development of informaizaion, new industrializaion, agricultural modernizaISOCARP · REVIEW 13

Figure 4: Smart Yishanwan
Community, Wuhan
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ion, new urbanizaion, the development of smart Yishanwan community towards new urbanizaion is to follow both the trend of the era and the approach
which conforms best to the developing local vision. Based on the experience of
the development of Smart Wuhan, the demand of building Smart Yishanwan
Community is embodied in four aspects: the informaizaion infrastructure,
management, service, and mechanism.
According to the demand of informaizaion development of smart community, the general framework (Graph 4) of Smart Yishanwan consists of four-layer
components, such as base layer, sharing layer, service layer, and portal layer. And
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an informaion center and a security system is working on the integraion of
the ive layers. The framework can be summarized as a project of “Six Ones”,
that is organizing one informaion center, building one base layer (a set of infrastructure), one sharing plaform, one applicaion and service system, one informaion portal, and one security system.

Graph 4: Components of Smart
Yishanwan Community

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Ater eight years study and pracice of Smart City in China, most of the government oicials and IT experts realized that Smart City development is an important way for new urbanizaion development in China. The advantages are not
only for government management, but also for public service. With the development of the smart city, new types of shared economy are developing very
well. More and more industries are changing their developing mode, while more
and more people are becoming familiar with various aspects of smart daily life.
However, some related issues must be considered, such as the personal privacy,
the informaion security, the technical standard, the social regulaion, and so on.
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INTRODUCTION
Smart Ciies is not a term that was coined by the City of Portland or any other
city or community. Rumor is the origin lies in the private sector. It’s been criticized as a markeing term created by companies anicipaing a billion-dollar
market in civic technology. Perhaps because of its cloudy provenance, there is
no standard Smart Ciies deiniion despite lots of discussions about standards.
Generally, people may know it has something to do with data and technology,
perhaps they have heard of the Internet of Things (IoT) or have read popular
media aricles about the rise of the autonomous vehicle. It is not always a
beloved term by ciies (we are not “dumb” now), nor is it necessarily seen
as a term that ideniies strategies or goals that many communiies were not
already pursuing.
The City of Portland’s understanding of Smart Ciies has been evolving
through our experiences of the past few years. Today, Portland deines Smart
Ciies as the eicient use of exising and innovaive technologies, data collecion and management tools to enhance community engagement and bring
public beneits through improved services. Central in any smart city project
should be the atainment of at least one of our City goals: to achieve digital
equity; improve mobility; have greater afordability; facilitate climate change
miigaion and adaptaion; improve community health and safety; encourage
workforce development; or improve disaster preparedness and resiliency. We
also want to enhance the ability of the City and our wider community to transform data into knowledge to inform our decision-making. We also seek new
economic and civic technology opportuniies. But the fundamental goal of City
of Portland Smart Ciies projects is simply to make people’s lives beter.
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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Eastbound bridgehead connecing
the Tilikum Crossing, Bridge of
the People, to greenways and bike
routes. Portland’s newest bridge
carries pedestrians, cyclists, TriMet’s
Max Orange line trains, buses, and
streetcars over the Willamete River
but not passenger vehicles
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The City of Portland has invested in a regional approach to Smart Ciies planning, working closely with Portland State University, our local transit agency
(TriMet), our regional metropolitan planning organizaion (Metro), and the
State Oregon Department of Transportaion (ODOT). We have also built out
an internal Smart Ciies governance structure to facilitate projects across the
City’s bureaus and ensure collaboraive work with university researchers, the
local technology community, and the public. The City has been able to leverage
the collecion of ideas under the Smart Ciies umbrella to develop an integraive and comprehensive approach to innovaion, one that successfully navigates Portland’s unique commission form of governmenti.

INITIAL SMART CITIES EFFORTS
PRE US DOT SMART CITY CHALLENGE

Beginning in 2014, a small group of City staf, Portland State University (PSU)
faculty and researchers, staf from the Technology Associaion of Oregon (TAO),
and representaives from the private sector began meeing to idenify potenial
eforts that fell under the Smart Ciies umbrella. These project ideas were rooted
in how data and technology could be used to improve quality of life.
This iniial Portland Smart Ciies working group was made up of City representaives with experise in transportaion, planning and sustainability,
TAO and other private sector representaives specializing in regional technology businesses and transportaion infrastructure, and PSU researchers from
computer science, urban planning, environmental science and transportaion engineering. Opportuniies to join several emerging naional Smart Cities iniiaives were seized. Portland formed a team to work on a Smart City
technology project, referred to as Acion Clusters in the Global Ciies Team
Challenge (GCTC) program led by the Naional Insitute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the non-proit US Ignite. PSU and the City of Portland were
also founding members of the MetroLab Network, a group of city/university
partnerships around technology and data. These iniiaives were key to helping Portland build our understanding of Smart Ciies, develop iniial project
ideas, connect to other ciies and communiies, and advance our vision for
what Smart Ciies means in our community. Portland’s paricipaion in these
naional programs coninues today.
UB MOBILE PDX

Then in December 2015 the US Department of Transportaion (US DOT) Smart
City Challenge was announced. It invited proposals from mid-sized ciies in a
winner-takes-all compeiion, with the winner geing a $50 million grant to
implement a smart transportaion system. Emails lew, meeings and phone
calls were scheduled, webinars watched, and a team was assembled to crat a
pre-proposal in two months’ ime. The efort was led by the Portland Bureau of
Transportaion (PBOT). The City of Portland, like other ciies, was able to base
i The commission form of government in the City of Portland means that its members have legislaive,
administraive, and quasi-judicial powers which difers from most other municipal governments
among large ciies in the United States. The City has six elected oicials comprised of the Mayor, four
Commissioners, and the Auditor. The City Council is made up of the Mayor and the Commissioners who
also serve as administrators of City departments. See this aricle for more details: htps://www.portlandoregon.gov/auditor/aricle/9178
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its proposal on exising long-term and short-term plans for our transportaion
vision, plans that were rooted in many months of community engagement.
Because the City was paricipaing in several Smart Ciies groups and naional
networks, we also had a list of potenial pilot ideas and partnerships that had
been discussed, ideas that were in search of funding. These were projects that
we knew we could run with.
Becoming a inalist US DOT Smart City Challenge was announced in an exciing fashion in March 2016, with Portland’s Mayor atending the South by
Southwest conference in Ausin with the other inalist Mayors and US DOT
leaders. We thought there would only be ive other ciies to compete with, but
the pool was increased to seven because of the quality of the proposals and
the diiculty in narrowing it down further. With funding to dedicate to the full
proposal and exciing partnerships to explore, the challenge began. The next
four months were full of wriing, drat deadlines, vendor meeings, teleconferences, searches for matching funds, and ensuring ime for community and
stakeholder engagement.
Our “UB Mobile PDX” proposal ulimately focused on increasing access to
transportaion choices and connecing mobility and infrastructure investments
across the City, therefore bringing beter, cheaper and more accessible mobility opions to our underserved communiies. A key objecive was to connect
the close-in “Portlandia” neighborhoods with East Portland, an area home to
some of Portland’s most diverse and economically-vulnerable communiies,
which had not had the same level of atenion and investment over the past
several decades.

Figure 1: Annotated site map from the City of Portland’s
US DOT Smart City Challenge proposal, UB Mobile PDX,
focused on increasing access to, connecivity, and equity
in mobility across the City in three key corridors
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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UB Mobile PDX included both citywide components as well as the research
and tesing of Smart Ciies technologies in three Portland corridors: Powell/
Division in Southeast/East Portland, 122nd Avenue in East Portland, and Columbia Boulevard in North Portland (see Figure 1). The iniiaive is built on the
foundaion of a centralized data management and analyics structure, the
“Open Data Cloud” (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Elements of the City
of Portland’s US DOT Smart City
Challenge proposal, UB Mobile PDX

We headed into June 2016 with lots of excitement in the air and conidence
in the UB Mobile PDX proposal. Then at the end of the month we learned that
Columbus, Ohio was selected as the inal city and US DOT Smart City Challenge winner. Columbus put together a fantasic presentaion and innovaive
approach to their transportaion and community health challenges. Our iniial
reacion of course included disappointment, but there was also a recogniion
of the great collaboraions and coordinaion that had been built through the
proposal process. The US DOT Challenge and UB Mobile PDX proposal built
an incredible team that brought a variety of public agencies, universiies, private-sector companies and community-based organizaions together at the
same table. We decided to dust ourselves of and build on this momentum.
POST US DOT SMART CITY CHALLENGE

The ending of the US DOT Smart City Challenge did not mean the end of moving
forward with Smart City projects and plans at the City of Portland. The intensity
and pace of meeings with potenial project partners, vendors, and the pitches
from various technology providers also did not wane. As we coninued to evaluate projects over the next eight months, it became clear that we were in a
reacive state, allowing vendors to lead the conversaion. We needed to become
proacive and coordinated to lead with our goals as a City. We needed to ensure
that public beneits are the foundaion for all of our Smart Ciies eforts.
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Addiionally, there was some scratching of heads regarding how we could
broaden our Smart Ciies projects beyond transportaion. We had an established strong pillar in transportaion, but also recognized the potenial for public beneits in emergency management, addressing the digital divide, improved
community engagement and government performance evaluaion. We also
knew we needed to learn how these improved data management and smart
technologies could be used to help improve access to housing and address
issues for those that are houseless; one of our largest challenges and a challenge that many other ciies are facing.
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Figure 3: City of Portland’s Smart Ciies
evoluion as of June 2017

SHAPING OUR SMART CITIES PROGRAM
SMART CITIES GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

To address the hurdles discussed above, the City of Portland designed and
adopted a new Smart Ciies governance structure, beginning with the formaion of a Smart Ciies Steering Commitee (SCSC) (see Figure 4). The SCSC is led
by the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability (BPS) on behalf of the Mayor’s Ofice, and coordinated by BPS, PBOT, Bureau of Technology Services (BTS), and
the Oice for Community Technology (OCT). Formalizing a citywide structure
around our Smart Ciies work created mechanisms for improved internal and
external collaboraion, clariies roles among City leadership and bureaus, and
helps us to idenify priority focus areas and goals. Coordinaion also allows us
to beter leverage resources between bureaus and projects and gain addiional
help to make projects or funding applicaions more successful.

Figure 4: City of Portland’s Smart
Ciies Governance Structure showing
a formalized citywide structure for
Smart Ciies work with mechanisms
for internal and external collaboraion
and ideniicaion of priority focus
areas and goals
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The design and adopion of this structure took several months of work and
strategic development and culminated with the formal Resoluion No. 37290
adopted by Portland City Council in June 2017. Working through the SCSC allows us to speak with one voice and make sure our central prioriies of equity,
resiliency, and afordability are evident in Portland’s Smart Ciies projects. In our
upcoming iscal year budget, we also have dedicated staing in BPS for Smart Cities prioriies which combined with this governance structure builds a foundaion
for a prudent, proacive and sustainable approach to Smart Ciies opportuniies.
REGIONAL ACTION PLAN

In parallvel to the City of Portland Smart Ciies governance structure is an acive Portland Regional Smart Ciies Commitee led by Portland State University.
This commitee is working to build a comprehensive, long-term vision for the
enire region. The commitee includes representaives from the City, Metro,
TriMet, ODOT, Port of Portland, and non-proit mobility and community-focused organizaions like Forthii and OPALiii. This group was able to capitalize on
the momentum created in the US DOT Smart City Challenge to get organized
and bring together funding to develop a Regional Smart Ciies Acion Plan to
advance Smart Ciies in the Portland Metro region.
The Regional Acion Plan currently being drated, incorporates interviews
from all paricipaing agencies, assesses exising regional projects and creates
guiding principles and criteria for evaluaing the desirability and feasibility of
future projects. The plan will include three 2-year acions based on ideniied
early wins, current resources available, and an assessment of most urgent
needs in the Portland region. Expected outcomes also include the creaion
of a foundaion for the expansion of Smart Ciies iniiaives to beneit needs
beyond mobility and transportaion, an important issue ideniied by City of
Portland. The Acion Plan and regional group will work together on priority
iniiaives related to carbon-emissions reducion through transportaion-related improvements and look at other sectors to address climate change and
resiliency through data and technology.
OPEN DATA POLICY AND PROGRAM

In May 2017, Portland City Council enthusiasically adopted an Open Data Ordinance (No. 1883562) to establish an Open Data Policy and Open Data Program for the City of Portland. This acion built upon earlier eforts from a 2009
Resoluion (No. 367353), led by the City’s Bureau of Technology Services (BTS),
when Portland became the irst city in the United States to declare its commitment to Open Data and to develop an Open Data portal, CivicAppsiv. Establishing an Open Data Policy and Program is a criical step to support our Smart
Ciies eforts to create shared, standardized systems for collecing, managing,
analyzing, and distribuing data. Below are the ive summary goals for City of
Portland’s Open Data Policy and Program:
1. Increase transparency and improve public trust;
2. Build civic paricipaion and engagement;
ii Forth is a non-proit organizaion with a mission to advance electric, smart, and shared transportaion
through innovaion, demonstraion projects, advocacy, and engagement.
iii OPAL Environmental Jusice Oregon is a non-proit organizaion with a mission to build power for environmental jusice and civil rights in communiies. OPAL stands for Organizing People/Acivaing Leaders.
iv htp://civicapps.org/
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3. Improve access to data to inform and improve decision making;
4. Reduce staf ime devoted to responding to requests for City data;
5. Grow the likelihood of data-driven innovaions in the private sector that
increase the social and commercial value of City assets and improve the
delivery of City services.
Developing and passing the Open Data Ordinance was a collaboraive partnership between BPS, the City Budget Oice (CBO), and technical experts from the
Center for Government Excellence at Johns Hopkins University and the Sunlight
Foundaion. These technical partners were a result of the City’s partnership with
Bloomberg Philanthropies’ What Works Ciies (WWC) iniiaivev. Over the next
year, the City of Portland will coninue to work in these collaboraive partnerships to coordinate a data governance commitee across all bureaus and build
the implementaion plan for a data governance system and Open Data Policy.
ATTACHMENTS AND USE OF CITY-OWNED INFRASTRUCTURE IN
THE RIGHT OF WAY

The number of applicaions for atachments to, and uses of, city-owned infrastructure in the public right of way (ROW) is growing rapidly with no slow-down
in sight. For example, the deployment of autonomous and connected vehicle
communicaion will necessitate the installaion of new hardware along roadways. In addiion, the City and community have a growing interest in distributed,
connected sensors for higher density, real-ime measurements of infrastructure
uilizaion and environmental variables to help aid data driven decision making. These devices – plus the ones individuals carry around in their pockets or
use in their vehicles – largely communicate through the same cellular, wireless
networks. To support this growing usage and increase cellular network capacity
beyond what can be supplied by tradiional cell towers, mobile carriers need to
deploy small cell sitesvi in high densiies across urban areas.
A working group with representaives from PBOT, BPS, OCT, and the City Atorney’s Oice was assembled quickly in the spring of 2017 to develop a strategic
framework for how to manage atachments and city-owned poles in the ROW.
Opportuniies, issues, and key consideraions for the current technology applicaions were ideniied along with key steps for a policy review, physical systems
review, and needs assessment. We also looked at similar eforts by other ciies.
This informaion was used to shape the development of protocols with speciicaions and requirements and to create an equitable strategic framework that
can meet these fast-growing technology demands of public infrastructure while
coninuing to manage the right-of-way for the greatest public beneit.
SMART AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES INITIATIVE

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) is another example of a coming technology that requires a new look at city policies, so that ciies can be paricipaing partners
in their deployment while also ensuring the technology applicaions meets the
goals and vision informed by the public. AVs have the potenial to bring posiive impacts, such as more lexible transportaion opions that address some
v See “Finding Out What’s Working in America and Beyond”, Simone Brody, ISOCARP Review 12, pages

109 – 115, September 2013.
vi Note that the name “small cells” can be deceiving as it does not describe the size of the hardware

that needs to be atached to poles, street lights, or signal lights, which can be signiicant. “Small” describes the shorter range of these staions.
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of the issues related to unequal access to afordable transportaion outside of
Portland’s inner core. But there is also a high risk for negaive impacts if ciies
are not proacive in our response to AVs, such as increased vehicle miles travelled (VMT), worsening congesion, reduced transit ridership, and privaizaion
of public transit.

REGIONAL AVERAGE OF 19%
ABOVE
BELOW

Figure 5: Average transportaion
costs as a percentage of
household income. Source: Center
for Neighborhood Technology H-T
Index, PBOT, 2015

In April of 2017, the Portland Bureau of Transportaion launched a Smart
Autonomous Vehicles Iniiaive (SAVI) through City of Portland Resoluion No.
372964. The purpose of SAVI is to develop best pracices for the tesing of
AVs, and to create AV policies that spur innovaion, advance the City’s Vision
Zero goals to eliminate traics deaths by 2025, reduce congesion, signiicantly decrease CO2 and other transportaion pollutants, and make travel more
afordable for Portland’s low and moderate-income residents. The ulimate
goal of SAVI is to maximize the public beneits of AVs to Portland residents and
businesses, and to minimize the risks and potenially negaive outcomes of this
new technology.
There are three main components to SAVI. The irst component is an adopted Autonomous Vehicle Policy. With SAVI, the City introduced the concept of
“FAVES” – leet-owned fully-autonomous vehicles that are electric and shared.
Prioriizing FAVES will be the foundaion of the City’s drat policy. Tools such as
congesion pricing and road use fees are also being considered as part of the
AV policy.
The second component is a Request for Informaion (RFI) to gather informaion from AV and other technology providers regarding a potenial pilot of AVs
in the City of Portland. The pilot would be informed by and operate within the
framework of our drat Autonomous Vehicle Policy.
The third component of SAVI is community outreach and engagement
around AVs to idenify where and what type of potenial pilot systems would
deliver the most beneits to the community. A goal from the outset is to focus
on underserved communiies in Portland and to use AVs to address to the
issue of mobility choice inequity, which has resulted from a focus on the private vehicle as the primary means of transportaion. AVs are likely to be a
disrupive technology that could give ciies the opportunity to correct past
mistakes, to move away from privately-owned, single-occupancy vehicles, and
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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to develop a system of mobility that beter meets the needs of all Portlanders,
including the most vulnerable. The City of Portland seeks to fully engage our
community in shaping the next generaion of our transportaion system.
Portland recognizes that AVs alone are not a Smart City technology. It is the
opportunity that AVs present for ciies to change and improve our transportaion systems and to beter meet the mobility needs of our residents – to
help us meet our transportaion, land use, equity and other city goals – that
makes AVs a Smart Ciies technology. The criical need is for proacive policies
to steer this coming technology to address our City goals and the needs of our
residents.

LIVING LABORATORY
The City of Portland is currently developing a porfolio of projects with diverse
partners to pilot new technology applicaions and Internet of Things (IoT) systems. To truly create a living laboratory, we will need to create understanding and trust with the public to enable some technologies to be tested out
through responsible pilots. The overall goal of these projects is to improve the
available data for informed decision making by City engineers, planners, and
the public. The uses for such collected data are currently focused on informing
traic safety, improving emergency management and communicaion, enabling assessments of public health and equity, advancing Portland’s Climate
Acion Plan goals, and creaing economic and civic engagement opportuniies.
OPEN DATA CLOUD

Using new data sets from distributed sensors to meet City goals will require

Figure 6: The pillars of data
management, documented and
standardized data access, and urban
analyics for the City of Portland and
Portland State University Open Data
Cloud and Analyics Pilot

eicient data integraion, analysis, and improved management. A collaboraion between the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability and Portland State
University has produced the concept of an “Open Data Cloud”, which recently
received funding for an iniial pilot.
The Open Data Cloud Pilot project will collect, store, and integrate Smart
Ciies related data from a variety of sources including new sensor deployments, autonomous and connected vehicle pilots, and exising City internal
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Figure 7: Conceptual Open Data
Cloud architecture

data sets and regional data sources. The integrated data plaform will provide
standardized access to these data sources for public sector agencies and local
innovators, while respecing privacy and security needs and developing data
user agreements. A key step in this process is documentaion of the metadata
for each data set including quality control/quality assurance methods, any
other data cleaning methods, other notes about aggregaion, etc. The documentaion step combined with standardized access is key to helping make the
data useable by a variety of end users. Addiionally, the pilot will focus on developing data standards and an automated data integraion process.
ROADWAY URBAN INSTRUMENTATION

Two urban instrumentaion projects will begin deployment in the next 6
months. The irst is a muli-vendor, low-cost, climate and air quality sensor pilot funded by a Replicable Smart Ciies Technologies Cooperaive (RSCT) grant
from the Naional Insitute of Standards and Technology (NIST). This project
will deploy 9 sensors total: 3 Argonne Naional Laboratory/University of Chicago Array of Things nodes; 3 SenSevere RAMP devices; and, 3 Apis SensorCell
nodes. Each device will take 5-minute mean measurements of carbon monoxide (CO), nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and ozone (O3) gas concentraions, temperature, and relaive humidity. The RAMP devices will also
measure carbon dioxide (CO2) and the Array of Things nodes will also measure
pariculate mater with diameters < 2.5µm (PM2.5).

ISOCARP · REVIEW 13

Figure 8: Images of the three
climate and air quality sensor
devices to be deployed in the City
of Portland. From let to right,
Argonne Naional Laboratory/
University of Chicago’s Array of
Things node, Apis SensorCell
node, SenSevere RAMP device
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The air quality devices will be deployed in three phases beginning with a
laboratory deployment at PSU to compare the sensor measurements with
known concentraions of pollutants. Next, the devices will be deployed at
the Oregon’s Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) urban background
monitoring site to co-locate the sensors with each other, and with reference
instruments used for regulatory purposes, to assess their accuracy. During the
inal deployment, the validated sensors will be placed on the roadway at three
diferent signalized intersecions where one sensor device from each vendor will be deployed (3 unique sensors per intersecion) and co-located with
City operated Curbside Labs for Emissions and Atmospheric Research (CLEAR)
cabinets for two of the intersecions. The CLEAR cabinets house some reference air quality instruments in repurposed traic signal cabinets with special
air sampling inlets and reference meteorological instruments deployed to the
traic signal pole and mast. This sensor project also involves the development
of sensor recycling guidelines with the Green Electronics Council (GEC). We
are working to drat guidelines for how to improve the ability to recycle IoT
electronics, minimize electronics waste and maximize the ability to repurpose

Figure 9: The City of Portland
Curbside Lab for Emissions and
Atmospheric Research cabinet on
the right at the intersecion of SE
122nd Ave and SE Division St. The
traic signal cabinet operaing
the signals and decorated with
community art is on the let

Figure 10: The traic signal pole and
mast arm equipped with a 3D sonic
anemometer for wind speed and
direcion, temperature and relaive
humidity probe, and cameras and
radar for traic counts on the SW
corner of the intersecion of SE
122nd Ave and SE Division St.
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or upgrade electronics through city and community procurement guidelines.
The second potenial sensor deployment, coming online over the next year,
is a pilot collaboraion with AT&T, GE, and Intel to install approximately 200
CityIQ Nodes on street light ixtures along high crash corridors. This pilot will
test computer vision algorithms in the nodes to collect pedestrian counts and
direcion as well as traic counts, speed, direcion, and lane use. Pedestrian
counts are rarely collected in real-ime or across the length of major corridors. Such data have been ideniied by planners, engineers, and researchers
as key to addressing both the City of Portland’s Vision Zero traic safety goals
and to idenify locaions of where pedestrian infrastructure investments are
needed. This project will also rely on collaboraions with PSU and cross-bureau
partnerships between PBOT and BPS to help design node orientaions and deployment setups, validate data collected, manage data collected and develop
methods to aggregate and query data across the corridors. Research partnerships will allow for further use case exploraion, such as building pedestrian
acivity models, so that we can potenially apply what we learn in this pilot to
other non-instrumented intersecions.
SMART RESILIENCY

BPS and the Portland Bureau of Emergency Management (PBEM) are also
partnering with the Massachusets Insitute of Technology (MIT), Portland
State University and Portland General Electric (PGE) to pilot an innovaive kiosk-based infrastructure designed to increase disaster resilience. PREPHub,
the name for this technology, was developed by the Urban Risk Lab at MIT
as part of an ongoing research project exploring ways to integrate disaster
preparedness and response technologies into public infrastructure to facilitate
community resilience. PREPHubs, which are able to operate without power for
several days during and ater a disaster, are strategically placed in visible, public gathering spaces, and will include free public WiFi. Because of their locaions they both serve a funcion during a disaster and act as a reminder for the
Portland community to build preparedness into their everyday lives. PREPHubs
are designed to engage the community during normal imes, so residents are
familiar with the PREPHub and its locaion if there is a disaster.

Figure 11: An example of the
PREPHub disaster resiliency kiosk
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This pilot project will deploy PREPHubs in several designated post-disaster
gathering sitesvii that exist in Portland. Community engagement is core to the
PREPHub project, so various Portland communiies will be involved with the
development and design of the pilot units, including what funcionality and
informaion is provided. PREPHub is sill a research project, so we are helping
develop and pilot the prototypes.

WHERE TO NEXT
Smart Ciies projects provide a framework to help the City of Portland implement technology and data-related projects on our coninued pathway to enhance Portland’s livability and be a sustainable, equitable, and resilient City.
Organizing and managing our data is key to looking at the city as an integrated
system as well as being transparent. Comprehensive, coordinated policies and
projects will be necessary to meet our goals to provide public beneits and leverage resources eiciently. Data analysis and analyics will help us coninually
evaluate our policies and projects to help us make beter decisions and thus
maximize public beneits.
Broadening the scope of Smart City projects beyond transportaion is an
important need ideniied by the City and region. The collaboraive smart ciies
governance structure will be key in coordinaing new projects and conducing a
use case inventory across all City Bureaus. Access to afordable housing, emergency management infrastructure and communicaions, energy eiciency, and
green infrastructure are future Smart City project topic areas ideniied from
iniial meeings. For any type of project, improved community engagement
such as using online tools or technology in the roadway to submit public feedback or learn about City services is an important direcion as we move forward.
Bridging the digital divide with increased access to technology is also another
target area we hope to transform with future Smart Ciies projects.
Taking the ime to assess the achievements and the challenges related to
our recent Smart Ciies eforts allowed us to re-focus and formalize a centralized approach that is applicable for Portland. Sharing with our community and
making sure Portland’s Smart Ciies project are understandable by our public
and incorporaing feedback are essenial next steps as we move forward and
aim for our planned trajectories on City goals around digital equity, improved
mobility, greater afordability, sustainability, community health and safety,
workforce development and resiliency.

vii A post-disaster gathering place, also called BEECN sites, are designated locaions in Portland to
go to ater a major earthquake to seek emergency assistance and report severe damage or injuries if
phone services are down. BEECN sites will be stafed with pre-designated City employees, Neighborhood
Emergency Team (NET) members or other volunteers trained to operate emergency radio equipment
and provide informaion on food, water, shelter and other supplies. To learn more about the BEECN
program run by the Portland Bureau of Emergency Management, see: htps://www.portlandoregon.gov/
pbem/59630?
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INTRODUCTION
The concept of a ‘smart city’ has several deiniions. Some authors emphasise
the human component, where a smart city contains highly qualiied and innovaive people who can develop new ideas, products and services and thus
promote economic growth (Shapiro, 2006). For others, it means that social
inclusion and paricipatory governance are very important (Albino et al., 2015;
Goodspeed, 2014; Söderström 2014). Finally, the more widely held deiniion
associates a city’s smartness with the use of informaion and communicaions
technology (ICT) to improve governance – including planning funcions – and
thereby improving the quality of life for its ciizens. Other versions of this hightech deiniion include human capital, such as people who can develop or exploit informaion and technology to the beneit of the urban economy.
Where smart technologies are adopted they range widely and include
various sensors and feedback systems linked to services such as water and
electricity, various modes of public transport, and public safety. Some people,
including the ICT industry, see the urban fabric of future ciies embedded with
these technologies and communicaing through Internet of Things (IoT) linkages to homes and smart phones (Angelidou, 2014; Kitchin, 2014; Harrison
and Donnelly, 2011; Lazaroiu and Roscia 2012). This perspecive focuses on
technology enabling people to improve their quality of life and supporing city
governments to provide more eicient, efecive, and economical services.
Harrison and Donnelly (2011) suggest that a smart city comprises several
layers such as the natural environment, infrastructure, resources, services, and
social systems. We might best see smart technologies and systems as methods
to address the issues within these layers by using: a data layer that contains the
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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Figure 1: A typical small city
in South Africa.
Photo by Verna Nel
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informaion produced and used in the area, an infrastructure layer containing
physical and informaion systems to manage it, an e-services layer (ofered by
government and business), and a user layer that includes relaionships with
stakeholders and ciizens (Anthropoulos and Vakali, 2012). Since planning addresses all of a city’s layers, planners need modern tools to facilitate their work
in light of the ICT revoluion.
Smart ciies also use a variety of emerging specialized sotware programs
to support speciic planning tasks, of which geographic informaion systems
(GIS) are perhaps the best known. In this aricle, we refer to such specialized
programs as Planning Support Systems (PSS). PSS applicaions include sotware that can improve analysis and support decision-making and include hardware, such as high speed computers capable of rapid data processing, or touch
screens in the form of a ‘map table’, that can spaially represent informaion in
a user-friendly manner (Pelzer et al., 2014).
However, to become smart, ciies must acquire technology and secure the
skilled labor to install, maintain and use it. Further, their ciizens need to be
able to access informaion, planning and services through smart phones and
computers.
Ciies in developed countries oten have the resources to invest in technology and people, thus moving towards greater ‘smartness’. In Africa, only the
most developed parts of the largest ciies can dream of being smart, while
most smaller ciies and towns lack the inancial and technological capacity,
and their residents the access to the internet to invest in smart systems. What
happens, however, when a place does not meet these smart perquisites? Can
it sill be smart? Can it use smart planning technology?
We argue that there are opportuniies for smaller ciies and towns to use
technology in planning processes, and in this way, earn the epithet of ‘smart
planning’ ciies and towns. In the following secions, we describe tools available to ciies and towns to improve their service delivery, their relaionships
with stakeholders and hence, the quality of life for their ciizens. We also describe the context of South African towns and the nature of the challenges that
they face in adoping smart city technologies.

CONTEXT: SOUTH AFRICA’S CITIES AND TOWNS
It is essenial to understand the context in which planning is taking place to appreciate the challenges and potenial for the applicaion of smart technologies
and systems, including planning support systems (Biermann, 2011). This secion describes some key features of the municipal planning milieu in smaller
ciies and towns in South Africa to provide a foundaion for the discussion on
smart city opportuniies in later secions.
South Africa has three dominant city regions centred on growing metropolitan municipaliies such as Johannesburg, Ekurhuleni and Tshwane (Gauteng),
Cape Town, eThekwini (Van Huyssteen et al, 2009). Although there are other
municipaliies (such as Nelson Mandela Bay, Bufalo City or Mangaung) with a
metropolitan status, they are smaller with less diverse economies. These cities, along with secondary ciies such as Polokwane, Rustenburg, and Kimberly play an important funcion in their regions (Turok and Borel-Saladin, 2014;
Marais, 2014; Marais and Cloete, 2016). Furthermore, there are several large
towns with important service funcions (Harrison, 2014).
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While the metropolitan regions have generally outperformed the rest of the
country in terms of populaion and economic growth, most intermediate ciies
have performed poorly in comparison to the metropolitan regions (metros).
Measured in terms of both economic output (GVA) and employment, they
have shown slow growth, accouning for only 10% of all new employment
growth between from 1996 to 2012 (Turok and Borel-Saladin, 2013). While the
metros have the most diversiied economies, the intermediate ciies and rural
areas are far more dependent on one or two sectors (Marais, 2014, Marais
and Cloete, 2016), and increasingly, this is the community services sector that
is funded by taxes (Turok and Borel-Saladin, 2013). Notwithstanding high levels
of poverty and unemployment within the city regions, their average household
incomes and employment opportuniies are higher than the remainder of the
country (Harrison, 2014).
Despite their difering iscal capaciies, all South African municipaliies have
the consituional responsibility to provide inclusive, democraic, and accountable government that promotes social and economic development as well as
a healthy, safe environment. Other funcions derived from the consituion
are access to housing and the provision of basic services. The primary planning instrument to achieve these goals is the integrated development plan,
a ive-year strategic plan to guide all municipal aciviies and spending. that
includes a spaial development framework (South Africa, 2000). These plans
also form part of the municipal spaial planning system and along with a land
use management component (South Africa, 2013) form the core of municipal
planners’ funcions.
The Fiscal and Finance Commission (FFC, 2013; 2016) has expressed concern
over the inancial viability of less urban municipaliies that have a limited economy and hence, tax base and municipal revenue, but must sill provide a suite
of social services and infrastructure to their residents. With lower revenues,
these non-metropolitan municipaliies generally have less capacity, with fewer
qualiied technical staf such as engineers and planners (Municipal Demarcaion
Board, 2012). Limited revenues also preclude the use of expensive planning and
infrastructure technology. Such problems are not restricted to small towns, but
are evident in intermediate ciies as well (Campbell et al., 2016).
In the context of resource constraints and limited capacity, smaller municipaliies, ciies, and towns are unable to invest in the high technology ICT serviISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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Figure 2: Bloemfontein - an
intermediate city.
Photo by Emmy van Dyk
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ces associated with smart ciies. However, there are opions available to them,
especially around planning support services, that can contribute to becoming
‘smart planning’ ciies.

SMART PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS
This secion discusses several opions for PPS that have low inancial and human
resource requirements and may be more suitable for ciies of the Global South
than the elaborate systems proposed for wealthy ciies in developed countriesi.
Thus, complex data gathering and sensing applicaions, intricate urban simulaions and models that require experise seldom available in small ciies, have
been ignored. Rather, we discuss simpler systems, designed to work with and
enhance exising local capacity. Several of the systems are already operaional, while some are opions that could be considered. The discussion considers
soluions which are applied to three key components of planning work: spaial
planning; land use management; and, collaboraive development. We looked at
applicaions that are supported by government, provided by the private sector
or locally iniiated by the city or used by its planners.
PSS ENABLED BY GOVERNMENT

The Naional Department of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRDLR) in
the Free State and Northern Cape provinces of South Africa, has led the way in
providing PSS to assist municipaliies who have limited resources in the province.
SPATIAL PLANNING INFORMATION SYSTEM (SPISYS)

One of the irst iniiaives was the Spaial Planning Informaion System (SPISYS),
that serves several funcions. Firstly, the DRDLR iniiated a process to provide access to as much planning relevant data from other government departments as
possible. Although the source departments retain ownership and responsibility
for the data and access to sensiive informaion is limited, the open component
of the data was made available to persons who register on the website. Secondly, this data is also made available to municipaliies, or planning consultants,
for the purposes of spaial planning. This reduces the ime needed to source
base-line informaion for planning purposes. In return for access to the data, the
planners who have prepared the spaial plan must provide the DRDLR and municipality with the data and informaion that they have acquired or generated,
so that the DRDLR data base can be enhanced. This system has worked so well,
that the DRDLR is now developing these concepts into a much more extensive
system for the enire country. The extended system will be called The Naional
Spaial Planning Data Repository (NSPDR) Ecosystem.
The following key objecives were presented at the Geomaics Indaba 2016
for the NSPDR project include:
· Promote integrated planning by creaing a system for real-ime sharing of
spaial informaion
· Remove subjecivity from the planning funcion, and move towards an evidence-based approach
· Develop approach for content search and discovery
· Record land development iniiaives
(htp://www.ee.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Mfanafuthi-Gama-and-Paul-Strydom.pdf)

i For example see Harrison and Donnelly, 2011; Söderström 2014; Happich, 2016
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Not only does the SPISYS concept provide planning support, it can also be
used by the private sector and individuals. This system could thus promote
inclusionary governance, and be used to improve municipal governance: important components of a smart city (Albino et al., 2015; Goodspeed, 2014;
Söderström 2014).
E-LODGEMENT

A second iniiaive by the Free State oice of the DRDLR is the e-Lodgement
process, developed to guide municipaliies and consultants through the process of submiing and approving development applicaions. This is an on-line
applicaion processing system and is linked to the municipal by-laws, (paricularly those municipaliies in the Free State province which require the electronic lodging of applicaions).
This system step-by-step process guides the submission of applicaions,
from the documents that are required, to the relevant departments that must
provide comments on the applicaion. Similar support is provided to municipaliies: each step in clearly indicated and unless a step is completed, the following
acion is blocked. The broad process has two stages, namely, Pre-Lodgement
and Lodgement for applicants. The stages that are the responsibility of the municipal planning and administraion funcion are: Administraion; Assessment;
Municipal Planning Tribunal Management; and, Appeals Authority. Finally,
to comply with the legislaion, a Monitoring module has been included that
allows all informaion required for Provincial and Naional monitoring to be
gathered from the electronic submission forms, to ensure support is give at
a focused level, where and when it is needed. This system is easy to use, and
facilitates rapid processing of applicaions and decision-making (A Kotze: personal communicaion, February 2017). It avoids the situaion that has existed
in the province where applicaions – worth millions in potenial investments
– lie unatended due to the lack of capacity (staf and knowledge) in municipal
oices (L van Biljon: personal communicaion, July 2016).
These systems, developed and made available by government, enable small
ciies and towns to access smart planning support systems, at litle to no cost
to them, yet with the same funcionality as far more costly systems used by
large city governments.

Figure 3: SPISYS website.
Source: htp://www.spisys.co.za

Figure 4: SPISYS - E-Lodgement screen.
Source: htp://www.spisys.co.za

PRIVATE SECTOR SERVICES

Planners in small towns in rural municipaliies oten struggle with spaial planning as they frequently do not have access to sophisicated geo-intelligence
sotware, the skills to use the sotware, or the relevant spaial data. As a result,
any mapping or spaial analysis required by a planner or decision maker needs
to be sent to the GIS department (if they have one) or must be outsourced to
a private consultant. This adds ime constraints on the planning process and
increases the its cost. Addiionally, the spaial planner is deprived of the ability
to do spaial analysis.
Recognising the lack of resources – human and inancial – in many municipaliies, towns and small ciies, the private sector has also developed products and
services provide smart PSS. One such company is MapAble®.
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Figure 5: MapAble website.
Source: htp://www.mapable.co.za

MapAble® is a web-based geo-intelligence system that aims to bridge the
three main gaps, namely, access to sotware, the skills to use the sotware
and lack of data. MapAble® does it in such a way that the entry skill and costs
barriers are low enough to allow non-GIS professionals the beneit of spaial
analysis and map visualizaion. In addiion, MapAble® can create dynamic reports for proiling any area of the planner’s choice. MapAble® enables smart
planning by facilitaing collaboraion within teams (including GIS professionals,
partners, and clients) through shared web-based workspaces. In other words,
collaborators can work together on the same project from their respecive ofices or homes.
MapAble® responds to the general lack of easily available data, which that
can signiicantly hamper fact-based planning endeavours. This is speciically
relevant to small towns and ciies where data is oten lacking, incomplete or
not centralised. MapAble® provides users access to its informaion catalogue
which currently comes pre-packaged with roughly 1,300 naional (South African) layers that are already visualised and ready to use.

Figure 6: Mapable drawing
tool - Makhondo SDF.
Source: Mapable ™
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Figure 7: Mapable - Land allocaion:
Lanseria are, Johanesburg.
Source MapAble ™

MUNICIPAL, INDIVIDUAL PLANNER’S OR COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

In addiion to support systems provided by government, or services provided
by the private sector, there are iniiaives that planners themselves can consider including less costly forms of GIS, the use of mobile and smart phones and
crowd-sourcing of ideas.
Although most GIS applicaions – required for spaial analysis and planning - are relaively expensive and require experise to operate, there are alternaives, such as Quantum GIS (QGIS) that is free and thus afordable for a
cash-strapped municipality. More powerful than MapAble, QGIS is a freeware
applicaion which support JOIN, UNION, and other analyical mapping funcions. However, it does not come with data, and it requires a sophisicated
user. Similar mapping programs are available for use on a smartphone. For example, Lau (2012) notes that an ArcGIS app permits access to access maps and
edit GIS data. In addiion, there are Smartphone apps to assist planners with
daily tasks rather than being pure spaial or urban plan development applicaions. Lau (2012) and Evans-Cowley (2017) list the best planning Applicaions
(apps) for 2012 and 2017.
Many smart city apps include opions for residents to report ‘environment-centric’ problems, such as potholes in roads, defecive streetlights, or
water leak (Badger, 2011). Those ciizens with smart phones can use them,
with interfaces such as Google Maps or Open Street Map, to ‘geo-tag’ locaions can also alert oicials of needed transortaion improvements, or to
measure noise levels in a city (Kleinhans et al., 2015; Evans-Cowley, 2011).
Eriö (2015) and Evans-Cowley, (2011) menion other apps that have been developed for one-way communicaion and paricipatory sensing.
Mobile phones can be used with an applicaion processing system to send
text messages to applicants to keep them advised on the progress of a land
development applicaion or to request informaion (Evans-Cowley, 2011). If
there is a database of all residents’ contact numbers, then this can be used
by the municipality to inform residents of applicaions in their vicinity, of development plans and proposals being considered and for other procedures of
public paricipaion. Such funcions are possible with mobile phones using text
messages, and do not necessarily require smart phones.
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Eriö conirms that actual planning apps (other than geo-informaion apps)
are sill rare (2015:316). Most apps support one-way informaion lows: some
are for informing (municipality to ciizens); and, others enable reporing (citizens to municipality), but few enable dialogue. Communiies are increasing
using mobile phones for business, livelihood strategies and social networks
(Carlson, 2012). Chiumbu (2012: 194), points out that there is an emerging
mobile phone culture in Africa, where a mobile phone enables muliple aciviies, including community acivism.
However, paricipatory planning is one area where the potenial use of
mobile and smartphones has been stressed in the literature (Eriö, 2015;
Angelidou, 2015: S8; Kleinhans et al., 2015). Instead of one-way communicaion, these apps “bring opposing views together, aiming for a convergence”
of opinions or proposals, and contribute to collaboraive planning (Seltzer
and Mahmoudi, 2012: 5). Kleinhans et al., conirm that social media and networking tools are increasingly being used to foster dialogue and co-producion
of ideas, and reaching the “experise of quieter voices” (2015: 241).
Crowdsourcing is deined as inding answers from people ailiated through
the internet; collecive intelligence; “an open innovaion mechanism based on
and enabled by informaion and communicaion technologies” (Seltzer and
Mahmoudi, 2012: 7); and, “an online, distributed problem-solving and producion model” (Brabham, 2012: 308). It can be used as a tool to simulate a cooperaive, and simultaneously compeiive, approach to paricipatory planning. It
is based on the premise that a non-expert in a ield may have a beter insight
into a problem and thus be beter able to solve it than someone in the ield
who may be encumbered with pre-conceived ideas. For this approach to work,
several components need to be in place. Exising on-line plaforms need to
be improved and all plaforms need to be visually atracive and user-friendly
(Brabham, 2012). There must be a clear deiniion of the problems, along with
strong feedback mechanisms, including clear guidelines on how ciizen input
is evaluated and contributes to soluions (Eriö, 2015: 316). In addiion to
clearly deining the problems, Selzer and Mahmoudi (2012) point out that the
problem-solvers should be able to work independently of each other, allowing
a measure compeiion. Furthermore, public acknowledgement of contribuions is important. Care must be taken to avoid manipulaion of the process in
favour of a few (Brabham, 2012).
The common feature of all the smart planning approaches discussed in this
paper is that they require access to some form of computer, be it a smart
phone, or a more convenional workstaion, both with access to the Internet.
Mobile phones are becoming ubiquitous in South Africa: only some four percent of households do not have access to a mobile phone, and most of those
these households are in the rural areas where access can be restricted by the
lack of signal or connecivity.
Although a large segment of the populaion has access to a mobile phone,
access to the Internet is more limited. Only one quarter of the populaion and
just under half of all urban residents, enjoy access to the Internet through a
mobile phone, while less than half of all South African households have access
to the Internet through any channel (Stats SA, 2015). Without internet access,
the seamless connecion to the rest of the world is denied, leading to ‘stuckness’ in places of deprivaion for many South Africans (Schoon and Strelitz,
2014). Access to the internet in ciies and town is generally determined more
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by cost – of both the mobile data and the handset – than availability of the signal. South Africa has one of the highest average prices for data (van Zyl, 2016).
Handsets (smart phones) are also expensive, and oten afordable only when
linked to a 2-year contract. This places smart phones out of reach for the poor.
This lack of access to the internet limits many of the typical smart city mobile (smart) phone applicaions used in metropolitan ciies (e.g. see Albino et
al, 2015). Crucially, it also means that most integrated smart phone apps, (for
example, see Kitchen, 2014; Albini et al, 2015: 17; Evans-Cowley, 2011), are
inappropriate for most South African ciies. A further important implicaion
is that at least half the households in a non-metropolitan municipality do not
have access to social media sites, again limiing their use for planning related
communicaion in smaller ciies (Chiumbu, 2012; Schoon and Strelitz, 2014).
Thus, while social media and sophisicated smartphone apps could be used
for community informaion and paricipaion, they could be considered exclusionary and discriminatory in the South African context, as their use will
overlook the greater proporion of the community – usually the poorest with
the least voice – thus exacerbaing the exising digital divide and other deep
rooted inequaliies (Eriö, 2015; Angelidou, 2014). At best their use should be
combined with other forms of paricipaion and media that are not dependent
on internet connecivity.

POTENTIAL FOR SMALL SMART CITIES
IN SOUTH AFRICA
Although it is unlikely that the non-metropolitan ciies of South Africa will be
able to adopt many of the smart city technologies that require major investments in ICT and sensing infrastructure, there are afordable technologies that
an enable them to earn the epithet “smart city”. Certain of these technologies
can be enabled by government, such as SPISYS, Naional Spaial Planning Data
Repository, and the eLodgement systems developed by the Free State oice of
DRDLR. Access to data and technology, such as that ofered by Mapable®, can
be sourced at a reasonable cost from private companies. Others are linked to
smartphone technologies and apps, available to planners and those fortunate
enough to have a smartphone with internet access.
Nonetheless, with the growth, and penetraion of mobile phones in South Africa, the situaion menioned above may change, paricularly in urban areas.
A recent report by Marketline (2016) indicates that over 70% of all mobile
phones sold in South Africa are smartphones. Carlson (2012) conirms the
growing penetraion of smartphones for internet access among lower income
communiies.
Access to the Internet is key in unlocking the potenial of smartphones to
enable a smart city. This implies that for a smaller city to become smart, it
must facilitate universal Internet access, that includes afordable, preferably
free, access for its poorer ciizens. Some ciies, such as Tshwane and Stellenbosch are already providing internet access, while the Western Cape Provincial
Government is also rolling out free Wi-Fi (Projecisizwe.org: online; IT News
Africa, 2014).
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Figure 8: Researchers see potenial in
mining social media data for beter
urban planning.
Source: Keystone Crossroads ii

While afordable smartphones may be a few years away, Moore’s rule-ofthumb, that compuing power will double every two years while the price
decreases (Sneed, 2016), may soon be realised in cheaper smartphones.
Nevertheless, alternaive internet access points should be available at public
libraries and government oices and related sites for the community. ii
Finally, planners and leaders of smart small ciies should be encouraging
app developers – through crowdsourcing or other means – to create a new
generaion of apps that will enable the smarter city. These can relate to infrastructure, governance, the natural environment and community, or planning
support systems. Applicaions that support and enhance community paricipaion and collaboraive governance are among the most important in creaing
a smart city of any size.
Smartphones also hold a promise for improved geo-data gathering for planning purposes. Applicaions for planning, and paricularly paricipatory planning are an area of opportunity for applicaion developers. As Evans-Cowley
states, “if a planner can dream it up, then it may be possible” (2011: 6).

ii Retrieved September 2017 from htp://crossroads.newsworks.org/index.php/local/
keystone-crossroads/78082-social-media-data-as-a-tool-for-urban-planning-maybeISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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INTRODUCTION

Some achievements of
“Invesigaion on the oral history
of Shijia Hutong.
Photo by Project Team

Urban planning has been a signiicant part of public decisions since the publicaion Urban and Rural Planning Law of People’s Republic of China was released in 2007. That document, for the irst ime, deined the legal status of
public paricipaion in planning and established its role as a necessary part of
making and implemening plans.
Today in line with new urbanizaion policies, great atenion is paid to the
importance of public paricipaion in urban planning as the focus of urban
planning in China has shited from massive construcion of new urban areas
to the transformaion and renovaion of urban built-up areas. Thus, the implementaion of urban planning needs to be based on the understanding and
cooperaion of the local residents and property owners. Along with improving
living standards and civic consciousness, ciizens commonly pay more atenion to problems of urban life. In this coming era, people are beginning to
understand planning and to paricipate in planning decisions acively.
Meanwhile, guidance on social governance have been put forward by the
central government since the Third Plenary Session of the 18th CPC Central
Commitee. Public paricipaion in planning is seen as a crucial method and
entry point to simulate a community’s internal forces and to improve comISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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munity makingi, while also serving as a bridge connecing the government and
the public.
Recognizing the opportunity to play a leading role in community paricipaion planning, the Beijing Municipal Insitute of City Planning and Design
(hereinater referred to as BICP) designated the historical area of Dongsi
South in Chaoyangmen Subdistrict, Dongcheng District as a pilot project for a
long-term, comprehensive and profound exploraion of public paricipaion in
urban planning and community making. This project is intended to promote
innovaion social governance and to facilitate the successful implementaion
of plans for the urban renewal of several historical streets.
During the past two years, the Shijia Hutong Heritage Preservaion Society
(hereinater referred to as SHHPS) has been working to collecing social resources from the project area. They have ideniied a series of improvement
projects and undertaken several educaional pilot projects including: ideniicaion of potenial improvements to public space, compilaion of the oral history of Shijia Hutong, the formulaion of community convenion and “Design
for the People” exhibiions which enhances blocks’ physical environment and
promotes a collecive humanisic spirit. Furthermore, a preliminarily working
mechanism has been established, with governmental support, to foster social
cooperaion and public paricipaion . The experimental pracice in the Dongsi
South Area was intended to provide a pracical operaion model for social governance and the promoion of “top-down” and “botom-up” protecion and
the renovaion of historical areas in accordance with basic-level government
and current administraive systems. Addiionally, it was intended to establish a
new path for planning and the redevelopment of exising urban stock.

THE FOUNDATION OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN
CONSTRUCTION OF HISTORICAL DISTRICTS IN OLD
AREAS IN BEIJING
Among all urban districts, historical districts have the most remarkable social
issues, abundant historical restoraion and adapive use problems, and complicated networks of stakeholders. Because of these issues, it is both necessary
and diicult for the public to paricipate in planning. Despite the diiculies,
Beijing has undertaken a series of historical area planning projects since 2007
to organize and encouraging of the public to paricipate in the planning process. In addiion, the local government has successively conducted various aciviies to encourage public paricipaion such as establishing public workshops
about regulatory plans of the central city, seing pilot projects of the responsibility planner system in the Shichahai area, renovaing acivity rooms in the
Juer Community at Jiaodaokou Street, and encouraging the public to paricipate in planning and protecion of Xintaicang historical and cultural area.
Based on years of pracice, we have gradually realize that the exploraion of
ways to encourage public paricipaion in historical area planning is a long-term
task requiring constant promoion and coninuous re-thinking and revision. To
enhance public paricipaion and to accommodate alternaive implementaion
mechanisms and policy suggesions, a four-phase working concept of “experii Community making: residents living in speciic geographical range proceed from community life and
face various social problems by coninuous group acions using all kinds of social resources and powers.
They share same goals and values, establish close social relaions and work for common social welfare.
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mening, deepening, summarizing and sublimaing” has been made.
· The irst phase is experimening. Based on our working methods and experience accumulated from public paricipaion in pilot projects in Shicha Lake,
Juer Community and Xintaicang, our exising public paricipaion skills can
be conidently applying.
· The second phase is deepening. Ater choosing pilot areas, systemaically
public paricipaion pracices, in street planning, shall be conducted via the
responsibility planner system in blocks. In addiion, a comprehensive and
sustainable working mechanism shall be established gradually to promote
the implementaion of street planning.
· The third phase is summarizing. Based on experimental pracices, methodologies shall be concluded and summarized gradually so as to develop the
output capability of alternaive technologies to provide consuling services
for more similar projects.
· The fourth phase is sublimaing. In line with accumulated theories and pracices, policy mechanisms shall be set up to provide the foundaions for promoing public paricipaion in planning and implemening urban plans.
The historical and cultural area of Dongsi South has been in the deepening
phase of since 2014. In addiion, muliple pracices of public paricipaion in
planning and community development have been conducted with the purpose
of accumulaing experience by establishing duplicable working mechanism
and modes.

PRACTICAL THINKING METHODS OF PROMOTING
COMMUNITY MAKING AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
IN CONSTRUCTING THE HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL
AREA OF DONGSI SOUTH
SETTING UP PRACTICAL PLATFORMS

The historical and cultural area of Dongsi South is one of three ideniied historical and cultural areas in Beijing. It is under the administraion of the Chaoyangmen Subdistrict Oice in Dongcheng District. In 2010, the Chaoyangmen
Subdistrict Oice and the Prince’s Chariies Foundaion (China) selected Shijia
Hutong as the pilot project for a “community workshop” during which the public could paricipate. Based on residents’ opinions from this workshop, it was
decided to change the designaion of the 24th courtyard in Shijia Hutong to
the Shijia Hutong Museum. In 2013, the museum was irst opened to the public and became the irst neighborhood museum of Hutong’s culture in Beijign.
It is referred to as “an exhibiion hall for culture, a recepion room for residents
and a meeing hall for the community”. It has been widely welcomed and has
been popular among local residents since its opening.
Almost at the same ime, BICP inished the compilaion of the Conservaion
Plan for the Historical and Cultural Area in Dongsi South, having been assigned
this task by the Beijing Dongcheng Municipal Commission of Urban Planning.
This document provides guidance for the area’s protecion and renovaion. Ater
compleing the plan, the subdistrict oice invited BICP to follow the street construcion as it progressed. Based on this cooperaion, BICP took the local government as a plaform and managed to promote the “botom-up” protecion plan.
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The establishment of the Shijia Hutong Museum and corresponding formulaions of protecion plans provided a solid public and governmental support
base for the public in paricipaing in street planning. Thus, planners, the government, residents and social groups started to acively discuss how to develop various strategies to promote protecion and renovaion of the Dongsi
South area based on cooperaion between residents and social elites. On September 24, 2014, the subdistrict oice and BICP jointly promoted the establishment of a social organizaion “SHHPS” which combines residents, property
insituions, local governments and various social groups together so that they
can cooperaively paricipate in street construcion. Addiionally, BICP’s planners, who were assigned as responsible planners and counselors of SHHPS,
paricipated in the enire process of preparaion and establishment.
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Figure 1: Locaion of
historical and cultural area of
Dongsi South Street. Photo
by Project Team
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Figure 2: Conservaion Plan for
the Historical and Cultural Area in
Dongsi South.
Photo by Project Team

ESTABLISHING THE RESPONSIBLE PLANNER SYSTEM

As responsible planners who have been following up and paricipaing in street
construcion, the group managed to take SHHPS as a plaform and introduced
planning ideas to the government’s day-to-day operaions. In addiion, based
on residents’ wishes, implementaion of these projects was promoted. Furthermore, the major duies of responsible planners are listed as follows:
DEFINING WORKING GOALS AND METHODS

Responsible planners shall undertake heritage preservaion projects which
atract wide local support, promote great social awareness, and which promote people’s livelihood (which is the most important issue for residents).
Moreover, they should establish the goals of community self-governing and
the development of social paricipaion mechanisms, so as to promote implementaion of street renovaion projects and enhance urban governance.
INTEGRATING AVAILABLE RESOURCES

During the process of project planning and implementaion, planners shall
bring their professional experise and knowledge of other projects into full
play to comb resources of space, capital and policies for street planning.
Meanwhile, they shall introduce intelligent human resources to the project so
as to enhance the development of street protecion and renovaion.
MAKING AND IMPLEMENTING WORKING PLANS

On the basis of collected opinions, planners shall formulate working plans for
speciic jobs in the SHHPS and they shall report these plans to the board of
directors for deliberaion. At the same ime, they shall enhance project implementaion by controlling its schedule and direcions. In addiion, they are
supposed to guarantee the development of SHHPS’s operaion and project
implementaion.
MAKING WORKING PLANS

By taking advantage of SHHPS, we managed to choose representaive pilot
projects by following muliple principles of: 1) seing a pracical and controllable scale; 2) focusing on residents’ wishes: and 3) observing the Society’s
orientaion so as to encourage the public to paricipate in successful project
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implementaion. To improve the material space of historical street and to revive the humaniies environment, we decided to the following acions irst.
1. Improve the public environment in courtyards: taking the public environment in courtyards as an entry point, we ightly focus on heritage preservaion and the improvement of people’s livelihood. In order to promote plan
implementaion, public opinion is collected about ways to solve pracical
problems in Dongsi South area.
2. Undertake humanisic educaion in the community: taking cultural educaion aciviies as the staring point, street protecion and renovaion eforts
are strengthened via cultural aciviies. Meanwhile, the shared community
consciousness is developed by exploring the community’s features and reinforcing the history of these places.
Driven by pilot projects, it is hoped that solid project implementaion can
be combined with sot social governance. Hopefully, internal self-governing
power could be united while improving street heritage and people’s livelihood.

AN EXPLORATION ON PROMOTING PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION IN PLANNING AND SOCIAL
BUILDING VIA COMBINING SPATIAL
IMPROVEMENTS WITH SOCIAL GOVERNANCE
ENHANCE THE PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT IN COURTYARDS
MAKING PROJECT PLANNING

Courtyards are important and the most disincive physical components of the
historical and cultural streets in older areas of Beijing. However, along with a
growing populaion and increasing buildings, tradiional courtyard houses become compound households. Due to insuicient living areas, excessive buildings and housewares take up original living space. Old public space shall saisfy
residents’ demands of walking, storage and drying clothes. In addiion, there
are various severe living problems such as pavement distress, impeded drainage and mosquito-breeding.
SHHPS took public space in courtyards as the staring point to implement
protecion plans and community development for three reasons. First, public space in courtyards is a gray zone which means it is not private or public
property. It has been in need for organizaional improvement for many years.
Therefore, SHHPS, works as third party organizaion to bridge the gap between
the government and individuals. Second, improving public space in courtyards
is a step towards implement the protecion plan for historical streets. Third,
since public space in courtyards concerns public businesses which are closely
related to the people’s interests, such projects can work as an entry point to
develop a courtyard self-governing mechanism to encourage people to formulate a long-term and voluntary negoiaion mechanism to maintain living
environment and form a virtuous circle.
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CHOOSING PILOT COURTYARDS

Figure 3: The 5th courtyard in
Shijia Hutong.
Photo by Project Team

Eight pilot courtyards with diferent scales, values and preservaion situaions
were selected from the historical and cultural area in Dongsi South. Generally
speaking, these courtyards can be classiied into two types of “well-preserved
courtyards” and “poorly-preserved courtyards”.
“Well-preserved courtyards” refer to those courtyards which have saisfactory protecion and more intrinsic or historic values. With these courtyards,
planners managed to win over more social resources to build a beter reputaion for them and enhance their heritage values. Take the 45th courtyard in
Shijia Hutong as an example. It is a listed protected site and is a well-preserved
structure. However, it has not been repaired for many years. Its loral-pendant gate has been damaged badly and was about to collapse, endangering
people’s security. Under normal circumstance, it is hard for this kind of historical buildings with a saisfactory, but not high, protecion status to obtain
enough atenion and capital for renovaion. To overcome this problem, SHHPS
applied for a specialized fund from the Historical City Commitee in Dongcheng
District and invited a professional team from Beijing University of Technology
to protect these courtyards’ values.

Figure 4: The 45th courtyard in
Shijia Hutong.
Photo by Project Team
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“Poorly-preserved courtyards” are typical compounds of households.
Residents who live there crave renovaion. In these cases, planners atempted to
invite professional design insituions to help residents to solve various livability
problems such as limited space uilizaion, lack of night lighing, the need for
barrier-free transportaion, and soluions for drainage and clothes-drying issues.
The planners used SHHPS as a plaform to collect resources and capital for these
project using specialized funds from the subdistrict oice, community public
welfare fund and the sponsorship from the foundaion previously menioned.

Figure 5: Current situaions of
“poorly-preserved courtyards”.
Photo by Project Team
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Figure 6: Volunteers from six design
insituions paricipaing in pilot projects.
Photo by Project Team

DESIGNING WORKING MECHANISM

In order to guarantee that renovaion plans were professional and the public paricipaion process suitable, SHHPS invited 6 professional design insituions, including the China Central Academy of Fine Arts, the Beijing University
of Technology, the Beijing Insitute of Architectural Design and BICP, to serve
as volunteers to take charge of the paricipatory renovaion design of 8 courtyards. On behalf of SHHPS, responsible volunteer planners took the lead and
formulated a 5-phase implementaion plan consising of the ive following
steps: early scouing; paricipatory design; mobilizaion; implementaion; and
long term maintenance.
In addiion, four improvement criteria have been proposed. They are: 1)
using space reasonably and guaranteeing safe and convenient living environment; 2) beauifying courtyard environment and exhibiing cultural features;
3) promoing neighbor communicaion and enriching public life; and, 4) developing public paricipaion and establishing self-governing mechanism.
Improvement criteria were used as guidance for public paricipaion in planning, designing and implemening.
During the process, planners formulated implementaion principles such as:
receiving governmental resources; calling for social assistance; and, organizing
public paricipaion. They provided professional technology and built a base of
consensus to moivate plan implementaion.
IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND EFFECTS

As this pilot project gradually developed, we anicipated both physical space improvements and that residents could change their ideas about the neighborhoods.
We undertook several eforts to achieve this later objecive using a paricipatory design process, where residents were guided to familiarize themselves
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Figure 7: Project startup conference.
Photo by Project Team

with the project through mutual communicaion and negoiaion. They started discussing relevant public afairs. In the process of designing, each design
insituion conducted an average of ten face-to-face communicaion with
residents. In addiion, they organized meeings twice a week so that designers
could communicate with each other to formulate renovaion plans in the right
direcion. Based on the workshop and achievement exhibiion held by Beijing
Design week, residents were encouraged to paricipate in discussions and to
acively modify plans with the planners.

Figure 8: Mobilizaion meeings.
Photo by Project Team

Secondly, residents were encouraged to change their minds during project
discussion so that they could understand that decisions on public afairs seek
a balance between personal interests and collecive interests and that someimes private interests need to be sacriiced for public interests. Therefore, all
interested paries were invited to paricipate in mobilizaion meeings before
construcion. During discussions about informaion symmetry and openness,
residents started to realize that if they wanted to improve courtyard environment, each family should make concessions for public interests.
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Figure 9: Design plans speciic
to each household.
Photo by Project Team

Figure 10: Courtyards ater they
voluntarily have been cleaned by
the residents.
Photo by Project Team

On the basis of comprehensive communicaion in the earlier stage,
residents began to be conscious of the fact that it was necessary for them
to paricipate in renovaion and community making. Hence, before construcion, residents voluntarily cleaned most sundries in their courtyards. In
addiion, during construcion, once there were problems, residents, community oices, designer, planners and construcion teams held coordinaion
meeings on the scene to solve them through negoiaion. As a result, a
cooperaive consciousness was developed.
When the main part of this project was inished, a “Courtyard Convenion” was formulated collecively to embed the project conclusions made by
residents’ families. For example, in the 4th courtyard in Qianguaibang Hutong,
residents proposed several community convenions including: “neighbors shall
care about and respect each other”; “negoiaion is the irst step for solving
problems”; “maintain front doors clean”; and, “no illegal construcion”. Hopefully, a long-acing self-governing and maintaining mechanism could be established within courtyards to improve the material environment so as to realize
a virtuous circle.
With two years of implementaion, ive courtyards in the area have been
constructed and 3 courtyards will be completed renovated by this year. Thanks
to muli-channel funds from the government and collecive eforts made by
planners, designers, residents and social workers, valuable buildings in these
courtyards have been efecively renovated while useless illegal buildings
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have been dismantled. Outdoor items that must remain were placed in custom-made cabinets with night illuminaion. In addiion, residents could grow
lowers and vegetables in courtyards. In a word, both public space heritage in
courtyards and space uilizaion has been greatly improved.
BEFORE

AFTER

Figure 11: The 45th
courtyard in Shijia
Hutong before and ater
renovaion.
Photo by Project Team

It is worth noing that if there is no necessary mechanism established, ater
construcion residents would put sundries and build illegal buildings in courtyards again. Therefore, a venture fund from Dongcheng Civil Afairs Bureau
has been designed as the foundaion for insuring the appearance of the improved properies. Another purpose of the foundaion is to enhance residents’
responsibility and promote harmonious livelihood.

BEFORE

HUMANISTIC EDUCATION

In addiion to promoing material environment improvements, responsible
planners also cooperated with subdistrict oices and the community to enhance humanisic educaion. They organized three aciviies including invesAFTER

Figure 12: The 4th
courtyard before and ater
renovaion.
Photo by Project Team
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igaing the oral history of Shijia Hutong, formulaing community convenion,
and holding a “Design for People” Exhibiion of Beijing Design Week. Moreover, in the early stage of the project they managed to gradually culivate a
community self-governing organizaion by introducing residents to their community, exploring shared memories, developing homeland visions, and establishing civic consciousness.
INVESTING ORAL HISTORY OF SHIJIA HUTONG

Zhang Yiran, who lives in Shijia Hutong, has been voluntarily undertaking an
invesigaion on the oral history of Shijia Hutong since 2013. Together with
SHHPS, responsible planners invited a team from Beijing Forestry University to
do this work with them. On the basis of writen record and to enhance the idea
of community making, an exhibiion of oral history achievements and “Hutong
Story-telling party” was organizing to encourage residents to paricipate in discussion and share their life stories. The collecion of the oral history not only
provided a solid foundaion for studying this street’s history but also promoted
the integraion of residents’ shared memory and future visions.
FORMULATING COMMUNITY RESIDENT CONVENTIONS

The formulaion of community resident convenions was cosponsored by
SHHPS and the neighborhood commitee. Responsible planners assisted the
organizaion by using public paricipaion methodologies. This acivity was
conducted as a round-table tea party in Shijia Hutong Museum. Residents
were invited to discuss exising problems and put forward suggesions. During
the discussions, residents made a voluntary proposal to formulate a “Hutong
convenion”. Ater a series of discussion, the convenion document was written by a resident and translated into English. During Beijing Design Week, this
convenion was displayed in Shijia Hutong. In addiion, a grand signing ceremony was hosted. This convenion not only strengthen residents’ sense of
belonging and pride but also developed a shared homeland consciousness and
encouraged behavior principles of mutual supervision.

Figure 13: Signing ceremony
of Hutong Convenion.
Photo by Project Team
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Figure 14: The opening ceremony
for Beijing Design Week.
Photo by Project Team

BEIJING DESIGN WEEK AND “DESIGN FOR THE PEOPLE”
EXHIBITION

To further promote the “botom-up” idea of street renovaion, Beijing Design
Week has been hosted for two years in a row. The exhibiion, with the theme
of “Design for the people”, was organized collecively. It included achievement
displays, discussions on community making, and abundant arisic and cultural
aciviies. This exhibiion and display was used to help residents to understand
the latest news about plan implementaion and community making. Beijing
Design Week also served to publicize the protecion and renovaion mode
which combined two mechanisms of “top-down” and “botom-up” in Dongsi
South Street area. Furthermore, it managed to atract more interested social
resources and powers.
PRACTICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Based on two years of pracical experience, the implementaion of the physical plan for the historical area has been remarkably successful. In addiion,
it has preliminarily integrated the humanisic spirits of the community while
accumulaing renovaion and pracice methods, which includes plaform establishment, public paricipaion, and community making. Moreover, major
accomplishments are listed as follows:
1) This project gained increasing governmental and social support.
During implementaion, various governmental departments as the Historical
City Commitee, Cultural Commitee, Civil Afairs Bureau in Dongcheng District
and Chaoyangmen Subdistrict Oice provided specialized funding support via
diferent channels. Addiional social resources and small grants were gained
from insituions such as Chaoyangmen Community Foundaion and the Beijing Red Wall Garden Hotel.
2) With improvements to material space, the implementaion of this pilot project developed saisfactorily.
Thanks to joint eforts made by various interested paries, several courtyards
have been constructed, which not only improved street heritage and people’s
livelihood but also accumulated pracical experience that similar projects shall
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use public paricipaion as an entry point by promoing community self-governing and basic-level society administraion.
3) Residents started paricipaing in protecion and renovaion of the street in
diferent ways.
When paricipaing in renovaion projects and humanisic educaion, residents
started to gain a new understanding of their communiies. In addiion, they
played a role in making decisions on community afairs, while standardizing
their behavior. Several capable and enthusiasic residents would become leaders for community self-governing organizaions in the future.
4) The number of social paricipants kept growing while the professional ields
keep expending.
At present, a team with volunteers majoring in planning, architecture, anthropology, sociology and media studies has been expanded. Moreover, the project has gradually established long-term cooperaion experience with many
social enterprises and universiies such Beijing University of Technology and
China Central Academy of Fine Arts. As a result, cultural insituion integraion,
which provides local services for local communiies, has been established.
5) This project acquired posiive social evaluaions.
Currently, the preservaion and renovaion mode of the historical area of
Dongsi South, with its characterisics of public paricipaion in planning and
community making, has been reported by a large number of mainstream media such as Qian Xian, publicized by Beijing Municipal Party Commitee, and
Oriental Outlook. Furthermore, it was reported during the Torrents of Spring, a
program organized for the two-year anniversary of General Secretary Xi Jinping
inspecion Beijing. All these reports demonstrate the concern and approve
that governments at all levels have for the project.

CONCLUSION
Taking SHHPS as a plaform, a voluntary street renovaion process has been
developed in the historical and cultural area in Dongsi South. It combines both
paterns of “top-down” and “botom-up” planning and is independent of the
need for massive investment. Combining plan implementaion and community
making together, the project took heritage preservaion as an entry point and
promoted social governance and people’s livelihood. As a result, it culivated internal social forces from residents to local government. It has gathered
together and integrated various resources as well as muliple social groups
devoted to ancient city protecion. This project developed several cooperaion
partners during project implementaion. In addiion, several cultural service
insituions have been established in the area, which grow stronger as the area
develops. Moreover, the project took government at the basic levels and integrated support from at every level of government as much as possible. In this
way, governmental support can be connected with residents’ self-governing
competence. These achievements present a ine strategic ability of “basic governance” which has values of promoion and duplicaion.
In the pilot project of the historical and cultural area in Dongsi South, great
working experience and social resources have been accumulated. Therefore,
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facing the current situaion where there are many similar renovaion projects
in other ciies, we hope that more projects can be promoted by building more
high-level implementaion organizaions and integraing the experience and
resource among diferent regions. Therefore, BICP has started establishing
“Beijing Community making Center”, which is an overall municipal planning
plaform for “city renovaion and community making”. This insituion is regarded as a plaform which collects more professional resources in the ield
of city renovaion. It has established a bank of professional insituions that
can provide services for local residents. Addiion, it ofers city renovaion and
community making services including organizing, planning, implemening and
operaing to governments and project subjects.
Although a period of exploraion and pracice has been conducted, public paricipaion in planning is sill a new ield. Currently, urban planning and
projected implementaion is dominated by professionals. We are transforming
that situaion into a plan implementaion mode guided by planners and paricipated by communiies. Further equal cooperaion between planners and
communiies will be developed by enhancing residents’ competence in the
future. In the end, a plan implementaion mechanism led by communiies and
assisted by planners will be inally realized.
Residents’ understanding and paricipaion is not only the foundaion of
urban construcion, but also is the basis for stable social development. In line
with urban and social transformaion at present, planners will need to keep on
changing their thinking paterns and lead to the combinaion of internal force
derived from “botom-up” communiies and “top-down” policy guidance. In
addiion, planners will need to keep exploring innovaive urban governance
which promotes communiies to survive and thrive and enhances independent development of streets.
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PLANNING
CITY – REGION
FOOD SYSTEMS
Editors
Yves Cabannes and Cecilia Marocchino

It is with extreme sadness that we note the passing of one of the
authors, Mónica Bifarello in June 2017, while finishing her article.
Her legacy, as an exceptional professional and an extraordinary
human being will remain in the minds and hearts of all those who
had the fortune to know her. This whole section on integrating food
into urban planning is dedicated to her memory.
Prof. Yves Cabannes, Editor
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PLANNING CITY REGION FOOD SYSTEMS
For Review 13, our food planning secion focuses on planning city region food
systems. While literature on this topic is limited, and there exist very few planning manuals that properly consider city and region food system planning,
some ciies and regions have made huge progress over recent years. The four
examples presented in this secion are among the most interesing ones and
they make visible innovaive pracices from both the Global North and South.
Both this foreword and the diferent papers presented in this secion criically examine the deiniion coined by RUAF Foundaion, a leading world-wide
think tank and Resource Centers on Urban Agriculture and Food Systems, and
the Food for the Ciies Iniiaive of the United Naions Food and Agriculture
Organizaion. According to them “City region food systems (CRFS) (to) encompass the complex network of actors, processes and relaionships to do with
food producion, processing, markeing, and consumpion that exist in a given
geographical region that includes a more or less concentrated urban centre
and its surrounding peri-urban and rural hinterland; a regional landscape
across which lows of people, goods and ecosystems services are managed”
[FAO-RUAF 2015].
In its search to break the urban-rural divide, the suggested FAO-RUAF concept of city region food systems only provides parial clarity. The challenge is
to construct a concept that includes the spaial dimension of the food systems
while also referring to the connecivity between diferent elements of the food
systems, actors and diferent spaces in a given geographical region. Food planning should connect them all in a comprehensive mode.
Each of the aricles in this secion provides a rural/urban dimension that can
be “classiied” as city region planning. The city-region and global-local nature of
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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Figure 1: Metropolitan Region of the
capital city of Costa Rica, San José
© Jorge Fonseca
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food systems obliges us to move beyond city limits and therefore brings a clear
focus on the spaial dimension of the food systems, including both urban and
rural areas. Food systems are considered here as the intersect of three sub-systems: 1) aciviies all along the food chain, from “seeds to table”; 2) the sub-systems of actors involved through planning and through its implementaion; and,
3) muli-scalar spaces, someimes limited to a neighborhood, or a group of
neighborhoods, or related to a district or the city as whole or to a metropolitan
region. Even if food systems imply a muli-scalar perspecive from global to local, the aricles presented in REVIEW 13 focus primarily on the regional down to
metropolitan level, as well as municipal and intra-municipal scales.
The city region dimension also embraces the linkage between diferent levels
of governments as a key challenge. Dealing with the jurisdicion of two or several local governments is already a challenge for those who assist in city-region
food planning. In fact, many believe the “distance” between what the region
and the city seek, makes integrated development food planning a hard-toreach task for the coming future.
This paper criically examines the noion of City Region Food System in light
of four diferent and innovaive food planning pracices:
· Rosario where an emergency urban agriculture program was launched and
integrated into the city planning in 2001. This acion came in response to
one of the worst economic and social crisis faced by Argenina. It slowly
evolved over the past 15 years into a Food System Planning at the scale of
Rosario Metropolitan Region.
· The second case from Portland Oregon, tells in detail how food and planning
are interconnected both in Portland and its Metropolitan area, providing a
new way to see the ‘City-Region complex”. It examines Multnomah County
as well, of which Portland is in the driving seat.
· The third narraive refers to Milan rural metropolis and the neo-ruralisaion of this Italian city. As highlighted by the authors, despite Milan being
“celebrated as the uncontested Italian capital of design and fashion and renowned for its inancial and cultural services” it is a major agricultural centre. The paper brings irst-hand informaion on the role of planning in this
relaively unique harmonious co-existence of diferent “complex systems”.
· The last of the papers revisits the City Region Food System planning approach
of the Garden City movement both from Ebenezer Howard original vision and
from the planning pracices. It examines carefully the producion and evoluion of food related spaces in Letchworth, the irst Garden City built in the
United Kingdom. It concludes with the reasons behind a unique resilient food
producing city, despite its closeness to London and its expansion.
By analysing and puing in perspecive these four cases we address the following quesions:
· First, taking into account the deiniion of city region food systems as operaional base for the various planning exercises, we explore to what extent
the city-region context is the most appropriate for food system planning and
what are planning instruments that may be used to integrate, directly or
indirectly, food systems at city-region levels.
· Secondly, we examine how city region food systems planning might be crucial for developing human-centred planning, that can improve the quality of
life of both the urban and rural populaions.
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PUTTING THE CASES IN PERSPECTIVE
To address these two quesions, the following dimensions of food systems
planning are detailed in the four cases studies:
i) The speciic entry point into the food system and the gradual connecion
with other food and no-food systems topics at urban and regional levels;
ii) The contribuion of physical [or territorial] planning to translate planned
food strategy in spaial terms;
iii) The concrete outcomes [or beneits] obtained thanks to introducing food
into planning.
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Figure 2: Street market in
Amman, Jordan.
© Yves Cabannes

KEY ENTRY POINTS AND GRADUAL CONNECTION WITH
FOOD AND NO-FOOD SYSTEMS

In Milan, the entry point was the preservaion of the rural landscape of the city’s
fringe together with the environmental issues and the promoion of local food
producion. These eforts now are being embedded into plans for the region.
Portland - Promoted local food producion in recogniion that the land was
very ferile and suitable for diferent types of culivaion. Since 1973, Portland
has used strong land use planning to preserve the peri-urban and rural areas
and to promote food producion around the city. It has developed a sustainable food resource database and urban food zoning codes to provide in-depth
informaion to beter inform policy makers and support the enhancement of
local producion. The protecion of local food producion gradually evolved
into more systemic thinking about food distribuion, including using food carts
and local food farmers markets to make local food more accessible. Planning
has played a crucial role in the gradual evoluion of this systemic thinking
through various strategic and sectorial food systems planning eforts including:
1) the Portland Plan Food System report, preparatory for the Portland Comprehensive Plan, which included maps locaing community gardens, restaurants,
grocery stores; 2) the Multnomah Food Acion Plan,which reinforced local
food opions, healthy diet, equity and food security; 3) the Climate Acion Plan,
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which discusses food systems as an area to invest to tackle issues related to
energy crisis; and inally, 4) the Portland Peak Oil Task Force whose inal report
discusses the development if a less-energy intensive food supply and promoted
a shorter food supply chain. This system of planning has been crucial not only
for enabling diferent sectors (food and non-food) to intervene, but also for fostering coordinaion among diferent level of governments (metropolitan, city,
and county levels) at urban and metropolitan (regional) level. An interesing
inding revealed with this case is that the “region dimension” in the theoreical
deiniion of city region food system is, in reality, the spaial contribuion provided by the “metropolitan area” where an insituion (Metro) has jurisdicion
over three Oregon State counies (Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington).
Rosario - The key entry point was the poliical, economic and social crisis raging in Argenina in 2001. In 2002 the urban agriculture programme was developed by the Municipality of Rosario, in collaboraion with a local NGO, as
an immediate assistance strategy for producing healthy, agro-ecological food
and guarantee direct sales through farmers markets located in the city. As
the country gradually began to recover from the crisis, urban agriculture was
consolidated into a permanent acivity and was mainstreamed as a municipal
policy. The urban agriculture programme, ater 15 years, has led to a more
comprehensive approach including urban social agribusinesses (e.g. fruit and
vegetable processing plant) in addiion to more than 700 farmers markets and
fairs that are held each year. The Urban Agriculture Program has been also able
to leverage tradiional knowledge to generate new products and to preserve
products that had largely been lost, through the establishment of the seed
bank. The urban agriculture program took the opportunity to foster inclusion
and the involvement of various stakeholders in the decision-making process.
The evolving metropolitan strategic planning highlighted the need to put
Rosario in a regional perspecive and build the interconnecivity between
urban and regional areas. As in Portland the city region dimension of Rosario
is equivalent to the Rosario metropolitan area, comprising a set of ciies and
towns. The greatest challenge facing Urban Agriculture in Rosario today is to
scale up by moving beyond the city limits and incorporaing the enire metropolitan region. Metropolitan planning is a key entry point for mainstreaming
urban agriculture and food systems at city-regional level.
Letchworth – The Key entry point was the promoion of a food self-suicient
town that would also recycle its food waste into green manure and be part of
a network of towns that would provide markets for such local-grown food. The
Garden City concept, which inluenced Letchworth, addresses many aspects of
the food system including producion, distribuion, collecive preparaion and
consumpion and waste recycling as integral part of the city. The concept encompasses many actors related to food systems (even diferent age groups and
social groups) and it considers muliple food related spaces [from back yard
to green belt and rural land between garden ciies]. Therefore, Letchworth
illustrates the very noion of City-Region Food Systems and also illustrates the
innovaive concept of city-region as social city, where people and community
are empowered and where a human-centred planning aims at improving the
quality of life of both the urban and rural populaion.
The fully developed concept of Garden City region is introduced as a regionISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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al cluster of a collecion of similar setlements each of a populaion of about
32,000 and all linked together through public transport, trains and water canals, combining to create a Social City of about 250,000. These links would enable to movement of goods and people and importantly agricultural produce.
The analysis of the four ciies reveals that the staring point of Food System
Planning processes may difer substanially from one city to another, and that
the planning can led by potenially quite diferent actors. The integraion of
food into planning can be driven by a muliplicity of locally valid reasons or
circumstances. What is important is to develop a systemic plan that will remain
through ime and which has the capacity to connect food and no-food sectors,
actors and spaces in a coherent, comprehensive and systemic way.
Another key inding is that the planning instruments that integrate food systems at city-regional level are oten the outcome of a long-term process that
“modify the planning culture” [Borelli, Portland] and they range from more
comprehensive and strategic plan to sectorial plan that directly or indirectly
address the food systems.
CITY AND REGION FOOD STRATEGY TRANSLATED IN SPATIAL
TERMS THROUGH PHYSICAL PLANNING

Each case brings essenial lessons for planners, as city region food system planning needs, as a priority, very speciic planning instruments, land regulaions
and land use zoning and a capacity to enforce the implementaion of the plan.
Last year’s Review Food Planning editorial insisted on the criical role played
by City Food Council and City charters (processes that involve diferent food
related actors) to generate urban food systems plans. We refer to these indings as a priority for planning city region food systems in addiion to speciic
planning instruments.
Milan developed two very disinct instruments, one at city level and the other at regional levels, that operate within the same agricultural boundary and
complement each other. in the 1990’s the Lombardy Region established the
Agricultural Park of South Milan [PASM] as a regional agricultural producion
area. It includes a third of the Milan Metropolitan area, encompassing 61 municipaliies and 1,400 farms and farm-related properies in the perspecive of
neo-ruralizaion of the city.
About 20 years later, the Milan Agricultural District [DAM] was created by
the Municipality of Milan. It created a joint efort by the city of Milan and local famers to strengthening the urban-rural interacions. This efort gradually
evolved in a more comprehensive approach including food distribuion, formal
agreement (Framework Agreement for territorial development 2013) and holisic guidelines for food policy 2015-2020, including healthy food, food systems
sustainability, food educaion, food waste and research in agro-food sector.
Even if more modest in terms of size, the recent development on Rosario
points towards the same direcion, when 200 hectares of producive urban
land became an integral part of the Metropolitan Plan. Of note, is that these
rural spaces in the Metropolitan Region are for intensive farms, and are quite
diferent and quite complementary to the allotments, community gardens and
backyard gardening that fall under urban agriculture. These farms are essenially business or social economy based farms for supplying local market or
regional ones.
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The long-standing experience of Letchworth in the UK and the original
messages of the garden city movement tell us exactly the same story. This
plan designated an estate [around 1000 hectares] earmarked as rural land
(non-construcible) and intended to be rented out to a regional enterprise to
produce primarily corn and ahi lowers for omega 3. In other words, the plan
introduced, or maintained, a double planning system of rules, one referring to
agricultural / rural land, and the other one to urban agriculture, in residenial
or close to residenial areas. And what remains fascinaing is how the urban
and rural culivated space are intertwined and co-exist, for a beter environment system, and green coninuity in ciies.
SOME CONCRETE AND FORMAL OUTCOMES FOLLOWING
INTEGRATION OF FOOD INTO PLANNING
POLICY AND PLANNING DOCUMENTS

The food planning processes in the menioned ciies produced formal and
concrete outcomes that are fundamental for the successful and long-term integraion of food into urban planning. While the state law on Urban Growth
Boundary has produced mixed percepions regarding Urban Sprawling in the
Portland area, The Portland Plan Food System report was instrumental for including food in the Portland Comprehensive Plan and for the development
of the Multnomah County Food Acion Plan. The Lombardy Regional law
(n.24/1990) that established the Agricultural Park of South Milan was key for
the creaion of the Milan Agricultural District, for the development of the Rural
District Strategic Plan, for the development of both the protocol agreement
“strategy for the rural development of Milan”, for the framework agreement
for territorial development), and for the recent development of the Milan Food
Policy. In Rosario, the Urban Agriculture Municipal policy was the trigger for
further integraing urban agriculture in the metropolitan strategic planning.
2.3.2 SUSTAINABLE SYSTEMS

Another fascinaing observaion is how planning, and planning rules, associated with changes in Governance and strong grassroot and producers’ movements have made these systems sustainable. Rosario is sill acive 15 years
down the line and coninues innovaing, shiting from an emergency program
to a generaion of green belts and a Regional food system, without losing its
urban agricultural dimension. Letchworth is another vivid example of success through over 100 years, and the reasons for this longevity are detailed
in the aricle. Milan’s preservaion of one third of the Metropolitan Region as
prime agricultural land has resisted close to 30 years of speculaive expansion
of the city without [too many] problems. Finally, in Portland “the number of
acres dedicated to culivaion remained unchanged in recent years [in the Willamete valley, close to Portland], amouning 16.4 million acres that accounts
for 26.7 % of the total area of Oregon” [see case]. One powerful lesson is that
Portland has been able to control its urban sprawl and not eat up arable land
thanks to innovaive planning rules, a strong poliical willingness, and strong
community mobilizaion.
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Figure 3: Djarkata, Indonesia. Good
example of short food circuit. Local
ish is sundried and sill provides
afordable proteins to part of the
populaion of one of the largest
metropolis in the world.
© Yves Cabannes

One of the major lessons of this cross cases analyses is that the City Region
emerges much more as a metaphor than as a concept or even as a noion,
from a planning perspecive (and at this stage we limit our comment to planning, not discussing whether or not it is appropriate for Food systems). However, this metaphor is quite useful to move from one level of food planning [be
it a city, a town, a region, a county or a district] to a muli scalar approach that
intends to link up human setlements of quite diferent sizes (small agricultural
based urban setlements, towns, intermediate ciies, megacity, metropolitan
region, etc.) and their hinterland.
As far as food planning is concerned, each one of the cases introduces a
diferent deiniion and it seems diicult to encapsulate the Social City and the
Garden City into the same “Region” than Metropolitan Rosario that served as
a base for integraing Food into planning.
In addiion, the Region side of the equaion might be a misleading noion
since it does not apply well for small naions and for most of the 49 island
naions, primarily from the Paciic or the Caribbean. “City-Region” for small
islands naions such as Grenada, the Bahamas or Tuvalu is not quite appropriate from a planning perspecive, as each one of these islands is not a Region
as such… and most of them have towns and no ciies. And yet, these island
naions represent about 20 % of all exising naions. Another ambiguity of the
term is that in the English language, and not only in the UK, ciies and towns
refer to quite diferent realiies, be it according to the countries’ populaion
size, legal status, nature of power, etc. To move beyond its metaphoric value,
planners need to explore diverse food systems realiies in order to appropriate
the concept and use it in their daily pracice.
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Figure 4: Haii, North Road between
Cap Haiian and Ounaminthe:
Improvements of roads and local
transport systems is an integral part of
City Region Food systems Planning in
the perspecive of improving nutriious
food security.
© Yves Cabannes

IMPORTANCE OF PEOPLE, PRODUCERS AND RESIDENTS AND
THEIR ORGANIZATIONS: TOWARDS A PEOPLE CENTRED FOOD
SYSTEM PLANNING

One of the central lessons drawn from the cross-secional analysis is probably
the central role of people and their organisaion for planning sustainable City
Region Food System and the key role that planning can play in empowering
people. This is clearly illustrated in Letchworth and in the Garden City case,
where Grassroots organisaion played a fundamental fostering role to keep
alive a city region food spirit through ime. Eiciently seconded by a solid muli-stakeholder organizaion with clever inluence on land use, pracices such
as watershed conservaion derived precisely out of the perceived garden’s impact on human development. Similarly, the city of Milan evidenced (through
some of the iniial projects following the implementaion of the Food Policy
2015-2020) the feasibility to feed children with local staple foods, thanks to
both a conscious muli-stakeholder advocaing approach and an eicient associaion of producers. In Rosario, producers and primarily women and their
associaions played a key role to turn urban agriculture from a crisis miigaion
program into a tool for social interacion, and for developing appreciaion for
food values, including the recogniion of credence values (e.g. knowing who
produces is a hidden plus). Rosario’s case demonstrated how food simulates
family-oriented thinking into conquering the surrounding regions for improving income and wellbeing. The renewed value given to food systems deriving from increased interacion with community and nature, was not ignored
by the Municipality, thanks in part to the lobbying of the muli-stakeholder
groups. This bears an important lesson for planners that food planning needs
to be paricipatory, and need to involve producers and common ciizens and
this supposes to empower people.
NET CONTRIBUTION TO THE NEW URBAN AGENDA

Emerging in the implementaion of the New Urban Agenda and notably in the
assistance to countries by agencies such as the UN FAO: a simplisic food system concept may limit the dialogue across geographical boundaries. Rather,
in pursuing regional/provincial/county engagement with ciies, and vice-verISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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sa, people’s overall wellbeing, beyond food, is of paramount importance. We
conclude, that those perceived non-food elements, such as economic development of rural communiies (in and of farm), impact of land use on overall
resilience of people, and especially the wellbeing of people, individually and
in community, is a feasible argument in the horizon for promping many food
acion plans intersecing governments.

Figure 5: The Central Market in
Riga is one of the largest food
market in Europe. It consists
of 4 main pavilions (meat, ish,
vegetable and dairy pavilions) that
come around commercial rows
and stalls. © Yves Cabannes

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PLANNERS
As the various experiences translate into spaial terms and soluions (physical,
land use plans, zoning regulaions etc.), the role of urban and regional planners
becomes crucial in connecing the diferent components of the food systems
and in linking up food related issues with other urban sectors.
The lessons learned strongly suggest that urban and regional [food] planners need to go beyond their professional boundaries and promote a holisic
and muli-disciplinary approach. One leading objecive that needs to be pursued is to foster the development of sustainable food system within urban,
peri-urban and rural areas, connecing ciies and towns among themselves
and with their rural surrounding.
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INTRODUCTION
Milan is internaionally recognised as a teriary city-hub, celebrated as the uncontested Italian capital of design and fashion and renowned for its inancial
and cultural services. Yet, this European metropolis is also a major agricultural
center, both in Italian and European contexts, as deined by agricultural land
coverage and the number of farms. This mixed-use nature of the Metropolitan
region is not a new phenomime. Since the Middle Ages, Milan has been characterized by a longstanding tradiion of agricultural pracices.
However, in the mid-1900s its urban/agricultural character has been afected by several dynamics. The most signiicant phenomena have been rural depopulaion, as rural residents’ migraion toward industrial and teriary urban
aciviies, and the correlated rapid urbanizaion process. Both have caused
degradaion to Milan’s peri-urban and rural landscape, with dire efects on
natural resources, mostly soil and water (Borasio, Prusicki, 2014). Milan and
its metropolitan outskirts (with a growing populaion of over 3 million) are
also facing other challenges such as: urban sprawl; climate change; addiional
in-migraion lows; and, natural resource depleion. All of these factors have
contributed to a fragmentaion of the agricultural landscape and to an impoverishment of the metropolitan food quality and producion faciliies, as well as
ever increasing tensions related to social injusice and food poverty.
To address these issues, Milan has recently started a process oriented to
the improvement of its food system sustainability. Because of the proacive
role of ciizens and local authoriies, Milan has moved to integrate its the food
system into the urban agenda, conferring to this topic a crucial importance for
planning and development of the city. This efort has been pursued to achieve
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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Figure 1: Rice Park.
Source: Associazione Parco delle
Risaie, 2015
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a balance between the strong urbanisaion pressure and the importance of
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Legenda
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preserving the ecosystem services (e.g. food producion, soil and water regulaion, urban cooling, air puriicaion and recreaional services) provided by the
green-agro infrastructure in the peri-urban interface.
Milan’s vision translated into the implementaion of many projects, policies,
and pracices to achieve the city neo-ruralisaion strategy, with the twofold
aim of protecing the urban and peri-urban rural spaces and enhancing the
producion of quality food. Furthermore, this vision was strengthened by both
the recogniion of the muli-funcional role of agricultural and the engagement
of a wide range of local stakeholders to assist in developing a shared urban-rural strategy.
This strategy proposes an interesing approach for planning and managing
the Milan metropolitan rural system, which consists of 66,000 ha of uilised
prime agricultural land mainly producing cereals, industrial and forage crops
(as showed in Table 1). The adopion of this innovaive approach is oriented
to overcome the historical conlict between urban and rural areas, drawing
inspiraion from the utopian idea of Campagnes urbaines introduced by Donadieu (2013), who advocated considering them as integrated spaces and not as
conlicing territories.
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Figure 2: Milan metropolitan rural
system – Agricultural land use.
Ssource: elaborated by
Massimiliano Granceri on ERSAF
data, 2012.
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PRODUCTIVE
SURFACE

TOTAL HARVESTED
PRODUCTION

AVERAGE PRODUCTION
PER HECTARE

(hectares)

(kilograms)

(kilograms/ha)

Wheat

4 686

283 500

116,02

Barley

2 515

148 448

59,03

Oat

74

2 640

35,68

Rye

235

8 813

37,50

Triticale

1 425

76 687

53,82

Rice

12 117

678 552

56,00

Corn

18 950

2 312 075

122,01

Sorghum

363

26 005

71,64

Other cereals

73

3 474

47,59

Total cereals

40 438

CROPS

Cereals

Industrial crops
Soy

2 750

84 165

30,61

Colza

490

13 354

27,25

Sunflower

5

108

21,60

Totale industrial crops

3 245

Protein plants
Pea

181

4 668

25,79

Other protein plants

14

189

13,50

Total protein plants

195
13

4 100

315,38

Industrial tomato

100

59 221

592,21

Other horticultural crops

761

Total horticultural crops

861

Tuber plants
Potato
Horticultural crops

Forage crops
1. Meadows
Silage

8 300

4 840 980

583,25

Rye-grass

2 900

1 073 000

370,00

Other meadows

2 590

1 036 000

400,00

Total erbai

13 790

2. Temporary grasslands
Polyphytic temporary
grassland

2 140

995 100

465,00

Alfalfa

1 530

749 700

490,00

Other temporary grasslands

130

60 450

465,00

Total temporary grassland

3 800

3. Grasslands
Permanent grassland

7 680

3 801 200

494,95

Pasture

100

48 450

484,50

Total grasslands

7 780

Wood crops
Vine

202

14 631

72,43

Apple tree

5

860

172,00

Pear tree

5

620

124,00

Other fruit

38

1 458

38,37

Total wood crops

250

Table 1: Metropolitan main crops producion.
Source: Metropolitan City of Milan, 2014
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In this context, we outline how urban planning strategies of the food system
were integrated into the Milan metropolitan area. We show the process that
is bringing this metropolis to develop a long-term strategy able to improve its
sustainability, resilience, and food security.

THE NEO-RURALISATION OF MILAN
REGIONAL APPROACH - PASM

The linkage between urban development and food producion in the Milan
metropolitan area emerged in the 1970’s. At that ime, concerns were expressed related to the environmental impacts of urbanisaion on natural and
rural spaces, especially those localized in the peri-urban interface of the city,
and the gradual abandonment of agricultural lands. They mobilized a bottom-up efort to ind a way to preserve the rural landscape of the city’s fringes.
This trend reached a turning point in the 1990s, when Parco Agricolo Sud di
Milano (PASM – Agricultural Park of South Milan) was established, with the
aim of miigaing the efects of the rapid urbanizaion in the peri-urban areas
and to provide support to produce local food (Magoni & Colucci, 2015).
The Lombardy Regional law n.24/1990, that established the PASM, deined
it as the governing authority of a park in the Province of Milan (now Metropolitan City of Milan) with the responsibility to pursue the following objecives:
· Landscape and environmental protecion and recovery of green coninuity
between the city and its countryside;
· Improvement of ecological balance of metropolitan area;
· Protecion and enhancement of agricultural and forestry aciviies;
· Improvement of the ciizens’ recreaional and farming fruiioni.
The regional authority introduced a tool aimed at integraing these objecives and protecing the environment through the valorisaion of the
muli-funcional role of agriculture, thereby re-creaing the tradiional synergy
between Milan and its rural outskirts.
Nowadays the PASM is one of the main agricultural park in Europe, extending over 47,000 ha, including a 36,500 ha agricultural area (UAA), which covers
a third of the Milan metropolitan area, encompassing 61 municipaliies and
1,400 farms and farm-related properies. Even though the majority of PASM
consists of agricultural land, it also contains elements with high natural value
and complex ecological funcions, such as wooded and wet permanent areas,
trees and hedges (although in the past century there has been a substanial
degradaion of these natural resources). Other characterisic elements of the
park are the ancient and wide irrigaion system, shaped by the Adda and Lambro rivers and smaller waterways, ariicial canals and karst springs, as well as
the historical abbeys, farmhouses and castles.

i Gazzeta Uiciale, Lombardy Region Law n. 24/1990 “Isituzione del parco regionale di cintura metropolitana Parco Agricolo Sud Milano”. Available at:
www.gazzetauiciale.it/ato/regioni/caricaDetaglioAto/originario?ato.dataPubblicazioneGazzeta=1990-12-29&ato.codiceRedazionale=090R1242 [consulted 01/2016]
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Of note, the producive nature of the PASM was to be maintained, for the
goal was not of creaing “green belts”, such as London’s, or peri-urban parks
such as Paris. Instead the focus was on the preservaion of the physical and
environmental characterisics of this territory and the creaion a model agricultural producion areas. For example, areas with high availability of water are
characterized by intensive culivaion of cereals, in paricular rice and corn are
typical products of the PASM. Areas with less water are allocated mainly to the
alimentaion of livestock, primarily for industrial dairy producion. The other
types of crops are grown but they represent marginal porions of the local producion (as showed in Table 2), implying the need to supply these food items
from external markets, both Italian and internaional.

CROPS

HECTARES

% OF TOTAL

Corn

17 337

47%

Rice

10 699

29%

Grassland and permanent
pasture

4034

11%

Autumn-winter cereal crops

2018

6%

Soybean

1830

5%

Tree crops

465

1%

Horticultural and floricultural
crops

117

0%

Total

36 500

100%

Figure 3: Map of Parco Agricolo
Sud di Milano – PASM.
Source: Re-elaborated by Stefano
Quaglia on Metropolitan City of
Milan Data, 2010

Table 2: Crops culivated in the PASM.
Source: Re-elaborated on data Migliorini, Scaltrii, 2012
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PASM is managed by the Metropolitan City of Milan through the “Piano Territoriale di Coordinamento” (PTC – Territorial Coordinaion Plan) introduced in
2000 with the aim of deining land use within the park boundaries. PTC ideniies
rules for the protecion of natural and agricultural areas, as well as the cultural
heritage and waterways, and for the fruiion of open spaces. Indeed, the PTC
sets the speciic planning competencies of the governing authority, responsible for the deiniion of implementaion plans (sector plan, natural reserve and
peri-urban park plans).
However, as observed by Vescovi (2014), the iniial lack of and then late adopion of an implementaion plans represents one of the main limits towards the
integraion between urban and rural development. Lack of implementaion undermined the original muli-funcional purpose of the PASM and limited its role
to that of a passive urban policy tool for contrasing urbanisaion pressures.
It also is important to consider the threats to agricultural producion. They are
deriving from demographic growth, urbanizaion of peri-urban areas and the development of new infrastructures. For example, between 1999-2009 the PASM
has lost 1,042 ha of rural land (CRCS, 2013). In addiion, the reliance on monoculture pracices, has also contributed to the loss of agro-biodiversity. These dynamics are predicted to have heavy impacts on this territory, reducing its ability
to respond to the local food demand from the 15.93% in 2011 to an esimated
12.89% in 2020 (Province of Milan, 2011).
PLACE-BASED PROGRAMS

All these features and dynamics of PASM resulted in a complex territory, where
parks, wilderness, agricultural aciviies, and urbanized areas coexist. A good
illustraion would be the Muggiano enclave. Situated at the extreme west of
Milan’s municipal territory and cut of from the rest of the city by the ring road
(tangenziale), it is an agricultural enclave with a quite important producive
funcion. But it also hosts a park with recreaive purpose (ishing, boaing), and
elements essenial for the biodiversity of the whole area (waterbodies, green
corridors). This complexity is an opportunity for Milan, but it also inherently
carries considerable stakes in terms of governance, infrastructure development and development paths. Oddly areas like Muggiano, with strong latent
potenial, are currently losing inhabitants and producive capacity. To coninue
they would have to invent their own development path, a place between producion and conservaion.
Because of both the substanial poliical ineria to implemening adequate
policies and the environmental risks for the food producion, in the recent
years various place-based programs have been carried out, in the metropolitan area of Milan, with the overall aim of enhancing the landscape values,
producing quality food. These new eforts focused on methods to improve the
sustainability of the local agricultural producion and develop a new model,
alternaive to the convenional one, through the integraion of the food sovereigntyii approach (Calori, 2009). It has been showed by iniiaives of food
educaion and local product sales carried out by the community-supported
agriculture (CSA), as well as the difusion of “ethical consumerism” culture and
new markets and forms of short chain around Milan (Tricarico, 2014).
ii Food sovereignty is the right of each naion to maintain and develop its own capacity to produce its
basic foods respecing cultural and producive diversity” (Via Campesina, 1996).
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CREATION OF THE MILAN
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT
Among the many policies and projects introduced was the creaion of the Distreto Agricolo Milanese (DAM – Milan Agricultural District) in 2011. A joint
efort of the City of Milan and local farmers, the program serves as a key component of the integraion of urban planning and food systems in a perspecive
of neo-ruralisaion of the city.
The DAM is a non-proit associaion, recognized as a Consorium by the Lombardy Region and, indirectly, as a Rural District by the European Commissioniii.
The program involves 31 farms with a total of 1,500 ha within the Municipality
of Milan. It represents an innovaive model of territorial governance aimed
at developing a territorially embedded agricultural producion, through the
valorisaion of local farms and the quality of landscape, protecing common
goods as water and soil, and fostering the distribuion and commercialisaion
of local food producion.

The District works as a coordinaing body gathering together public and private stakeholders to strengthening the urban-rural interacions. It is backed by
a Strategic Plan (Piano del Distreto Rurale di Milano) approved in 2011. The
Strategic plan was developed considering the direcion of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), which are oriented towards the promoion of territorial
ruralisaion policy, and the goals deined by the European Strategy 2020 in
terms of raising level of employment, reducing poverty, and miigaing climate

Figure 4: Distreto Agricolo
Milanese (DAM) [Milan
Agricultural District].
Source: DAM, 2011

iii The European Commission, through the Decision C (2008) 7843 of 10 December, has given its consent
to the graing of State aids for implemening the Rural District Contracts.
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change’s efects. The goals of the Plan refer to the following key issues:
· Producion: protecion of common goods, as water and soil; diversiicaion of agricultural producion, both for establishing beter relaionships
between local demand and supply, and for improving the quality of rural
landscape; increase products processing capacity on-site; improvement of
accommodaion capacity.
· Markeing: promoion of local food producion and direct sales through new
distribuion channels.
· Territorial protecion and safety: protecion from micro and macro criminality, especially in terms of land abuse, and upgrading of the farms to the
current normaive.
· Ecosystem and landscape services improvement: maintenance of green and
blue infrastructures and requaliicaion and valorisaion of historical and natural elements (e.g. farmhouses, karst springs, canals and wooded areas)iv.
This plan therefore represents an innovaive approach towards the neo-ruralisaion of the city, thanks to its vision based on the key role played by the
famers who become the main actors. Local authoriies are their partners. Agricultural areas are a strategic asset for the sustainable development of metropolitan area.
Moreover, the partnership between the DAM and local authoriies has been
strengthened with the signature of the “Protocollo d’Intesa – Strategia per lo
sviluppo rurale di Milanov” (Agreement Protocol - Strategy for the rural development of Milan) in May 2012. This Agreement, developed on the vision of
DAM’s Strategic Plan, can be considered as the staring point of a pathway
aimed at deining an urban-rural shared development strategy, between public and private stakeholders involved in the metropolitan food system.
A leading project of the DAM is the Parco delle Risaie (Rice Park), an agricultural area of 650 ha within the PASM boundaries, which was strongly exposed
to the threat of urbanizaion. Its recovery and valorisaion started thanks to
the mobilisaion of ciizens and farmers, with the assistance of a not-proit associaion, Associazione Parco delle Risaie Onlus. In 2008, a botom-up process
for re-establishing both the natural and agricultural features of the area and
its socio-economic value was begun. It goals were to strengthen the linkages
between urban and rural contexts by a direct involvement of local stakeholders
and authoriies. The associaion’s strategic vision was deined by a democraic
decision making-process. It is implemented, through inancing and promoion
of fund raising iniiaives, by developing the ciizens’ knowledge and paricipaion in the project, recovering the rural landscape and pursuing the farming’s
muli-funcionality, as well as fostering the difusion of local rice producion.

iv Consorzio DAM-Distreto Rurale Milanese, (2011), Piano del Distreto Rurale di Milano. Un processo
di neoruralizzazione di Milano. Available at: htp://consorziodam.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/
PIANO-DISTRETTO-AGRICOLO-RURALE-DI-MILANO.pdf [consulted 02/2016].
v Protocollo d’Intesa-Strategia per lo sviluppo rurale di Milano. Available at: htp://www.agricity.it/

wp-content/uploads/Poliiche/Protocollo-irmato.pdf [consulted 02/2016]
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FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT FOR
TERRITORIAL DEVELOPMENT
The implementaion of these projects in the metropolitan territory has triggered a debate between insituions and farmers, leading in 2013, to the Lombardy Region’s promoion of the “Accordo Quadro di Sviluppo Territorialevi”
(AQST-Framework Agreement for Territorial Development). This agreement
created a new form of governance, called the “Milan Urban Metropolis”. It
was accompanied by an Acion Plan addressing several macro-objecives, such
as improvement of irrigaion system, landscape and environmental requaliicaion, muli-funcionality, valorisaion of rural culture and the innovaion of
producion, distribuion and markeing.
Through the signature of AQST, three other rural districts, located in the
metropolitan area, have been involved in the process of neo-ruralisaion: Distreto Agricolo della Valle Olona (D.A.V.O); Distreto Neorurale delle Tre Acque
di Milano (DiNaMo); Distreto Rurale Riso & Rane. The involvement of metropolitan districts must be considered as an important aspect of this agreement
for it permits both the extension of the neo-ruralisaion strategy to a wider
range of stakeholders and creates of a network of actors able to work as a
system while previously actors worked alone to achieve ends.
These districts, even if they share the same organizaional structure, are
however characterized by diferent ambiions. Acions taken by the DAM, the
DiNaMo and the D.A.V.O. are more aimed at inding innovaive role for farms,
responding to market changes under a perspecive of urban-rural synergies
redeiniion and improving agriculture muli-funcionality. Conversely, the
role of Distreto Riso e Rane is mainly oriented to the industrial producion,
even if it maintains a strong linkage with the valorisaion of rural landscape
(Vescovi, 2014).
DISTRICTS DENOMINATION

DISTRICT TIPOLOGY

LEAD ORGANIZATION

N.OF FARMS INVOLVED

RURAL LAND COVERED (HA)

DAM-Distretto
Agricolo Milanese

Rural

Municipality
of Milan

31

2 000

Distretto Agricolo della
Valle dell'Olona-D.A.V.O.

Rural-Fluvial

Fiume Olona
Consortium

29

1 500

Distretto Neururale
delle Tre Acque di Milano

Rural

Metropolitan
City of Milan

60

5 500

Distretto Rurale
Riso e Rane

Rural

-

61

3 500

The implementaion of these place-based policies demonstrates a growing
interest for the rural district model in the Milan metropolitan context. The
reasons such governance models are popular include its capacity of developing collaboraive networks and sharing urban-rural development strategy
between local authoriies, farms, NGOs, CSA and dwellers. In addiion, the acive role played by the farmers is crucial to pursuing to achieve an alternaive
model of agricultural producion; one mainly related to the metropolitan food
demand and, potenially, able to ensure an economic growth in the next years.

Table 3: Accredited Rural District
in the Metropolitan City of Milan.
Source: Metropolitan City of
Milan, 2013

vi Accordo Quadro di Sviluppo Territoriale (AQST) “Milano Metropoli Rurale”. Available at:

htp://lombardia.rurbance.eu/media/acivity/AQST/TESTO_ACCORDO_AQST_MMR_DEF.pdf [consulted
02/2016]
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EXPO 2015, LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENTS
Regarding the rural districts, the DAM serves a key role in the process of re-ruralisaion of the city. It has collaborated with the Municipality of Milan on several projects related with the Expo 2015 (e.g. the “Vie d’Acqua”, a discussed
project for the recovery and valorisaion of peri-urban landscape around Milan). This mega-event, hosted by the City of Milan tackled the topic “Feeding
the Planet, Energy for Life!” and triggered many local and global iniiaives
around the theme of food. It represented a further step towards the integraion of food and urban systems. It also built bridges with exising iniiaives
within the territory. For instance, it is worth noicing that PASM was present in
Expo, mainly through two pavilions (Slow Food and Cascina Triulza). Its presence took the form of ilm projecions, animaions for children, laboratories,
and debates.
More ambiiously, the food themes momentum created by Expo 2015 has
been used by the municipality for elaboraing important internal and external
projects. In paricular, the vision of the municipality is now oriented to exploit
the material and aestheic resources “unlocked” by hosing the mega-event
and has contributed to the development of its legacy plan, with the aim of
boosing the implementaion of the city re-ruralisaion strategy.
Considering that, beyond the urban physical transformaions around the
city, the main legacy of Expo2015 is represented by the deiniion of the
Milano Food Policy 2015-2020 and the Milan Urban Food Policy Pact.
MILANO FOOD POLICY

At the local level, the authoriies iniiated a process called “Milan Food Policy”,
aiming at beter understanding the city’s food system, idenifying problems
and opportuniies, consuling and mobilizing stakeholder, and translaing this
knowledge into concrete acion.
The elaboraion of the food policy started with the work of experts, who
gathered data on several aspects of the Milan food system. A working group
organized their results around ten themes: Governance, Educaion, Waste, Access, Wellbeing, Environment, Agroecosystem, Producion, Finance and Trade.
This efort resulted in the publicaion of a document, “Le dieci quesioni della
Food Policy” (the 10 quesions of the Food Policy) that was widely distributed
to inform and engage with both stakeholders and ciizens. The document was
used to support the following acions:
· In February 2015, the municipal council deined its prioriies and objecives
for the development of the Food Policy.
· In March 2015, the third sector was consulted at the occasion of a sideevent at “Fa’ la cosa giusta”, the largest Italian fair on sustainable lifestyles
organized every year in Milan.
· In April 2015, a dialogue was iniiated with start-ups and small businesses
of the food sector.
· In May 2015, to reach as many ciizens as possible, the report’s recommendaions were broken out to conform to the 9 administraive subdivisions.
· In June 2015, large private irms from the food sectors have been consulted.
· The results of this processed was wrapped up and discussed in a “Town
Meeing” open to the public, that was held in July 2015.
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The concrete outcome of this process was the adopion, by the Milan City
Council in October 2015, of guidelines for the Food Policy 2015-2020.vii This
document the “linee guide” set up ive prioriies, all subdivided in detailed
potenial paths for acions:
· Guarantee healthy food and suicient drinkable water for all
· Promote Food System’s sustainability
· Food educaion
· Fight against waste
· Support and promote scieniic research in the agro-food sector
At the end of the document, the authors also listed the tools that are to
be developed in support of these guidelines and recommended acions. They
recommended the creaion of a Food Metropolitan Council, which would help
mobile and be responsible to all the relevant actors. The discussions and deliberaions of such an insituion should be backed by a strong monitoring system, able to provide relevant data and informaion on the local food system.
A irst implementaion project related with this policy has recently been
announced by the City of Milan. In collaboraion with the DAM and Milano
Ristorazione, the company in charge of Milan’s collecive restauraion, local
authoriies want the rice served in school canteens to come from local short
supply chainsviii. The goal represents a irst step towards connecing local producion, and especially the one coming from PASM, with local consumpion.
The project moreover has a cultural and educaive component, for rice is an
important local producion (see table 1 and 2) that is already strongly put forward in the PASM context with the Parco delle Risaie (cf. supra).
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
THE MILAN URBAN FOOD POLICY PACT

The Milan Urban Food Policy Pact was conceived as an efort from the municipality to take advantage of the momentum created by Expo2015 to put food
related issues at the agenda of ciies worldwide. Signed by over 150 municipal and metropolitan authoriies worldwide, it aims at encouraging them to
engaging with these issues, and to spread good pracices drawn from internaional examples. Current developments include seing up an internaional
award to encourage ciies to take concrete steps into implemening the acions
suggested by the pact. A technical assistance including monitoring tools will be
backed by FAO’s “Food for Ciies” programme.

vii Milan Municipal Council 05/10/2015 deliberaion n°25, available at: htp://www.foodpolicymilano.

org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/CC-n.-25-del-5.10.2015.pdf [consulted 02/2016]
viii City of Milan’s website [Italian]: htp://www.comune.milano.it/wps/portal/ist/it/news/primopiano/

tute_noizie/urbanisica/riso_cascine_tavole [consulted 04/2016]
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CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Paddy ields in Milan.
Source: Associazione Parco delle
Risaie, 2015

Milan has been confronted, in the last half-century, with challenges not uncommon to major European metropolises: rapid and spreading peri-urbanisaion, increase of air polluion level, climate change efects, growing internal
demand, degradaion of green and blue infrastructures and increasing complexity of food provision logisic.
The originality of the Milanese case has been its capacity, quite early if we are
to compare it to similar ciies (especially in the Italian context), to recognize food
producion and distribuion as a relevant urban issue. This local mobilisaion
around food-related themes had concrete outcomes, chiely the creaion of the
PASM and the DAM, as well as the promoion of educaional and informaional
iniiaives and projects to improve food access and reduce waste.
The PASM, despite its passive role as just a barrier to urban sprawl, is a quite
unique example of a voluntary acion taken to preserve agricultural producISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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ion capacity within a metropolitan territory (or at its immediate proximity).
Coupled with the ambiious insituional arrangement of the DAM, it helped
maintaining a signiicant level of local food producion, while encouraging bottom–up iniiaives in favour of biodiversity preservaion and the strengthening
of urban-rural relaionships.
In addiion, the implementaion of DAM, as well as the other rural districts,
appears as an important step taken towards the creaion of a more democraic
decision-making process for achieving a sustainable management of agricultural land and increasing the resilience of urban food system.
As ambiious and original these elements might have been, there were not
exempt of laws. Indeed, ariculaing environmental protecion prioriies with
urban development policies, while paying special atenion to the local food
producion, appear as a criical challenge for Milan.
It requires a clear and democraic governance structure, availability of economic resources and a long-term strategy for the implementaion of shared
objecives. The PASM’s management of the peri-urban spaces in the last decades appears to have failed to that these factors fully into account. Actually,
in spite of its successes in preserving the agricultural capacity of this territory,
it has arguably not been able to propose adequate policy for developing a
strategy oriented towards the integraion of interacing factors such as urban
agriculture, land use management and food security.
That experience, however, reinforced by the recent place-based iniiaives developed in the Milan context, can be considered as a posiive stepping stone in
the process towards the enhancement of Milan food system, from municipal to
regional scale. This has been especially relevant in the recent period in which
the city has been taking advantage of the momentum created by Expo 2015,
bringing inancial resources, poliical will and media atenion. Local authoriies
therefore engaged in a process aiming at deining an overarching “Food Policy”.
With the close collaboraion of experts, a large consultaion was started and
resulted into the adopion of detailed guidelines by the Municipal Council.
It is yet too early to assess the concrete results of this process, although it
has the potenial for improving the metropolitan food system, especially from
sustainable and resilient points of view. Sill, even the beginning of its implementaion can be considered a progress. Beyond the insituional iniiaives that are
progressively being developed to translate these words into concrete projects,
the debates around Milan’s food system have arguably contributed to shiting
individual and business pracices. As far as the later is concerned, a noteworthy
iniiaive has been taken by the Esselunga supermarkets, 49 of which started
selling locally produced rice (under the brand “DAM”) in April 2015ix.

ix City of Milan website [Italian]: htp://www.comune.milano.it/wps/portal/ist/it/news/primopiano/

tute_noizie/urbanisica/riso_distreto_milanese [consulted 04/2016]
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* Mónica Bifarello passed away in June 2017 while inishing the aricle. The editors thank Sabrina

Arcamone for her dedicaion to inalize it along the lines they idealised together.
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INTRODUCTION
Urban Agriculture in the city of Rosario has turned out to be one of those public policies which leaves an indelible mark on the local territory. Born as a strategy to miigate the problems of poverty and unemployment, over ime it has
been consolidated as a truly innovaive alternaive in the ield of social economy. Fiteen years ater its beginnings, its foundaions have been strengthened,
its aciviies have become diversiied and sustainable; and new challenges are
emerging for the future. The reality is that Urban Agriculture has gone beyond
the limits of a simple program, and has been transformed into a complex process of social learning that has introduced signiicant innovaions into the city’s
public policy-making process.
One of the most signiicant innovaions of this process is how it transcended its origins as a reacive strategy to enhance food security. It has
become a proacive approach fostering discussion, and ulimately the implementaion of ways to recover urban and peri-urban land for agroecology and
organic food producion. It has fostered a linkage between urban agricultural
and local urban planning. Furthermore, the process brought about a holisic
vision that has been developed around Urban Agriculture. We now know
that urban agriculture is not limited to only food producion; it incorporates
various components of the food chain. It reinforces speciic knowledge and
know-how about: recognizing the characterisics of diferent type of soils
and soil preparaion; adding value through agro-industry; natural cosmeics
and medicine; and, commercializaion channels. In addiion to these speciic
aspects, Urban Agriculture promotes the important principles of fair pricing,
responsible consumpion, respect for the environment, cooperaive and soliISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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Farmers selling their produce at Plaza
Suecia Fair. Source: Social Economy
Secretary, Rosario´s Municipality
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darity-based relaionships among stakeholders. These factors uniquely characterize our local experience.
The goal of this aricle is to provide an overview of the history of Urban
Agriculture in Rosario, with an emphasis on the posiive transformaions that
it has generated in urban planning, as well as to discuss the main present and
future challenges that it faces.

ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF URBAN
AGRICULTURE IN ROSARIO
In 2001 the naional government fell in Argenina, as a result of a period of
deep recession and the imposiion of neoliberal policies, all of which produced
poliical, economic and social crisis. Increased unemployment, emigraion and
growing poverty were the consequences of the applicaion of exclusionary,
wealth-concentraing macroeconomic policies, based on the structural adjustment recipes of the IMF and the World Bank. The deterioraion in the legiimacy
of both state and civil society insituions sparked numerous protests in public
spaces, and broke down trust between ciizens and their representaives.
During this period, numerous families were leaving behind their provinces
of origin and hoping to escape the regional crisis. These migrant families, let
decimated and vulnerable, came from the northern part of the country, from
provinces like Chaco, Corrientes and Saniago del Estero. Most of these migrants were tradiional small rural farmers.
It is important to note that since the end of the 1990s, the city had been
embarking upon a set of social policies which had begun to set it apart from
the rest of the country. Of paricular note was the construcion of an accessible
public health care system, based on solidarity and an emphasis on primary
care; as well as strong social welfare policies, focused primarily on young children. In Rosario, these migrants hoped to ind social stability, access to health
care, and the chance to restart their lives and livelihoods.
However, by late 2001 the city of Rosario had one of the highest unemployment rates in the country; everything appeared to be collapsing under the
weight of the crisis.
In February 2002, in order to confront the crisis, the Secretary of Social
Outreach of the Municipality of Rosario put into moion an Urban Agriculture Program. In collaboraion with a non-governmental organizaion named
CEPAR (the Center for Agro-Ecological Producion Studies), it brought together a group of agricultural engineers who had been working on a program of
agro-ecological huertas, or urban gardens, aimed at vulnerable families living
in marginal areas of the city since the end of the 1980s. (The early efort was
known as the Pro-Huerta Program of the Naional Insitute of Agricultural
Technology (INTA) and the Naional Ministry of Social Development.)
The primary objecives established for the Urban Agriculture Program were:
to produce healthy, agro-ecological food of a high biological value; to establish
a rapid-growth food producion system; and, to guarantee direct sales through
farmers markets located in popular spaces in the city. A key idea was to use vacant lots for producion aciviies to avoid the spread of irregular setlements.
In this irst phase, under pressure to address the economic emergency
(2002-2004), the Urban Agriculture Program was established as an immediate
assistance strategy. The gardens were established as a space of social support,
facilitaing access to safe food products and a basic source of income. Almost
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immediately, the Urban Agriculture Program began to make a signiicant contribuion to the food security of families socially vulnerable, while helping
households to save money in a context of economic crisis and scarce resources. The irst acions taken by the program, such as accompanying the new
urban farmers, providing training in the ield, and the inauguraion of the irst
farmer’s market validated the program as a producive acivity that provided
an opportunity for certain groups of unemployed people.
As the country gradually began to recover from the crisis, urban agriculture
was consolidated into a permanent acivity, with secure spaces for producion
and commercializaion, and was mainstreamed as a municipal policy.
The availability of secure land for producion shows that the acivity can
be a stable employment alternaive for some sectors, and at the same ime,
can transform the urban landscape in an educaional and inclusive way. One
far-reaching innovaion which notably bolstered urban agriculture eforts was
the passage of municipal ordinance no. 4713. This act invited all land owners
to cede their properies for a period of two (2) years, free of charge, to the
Municipality of Rosario for use by the Urban Agriculture Program. In exchange,
the ceded property would be exempt from the payment of the General Property Tax and the Vacant Lot Surcharge established by the Tax Code, in addiion
to negoiaing other exempions from the Provincial Real Estate Tax.
With this policy tool, plots which were litle more than garbage dumps
were transformed into urban agriculture spaces. Some plots were immediately producive. Others, with unproducive site atributes, were transformed
into urban gardens using techniques to enhance the value of the soil, such
as: producing compound ferilizer (vermicomposing; recycling organic wastes
through living processes); planing green ferilizers (to enhance the biological
acivity of the soil and encourage a greater diversity of species) and producing
and applying biopreparaions, phytosimulants and other elements.
Today, the Urban Agriculture Program operates under the Secretariat of Social Economy of the Municipality of Rosario, and has developed fully equipped
plots with larger surface areas, covering a total of 25 ha. The program has
demonstrated its potenial and posiioned as a strong and permanently entrenched public policy, which is coninuing its progressive and balanced
growth, based on ongoing collaboraion among all stakeholders.

Figure 1: Hort in the Garden Park
“Bosque de los Consituyentes”.
Source: Social Economy Secretary,
Rosario´s Municipality
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SPACES AND TOOLS DEVELOPED BY THE URBAN AGRICULTURE
PROGRAM IN THE CITY:

The Garden Parks are ive large public spaces, serving both educaional
and producive purposes, complete with infrastructure, equipment, and
a landscape-focused design. In these spaces, in addiion to farming and
training aciviies, cultural and sports aciviies take place, as they are ideally suited for recreaion. They feature large working plots measuring 900
m2, for larger-scale producion as well as smaller plots for growing vegetables, aromaic and medicinal plants.
Along the train track corridors, the basic infrastructure necessary to grow
vegetables and aromaic plants was installed. These spaces are normally
occupied by irregular setlements.
The garden farms are plots containing a collecion of herbal plants, bushes and trees (vegetables, aromaic and medicinal plants, and lowers),
which have been adapted to the climate and growing condiions of Rosario. They are spaces for demonstraions and training developed in public
places (plazas and parks) where organoponic techniques are applied.
Healthy gardens are demonstraive and training sites located on the
grounds of public municipal hospitals where medicinal plants are culivated.
In order to centralize the producion of vegetable and aromaic plant
seedlings and to prepare compound ferilizer, a nursery has also been
installed in the city.
In addiion, and with the objecive of giving added value to the primary producion and to integrate the enire producion chain, three Urban
Social Agribusinesses have been established in the city: a Natural Cosmeics Producion Plant, a Fruit and Vegetable Processing Plant and an
Integrated Produce and Cosmeics Processing Plant. These plants can
produce preserves, washed and cut produce for consumpion and for salads. Natural cosmeic products are also produced by hand, using aromatic plants, along with organic insect repellants.
With respect to the spaces where urban farmers can sell their products,
more than 700 farmers markets or fairs are held each year, where the farmers have stands to sell to the public. In addiion, the municipality purchases
bags of produce from the farmers which are ofered during special events in
exchange for recyclable waste (paper, electronic and computer aricles, etc.).
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Figure 2: Spaces by the Urban
Agriculture Program in the city.
Source: Planning Secretary of Rosario

ROSARIO AND THE REGION
The city of Rosario is the nucleus of the Rosario Metropolitan Area (AMR),
comprised of a set of ciies and towns located in the southern part of the
province of Santa Fe. The towns and communiies within the AMR are: Acebal, Álvarez, Alvear, Arroyo Seco, Capitán Bermúdez, Coronel Domínguez, Empalme Villa Consitución, Fighiera, Funes, General Lagos, Granadero Baigorria,
Ibarlucea, Pérez, Piñero, Pueblo Andino, Pueblo Esther, Ricardone, Rosario, San
Lorenzo, Soldini, Villa Gobernador Gálvez and Zavalla. These communiies are
united by geographic proximity and the services – and challenges – that they
share (transportaion, waste disposal, industrial sites, etc.). Approximately 1.5
million people live in the AMR, in an area of 1770 km2. This territory is highly
heterogenous and complex, both socially and economically.
Under current legislaion, metropolitan areas in Argenina do not have their
own government. Civil oicials are elected at the local level (either municipalISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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iies with populaions of more than 10,000, or comunas for populaions of less
than 10,000). The next higher authority is the government of the Province of
Santa Fe.
To ill the gap in regional governance and to forward the insituional consolidaion of the AMR was the 2010 creaion of a Metropolitan Coordinaing
Body (ECOM), which occupies the intermediate space between province and
municipal governments. It funcions to “coordinate and promote public policies with a regional impact. It is organized as a strategic partnership among the
localiies and serves as the leading insituion for development projects at the
metropolitan level.” This body, presided over by the city of Rosario, also has a
“Council of Government, comprised of all of the member community’s mayors
and comuna presidents and a Board of Directors, which is the execuive body
for implemening the decisions of the Council and which serves as the legal
representaive of the Body. There is also an Execuive Secretary and a Technical Advisory Council” (taken from the insituional documents of the ECOM).

Figure 3: Social Economy´s Fair
in Suecia Park, Rosario. Source:
Social Economy Secretary,
Rosario´s Municipality

For operaional purposes within the AMR, and based on muliple studies
and assessments conducted in the region, four corridors have been ideniied.
These corridors have become the organizing axes or “backbones” which are of
great use in addressing the problems ideniied in the area. The corridors are:
· North Corridor, which basically stretches along Route 11, alongside the
Paraná River from Rosario to the northern part of the Area;
· Northwest Corridor, comprised of the communiies located along the
length of Route 9;
· West Corridor, located along Route 33 and Route 14; and,
· South Corridor, which links the communiies located to the south of Rosario, along both the Paraná River and Route 21.
The vast diversity of these backbones is related primarily to the size and
the economic and technical capacity of the diferent localiies to iniiate and
sustain local development processes. Despite its high degree of interdependence, the AMR has tradiionally been very fragmented with limited eforts at
cooperaion. This situaion has been changing, thanks to years of concerted effort reinforced by the Strategic Metropolitan Plan (2008-2018) and the recent
creaion of the Metropolitan Coordinaing Body.
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With respect to its economy, the producive structure of the AMR is diversiied (Herzer, 2005). Greater Rosario is characterized by small and mediumsized enterprises, industrial areas, and a belt of tradiional “quintas” or farms
bordering the city of Rosario, which have tradiionally been incorporated into
the urban agriculture movement through the culivaion of organic produce, in
a project known as the “green belt”.
There is sill an ongoing debate regarding the current and future geographic
scope and limits of urban agriculture in Rosario. While we know that the dynamic nature of urban projects makes it diicult to specify the territorial scope of the
next stages, it is clear in principle that it will not be the enire region. This is because of the heterogeneous interests and forms of producion, and that current
trends point toward an extension toward the west corridor of the AMR, by virtue
of its tradiional forms of producion and the interest of local actors.
For example, one characterisic of Rosario that has favored the development of Urban Agriculture is its long history of land use planning. This tradiion started in 1960s, when tradiional physical planning used broad strokes
to idenify the areas of growth of the city. This changed and was enhanced in
the late 1990’s, when the local society began to fully engage in the strategic
planning process, a process which has coninued to this day. The idea today
is to take a mulidisciplinary and muli-sectoral approach to planning and to
seek consensus among the main stakeholders regarding the principles that will
guide the growth and development of the local territory over the medium and
long term.
Rosario’s irst Strategic Plan was begun in 1996 and completed in 1998. The
main contribuions of this Plan – which aimed at restoring the idenity and
pride of the city around ive themaic areas: Work, Opportuniies, the Relaionship between the City and the Paraná River, Creaion, and Encounter – were its
emphasis on the use, enjoyment, accessibility and equilibrium of public spaces
and the importance placed on ciizen paricipaion and collaboraion among
public, private and social stakeholders. (These same themes provided the
foundaion for the Urban Agriculture program when it emerged in the wake of
Argenina’s economic crisis of 2001.)
Ten years into its implementaion, ater approximately 90% of the proposed
projects had been executed, a second Plan was debated and formulated
named the Metropolitan Strategic Plan (PEM-2008). This Plan added the necessary Metropolitan dimension to the territorial analysis, and ideniied the
need to see Rosario from a regional perspecive. One of its main outcomes of
this plan was the Metropolitan Coordinaing Body.
Part of the Metropolitan Strategic Plan (PEM-2008) is a secion, named “Metropolis of Opportuniies and Ciizenship”, which calls for valuing the role of local
governments and a commitment to strengthen territorial processes. It supports
the pracices of solidarity-based economy, through networking among the different levels of government and community and social organizaions.
This Plan also notes that the processes which form a part of the development of the social economy, along with the actors which promote its values,
need to be strengthened by addressing the following main areas:
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1. Building the capacity of producion units and the distribuion, commercializaion and inancing systems by:
a) Providing training in speciic areas that will help producers to increase
the value and quanity of their products and to incorporate appropriate
technology.
b) Consolidaing solidarity-based commercial structures, by establishing
new sales outlets and reorganizing exising ones.
c) Developing adequate instruments to capture or create lines of credit.
2. Fostering the growth of producion units: the goal is to promote these strategies as an alternaive for those ciizens who have not been able to integrate
into the formal job market, providing tools for learning and for obtaining the
inputs necessary to launch their aciviies.
3. Promoing strategic projects with social value for the region, by establishing
larger-scale enterprises.
The third Strategic Plan, known as “Rosario 2030”, is currently being debated, with an emphasis on the physical and social integraion of the city which,
despite the many public policies implemented, coninues to struggle against
a constant dynamic of segmentaion. We believe that the Social Economy in
general, and Urban Agriculture in paricular, will have much to contribute to
this integraion, by encouraging harmonious co-existence, lowering the levels
of violence, building territorial ies and forging new civic ideniies.
We must also menion that city’s Urban Plan, which as a complementary
instrument to these overarching plans, has incorporated into the physical
planning structure the current and potenial spaces where an agri-food system can lourish.
Along these lines, the 2007-2017 Rosario Urban Plan states: “The La Tablada
Garden Park, which is a part of the auspicious municipal Urban Agriculture
Program, was inaugurated as the irst iniiaive of this type in May of 2007. The
garden parks were conceived of as muli-funcional public spaces, managed in
a paricipatory way by the state and civil society, funcioning as bands of nature designed and created by man using ecological farming techniques. They
include producive areas for growing products for household consumpion
as well as the sale of vegetables, lowers, medicinal plants, bushes and trees
co-exising with landscaped areas for recreaional purposes.
These enterprises are intended to supplement the income of the urban
farmers, by facilitaing their access to a larger working area and beter producion condiions; recover public spaces for social and producive uses, with
a view to enhancing the urban landscape and the environment; improve the
health of the populaion (producers and consumers) by providing access to
produce with high biological value through ecological culivaion techniques;
and to build the producive capaciies of the actors associated with each Garden Park, by ofering training programs and organizing specialized aciviies.” i
In a region where the main economic acivity is soy monocropping and soy
i htp://www.rosario.gov.ar/web/ciudad/planeamiento-urbano/plan-urbano-rosario/libro-plan-urbano-rosario-2007/2017 Page 248
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exportaion, it is very encouraging that Rosario’s urban planning process incorporates the development of programs like Urban Agriculture and the Green
Belt Project, which point toward a diferent form of producion. It is not only
about providing crop diversiicaion, it maintains the tradiional producion
values, knowledge and cultures of the people who are sustaining the producion, the landscapes and spaces where we grow our food. This approach is
absolutely noteworthy, and for this reason the experience has atracted internaional atenion.

Figure 4: Social Economy´s Fair in
Suecia Park. Source: Social Economy
Secretary, Rosario´s Municipality

VALUING THE LOCAL EXPERIENCE AND
COORDINATION AMONG THE DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF GOVERNMENT
Since the 1990s, Rosario’s social and poliical actors have agreed on the need
to beter drive local development and have been working towards this goal. As
a result, the planning focus has been expanded to include both the city and the
metropolitan area or region.
The establishment of Urban Agriculture in Rosario as a local system of producion, transformaion, distribuion and consumpion of healthy food required the acive paricipaion of the set of poliical and social actors within
the territory. The provincial government and the local authoriies (municipaliies and town/community commissions) are indispensable for achieving the
proposed goals. Their cooperaion is vital to engage civil society organizaions
and the society as a whole. This is very important, because the pracice of
urban agriculture, as a local public policy, requires the reconstrucion of the
socio-cultural fabric, and the restoraion of a collecive and solidarity-based
sense of our common life
A number of civil society organizaions have been involved in the evoluion
of this program, such as the Rosario Foundaion, environmental organizaions,
the Associaion for Dynamic Biological Agriculture in Argenina (ABBDA) among
others. These organizaions generally come together on a temporary basis to
coordinate speciic aciviies or iniiaives. They also contribute to the program
through their linkages with other important stakeholders, such as well-known
tradiional restaurants in the city and famous Argenine chefs, who promote
the consumpion of the food produced in urban gardens.
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In the beginning stages of the development and operaion of the Urban
Agriculture Program, the Municipality of Rosario coordinated with partners
like the Center for Agro-Ecological Producion Studies (CEPAR), which is comprised of a group of agricultural engineers who were pioneers in the program
and provide technical and methodological assistance.
The municipality also works in conjuncion with the diferent levels of government, such as the provincial government, through its livelihoods and social
development departments, the naional government, through the Naional Insitute of Agricultural Technology (INTA), whose Pro Huerta program provides
seeds and technical assistance. It alsoworks with civil society organizaions like
the Network of Urban Farmers Civil Associaion, which brings together a signiicant number of producers in the city, represents them in various forums
and advocates for their interests.
The Program has also leveraged a large number of projects and funds
from internaional cooperaion agencies, such as the Internaional Economic
Cooperaion Insitute of Italy (ICEI), and other partners from Canada, the Netherlands and Peru (IDRC, RUAF, IPES, the Regional “Ciies Growing the Future”
Program), as well as the Urban Management Program for Lain America and
the Caribbean of UN-Habitat (UMP-LAC/Habitat).

Figure 5: Hort in the Garden Park “Bosque de los Consituyentes”. Source:
Social Economy Secretary, Rosario´s Municipality
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URBAN AGRICULTURE AS
A REGIONAL PROJECT
As the Urban Agriculture experience has progressed, a new challenge has
emerged for the Municipality, which consists of repurposing approximately
200 hectares of land belonging to 30 urban farmers, located in horicultural
establishments in the city of Rosario and the comuna of Soldi. (These lands are
part of a larger 824-hectare protected area for horiculture producion, In accordance with Municipal Ordinance No. 9144/13 which regulates producive
land) and convering them into sustainable food producion systems
This project, called the “green belt”, involves other localiies in the West
Corridor, stretching along Route 33 and Route 14, and therefore its implementaion requires coordinaing with diferent departments within the municipality, such as environment, economic producion and social economy, while at
the same ime involving joint decision-making with other communiies, thus
involving the provincial government as a key strategic player.
In August 2016, the Green Belt Project was launched, to implement a transiion plan toward agro-ecological producion and good agricultural pracices, under the framework of the concept of Sustainable Agriculture. This
project is beginning with 15 experiences of transiioning toward agro-ecological producion systems in horicultural producion units, covering a total
surface area of 20 ha.
The transiion to agro-ecology is a process that implies not only subsituing inputs or reducing the use of agrochemicals, but also promotes a
change in the aitudes and values of social stakeholders with respect to the
management and conservaion of natural resources, and the social relaions
among those stakeholders.
The farmers who agreed to undergo this conversion process toward
agro-ecological techniques have exchanged experiences with the urban gardeners of the Urban Agriculture Program, bolstered their producive capaciies. They are gradually increasing their scale of producion and have begun to
engage in direct commercializaion eforts through fairs and farmers markets,
with the goal of paricipaing in a proposed permanent public market to be
established in the city this year (2017).
Another tool that this project enables the agribusinesses of the Urban Agriculture Program to receive the agro-business products thereby add value to
them and idenify them with a ceriicaion or seal. In this way, we can ofer
them to commercial outlets on a scale that is in line with the normal producion levels thereby guaranteeing the market for agro-ecological products and
demonstraing to those who have not yet joined the program of the validity of
this type of producion; without which it would fail as a project.
As the Green Belt Project progresses, there will be a signiicant growth in
the producion of safe and highly nutriional food made available to the public
for consumpion, which will in turn have a posiive impact on the health and
working condiions of the producers who become part of the process.
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Figure 6: Rosario Metropolitan
Area – Protected area for
horiculture producion.
Source: Planning Secretary of
Rosario´s Municipality

CREATING A REGIONAL FOOD SYSTEM
The strategic horizon for Urban Agriculture in Rosario and its region is the creaion of a Regional Food System. The program began addressing the root causes
of the reproducion of poverty as well as including groups of people who were
on the margins of the labor market and encourage broader paricipaion in
decision-making. It quickly evolved into an urban social policy which systematically promotes sustainable and cooperaive development.
Strengthening the insituional framework in terms of a system – not just
a set of food growing aciviies – will make it possible to break the cycle of
the intergeneraional transmission of inequality. We know that there are many
types of inequality, and that one of its dimensions is generated by economic structures, and therefore innovaive systems are needed with a very deep
knowledge of the territories where they will be introduced. Another key dimension of inequality being addressed is gender inequality, given that women
make up a signiicant percentage of urban farmers.
Rosario has developed all of the factors which (according to Gutman 2003)
are present in local agriculture/food supply systems:
· Specializaion in a product or range of products;
· A context or “seing” understood as the set of social, cultural and historical
factors which have taken root among the populaion and local insituions;
· The capacity for innovaion and a learning dynamic facilitated by the disseminaion of knowledge, informaion and tradiional know-how;
· An emphasis on cooperaive relaions among agents.
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To these we can add other facilitaing elements in the construcion of a
regional food system:
· The experience of reorganizing urban and peri-urban spaces for the producion of organic and ecological foods;
· Operaing through networks of responsible producion and consumpion;
· The sustainability of a local process of consensus-building among stakeholders, which forms the foundaion for exploring ways to scale up;
· The value of deploying integrated strategies.

CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Just as the Municipality of Rosario states: “The program implies considering Urban Agriculture as a sustainable acivity in its three dimensions: economic, social
and environmental”, we believe that these three dimensions were addressed by
the Program with many successes during these 15 years of insituional experience. But we also know that securing its future will require moving from a set of
aciviies organized under a program to a true agri-food system.
We propose ive acions to be taken to strengthen agro-ecological producion and to further the evoluion and impact of this local experience.
Figure 7: Metropolitan Area of
Rosario. Source: Planning Secretary
of Rosario´s Municipality
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1. Work must be done to obtain agro-ecological quality ceriicaion, either
granted by government agencies or by using a paricipatory guarantee system that gives consumers conidence in the products that they are buying
and consuming.
While it is true that in Rosario, there is a certain degree of recogniion on the
part of consumers who buy these products, based on their trust and familiarity
with the forms of producion promoted by the Urban Agriculture Program,
moving towards a formal ceriicaion system guaranteeing that these items
were produced with respect for the environment, and for the principles of
equity and jusice, would enhance the visibility of the process and provide an
even greater degree of conidence.
The Internaional Federaion of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM)
promotes the creaion of Paricipatory Guarantee Systems (PGS), which are
locally focused quality assurance systems. They cerify producers based on acive paricipaion of stakeholders and are built on a foundaion of trust, social
networks and knowledge exchange.” (IFOAM12).
These Paricipatory Guarantee Systems in addiion to technical standards,
incorporate other social, equality and ecological elements within the producion process, while at the same ime empowering both producers and consumers.
In light of what we have discussed with respect to the geographic distribuion of urban gardening within the Rosario Metropolitan Area, it would be
interesing for a proposal such as this to be led by the Metropolitan Coordinaion Body (ECOM).
2. We recommend the establishment of a regional sustainable public procurement system.
The purchasing power of governments is an objecive fact, which could directly impact the development of the Urban Agriculture and Green Belt programs,
guaranteeing stable producion and sales volumes.
Government purchasing of agro-ecological products to be served at hospitals, school cafeterias, and other insituions would help to enrich the diet
of those who most need good nutriion, but who have limited access to it. It
would also beneit the producers, who could plan their crops around a stable
program of government purchases. Sustainable public-sector procurement is
a tool that promotes social equality, environmentally-friendly producion and
technological innovaion while inluencing the market in general; however, it is
an area that is not oten prioriized.
Currently, the urban farmers of the green belt who have incorporated
agro-ecological pracices sell more than 50% of their producion volume to
the wholesale fruit and vegetable markets, without being able to difereniate
their products from all of the others purchased by the wholesalers which are
grown using agro-chemicals. This demonstrates to us the need to expand and
guarantee sales outlets in order to increase the number of producers willing to
transiion toward agro-ecological forms of producion.
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3. It is essenial to have adequate monitoring and evaluaion instruments to
measure progress and outcomes, as well as to plan aciviies in the future.
At present, no speciic and reliable system of indicators has been designed,
with a comprehensive approach that can serve as the basis for future medium
and long-term planning.
4. We recommend strengthening research into technical and producion-related innovaions.
The Urban Agriculture Program has been able to leverage tradiional knowledge to generate new products or to preserve products that had largely been
lost. For example, there is a seed bank which keeps a record of biocultural diversity, and a biodynamic calendar which seeks to harmonize crop cycles with
the rhythms of nature.
The creaion of seed banks is fundamental in guaranteeing the conservaion
of naive seeds. The Ñanderoga Seed Bank, created in Rosario in 1992, today
has more than 700 varieies of seeds (vegetables, ornamental, medicinal and
aromaic plants, fruit and forest trees), cared for by more than 300 people
(called seed godmothers or godfathers). The conservaion is done in a natural
and arisanal way, and the seeds are recorded in a very simple database. This
Seed Bank is coordinated by the staf of the Urban Agriculture Program of the
Municipality of Rosario.
Meanwhile, in the green belt, a transiion process is being carried out to
transform the soil, which was tradiionally treated with agrochemicals, into
completely organic soil. All of these iniiaives would beneit from a greater
level of professionalizaion and the incorporaion of appropriate technology.
5. It will be necessary to achieve economic sustainability for producers, and
for the enire Urban Agriculture value chain.
This implies increasing the municipal and provincial budgets allocated toward
this efort, while exploring improved forms of self-sustainability: fairs, markets, value-added processing, and geing more and more people involved in
the experience. Along these lines there are some incipient microcredit funds
targeted toward urban farmers, which should be encouraged and expanded.
Addressing these factors will be crucial in building a regional agri-food system, which is economically strong and producive, without losing the idenity
that Urban Agriculture has built and sustained over 15 years in our city. An
idenity based not on merely technical aspects, but rather on values of inclusion, fair trade, cooperaion and a commitment to more human ciies. In this
sense, in planning a food security strategy, the greatest challenge facing Urban
Agriculture in Rosario today is to scale up by moving beyond the city limits and
incorporaing the enire metropolitan region.
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Figure 1: Urban farming is becoming more prevalent across the United States.
Source: Pinterest htps://i.pinimg.com/originals/f0/ba/6b/f0ba6b6cda1ae24985c560b935ab143.jpg

INTRODUCTION
Portland is oten cited as an example of a city with strong land use planning
controls. Over the last few years Portland has been commended for its atenion to food system and food planning. This aricle ideniies how issues related
to food were incorporated into the territorial planning of Portland City.
To develop this aricle several oicial documents were read; staisical data
were collected; and, 36 semi-structured interviews with professionals and
stakeholders were carried out during a ieldwork conducted in August and
September of 2014.

PORTLAND
Portland is the largest city in the state of Oregon (USA) and is the governmental seat of Multnomah County. The city covers 145 square miles (376km²) and
had an esimated populaion of 619,360 in 2014. It is part of a much larger
the Metro area which spans porion of the States of Oregon and Washington (Portland Portland–Vancouver–Hillsboro, OR–WA Metropolitan Staisical
Area [MSA]), where approximately 2,348,247 people (US census, 2014) live.
The MSA includes Clackamas, Columbia, Multnomah, Washington, and Yamhill
Counies in Oregon, and Clark and Skamania Counies in Washington
From an economic and industrial perspecive, Portland is focusing its resources on enhancing the compeiiveness of businesses in four areas of industry:
Clean Tech and Sustainable Industries (CTSI); Acivewear; Sotware; and, AdISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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vanced Manufacturing. At the same ime, it is working towards developing a
sustainable economy and neighbourhood vitalityi.
There are currently three elements that make the city of Portland so interesing. First is the content value of real estate that allows to keep property
tax lower. The second is the interest in environmental policies. Portland is the
leading United States city in terms of green buildings and use of bicycles for
transportaion. Thirdly is the low cost of living. Portland has a cost of living
index that stands at an index value of 15.2 compared to Los Angeles at 32.3 or
San Francisco which has an index value of 66.5ii. Despite having gained focus
on sustainability issues, it maintains a relaively low cost of living. These elements mean that Portland has comparaive advantages with respect to other
West Coast American ciies.
Portland is located 70 miles east of the Paciic Ocean at the northern end of
Oregon’s most populated region, the Willamete Valley. Downtown Portland
straddles the banks of the Willamete River which lows north through the
center of the city, thereby creaing the east and west neighborhoods of the
city.iii Less than 10 miles from downtown the Willamete River lows into the
Columbia River, the fourth-largest river in the United States, and part of the
boundary between Oregon from Washington state.
Climate is characterized by warm, dry summers and cool, rainy winters. The
precipitaion patern has litle rainfall during the summer months and more
than half of annual precipitaion falling between November and February.
The presence of volcanoes, the mild climate, and the rain in winter make the
land very ferile and suitable for diferent types of culivaion.
The Willamete Valley is characterized by extensive farming. Some of the main
products are apples and other fruits, livestock, dairy, potatoes, and mint. Oregon is also one of the four major regions in the world for the culivaion of
hazelnuts: it grows 95% of the total USA producion. There are approximately
38,600 acive farms, and this number has remained unchanged in recent years.
The number of acres dedicated to culivaion also is stable, about 16.4 million,
accouning for 26.7% of the total area of Oregon. In terms of employment, the
agricultural sector provides work to over 454,000 people in Oregon, but the
unemployment rate is higher than in the non-agricultural sector, standing at
12.3%. The average income per capita of those employed in the agricultural
sector was $ 30,237 in 2008, while the average overall employment earnings
stood at $ 34,704 (Source: USDA – U.S. Dept. of Agriculture).
Also signiicant is the data on organic farming (Organic Agriculture). The total
number of acres devoted to such crops nearly doubled in 3 years, from 69,988 in
2006 to 130,644 at the end of 2008 (Source: USDA – U.S. Dept. of Agriculture).

i Portland Development Commission report, 2014,
htp://www.pdc.us/about-the-pdc/annual-report.aspx
ii Portland Development Commission report, 2014,
htp://www.pdc.us/about-the-pdc/annual-report.aspx
iii Burnside St, however, crosses the city from east to west, forming ive quadrants in which the city is
divided. In the south of the city is the downtown area. The oldest part Chinatown, Old Town, 23rd Ave
and the Pearl District are located in Northwest.
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THE SPATIAL PLANNING SYSTEM IN PORTLAND

Figure 2: Portland Metropolitan
Area Jurisdicion Boundaries.
Source: Metro

Portland strong land use planning controls are, in part, derived from land conservaion policies adopted, in 1973, when the Oregon Governor (Tom McCall)
“convinced the Oregon Legislature to adopt the naion’s irst set of statewide
land use planning laws”iv. With a coaliion of farmers and environmentalists, McCall persuaded the Legislature that the “state’s natural beauty and easy access
to nature would be lost in a rising ide of urban sprawl”v. In this legislaion, urban
sprawl was seen as an enemy of the environment, and therefore as a process
to be controlled. The law also created the Land Conservaion and Development
Commission and the Department of Land Conservaion and Development.
In 1978, an agency named ‘Metro” (see box below) was established to carry
out the mandate of the State law in the Portland Metropolitan Area, which
encompasses three Oregon State counies: Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington, including the City of Portland. Part of its responsibility was to regulate
the exising and future growth borders of the City of Portland, including the
extent of the transport system. To do this the agency has established “Urban
Growth Boundary” (UGB) to deine the outer edges of the urbanized area. The
state law requires Metro to assess, on a six-yearly basis, the need to expand
the boundary to accommodate the next 20 years of anicipated housing and
job growth. “Since 1979, the Metro Council has expanded it by around 32,000
acres. In November 2015, the Metro Council unanimously decided for the irst
ime not to expand the growth boundary” (Metro, 2015).
iv htp://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/oscdl_ugb/#
v htp://www.oregonmetro.gov/urban-growth-boundary
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Figure 3: Boundary between land ields and housing.
Source: htp://chaterbox.typepad.com/portlandarchitecture/2010/12/the-urban-growth-boundary-andhomebuilder-humble-pie.html

Figure 4: Urban Growth Boundary. Source: Metro
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DEFINITION OF METRO

“Metro is a public agency that works with communiies, businesses and
residents in the Portland metropolitan area. (…) Metro serves more than
1.5 million people in Clackamas, Multnomah, and Washington counies.
The agency’s boundary encompasses Portland, Oregon and 24 other ciies
– from the Columbia River in the north to the bend of the Willamete River near Wilsonville, and from the foothills of the Coast Range near Forest
Grove to the banks of the Sandy River at Troutdale. (…) The Metro Council
consists of a president, elected region-wide, and six councilors who are
elected by district every four years in nonparisan races. The Metro Auditor, elected region-wide, is responsible for oversight of Metro’s annual
inancial statements and for conducing performance audits. The council
appoints a chief operaing oicer to carry out council policies and manage
Metro operaions. The chief operaing oicer oversees a diverse workforce of more than 1,600 employees including park rangers, economists,
teachers, scienists, designers, planners, animal keepers, stagehands and
cartographers. Hundreds of volunteers lend a hand at Metro’s parks, cemeteries, natural areas, oices and visitor venue. (…..) As the only directly-elected regional government in the United States, Metro has helped
shape the poliical, economic, social and built landscape of the Portland
metropolitan area since 1979. Working with communiies, businesses
and leaders across 25 ciies and 3 counies, Metro addresses issues related to land use, transportaion, garbage and recycling, parks and nature,
economic development and cultural ameniies”.
Source: htp://www.oregonmetro.gov/

There has been much debate concerning the efects of the UGB in the Portland Metro Region and whether it has actually stopped urban sprawl and preserved farmlands (Jun, 2004). Several studies have already demonstrated that
there are contradicing results on the efects of UGBs on urban development. For
example, some argue that Portland’s UGB has helped to curb urban sprawl (Kline
and Alig, 1999), while others claim that Portland’s processes of suburbanizaion
are not more preferable than that of other metropolitan areas (Cox, 2001).
In any case, the containment of sprawl is extremely relevant for the producion of local food as it helps to preserve rural areas and contributes to
the densiicaion of sustainable urban growth. In addiion to deining urban
growth boundaries, new policies were introduced regarding sustainable mobility, environment safeguarding, local community empowerment and the food
system. The last topic is of interest in this paper.
The planning system in Portland takes sprawl control seriously and gives
great importance to the involvement of diferent social actors in the evoluion
of governance processes.
Interest in controlling sprawl has been seriously condiioned by land ferility.
Over the last few years Portland has moved aggressively to integrate land use
planning and food systems and food planning. The City of Portland has recently
updated the City’s 1980 Plan and the 1988 Central City Plan in a new document called the Comprehensive Portland Plan. The plan is built on the work
carried out by the community through a future visioning process (visionPDX),
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Figure 5: Full-Service Grocery Store Map.
Source: Portland Plan

which captured the shared values of sustainability, equity and accessibility, and
community connectedness and disinciveness. As part of this larger planning
process a wide examinaion of food issues was developed in a separate document called the Portland Plan Food System.
This document provides a way for Portland to take the next step to plan for
food systems and explores a wide variety of food topics. It also summarizes key
food issues and recommendaions. The main aim of the Portland Plan Food
System is to contribute to public debate on food as a planning issue to allow
fuller consideraion of policy choices and investment prioriies.
Another document, the Mulinomah (County) plan also ideniies the key
issues of a food acion plan and aims to: “reinforce local food by increasing
viable local opions in the food system; improve healthy eaing by making
healthy choices an easier opion for all; promote social equity by building systemic jusice, health, and food security; increase the economic vitality by promoing a thriving local economy” (Multnomah County, 2010).
Another example of the planning focus on food issues is the City of Portland’s Climate Acion Plan (2015) which contains a chapter on Food and Agriculture and states that “the total carbon footprint of the food system may be
larger than passenger transportaion” (City of Portland et alt., 2015)
Today the city of Portland is recognized in literature on spaial planning and
urban and regional studies both for having developed an excellent territorial planning system (Abbot, 2000; Ozawa,2004; Saltzar, 2011), and for having
taken very seriously the naional laws of Oregon regarding the “urban growth
boundary”: such laws deine the limits of the city development and clearly sets
the boundaries between urban and rural areas.
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FOOD AND SPATIAL PLANNING TOOLS
The analysis of food planning in the city of Portland needs to be invesigated
at two levels. The irst concerns how food gets into the planning tools at an
urban, metropolitan and county scale. The second level concerns the urban
food policies themselves. Such policies in the city of Portland depend on the
“Food Sustainable Program” and tackle issues related to the evaluaion of local
producion and accessibility to local food. To do this analysis we will focus on
the three previously menioned food planning document: the Portland Plan
Food System report, that is preparatory for the Portland Comprehensive plan,
Multnomah Food Acion Plan, the Climate Acion Plan. We will also examine a
fourth document the Portland Peak Oil Task Force inal report.
The Portland Plan Food System report includes a summary of what is currently known about Portland’s food system, a review of how other municipaliies are approaching food systems and other ideas on the topic of food policy.
The main aim of this report is to provide a background research to support the
Portland Plan processes and policy choices.
It contains several planning recommendaions and guidelines as follows:
1. To idenify grocery access as a priority for economic development and provide fast-track permiing for grocery stores in underserved areas. Establish
a walkability standard (e.g., a quarter- to half-mile) or for access to retailers/
sources of fresh produce as part of the 20-minute neighbourhood conceptvi;
2. To promote the access to healthful foods: encourage convenience stores,
liquor stores and ethnic food markets, especially in areas with limited access to full-service grocery stores, to carry fresh produce through incenives
programs or otherwise;
3. To facilitate the access to land: remove obstacles to growing, distribuing
and selling food in residenial zones;
4. To provide land for growing food through using City or other public resources; require space for community gardens on muli-family housing developments;
5. To designate or to prioriize vacant land, rights-of-way, easements and other
lands for urban agriculture and orchards; encourage growing on rootops;
6. To remove zoning and land use barriers to farm stands, farmers markets
and CSA drop-of sites, support direct markeing by providing or helping to
secure permanent market sites;
7. To consider using zoning code provisions to avoid a concentraion of unhealthful food providers or “formula” restaurants within neighbourhoods
and near schools. Make new chain retail stores condiional uses;
8. To assess and plan for local food processing/wholesaling/distribuion faciliies to connect local agriculture to markets such as retailers, restaurants,
schools, hospitals and other insituions;
9. To support access to healthful foods through purchase; serve only food consistent with dietary guidelines in government-owned buildings and at events.
10.To disseminate informaion about healthful eaing habits; ofer residents
classes in gardening, cooking or composing; encourage or support community food assessments as important tools to idenify the needs of specifvi A 20-minute neighborhood is a place with convenient, safe, and pedestrian-oriented access to the

places people need to go to and the services people use nearly every day: transit, shopping, quality
food, school, parks, and social aciviies, that is near and adjacent to housing.
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ic communiies”vii. Addiional Policy direcions are included which discuss
developing stand-alone food plans and about incorporaing food into comprehensive plans.
The Multnomah Food Acion Plan deines a 15-year strategy to achieve a local,
healthy, equitable, and regionally prosperous food system. It deines clear goals
and collaboraive acions to achieve success. The main aim is the plan underlines
the importance of acceleraing educaion, empowerment, planning integraion,
and investment in the food system. The plan airms the need to culivate a culture that values and is dedicated to sustainable food system outcomes. The plan
hypothesized a number of acions oriented to help people in understanding the
add value of promoing the use of local food or low carbon food.viii
The Climate Acion Plan (CAP) was produced by the city of Portland and the
Multnomah County. In 1993, Portland was the irst city in the United States to
create a local acion plan for cuing carbon. Since then, the City of Portland
and Multnomah County have collaborated to produce updated climate plans
that help guide the design and implementaion of City and County eforts to
reduce carbon emissions. Since 1990, total local carbon emissions have declined by 14 percent while 75,000 more jobs were added to the economy and
the populaion grew by 31 percent.
In the Climate Acion plan, food system investment is presented as one
method to tackle issues related to the energy crisis. The main objecive is
to reduce the consumpion of carbon-intensive foods and support a community-based food system. Two main aims are deined. The irst concerns
the reducion in the use of high-carbon food such as beef, cheese and pork
which have been shown to generate the most carbon emissions per ounce.
Residents of Multnomah County can reduce the impact of food choices on
climate change — and improve personal, environmental, and economic health
— by choosing “low-carbon” foods. The second aim concerns local food or the
community-based food system. Although eaing locally produced food has a
smaller impact than choosing low-carbon food, the consumpion of local food
can reduce transportaion emissions, strengthen the local economy, help preserve the region’s agricultural land base and support a community-based food
system that can reshape our relaionship with food.ixj
The last document to be taken in consideraion is the Portland Peak Oil Task
Force’s inal report. It declares “a constrained energy future calls for a less
energy-intensive food supply, with crops grown locally, processed less, processed locally and shipped over shorter distancesx.” In spaial planning the new
‘low carbon’ prospecive calls for a replacing of energy and mater lows, especially between urban and rural domain. In this framework, research on food
systems has increased considerably in urban and spaial planning literature. It
is becoming clear that planners should begin to take into account quesions
about food self-reliance, farmland preservaion and food distribuion.

vii City of Portland Bureau of Planning and Sustainability, Portland Plan Food System Report, 2009, p.95
viii For any other informaion see Multnomah County, 2010, Multnomah Food Report
ix For any other informaion see City of Portland and Multnomah County, 2015, Climate Acion Plan (CAP)
x htp://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/aricle/126582)
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FOOD POLICIES AND PRACTICES
Twelve years ago the City of Portland Bureau of Planning and Sustainability
started a program named the Sustainable Food Program. Interest in the development of the Sustainable Food Program is closely interconnected to the
ferility of the Willamete Valley. This Program promotes several pracices
for improving the knowledge of food iniiaives. One pracice was the development of Sustainable Food Resource Database. This database contains all
the informaion on iniiaives and organizaions linked to the producion and
consumpion of sustainable food. Another pracice was the development of
the Urban Food Zoning code where everything about the producion, distribuion of local food is classiied (from community gardens to garden markets
and farmers’ markets). The classiicaion aims, on a basic level, to idenify the
resources available in the territory, but more precisely to provide in depth informaion on the producion, consumpion and distribuion of food which can
in turn help deine and shape future intervenions. The overall objecive of
these pracices was to remove any barriers in the producion of local food and,
especially, to deine policies for the enhancement of local producion.xi
Another interesing iniiaive was “the Portland FoodHub”. The Portland
Foodhub lists 500 restaurants, 230 schools, and 1,400 farmers, ranchers,
ishermen, and specialty producers.” The FoodHub Ecotrust in Portland, OR,
has received approximately $ 250,000 to build an online plaform that brings
together producers, consumers and distributors of food. The objecive of the
Food Hub is to create a connecion between producers, who in most cases
reside in rural areas and Farmers’ Markets in the city. It is a tool that seeks to
overcome the urban-rural divide by using new technologiesxii.
There are many pracices connected to food that have impacts on the
spaial planning system. Some aciviies efect accessibility, afordability, and
availability of food; others are connected to local food producion and tend to
concern urban agriculture, community gardens and the eco-roof.
Afordability “indicates the product of a seller’s stated prices and the consumer’s purchasing power”xiii. The acions implemented to saisfy afordability
requirements have already been introduced in the previous paragraph, but
paricular atenion should also be given to “food stamps”. Food Stamps provide food-purchasing assistance to low-and no-income people living in the U.S.
It is a federal aid program and it is now known as the Supplemental Nutriion
Assistance Program (SNAP). SNAP helps low-income households—who do not
need to be desitute to qualify for assistance—purchase food to meet their
nutriional needs (on this topic see McClintock, 2015,2016).xiv
In addiion to issues connected to afordability, problems related to accessibility and availability are also highly relevant. Accessibility indicates the consumer’s ability to physically travel to a food source and return with his/her
purchases. It evaluates primary determinants include geographic distance,
xi The Sustainable Food Program has contributed to the creaion of farmer markets
xii See: htp://www.ecotrust.org/
xiii Armstrong K., 2009, p.7
xiv Food banks are a natural partner in SNAP outreach because of their direct connecion to food

insecure families in the community. The Food Bank does not provide SNAP beneits; however, the Food
Bank does help food pantry paricipants sign up for SNAP through outreach programs. By connecing
eligible families with SNAP, food banks help provide food insecure households with a consistent and
stable means to purchase their own food.
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transportaion choices and urban form variables, such as terrain and the quality of all types of transportaion infrastructure (Armstrong K., 2009, p.7). Availability, on the other hand, indicates the presence of an adequate variety of
food types needed to meet the consumer’s dietary requirements and personal
preferences (Armstrong K., 2009, p.7).
Food carts ofer a soluion to problem related with accessibility and availability. Food Carts are mobile food units. They can be most eicient when coupled
with Food Cart Pods (see Figure 6) which are surface lots with more than a
few carts”xv. Use of Food Carts can also develop the regional food economy.
Multnomah county is working to establish more local food hubs: i.e. to develop
and support addiional food hubs (e.g. farmers’ markets, food cart pods and
an all-year-round major public market) and to increase demand of vendors of
regional food. In Portland, there are over 500 food carts available at any given
imexvi. Another interesing issue related with the availability, accessibility and
afordability of food is the reducion of food deserts. A food desert is an area
with litle or no physical or economical access to foods needed to maintain a
healthy diet (but oten served by plenty of fast food restaurants).
With regards to the Food Cart, a range of diferent opinions were collected
during onsite invesigaion, with some of responses being very posiive, others
very negaive. Posiive assessments concerned the ability of Food Carts to
make diferent kind of food easily available at compeiive prices. Moreover,
the food sold in Food Carts was quality guaranteed because of the City of Portland regulaions requiring to be licenced and to pass a health inspecion prior
to being able to establish a Food Cart. By contrast, criicisms tended to be
about the use of urban empty spaces. Many of those interviewed said that the
presence of a Food Cart was linked to the need of making large empty spaces
in the city of Portland more “producive” but argued that this did not have a
real impact on the local economy.
The promoion of local food farmers’ markets is another strategy for making
local food more accessible (see Figure 7). They represent opportuniies for
making healthy food, produced locally, easily accessible. Obviously, the aim
is also to promote the development of the local economy through food producion, which is currently sill quite weak. In Portland there are 49 farmers’

NUNZIA BORRELLI

Figure 6: Foodcart in Portland.
Photocredit: Nunzia Borrelli

xv htp://www.foodcartsportland.com/
xvi htp://www.foodcartsportland.com/
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markets with 189 local vendors. These Farmers’ Markets accommodate on
average 12,000 visitors a week over a ime frame of approx. 5 hours. Twenty
one percent 21% of the food is produced locallyxvii.
Finally, there are 4 programs for collecing surplus food: the Portland Fruit
Tree Project; Urban Edibles; Urban Gleaners; St. Vincent de Paul (Portland Plan
–Food System Report, 2009, p.40).
The topic of urban agriculture is quite diferent from the previous one but is
also very interesing. Urban agriculture relates to the producion of local food
in eco-roofs and in community gardens.
A community garden is a place where people, oten neighbours, collecively
garden a plot of land together. Community gardens can be a single large plot to
which every member contributes and then all share in the harvest, or they can
be split into muliple plots used by individuals and families. Aciviies relaing
to the Portland community gardens are managed by the city of Portland Community Garden Programxviii which is supported by a number of associaions,
the most notable being the Friends of Portland Community Gardenxix.At the
ime this aricle was writen there are 50 urban gardens in the city of Portland,
serving about 3,000 people. There are other gardens that other organizaions
operate, but there is not an oicial number of the total community gardens
in Portland
The concept of Eco-roof (see Figure 8) takes the green roof idea a step
further, adding the beneit of providing food as well as potenially creaing
opportuniies for community building. Moreover, the Eco-roofs can decrease
stormwater runof, saves energy, reduces polluion and erosion. In the City of
Portland, Eco-roof projects are managed by the city of Portland Environmental
Services. There are currently (2014) 596 Eco-roofs in Portland of which 447
are being built Ecoroofs (extensive greenroofs and rootop agriculture) and
149 are built roof gardens (intensive greenroofs). The oice in charge for the
Ecoroof management is the environmental services of Portland City.

NUNZIA BORRELLI

Figure 7: Farmer Market in Portland.
Photocredit: Nunzia Borrelli

xvii htps://www.portlandoregon.gov/parks/inder/index.cfm?ShowResults=yes&AmenityTypeID=8
xviii htp://www.portlandfarmersmarket.org/
xix htps://portlandcommunitygardens.org/
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Figure 8: Eco-roofs in Portland.
Photocredit: Nunzia Borrelli

Number of Eco-roofs in Portalnd
Farmer Markest
Food cart

49
500

Community gardens in the city of Portland

50

Eco-roof in Portland

596

Table 1: Synthesis of some data
concerning food accessibility and
local food producion in the city
of Portland. Source: Author’s
elaboraion from diferent sources,
see footnotes xvi, xvii, xviii, xix

CONCLUSIONS
Portland is a city that is at the forefront in the development and deiniion of
food policy and food planning. The atenion being given by the City of Portland to these issues is clearly inluenced by the ferility of the Willamete Valley, which calls for the development and implementaion of pracices that help
protect the land and by the regional growth planning system that is aimed to
control sprawl control and is capable of encouraging the development of food
policy and the development of food planning.
Based on the observaions of the Portland case study, it is possible to conclude that the food system is intrinsic to territorial planning: i.e. the food system needs to be strategic and the topic of food needs to be included into
sectorial territorial policies, such as those relaing to transport, health, environmental quality, and the promoion of local communiies.
Moreover, the difusion of concepts such as City-Region, Metropolitan City
or Metropolitan Area, help highlight the fact that urban land use planning
must be undertaken as metropolitan planning, given the ever-growing importance of the urban-rural relaionship. In a prospecive of territorial policy that is
highly focused on a metropolitan scale and on the urban-rural relaionship, the
added value provided by food planning becomes increasingly evident. Food
planning can help tackle some of the main problems of metropolitan planning;
i.e. the regeneraion of rural areas, the development of urban agriculture and
sustainable strategies for ciies.
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INTRODUCTION
PLANNING FOOD IN GARDEN CITIES

YVES CABANNES
PHILIP ROSS

Figure 1: Poster adverising the merits of
Letchworth Garden City,1925

Letchworth, the world’s irst Garden City sits about 50 kilometres north of London. Its design was meant to bring the best of town and country together as
deined in Ebenezer Howard’s visionary 1898 book Garden Ciies of To-morrow. Today, geographically, demographically, and physically Letchworth leans
in part towards London and the metropolis and in part towards the more rural
region of the East of England. As an unintended metaphor for this, by chance,
today half of the town’s populaion receive London-based local television and
half receive television programmes focused on the East of England and the
rural economy.
The business of Letchworth and its populaion isn’t farming, but agriculture
and food formed part of the original plan for Letchworth and those principles
remain strong today. One of the things that made Letchworth diferent from
setlements that went before it was that it didn’t separate out people and their
living space from food producion. There was also a vision of a City Region with
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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it own food system or infrastructure. Visit and tour the town today and you will
see generous green spaces and agricultural land in plenty.
Garden Ciies are oten studied with a view to their architecture and master
plans, however this paper explores and revisits one aspect relaively litle studied: how food was planned within garden ciies. This exploraive work considers the contribuions of key actors that turn ideals into reality. It starts with E.
Howard (see Figure 2) and his philosophical vision for Garden ciies; exploring
what have been his key contribuions, as far as food is concerned. Then we
look as well at the contribuion of the irst garden city planners, Barry Parker
and Robert Unwin, and more precisely at what place had food in the original
1903 master plan and those that followed. Next, we focus on what remains in
Letchworth today of these original principles and this is done through a detailed
muli-scalar examinaion of the various food related spaces and their use. It
concludes on the legacy of the City region as a concept. We then examine how
Letchworth posiively contributed to food producion in imes of both World
Wars and discuss why such a resilience and uniqueness was possible and propose three explaining factors that led to creaive and muliple food related partnerships through ime. This secion highlights the contribuions of residents
and their organisaion, and primarily the Horiculture and Allotment Society,
and tries to idenify the extent they shaped speciic food spaces. Finally, we
draw lessons from Letchworth, as the irst Garden City, that could be useful for
food planning of XXI century City Regions in other parts of the world.

FOOD IN GARDEN CITIES: REVISITING LETCHWORTH
AND THE GARDEN CITIES / CITY REGION CONCEPT
IN THEORY AND PRACTICE IN THE UK
THE VISIONARY: EBENEZER HOWARD.
THREE KEY CONTRIBUTIONS

Howard’s contribuions, as far as City Region Food system planning is concerned, evolve around three ideas that will be briely developed and illustrated: the irst one envisions a revoluionary place for his ime on food in Ciies;
the second is an original City region concept, quite in opposiion with the
growth that Ciies such as London or Liverpool were going through in the late
nineteenth century; and the third, is that food producion, transformaion and
distribuion could be a key urban economy driver, a quite original and quite
counter intuiive for planners that were used to consider industry as a main
economic engine for city development.
ENVISIONING FOOD IN GARDEN CITIES

It is important to consider what Britain was like at the turn of the 20th Century. The country had industrialised, but new homes had tended to follow the
patern of back-to-back housing. These were terraced homes with concrete
yards at the rear (usually where the outside privy was located) which didn’t
provide the means for people to grow their own food. Howard recognised the
importance of not just a city that could grow food, but the importance of empowering people to be able to grow food at small scales as well as a larger one.
In pracice, this would mean land by homes for growing food, whether as
gardens or allotments. He also looked at “socialised food-related features” included some of the houses having “common gardens and co-operaive kitchISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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ens” (Howard, 1946:54) and the improvement of land not in use for building,
where fruit trees could be planted or a dairy set up (Miller, in Parsons and
Schuyler, 2002:106). He also envisioned allotment areas in a park like seings
and a producive agricultural periphery. Susan Parham of the University of
Herfordshire notes “Howard was paricularly concerned with the possibiliies
for agricultural producion in close vicinity of such setlements”. Howard saw
these as being of beneit to the farmer in producing a local food market and
to inhabitants in lowering food costs. As far as Letchworth was concerned, a
strategic decision was to ring the town with what we now call a ‘green belt’.
This was a ring of agricultural land around the town.
In short, Ebenezer Howard wanted people to live in a town that was self-suficient in food that would recycle its food waste into green manure and be part
of a network of towns that would provide markets for such food. The delivery
mechanism was in three parts, irstly the community ownership of land that
underpinned the enire city and made it economically viable, secondly the green
belt made of up culivated and unculivated farm land and thirdly the provision
of allotments in the town. For land ownership Howard discussed the doctrine
that ‘all men are equally enitled to use the earth” [ibid, p76]. This clearly inluenced his thought as it linked too with a radical English tradiion from the
Diggers’ Movement around 1649 who resisted the enclosure of the Commons.
The goal of a Garden City is to be a place that is ‘socially, ecologically and
economically sustainable’ according to the Garden City Declaraion which was
agreed at the Letchworth Conference on ‘Building a new garden city movement’ on 22nd February 2017. These link very closely with Howard’s original
goals. There are diferent ways to achieve such goals, as Howard himself discussed in his book. In recent years the provision of Community Land Trusts has
proved itself as a vehicle for common land ownership that foster urban agriculture and increase. This central issue will be developed later on in this aricle.

Figure 3: Garden City Diagram
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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Typology proposed by Howard in his diagram that are food
and agriculture related
His idealised garden city would house 32,000 people on an estate of 6,000
acres (2,400 ha), planned on a concentric patern with open spaces, public
parks and six radial boulevards, 120 feet (37m) wide, extending from the
centre. The aim was that the garden city would be self-suicient and when
it reached full populaion, another garden city would be developed nearby.
The Garden City Diagram included in the original manifesto already gives a
comprehensive account of the variety of spaces (11 in total) that should be a
part of each of the garden ciies. Further on, we’ll examine what remained in
the various plans made from this diagram, and what remains to-day and what
has been expanded.
The external porions of the diagram menion various land uses: 1.) New
forests; 2.) Cow pastures; 3.) various large farms; 4.) fruit farms and 5.) a
sewage farm that can be understood as a farm that would recycle and make
beneit of the sewerage produced by the city. All these spaces are part of the
external ring, or green belt. Interesingly some of this farmland was intended
for socially excluded groups, such as a “farm for epilepics”, giving a hint of
how the country and farming could provide soluions to health problems.
The inclusion of an “agricultural college” transmits the idea of agriculture in
ciies as a vivid laboratory of modern and intensive agriculture, praciced in
the large and fruit farms.
Another set of producive spaces are more related to home, and of a more
“urban nature” such as: smallholdings for single family farming and tree planting: various allotments; and, inally gardens directly linked to houses. Children
Cotage homes complement the catalogue and mirror Howard’s social concern
with abandoned children and the virtue than farming could bring to such a
desitute groups.
AN ORIGINAL CITY REGION CONCEPT

His vision its into a city region concept, which he called the Social City. Howard’s perspecive when he envisioned Letchworth, was not of a single Garden
City but a regional cluster of a collecion of similar setlements each of a populaion of about 32,000 and all linked together through public transport, trains
and water canals, combining to create a social city of about 250,000. These
links would enable the movement of goods and people and importantly agricultural produce. Such a model was revoluionary for its ime, and opposite to
the linear city proposals or the “oil stain” natural expansion of a city such as
London. Self-suiciency for setlements would be through industrial zones and
farmland that would ring each city. These would like a belt which would link
the growth of the setlements; provide green space and income as well the
capacity for food producion. These principles are schemaically represented
in his Garden City Diagram (see Figure 3).
When he made his original proposals over 100 years ago the populaion of
the UK was about 40 million, now it numbers around 60. The irst Garden City
was Letchworth, founded in 1903 in Herfordshire. Another followed in the
1920s nearby as Welwyn Garden City. The Social City wasn’t fully achieved
but new towns did ill the Herfordshire and nearby countryside inspired by
some of the garden city proponents such as Stevenage, Hemel Hempstead,
Milton Keynes and Hafield.
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Figure 4: City Region Garden
city concept [round shape]: The
Social City

However, what was paricularly of interest with Letchworth was that it
didn’t separate out food and the people who consumed it. The growing of
food, through the provision of land that could be culivated either in the form
of allotments, large gardens, intermediate holdings as well as larger farms
located in the ring of agricultural land were key Social City principles. In our
book 21st Century Garden Ciies of To-morrow [2015] this is also relected
in its fourth key principle. Garden Ciies Provide access to land for living and
working to all: The Garden City promotes urban agriculture, the ability for
ciizens to grow their own food even in an urban area. There is a right of free
and fair access to the land for all residents to grow their own food whether
it through common allotments, common land, farms, producive streets and
parks or private gardens. Alongside this is the right for afordable housing
and also the right of access to resources in urban areas to build or run their
individual or collecive businesses or workshops. It is a producive city that
aims at its own self-suicient providing opportuniies for agricultural work,
crats, commerce and industry. Rents are provided to encourage self-suiciency and regeneraion, provided in partnership with tenants not just for
tenants. The goal is for the City to be producive and sustainable in its own
right not as a dormitory setlement.
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FOOD PRODUCTION AS A KEY URBAN ECONOMY DRIVER

Environmental, social, economic and poliical concerns were the backbone
of Howard’s thinking that led to the foundaion of Letchworth Garden City in
1903. The city not only included the irst “Green Belt” but land was seen as a
producive asset in which the farmer would certainly beneit from the market
generated by the proximity of the town.
As far as larger scale farming was concerned, Howard saw the new setlement, and later the network composing the Social City, as providing a market
for agricultural produce. Though, Howard’s vision was limited to providing the
means for food producion, he describes porions of the garden city estate
being held by “various individuals in large farms, small holdings, allotments,
cow pastures etc.”. Howard noted “it is easily conceivable that it may prove advantageous to grow wheat in very large ields while culivaion of vegetables,
fruits, and lowers can be grown by individuals”.

Rent-Rate Concept – Economics of food link with town
ownership model
Letchworth is the irst example of the integraion of Urban Agriculture (UA) into
town planning under social, poliical and economic premises. Ebenezer Howard
wrote that “The rate-rent that which will be readily paid by farmer, small occupier, and allotment holder, would be considerably greater than the rent he paid
before: (1) because of the presence of a new town populaion demanding new
and more proitable farm products, in respect of which railway charges can be
largely saved; (2) by the due return to the soil of its natural elements; (3) by
the just, equitable, and natural condiions on which the land is held and (4) by
reason of the fact that the rent now paid is rate and rent, while the rent formerly
paid let the rates to be paid by the tenant.” (Howard, 1902: 64)
The rate-rent concept outlines Howard’s vision of not only urban planning,
but also of community management in which it produces the revenue used to
provide public services such as schools, hospitals, and communicaions.
Food processing in Garden Cities
While food producion for self-consumpion, business or leisure remains traceable through texts, plans, tesimonies and pictures, much less exists on the
processing of the locally produced food.
One example is The Letchworth Bacon Co. Ltd (see Figure 5), which proudly
claims to be producing “inest English food” and marketed “Letchworth Bacon
from Local pigs”. The company employed about 80 staf members in the 1950’s
that processed locally grown pigs into a large range of diferent products, such
as bacon, ham, sausages, meat pie and distributed them through its truck
leet. This integrated company clearly illustrates the economic dimension of
food in Garden ciies and the prevalence of “locally produced food’ in a perspecive of self-suiciency, as idealised by Howard [pictures from Garden City
Collecion archives, consulted in 2017]. This industry was located within the
large Industrial Estate and highlights that industry and agriculture were at the
core of the Garden City concept.
This example even if limited is not isolated and all through its over 100 years
of existence processing of local produce can be found in Letchworth. One of
the last cases, that will be referred to at a later stage being beer made from
local apple species.

Figure 5: Letchworth Bacon Company
Poster from 1957
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Marketing food in Garden Cities
As for markets for such produce, none were speciically created as Howard
noted “yet farmers and others are not by any means limited to the town as
their only market but have the fullest right to dispose of their produce to whom
ever they please” (ibid, p 26). Interesingly Letchworth sufered from being
a new town and the exising town of Hitchin was anxious about the impact
Letchworth would have on its own prosperity. As a result, Letchworth never
received a formal Charter to hold a permanent market in the town. Even If
Howard hadn’t deined a speciic market for the food produced locally, he envisioned the setlement itself as the market and commented, “in other words
the combinaion of town and country is not only healthy, but economic”. He
stated “consider vegetables and fruits, farmers, except near towns, do not often grow them now. Why? Chiely because of the diiculty and uncertainty of a
market, and the high charges for freights and commission.” (ibid, p 12)..
Just as with his general crusade against absent landlords, the goal was to help
farmers escape the “spider’s web” of middlemen and speculators. Susan Parham, from University of Herfordshire notes that “the green belts proposed by
Howard were not just a landscape seing for his Garden Ciies but a highly producive agricultural component of the economic base underlying these setlements, and it is notable that Howard saw urban food waste and human waste
going back into the countryside round these setlements to enrich the soil”.
The view around food producion was that it was linked with “fair rents” and
fair tenures. Howard believed that the garden city could use market forces by
“convering compeiion from an acive into a latent force to be brought into
play or held in reserve”. Howard explained that this was possible because the
Garden City was the sole landlord. The accomplishment of a successful market
for food was linked with the tenure of the land – that it was held commonly
and used for the common good. He saw tradesmen and businesses as ‘municipal servants’ and that the garden city model could help to minimise their
risks. (ibid, p 54).
These were the objecives of the garden city, and he was at pains to explain the logic of such an approach, though we haven’t seen any great plan to
implement such soluions in Letchworth in terms of speciic marketplace or
businesses. A ‘free-marketeer’ would say that Howard was doing right thing in
creaing the condiions for growth and business rather than in trying to control and generate it directly, others could say he let it to chance. In the next
secions we shall explore how Howards’ ideals were transformed by planners
and adapted to a unique social economy model that gave to the city its current
physical /spaial shape
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THE PLANNERS’ CONTRIBUTION:
ROBERT UNWIN AND BARRY PARKER

Both Barry Parker [1867 – 1947] and Robert Unwin [1863 – 1940], the principal urban planners for Letchworth turned Howard’s philosophical principles
and ideals into a development plan. The original Master Plan, designed late
1903, and approved and adopted in February 1904, focused on the “city” side
of the garden city and gave its shape to its centre. It covers only a porion of
today’s Letchworth City. Only some food related spaces, such as gardens, allotments and smallholdings, were designed in the plan and those close to the
cricket ields can sill be ideniied.
However, analysis of the detailed subsequent plans later developed by
Letchworth Estate Oice, give extraordinary details about the integraion of
food related spaces. They reveal how food spaces were consolidated into
neighbourhoods and how they were creaively developed through ime. They
also illustrated good examples of how to include food into urban planning at
city-region levels. Out of the series of plans developed by the Estate Oice
of First Garden City Ltd [1918, 1925, 1929, 1931, 1936, 1946 and 1952], the
1925 master plan of the town area remains interesing as it ends up the most
creaive planning period of the garden city movement, while Ebenezer Howard
was sill alive.
Comparing with the plan elements menioned in Howard’s diagram (see Figure 7) the 1925 plan shows the inclusion of the large farms [Norton Grange
Farm, Standalone Farm and Manor Farm] and the fruit farm called for by Howard. A poultry farm, not indicated in the diagram, became a reality. The agricultural college became a Seed warehouse and trial grounds, sill highlighing
the willingness of the garden City to carry out experiments to modernise agriculture and adapt it to the urban environment. A nursery indicates the importance of tree planing. However, no references are made to the new forests,
cow pastures, and the farm for epilepics indicated in the original diagram. In
relaion to the home-related producive spaces: many exising and new allotments are elements in the 1925 plan, and the smallholdings referred to in the
original 1903 plan have expanded and are organised in two large areas. These
are family based. Front yard and backyard garden correspond to the original
gardens menioned in Howard’s diagram. Also missing in the 1925 plan are the
Children Cotage homes.
The later plans display elements of both Howard’s philosophic vision and
convenional planning pracices. For example, the biggest civic society to be
established in the new garden city was the Horicultural Society. Parker, Unwin
and Howard were all members, clearly indicaing their closeness to community
led development. In addiion, many new colonists to the garden city were keen
to get closer to nature and to become self-suicient, undoubtedly strongly
inluencing the later development and planning of the ledging town. At the
same ime the early designs included large parks and planted avenues, representaives of city beauiful planning principles of that day. In this sense, one
could say that Garden City, as designed by planners, was not only about food,
but also about a delicate balance between food, beauty and urban values that
were dominant at that ime.
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Figure 6: Letchworth. Original
Plan as irst published 1905.
Source: LGCHF, Letchworth
Garden City Heritage Foundaion

Figure 7: Letchworth Master
Plan from 1925. Source: LGCHF,
Letchworth Garden City Heritage
Foundaion
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INTEGRATION OF FOOD INTO PLANNING AND DAY
TO DAY LIFE IN LETCHWORTH TODAY
THE GARDEN CITY IN 2017: WHAT REMAINS OF THE ORIGINAL
PRINCIPLES AND PLANS

The aerial view of LGC taken in 2017 (see Figure 8) provides a clear proof that
the original plans as designed by Unwin and Parker have been largely implemented, respecing both the original ideals and their planning materialisaion.
This is important to underline as most of the new towns that were built in the
UK, and various of them contain garden ciies elements, have been profoundly
modiied to the point that it is diicult to sill ind originals features. In global
terms, the overall Letchworth Garden City estate is 5,500 acres, with 3,000
of these classiied as rural. A total of 2241 acres are commercially farmed.
The 13.6 miles long Greenway, a circular walk around the whole border of the
town, was built and is popular with cyclists, runners, and walkers. In summary,
55 % of the Estate is sill rural, against 64 % in 1925 and 83 % in the original
manifesto. This large proporion of rural land sill is unique compared to other
New Towns.
The balance between food and beauty as introduced in all the master plans
up to the 1930’s is sill perfectly perceived once you stroll LGC (see for instance
Figure 10). Generous spaces, and perspecives of large alleys, a beauiful Commons and many parks give the city a unique feature and go hand in hand with
food related spaces that will be briely detailed hereater.
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Figure 9: The Garden City
today - central part

Figure 10: Norton Commons.
Letchworth Garden city was
planned for beauty not only food

EVOLUTION OF FOOD RELATED SPACES.
WHAT REMAINS OF THE ORIGINAL CATALOGUE IDEALIZED
BY HOWARD AND DESIGNED BY PLANNERS
GREEN BELT… FOR THE FIRST TIME!

Howard intended to produce “planned, self-contained, communiies surrounded by greenbelts, containing carefully balanced areas of residences, industry, and agriculture”. The green belts that would ring a garden city would be
given over to food producion and provide breathing space between the settlements. But for Howard (1902: 9), the greenbelt around the garden city was
to ensure its bounded quality and to stop the town having unlimited growth.
Modern scholars see other funcions that the green belt performed. Susan
Parham notes, “of immense pracical use in maintaining a producive spaial,
environmental and economic relaionship with the town it served”. [2]
Although Howard didn’t expressly consider it to be a green belt in modern
parlance, the advantages of it caught on. In the 1930s there were campaigns
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for a clear barrier of undeveloped land against ribbon development and urban
sprawl. Because of these campaigns and other local iniiaives, the irst Green
Belts were designated in London and Sheield, the former assisted by an Act
of Parliament in 1938. By 1955, Green Belts were irmly supported by both
naional planning legislaion and policy.

Figure 11: Agricultural estate.
Source: LGCHF, Letchworth
Garden City Heritage Foundaion

FARMING LAND AND AGRICULTURAL ESTATE [MANOR FARM]

The farmland had been operated directly by Letchworth Garden City Farms, a
subsidiary of the LGC Heritage Foundaion that manages the City like a Community Land Trust. In 2008, the farm produced revenue of £1.4 million, but
quite a limited proit. As a result, in 2011 the Foundaion outsourced the operaion of the farms to a sole local company, Rand Brothers. Currently this irm
mainly grows wheat (see Figure 11), and ahi lower for Omega 3 producion,
sugar beet and rapeseed. In addiion to culivaion, there is a small herd of rare
breed of Aberdeen Angus.
The rent for the agricultural land generates an income for the Heritage
Foundaion of around £300,000 a year (Heritage Foundaion, 2015). The town
council of Letchworth in the early 2000s operated on a similar budget to the
farm revenue though this was raised through taxaion. Indeed, that budget
is comparable with that of other small Parishes or Town Councils. This shows
that endowing a town with agricultural land can encourage food producion
and raise revenue for the town to spend. Another income beneit of the leasing arrangements is the encouragement of good farming pracise. Today 2500
acres of farmland are in the Natural England Higher Level Scheme (HLS) and
the lease speciies that this is maintained according to the highest standards
of soil conservaion.
Howard had envisaged food waste being used for farming and today Letchworth residenial food waste is used to ferilise the farmland. Within a few
weeks of waste being thrown out it’s helping to grow crops on the farm. By
restricing the use of harmful chemicals, the waste recycling also ensures
that the farmland is a clean and safe environment for Letchworth residents
to enjoyi.
i htp://www.letchworth.com/heritage-foundaion/about-us/funding-our-work/our-farming-operaions
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STANDALONE FARM

Figures 12: Standalone
educaional farm.
Source: LGCHF, Letchworth
Garden City Heritage Foundaion

Figures 13: Standalone
educaional farm.
Photo by Cecilia Delgado

In addiion to food producion, some of the farmland provides educaional
beneits. Standalone farm set in 125 acres (50.6 hectares) was menioned in
the 1925 master plan as an operaing farm. Today it sill funcions as a working
farm with an emphasis on child educaional and social aciviies. It is popular beyond the borders of Letchworth, with children from more urban backgrounds coming to visit. Their familiarity with the animals and idea of farming
rose hugely in comparison with others from a more urban background in London. It is managed directly by the Heritage Foundaion and subsidised thanks
to the beneits made through the beneits of the Community Land Trust (see
Figures 12 and 13)
WILDFLOWERS MEADOWS

Through their agreements with Natural England, wild lower meadows are
maintained on areas adjacent to the Greenway to encourage buterlies and
bees. They are part of the Entry Level and Higher Level Schemes, which means
that they have signed up to various restricions, including larger than usual
margins and certain type of planing schemes. Because of the stewardship
models and the Greenway, the Foundaion received one of the larger grants
from Natural England as part of a 10 years programme staring in 2008.
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Letchworth’s experience demonstrates that its urban food producion areas
are compaible with the highest levels of environmental protecion. In more
general terms, it suggests that Community-Private Partnerships bring beneits,
not only in social and economic terms, but also, probably just as importantly,
in environmental terms.
COMMUNITY AND COMMERCIAL ORCHARD

Figure 14: New Community Orchard

The development of a fruit farm was one of Howard’s concepts and it was
included as an element in the original plans. But it was only realized in 2010,
when 450 apple trees were planted “to create a community Orchard and the
irst new commercial Orchard in Herfordshire for decades. Since the 1950’s,
more than 60 per cent of Orchards in England have vanished – largely down
to housing or industrial developments taking over”ii. As with the wildlowers
meadows, special care was given from the outset to grow local species and
to insure stewardship of the land, with a strong community component: This
was consistent with Howard’s original view where “The Orchard will be divided
into two areas: the smaller Community Orchard will consist of tradiional local
Herfordshire varieies of apple, pear, plum and gage, with the community able
to pick the fruit for themselves. The larger Commercial Orchard will be planted
with apple varieies suitable for producing apple juice and cider on a commercial basis” [ibid]. Today, according to David Amesiii from LGC Heritage Foundaion, “residents are free to come and collect apples at no cost, but interesingly
it has taken a few years for residents to believe that they really can collect up
the apples and for word to spread” (see Figure 14).
ALLOTMENTS

Allotments are small land holdings, granted to residents to grow vegetable
gardens. In 1924 the Horicultural Society reported that there were “320 allotment holders: 250 from garden city limited and from diferent other insituions including 4 factories”. Today there are approximately 270 allotments, of
which 70 are controlled by the Heritage Foundaion and the remainder mostly

ii htp://www.greenway.org.uk/news/around-450-trees-be-planted-new-orchard consulted in March 2017
iii Ames, D, communicaion with authors, May 2017
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with the local council. In addiion, a local housing associaion at Howard Cottage has established and culivates some plots. Though the populaion is about
twice as big now, given the demographic and lifestyle changes of the last 80
years, this is sill a high comparaive number.

Figure 15: Allotments and
farmed green belt at the rear.
Photo by Yves Cabannes

Even if the number of plots has slightly decreased through ime, new ones
have been recently created similar to the recent development of the orchard.
Of note “… an allotment site at Cade Close was developed for Harington Place
approximately 10 years ago and more importantly housing layouts included
allotments in the village green layouts to the front of properies (see Figure
15). There are some examples remaining at Common View, which is typical of
this type of arrangement, but sadly residents there are less keen to use these
areas for vegetables and they oten become ornamental gardens”iv.

Figure 16: New Allotments close to
recently built eco-housing L.G.C.
Photo by Yves Cabannes

INDIVIDUAL FRONT YARD AND BACKYARD GARDENS

Today in Britain, when people talk of a ‘front yard’ or a ‘backyard’ they usually mean areas of hard standing – i.e. concrete or tarmac. Many of the older
homes in Letchworth have long gardens or green areas in the front or back of
iv Mail from D. Ames, LGC Heritage Foundaion, May 2017
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the houses. These culivated areas were the result of the Temperance Movement, which was strong in Letchworth, so much so that alcohol was not sold
for nearly 60 years. Belief was that if people had large gardens they could grow
food and wouldn’t be drinking at the pub. Today the Letchworth requirement
is that all front gardens must be at least 1/3 green (i.e. not paved car parking
areas) much to the annoyance of many residents. The growth in car ownership
with people waning to park on their property and not on the street has put
pressure on this policy.
SMALL HOLDINGS

As in some other European garden ciies inspired neighbourhoods, these
holdings, much larger than allotments plots allowed for family-based farming
around their homes or places to grow fruit. While they were integral part of
the original typology of food related spaces, and quite signiicantly expressed
in the early plans, they have largely disappeared.
LETCHWORTH’S LEGACY ON CITY REGION
CONCEPT – AFTER 100 YEARS

Figure 17: Letchworth Pedestrian
Avenue today - the legacy remains

In summary, the Letchworth story maintains an alternaive way to look at
City Region Food Systems, even if not all the legacy has been maintained. It is
clear that Letchworth pioneered the formal involvement of food producion
systems in the planning process. The legacy of the back-to-back housing [see
box below] in the UK with its squalor and disease and its dis-empowering of
people provided the backdrop for the Garden City movement. Instead of high
density, low amenity communiies, the garden city idea was in part to give
people some land with soil that could empower them to grow their own food.
What remains remarkable in Letchworth, and needs to be understood by
food planners, is the permanent re-invenion and adaptaion capacity of the
actors in the city to generate innovaive approaches, without going too much
astray from the original ideals of food related planning.
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Back-to-back houses are a form of terraced house in the United Kingdom. Many thousands of these houses were built during the Industrial
Revoluion for the rapidly increasing populaion of Britain’s expanding
factory towns. The passage of the Public Health Act 1875 meant that
no more were built; instead byelaw terraced houses took their place.
Usually of low quality and high density, they were built for working class people. These houses were usually small, e.g. a two-up
two-down (two rooms on each of two loors) or three loors of one
room each. Two houses share a rear wall, or the rear wall of a house
directly abuts a factory or other building. Because three of the four
walls of the house were shared with other buildings and therefore
contained no doors or windows, back-to-back houses were notoriously ill lit and poorly venilated; sanitaion was of a low standard.
They oten had backyards, which were a small space surrounded by walls
at the back of a house, usually with a hard surface. No green space for
growing food.
Space and empowerment: A key concept of the garden city was about empowering people and communiies. This was realized by creaing space for
food at residenial gardens, at neighbourhood allotments, farmland that
would ring the town, and at region level where transportaion systems would
link setlements together to create markets.
So, of this vision what has been maintained? There are key changes from
that vision of the early 20th century. Firstly, the formal Social City system wasn’t
implemented, though as Brian Love (2014) has shown in his book Connected
Ciies Herfordshire does have an informal network of new towns, partly linked
by rail. At a City level, the fact that the farmland is a part of the formal garden
city estate has meant that it has been maintained for the common good and
remains in ‘common’ ownership, albeit via the Foundaion.
The nine connected ciies shown on the map indicate that these connected ciies broadly compose a City Region and that it is far from the original
radio-concentric / round shaped model as envisioned by Howard, and much
closer to the concept of the linear city as idealised in 1882 for Madrid by Arturo Soria. A fundamental diference lies in the fact that in the Social City large
agricultural pieces of land were culivated between smaller self-reliant ciies,
whereas Soria’s concept was to develop primarily urban fabric along a set of
infrastructures faciliies and transport systems.
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RESILIENCE OF GARDEN CITIES FOOD SYSTEM AT
TIMES OF CRISIS: LETCHWORTH DURING THE FIRST
AND SECOND WORLD WARS
A disinguishing feature of Letchworth master plan was low-density housing.
Homes were built at densiies of between four an acre [16 per hectare] for
detached homes, to 12 an acre [48/ha] for terraced cotages. All houses were
to have gardens large enough to keep a family in fresh vegetables- a sipulaion
which was to prove efecive during the years of the First World War and those
of “dig for victory” during the Second World War.
WORLD WAR I

When the Letchworth Horicultural Society annual food show, was organized
in 1914, on the 10th anniversary of the city, Ebenezer Howard invited the residents to take seriously food producion: “Dear Brothers and sisters. The war
has already raised the price of food, and prices may yet further advance – even
ater the war comes to an end, and may be yet a long, long way of” Johnson,
K, compiler (1988), Such an invitaion clearly indicates the importance he was
giving to the producive dimension of a garden city, quite far indeed, from the
aristocraic noion of idle parks and gardens such as Regent Park or Hyde Park
that had been lourishing in London.
Interesingly the First World War kicked up the number of allotments holders, that coninue increasing once the war was over. The 90 warime gardens
increased to 320 in 1924, of which various were within factories premises.
In 1930, the Allotment holders and cotage gardeners protecion associaion
was “probably the most lourishing Society in Letchworth” and counted 230
members [ibid]
DIG FOR VICTORY CAMPAIGN DURING WORLD WAR II

In 1938 Britain imported some 55million tons of food. The outbreak of war
meant that importaion of food stopped almost overnight and the naion had
to culivate its own land. This meant that every available space was put in use.
A new frontline of this campaign was launched under the name of Dig For
Victory. Beans became a regular part of the everyday diet, carrots replaced
sweets and onions briely became worth their ‘weight in gold’. The result was
that formal gardens lawns and even sports pitches were turned into gardens
so that vegetables could be grown. People were also encouraged to keep animals. Even recipes were provided on how the best use could be made of vegetables fruit, eggs and meat. In Figure 18 a poster is shown directed to women,
which highlights their role as food producers and contributors to the war efforts. The poster indicates, as well the complements, of urban agriculture [onions, Brussels sprouts, broccoli, cabbages in the poster] and rural agriculture
[wheat, barley for bread, potatoes, fodder for dairy cows] within a City Region
Food Planning system. Dig for Victory was very successful exceeding all expectaions. Between 1939 and 1945 imports of food were halved and the increase
of Briish land use for food producion increased by 80 %.
We have already noted how Letchworth posiively reacted to the strong direcions given by E. Howard himself at the break of First World War. The recepivity of the Horiculture Society was a simulus to produce and diversify food
producion. This was made possible because also of the planning model that
allowed for food producion and food transformaion. Such conclusion is even

Figure 18: Poster Dig for Victory Campaign
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stronger when analysing how Letchworth reacted to Dig for Victory Campaign.
Its impact in Letchworth was quite high: about 120 new warime allotments
were added in 1941 to the exising ones summing up 798 in total, a signiicant
number for a city sill under construcion. The mobilisaion was not only coming from the Allotment Society, other contributed. For example, the Tennis
Club planted one court with potatoes, and new clubs emerged for poultry and
rabbits rising [ibid, chapter 19]. Even if women were one of the main targets
of the campaign, youngsters were mobilised as well, as Figure 19 suggests. In
the post-war years, which were marked by poverty and reconstrucion this
self-suiciency movement kept its impetuous. As proof, between 1945 and
1949, the request for plots coninued [ibid, chapter 20]

Figure 19: Letchworth schoolboys
growing food

WHY WAS ALL THIS POSSIBLE: THREE
FUNDAMENTAL REASONS
LAND AS A COLLECTIVE ASSET: COMMUNITY LAND TRUST

What make this city unique is not only the plan and the planning process, but
more importantly its land property regime. Most of the Letchworth land (excluding residenial areas that were privaised in the 60s) is sill owned by the
Letchworth Garden City [LGC] Heritage Foundaion that operates like a community land trust. The organisaion is the successor to the original company
that owned Letchworth. Ebenezer Howard’s original plan was for residents to
hold shares in the company and this did happen, but when a property company tried to buy up all the shares and efecively demutualise the town, the
town was naionalised by Parliament as the Letchworth Garden City Corporaion. The new Foundaion established in 1995 is the successor to that. As a
consequence, any farmer, allotment holder or business company acive in the
industrial estate are leaseholders, and pay a lease to the Heritage Foundaion.
THE ROLE OF THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION

The Foundaion manages and holds many of the original assets of the Garden
City, comprising oices, shops, factories, houses, farms, community ameniies
and most of the commercial, industrial, and agricultural land. Income generISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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ated from property, farming and other aciviies is channelled back into the
Garden City in two ways: reinvest to maintain the fabric of the estate and its
landscape, and funding for a wide range of charitable enterprises and endeavours in LGC.
The uniqueness of the land regime relies as well on exising structures
[Heritage Foundaion and its redistribuive role of ground rent captured] and
social movement such as the Horiculture Society, founded in the early ime of
the development of the city, which remains the guardian of the social, cultural
and environment dimension of the garden city.
LGC Heritage Foundaion is a not-for-proit organisaion structured as an
Industrial and Provident Society registered with the Registrar of Friendly Socieies. It has property and land assets in the town worth some £127m and
generated an annual income of 7.6 million pounds in 2011-212 and £4.5m in
2015, from ground rents and other ventures
The Heritage Foundaion operates several subsidiaries. These Limited Companies enable the Foundaion to operate a number of trading aciviies, which
fall outside its charitable status. One of them, of direct interest to understand
how the food system works, was Letchworth Garden City Farms Ltd., which is
responsible for farming the 2500 acres of agricultural land as well as the Foundaion’s Forestry and landscaping divisions.
The governance structure of LGC Heritage Foundaion is composed of an
elected Chairman, a Board of Management [9 members] who work with the
Chief Execuive and his execuive team. This group determines strategy, set
policies and makes decisions on key maters. The Board of Governors sum up
to 30 members: 10 are nominated, appointed by registered LGC clubs and 2
are from the Country and District Council. These two members are the bridge
with the Public sector. In addiion, LGC registered voters elect 6 members and
inally 14 are appointed by the Board of Management for their relevant experience in areas perinent to the Foundaion. Such a power structure is diferent
from most of the Community Land Trusts exising in the USA, in which usually
one third of the members are direct beneiciaries, one third are residents that
live outside the community land trust but share its ideals and one third are
representaive of the public interest.
The Heritage Foundaion operaional structure counts around 145 staf
members. It is broadly divided into two major areas: Income (property rent;
IT services; Farm Company, Cinema and Venues) and Charitable Aciviies
(Grants, Day Hospital, Transport Services, Tourist Informaion Centre, Museum, Heritage and Landscape management). In addiion, the LGC Heritage
Foundaion has an unoicial duty to represent the Garden City movement and
while in good stewardship it has been able to lead on this agenda.
CONTRIBUTION AND RESILIENCE OF COMMUNITY BASED
ALLOTMENT AND HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS

As noted in the book 21st Century Garden Ciies of To-morrow [Cabannes &
Ross, 2014] access to the land provided both the ability to grow food but also
helped engender a sense of ciizenship through place, purpose and belonging. The provision of large gardens facilitated this by providing allotments for
ciizens eager to embrace the change. What inspired other new garden ciies
was the realisaion that success of a city resulted from both its architecture
and its social structures. The new garden city movement brought a fresh focus
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Figure 20: Movement against
animal pain

on garden ciies. Today Letchworth and the original garden city movement is
being used to inspiraion for layout, design, governance and use of sustainable
materials in both the short and longer term.
Success in Letchworth is also atributable to the formal structure of the
Heritage Foundaion and to those muliple voluntary insituions created by
local ciizens. Of specially note is the Horicultural Society, now called the
Letchworth District Gardeners Associaion.
Diferent local clubs and socieies have contributed as well to shaping food
related spaces and change land use. Each of these organizaions brings a different edge to the food system including such diverse agendas as Youth movement against animal pains, as illustrated in Figure 20; Haven Social Club for
rural women workers during Second Word War or Transiion Town Letchworth
involved in the newly planted Community Orchard and Tree Planing.
In addiion, the recently founded New Garden Ciies Alliance argues strongly
that a Garden City is about the visible and invisible architecture. It is not to be
a place based on charity and paternalism but on empowerment and acive
ciizenship. The goal of a Garden City is to be a place that is ‘socially, ecologically and economically sustainable’ according to the Garden City Declaraion
which was agreed at the Letchworth Conference on ‘Building a new garden
city movement’ on 22nd February 2017. A key point of discussion at that conference was on the principles associated to the land that should be hold as a
common good. The following sub-secions contain examples of the beneits
community based food related organizaions bring to the city.
ENHANCING BIO-DIVERSITY IN CITIES THROUGH
FOOD PRODUCTION

A remarkable dimension of the Allotments and Horicultural Associaion is its
net contribuion to food for the city: primarily vegetables, but occasionally also
including such diverse item as chicken, rabbits, eggs, apples, honey, pears and
other fruits and berries. As noted in a book review on the aciviies of the Associaion the following produce was either presented at the annual show, or produced for self-consumpion: poultry [1911]; “sweet peas, potatoes, dandelion
wine, beekeeping” [1912]; carrots and shallots, vegetables, fruit, lowers and
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eggs [1933-35]; ‘broad beans, beetroots, carrots, autumn onions, jam, roses,
round and kidney potatoes, and cabbages”[1949-1951].
The capacity to adapt to evolving food tastes through the century and diversify the fresh food produced clearly indicates that allotment holders do
contribute to increasing the city bio-diversity, a dimension oten forgoten
when addressing City Region Food planning. At the opposite of the commercial
farms, that produces a very limited number of items.

Figure 21: Archive Picture of Food
fairs compeitors

Another observaion is that at the end of the Second World War, the Allotment Society, with its 900 members was proudly observing that Letchworth is
“producing more food than when the estate was farmland, 40 years ago” [ibid,
chapter 19]. Ten years later, “Dr Norman Macfayden, the most loyal past president, pleaded with gardeners to keep records to prove that even more food was
produced in a garden City that in the ields that were there ity years before”
[ibid, chapter 22, 1952/1956 period]. Both tesimonies are an important lesson
for City and Regional Food planners, or for planners in general, insofar urban
models, when properly planned and designed are compaible with increased
self-suiciency and increase of nutriious food for the beneit of the residents.
KEY ROLE OF FOOD FAIRS AND FOOD SHOWS FOR MAINTAINING
FOOD LEGACY ALIVE

Allotments coninue to thrive in the town and the Horicultural Society (Letchworth Gardeners’ Associaion) is proving to be a hardy annual with over 700
members. In 2017 will mark the 53rd Annual Summer Show and 111th Autumn showv. This later event features prizes for roses, dahlia’s, fuchsia’s,
sweet peas in the lower secion and tradiional vegetables like onions, carrots,
runner beans, cucumbers, marrows, potatoes, shallots, parsnips, sweet corn,
leeks and presumably a more recent addiion of chilli plants. Homemade beer,
wine and chutney also feature in the show and compeiion (see Figure 21).
Today most gardens are used to grow food not so much for subsistence, but for
recreaion or leisure, and oten gardeners seek to grow challenging crops too.
v htp://ldga.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/LDGAShowSchedule2017.pdf
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The role of the food fairs and the shows where local people present their best
lowers, fruit, vegetables or transformed products such as jams or chutneys
explains much about why a culture of food was maintained, and developed in
the Garden City. The hundred years review of the Associaion, describes them
with great details and pride.
SUPPLY AND TRADING CENTRE AT CITY AND DISTRICT LEVEL

As illustrated in igures 22 and 23, the Letchworth District Gardeners’ Associaion
set up and manages a trading centre for Letchworth District allotment holders.
Only Gardener’s Associaion Members may make purchases at the store. This
trading centre plays a crucial role as it buys in bulk and sells them without proit
and in smaller quaniies to the members. Moreover, volunteers store helpers
are able to give advice on all the products available in store. The trading centre plays a convening role for allotments holders to meet, discuss and exchange
know how, and avoid isolaion (as the allotments are scatered over the whole
city). This space close to a large allotment serves as a regular training centre,
with pracical classes and conferences provided by selected invitees. This place,
shaped by the community facilitates connecions among the network of allotments holders and allows shiting from micro-local spaces to the garden city as a
whole. It probably contributes to the Associaion’s sustainability.

Figures 22 and 23 Trading center
for allotment holders.
Photos by Yves Cabannes

SUSTAINABILITY OF THE ALLOTMENTS
AND HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

The declaraion made on the 90th anniversary of the Associaion, in 1996, is
quite enlightening on why the original ideals and land use on garden ciies food
planning remained present one hundred years later: “Rooted in the island tradiion of self suiciency and nourished by the basic elements of those human
needs for food and beauty, it is an organism [L Allotments and Horicultural Associaion] which will survive any condiions in a foreseeable future”. City Region
food planning depends as well on the sustainability of resident associaion and
on their capacity to being acively involved in food related maters, such as
food producion, annual show to simulate food producion, short circuit and
fairs, collecive buying of seeds and bio ferilisers, as happens today or involvement in educaional aciviies such as in the educaional farm.
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THESE THREE PRINCIPLES TOGETHER LEAD TO
CREATIVE PARTNERSHIPS: CENTRAL ROLE IN THE
“GARDEN CITY MULTI-ACTOR FOOD SYSTEM”
One of the central lessons drawn from this close examinaion is that the three
factors just introduced (Land as a collecive asset; the role of the Heritage
Foundaion and the long-standing contribuion of community based Allotment
and Horicultural Associaions were combined in Letchworth to produce food
related partnerships between a large array of actors. These partnerships are
shaping food spaces and are at the core of the food system. Three of the resuling partnerships are presented as examples.
PROTECTION OF HEDGEROWS AND SOIL CONSERVATION:
PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE BUSINESS SECTOR, THE HERITAGE
FOUNDATION AND A BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION.

Hedgerow Management is carried out by Rand Brothers Ltd, as part of the
agreement with the Heritage Foundaion. As stressed by J. Webbinvi, “The
hedgerows are maintained in blocks on a three year rotaion in line with the
Agri-Environmental Agreement with Natural England. This means that no
more than one third of the hedges are cut in any one-year. There are a number
of beneits to biodiversity through this type of Hedgerow Management. The
farmland around Letchworth comprises of over 50km of hedges”. This example
brings an important element on the legacy of garden City as promoing food
producion [here by Rand Brothers Ltd under a lease with the Heritage Foundaion], in the perspecive of insering food producion within a sustainable
model of soil conservaion respecful of environment.
Thanks to the management of hedgerows and agriculture free from chemical
pesicides, a beekeepers associaion currently has 25 hives located throughout
the estate. “The bees not only act as pollinators for our crops, but are also used
as training faciliies for new bee keepers” vii. This example again highlights the
role of the local actors, in this case a private company commited to sustainable development and a local grassroots associaion to maintain the lame of
food related aciviies.
The roads as well feature wide verges and are tree lined. In fact, the number
of trees makes the town once of the worst urban centres if you sufer from tree
pollen. Though the term ‘garden city’ isn’t about lowers and trees, but more
about the social objecives, undoubtedly there is a strong garden feel to the
town, and a realisaion of the goal of bringing town and country truly together.

vi John Webbin, J Biodiversity, March 25, 2015, Posted by Paul McKenna on Friday 20 Mar, 2015 - 13:42
vii Webbin [ibid]
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THE WYND COMMUNITY GARDENS: PARTNERSHIP
BETWEEN THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION, THE ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND OTHERS.

Figure 24: Partners celebraing the
opening of the Wynd Community
Garden, Letchworth

Opened in 2014 and located at the heart of Letchworth, results from another
successful partnership spearheaded by the Heritage Foundaion. A second one
followed at the Standalone farm referred to already. They were created with
the Royal Horicultural Society, Britain in Bloom group ARCH and local volun
teers. Even if their intention is not so much to grow food, this initiative “also
delivers a learning programme to run alongside the project, which included a
series of introductory gardening sessions”viii (see Figure 24).
NEW ORCHARDS: AN EVOLVING PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN
VARIOUS LOCAL AND NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

The community and private orchard planted in 2010 and its further developments resulted from various partnership involving LGC Farms / Heritage Foundaion, Natural England, Transiion Town Letchworth, a small local company
and volunteers from schools and from the city.
In 2014, the apple trees were mature enough and Apple Cotage Ciders,
a local producer got volunteers to harvest the apples that were turned into
cider for a local beer fesival. They are also supplying local pubs with a unique
variety of cider made from a Herfordshire variety of apple. This example highlights again the modernity of food chains, adapted to local market niches and
generaing local jobs. What is original here is that they are perfectly iing into
a sustainable model with the Heritage Foundaion playing a key role [lease of
the orchard], along with young volunteers paricipaing in the picking up of
the apples and a collecive ownership of the land that allows for this sort of
enterprise to start up.

viii htp://www.letchworth.com/rhs, consulted June 2017
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CONCLUDING REMARKS ON GARDEN CITIES
AND CITY REGION FOOD SYSTEMS
A key lesson from the historical analysis of Letchworth and the Garden City
movement is that lively Food systems need to consider: 1. collecive and
communal land property regimes as part of the overall land regimes; 2. The
need for strong organisaions, such as the Heritage Foundaion to own, manage, develop and redistribute the beneits of the land, 3. The importance of
grassroots organisaions able to maintain the city region food chain spirit alive
through ime; and, 4. A business sector commited to a locally based sustainable food system. The combinaion of these elements emerges as one key
reason behind the permanence and the posiive evoluion of the irst garden
city through its well over hundred years of life. In addiion, this combinaion
has generated creaive partnerships that constantly renewed and shaped food
related spaces transforming some land uses and contribuing posiively to the
City Region Food system.
A second lesson is that the Garden City as a Social City concept and the planning experience of Letchworth illustrate the very noion of City Region Food
Systems. Why? Because they are an evoluionary combinaion of:
Muli-scalar and muliple food related spaces [from back yard to green belt
and rural land between garden ciies]. These muliple spaces are the physical
base of the Food System and are essenial to be taken into account by urban
and regional planners.
Muliple symbioic food related actors. The creaion of posiive partnerships
working in synergy with the key role played by the LGC Heritage Foundaion, as
the steward and owner of most of the land
Muli sectorial dimensions. Various sectors in the city, such as waste management, environment protecion, or economic policies and job generaion
have been related one way or another to food. This muli-sectorial dimension
relates as well to the fact that through history food related aciviies have happened through the whole food chain - from the “apple tree to the pub” and
from the “land to the table”. In addiion, food plays a fully an inclusive role,
linking up diferent age groups and social groups, youth or women during the
war through muliple acions and muliple spaces in the city.
Our analysis suggests that city and regional planners need to learn the lessons
from Letchworth and the Garden City movement. They need to be aware of
evolving planning principles for city region food systems innovaive soluions for
increasing self-suiciency in ciies and for more resilient food systems. The role
for planners should not be to “design and formulate” only, but to empower residents and give people the tools, including the land, to create their own soluions.
What this means is that planners today need to think about the long term provision of green - food and non-food - spaces as a community asset, provide strong
governance to make sure that remains the case; and, to recognize that food related income, including land rental income, can contribute to the long economic
sustainability of the setlement. Food related eforts can also contribute to the
social, ecological and economic sustainability of the place.
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THE GRAND CANAL
AND ITS HANGZHOU SECTION

Figure 1: Bird View of the Grand Canal
(Hangzhou Secion). Photo Credit: XU Haohao

In the ancient imes, there was no express delivery as we have today. Instead,
the ancestors pursued the goals of quicker and safer conveyance of goods by
using waterways and ships. Where a waterway went, there resources, fortunes
and cultures would be. Canals, developed in the form of human-made waterways, relected the society’s wisdom and strength for survival, and usually
embody outstanding engineering technologies. Canals emerged in response to
the requirements of urban development and they breed and spread brilliant
civilizaions in their eras. Today, even though some or parts of these civilizaions have been destroyed, intangible wealth remains along the canal paths.
While canal construcion was undertaken at a naional level to facilitate
naional city-building and strategic objecives, there also were substanial
cultural efects. Canal development greatly inluenced the lives of the broad
masses of people in communiies along their routes. For instance, the commercial wealth of the canal promoted the growth of atracive and gorgeous
street cultures in towns and ciies along the canals. The administraion of the
canal nurtured the historic Chinese system of the scholar-bureaucrat class. In
fact, some historians contend that the cultural side efect of the Grand Canal
was similar to that of City States in Medieval Italy, where the rich culture in
Florence and other ciies led to a Renaissance in Europe (Zheng, 1986; Chen,
2013). Canals brought about economic development, social change, cultural
diversity, and other changes which had profound impacts on urban development patern of later eras.
The Grand Canal, which is also known as the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal.
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It is the longest man-made canal in the world with a length of 1,776 kilometers (1,104 miles). Its origin can date back to the Spring and Autumn Period
(771-476 BC) in Chinese history, when King Fuchai of Wu dug the Han Canal as
part of a plan to push his army northward to conquer the Central Plain (Hsu,
1999). Aterward, other smaller canals were constructed and renovated to run
through the middle and eastern regions of China, linking ive of the naion’s
main river basins including the Hai River, the Yellow River, the Huai River, the
Yangtze River and the Qiantang River together (UNESCO, 2014). During the
period of the Sui Dynasty (561-618 AD) these diferent canals were eventually
combined, creaing the Grand Canal.
Staring at Beijing in the north and ending at Hangzhou in the south, the
Grand Canal passed through the coastal regions of eastern China, the richest
areas of that ime, and connected the naional poliical center and the naional
economic center (Chen, 2013). For more than two thousand years, it provided
uninterrupted long-distance conveyance and provided the vital funcions of
water supply, irrigaion, lood control, among others.
Figure 2: The Grand Canal and
Canal Ciies in Hydrogical Map of
China (parial). Source: Hangzhou
Urban Planning Bureau

A proverb about old Beijing says, “the City of Beijing came through loaing
along the canal”. To facilitate construcion in Dadui or Beijing, during the Ming
and Qing Dynasies, enormous imbers, bricks and stones were transported
i The capital of the Yuan Dynasty, in what is now the center of modern Beijing.
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from the southern areas of China to these Imperial Ciies through the Grand
Canal. Beijing, at the “beginning of the Grand Canal”, is generally recognized
for its poliical status as the long-term capital of the naion.
Hangzhou, the southern terminal city of the Grand Canal, grew to prominence because of the canal and today is the capital city of Zhejiang Province.
Located in the northern area of that city, the Gongchen Bridge, spans across
the Hangzhou Secion of the Grand Canal, marking the end of the canal. Over
the centuries, this ancient stone bridge witnessed numerous busy shutling
ships on the canal, and even ill today we sill can imagine the scenery through
its majesic proile.
In addiion to the conveyance of building materials, a disincive characterisic that difereniate the Grand Canal from other canal heritages, is summarized in the term “caoyun” which means “transporing grain and strategic
raw materials, supplying rice to feed the naion” (UNESCO, 2014). To support
caoyun many pracices were implemented such as the construcion and maintenance of watercourses, and the construcion of various hydraulic faciliies
and storage faciliies. The supporing management system, established at the
same ime, evolved into one of the most important economic and social mechanisms in ancient China. Rich cultural heritages remained today.
Yet the goods transported to Beijing through the canal not only included
grains and building materials, it also included tea. Hangzhou is one of the most
famous tea-growing areas, famous for the Longjing variety of tea. Ater arrival
in Beijing, some of the tea began to be traded for horses (Jenkins, 2010; Chen,
2013), a pracice which resulted in the formaion of the Tea Horse Road. Addiionally, the route of the Shaanxi-Gansu Tea Horse Road became part of the
Silk Road. Thus, cargo from the City of Hangzhou and other locaions along
the Grand Canal, moved throughout the world due the miraculous internal
connecions between the Grand Canal, the Tea Horse Road and the Silk Road.
Converging great technologies of every dynasty, the Grand Canal was the
“naional highway system” or “naional high-speed rail system” of ancient
China. The canal was designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2014.

PRESERVATION FOR THE LARGE-SCALE LIVING
LINEAR CULTURAL HERITAGE CORRIDOR
From a global perspecive, the Grand Canal was the earliest, longest and most
complex canal in the world. It linked ive of the naion’s main river basins and
traveling across boundaries in the north and the south of China. The Grand
Canal promoted a uniied, magniicent naional patern of poliics, economy,
society and culture. It was one of the most signiicant achievements in water
transportaion engineering before the industrial revoluion. It embodied the
outstanding wisdom of our human ancestors to adapt to, transform and harmoniously coexist with nature. Its cultural heritage, relecive of its great age
and spaial scales, are expressed in the very pleniful heritage sites of wharfs,
ship locks, bridges and dams, government oice buildings, oicial warehouses
and feudal guild houses standing along the waterway. The core cultural values
of the Grand Canal can be deined and summarized as:
· The living historic cultural heritage
· The important urban funcional lifeline
· The lowing and thriving interconnected place
· The corresponding urban green corridor for the city
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Even today, the Grand Canal, consising of the tangible and intangible cultural heritages, maintains a strong vitality. It is a place where the ancient meets
the modern, which is the canal’s most precious fortune. The urban agglomeraions along it are one of the most important arteries of economic development
in China.
Today’s Hangzhou is a historical and cultural city not only famous for its gorgeous natural and humanisic sceneries, but also well-known for the emerging
technology hub. The city leads the revoluion of smart economy by building
a smart city in contemporary China. It is home to booming e-commerce and
Internet inance industries, many of which incorporate cloud compuing, big
data and other Internet of things (IOT) technologies. The city is becoming
prominent as the global center of e-commerce. As a result, the City of Hangzhou hosted the eleventh G20 Summit in 2016, and has been selected to host
the Asian Games in 2022. It also aims at being the naional innovaion center
of Internet inance by 2020.
In such an IOT era of e-commerce and Internet inance industries with today’s rapid progress in aviaion, high-speed railways, highways etc, we have
a totally new transportaion system. Compared with these modern methods
of carrying goods and informaion, the transportaion funcion of the Grand
Canal is gradually waning. In addiion, fast-paced modern urban construcion
have resulted in a series of serious challenges to the ancient canal. There are
fewer and fewer interacions between the canal, the city and the people. The
City of Hangzhou, which became prosperous because of the Grand Canal, has
become alienated from it. From the perspecive of the surrounding urban environment along both banks of the Grand Canal, especially for its Hangzhou
Secion, the key problems we are going to focus on are:
· Isolaion of the styles and features between the ancient and the modern
structures along both banks of the Grand Canal;
· Isolaion of the spaces between the Grand Canal and the City of Hangzhou;
· Isolaion of the sightseeing aciviies between the sceneries of the Grand
Canal and those of the City of Hangzhou.
Consequently, it is now ime to consider how we can leave the great canal
for our descendants in another millennium. It is ime for thoughful consideraion about how and what preservaion work should be undertaken in the context of accelerated urbanizaion.
We propose that preserving the cultural heritage of the Grand Canal has
its own characterisic which can be summarized into three speciic key words;
one is “large-scale”, one is “living” and the other is “linear” (3 “L”). The key
word “large-scale” indicates the grand scale of the canal, both in ime and
space. The key word “living” indicates that the canal is sill carrying on the
important urban funcions of conveyance (coal transportaion from north
to south), water supply (South-to-North Water Diversion Project), irrigaion,
lood control and so on (Xinhua Daily, 2012). Finally, the key word “linear”
indicates the speciic form of the regions’ cultural heritages in relaion to the
canal. In fact, the concept of a “linear cultural heritage” is an emerging ield
in internaional cultural heritage preservaion. The term enhances the concepions of “cultural route” and “cultural heritage corridor”. It mainly refers
to tangible and intangible cultural heritage groupings located in linear or zonal
regions. These groupings represent the movement routes of human beings,
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and they embody the development routes of regional cultures (Shan, 2006).
Accordingly, we can deine the Grand Canal as a “large-scale living linear cultural heritage corridor” (Shan, 2009; Yu, et al., 2009).
Because of the canal’s speciic circumstances, preservaion requires diferent ways and methods compared with those for tradiional cultural heritages.
There are three perspecives regarding this issue:
· The historical perspecive - It is necessary to consider preservaion for the
cultural heritage of the canal from the views of authenicity and integrality.
The preservaion work should keep the collecive memories and emoions
for the tens of millions of people living, and who have lived, along both banks
of the Grand Canal. It should focus at eforts to maintain the vibrant historical
features of cultural and industrial prosperity to ameliorate the idenical appearances of today’s ciies that oten lack individual characterisics.
· The developmental perspecive - It is necessary to enhance the internal relaionships between the canal and the urban environment from the views
of dynamics and reciprocity. The preservaion work should closely connect
the economic and social development of the ciies and the towns distributed along both banks of the Grand Canal, aiming to achieve beter life
qualiies for local communiies by promoing their physical environments.
· The systemaic perspecive - It is necessary to guide landscape construcion from the views of systemaizaion and interacivity. The preservaion
work should establish a system of sceneries and sightseeing aciviies going
on along both banks of the Grand Canal. This system should aim at revitalizaion eforts for the aciviies that are relevant with the canal, to restore
the extraordinary vitality in concert with management and planning work
for the post-applicaion era as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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Figure 3: Daily Aciviies along
the Banks of the Grand Canal
(Hangzhou Secion). Photo Credit:
XU Haohao

The “Grand Canal” in the following paragraphs speciically refers to “the
Hangzhou Secion of the Grand Canal”.
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THREE MAPS:
THE CANAL, THE CITY, AND THE PEOPLE
DEFINITION OF THE PROJECT AREA

The Urban Landscape Promoion Project along Both Banks of the Grand Canal
(Hangzhou Secion) consists of both a focused area and a research area. The
focused project area, where maintenance, promoion and revitalizaion work
will occur, is a 90km2 area along both banks of the Grand Canal (also known as
the Hangzhou Secion). It starts at the Sanbao Ship Lock in Jianggan District in
the south and extends north to reach the municipal boundary of Hangzhou.
It includes the middle and eastern watercourses of the canal for a total length
of 54 kilometers (33.6 miles). The ields along both banks have project area
widths ranging from 500 meters (1,640 feet) to 1,000 meters (3,280 feet)
based on actual site situaions.
We have also ideniied a 160km2 research range in the main city of Hangzhou. This area consists of the ields, located to the south of the highway
around the city (ofset one block) and to the north of the highway, together
with surrounding elements of wetlands, roads and mountains.

Figure 4: Locaional Relaionship
and Size Comparison between the
Grand Canal (Hangzhou Secion),
the West Lake, the Imperial City
of the Southern Song Dynasty and
the Qiantang River

OBJECTIVES OF THE PLAN

With the intent to rebirth the Grand Canal to beneit the local communiies,
the objecives of the project are:
· To solve the three key problems which are: isolaion of the styles and features between the ancient and the modern; isolaion of the spaces between
the Grand Canal and the City of Hangzhou; and, isolaion of the scenic sightseeing opportuniies between the canal and the city;
· To provide design soluions for each of the three key elements “the canal,
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the city, and the people” which will also maintain interrelaions between
each element; and,
· To discuss the dynamics and relaionships between the historical characterisics, the city-canal interacions, and the sightseeing aciviies.
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Figure 5: Bird View of the Urban
Landscape Promoion Project
along Both Banks of the Grand
Canal (Hangzhou Secion)

CONCEPT FOR THE PLAN

We envision incorporaing the objecives for each element (the canal, the city
and the people) by developing a general design framework which produces a
landscape blueprint to capture the following concepts:
· The canal relates to a history of thousands of years: ive-waterii system
leads to unite the lakes and the harbors;
· The city embraces urban spaces interacing with the canal: six urban cores
converge to shape the urban ecological corridors;
· The people sightsee both the landscape of the canal and that of the city:
eight acive arteries and veins interweave to reveal the vibrant communiies.
Based on the proposal of the project, the 54-kilometer long canal serves as
the routes to enjoy the urban landscape and consitutes an important part of
the urban landscape itself.
The three following maps will illustrate our concept. These maps were developed through nine technological methods as well as Global Posiioning
System (GPS) and Geographic Informaion System (GIS) technologies. An addiional feature of the concept is its role to enhance the City of Hangzhou as
a new livable smart city, while posiioning the local communiies along both
banks of the Grand Canal as new vibrant smart communiies.
ii “Five-water” illustrates the ive categories of water blended in the natural basis of the City of
Hangzhou, which shape Hangzhou as a mountains-and-waters type city, i.e. sea (the East Sea), river (the
Qiantang River), lake (the West Lake), stream (the Xixi Wetland) and canal (the Grand Canal).
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Figure 6: Master Plan of the Urban Landscape Promoion Project
along Both Banks of the Grand Canal (Hangzhou Secion)

Figure 7: Concept for the Plan and the Nine Technological Methods
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THE FIRST MAP: THE CANAL RELATES TO A HISTORY
OF THOUSANDS OF YEARS

Figure 8: The Holography System
Map of the Image of the History

The irst map is the Holography System Map of the Image of the History.
“The canal relates to history of thousands of years” by incorporaing and
adoping the core values, characterisic elements and historical events which
occurred since its construcion. These have been recorded into a holography
system map which serves as the image of the history. It is used to show preservaion areas and land use uilizaion of historic landscapes along the Grand
Canal. The map provides a global vision of the Grand Canal, and was produced
by incorporaing three methods:
Method 1. Matrix Mapping: The posiion of the Hangzhou Secion of
the Grand Canal (compared to other secions within other ciies along
the canal) was deined through research and analysis of three parts types
of data base: 1) the hydrological system in China including both the canal system and the ive-water system; 2) the basin length and the age of
construcion for each secion of the canal; and 3) the total GDP and the
quanity of heritage points in ciies along the canal.
Compared to the other canals that have been listed as UNESCO World
Heritage Sites, the Grand Canal is the oldest and the longest canal. It is
also one of the canals with the largest engineering features and the only
canal with the signature of “caoyun”. Compared to other canal ciies,
Hangzhou is the historical and cultural city where the ancient meets the
modern. From the point of view of Hangzhou urban patern, illustrated
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by the ive-water system, the Grand Canal is the origin of prosperity and
openness for the city. This matrix ideniied the three core values of the
Grand Canal from a global perspecive.
Method 2. Evaluaion for Characterisic Elements: We ideniied ive categories of characterisic spaces for the canal, which could be described as
“two islets, three branches, three harbors, four coves, and seven joints”.
In addiion, within the eighty-one historical elements of the Grand Canal,
the planning scheme extracted twenty-two categories of characterisic
spaces, including such diverse categories as bridges, ports, ship locks,
dams, and etc. The distribuion of the exising characterisic elements was
used to idenify historic blocks, such as found in Tangqi and Qiaoxi, as well
as the three clusters located to the south of the Wulin Square.
Method 3. Routes of Historical Events Superimposiion: The planning
scheme endowed the spaial forms of the Grand Canal with humanisic
feelings which strengthen the place characterisics of historical events.
For instance, the routes of the southern inspecion tour by the Kangxiiii
Emperor prompted the establishment of markets and trade centers by
numerous handicratsmen. The inspecion also inluenced folk customs
and fesivals.
THE SECOND MAP: THE CITY EMBRACES URBAN SPACES
INTERACTING WITH THE CANAL

The second map is the Morphology System Map of the City-Canal Spaces.
It is intended to illustrate how “the city embraces urban spaces interacing
with the canal”. To exhibit this city-canal interacive relaionship, we created
a morphology map for comprehensively displaying superimposed reconstrucions of exising buildings and simulaions of future spaial forms, which had
been opimized for the physical environment of the city-canal spaces. The
map visualizes the ideal model of urban forms along both banks of the canal
from the perspecive of city-canal interacion. It was constructed using the
following three methods (labeled Methods 4 to 6):
Method 4. Comprehensive Evaluaion for Exising Buildings: For the
comprehensive evaluaion for exising buildings, the project excluded
lands where construcion was prohibited. This development-excluded
zone had a total area of around 39km2, including lands designed for ecological conservaion (mainly in the Tangqi Wetland), historic cultural heritages, green parks, and etc., as well as the lands with planning schemes
approved with a total number of 153 blocks. We then evaluated the exising buildings on the remaining land which could support development.
During this process, we ideniied the lands where demoliion should occur, areas where reconstrucion or parial redevelopment might occur, as
well as areas to support future development.

Figure 9: (next page) Simulaion
and Analysis of Physical
Environment in Guanjiayang

iii The Kangxi Emperor, 1654-1722 AD.

Figure 10: (next page) Simulaion
and Analysis of Physical
Environment in the Heritage Park
of the Reinery
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Method 5. Comprehensive Evaluaion for Physical Environment: The
Grand Canal should play an important role in improving and promoing
urban physical environment of the City of Hangzhou, as it is such a largescale linear open space. We conducted research to determine the thermal, wind and acousic properies along the canal to assist in assessment
of canal zones’ physical environment. Simulaion and analysis of the thermal environment was carried out using the sotware plaform of Ecotect,
which is based on the principles of computaional luid dynamics (CFD).
The simulaion and analysis of wind was accomplished using the sotware
plaform of Fluent, while the simulaion and analysis of acousic environment was done by the sotware Raynoise. The resuling informaion was
used to promoion strategies for the physical environment including the
control measures for the spaial forms along the Grand Canal.
Method 6. GIS Spaial Form Predicion: Our examinaion of ideal urban landscape forms along both banks of the Grand Canal was based on
both exising circumstances and the predicion of future spaial intensity.
Therefore, the planning scheme simulated intensity and height of the future spaial forms along the Grand Canal based on the GIS technological
plaform. Bufer analysis, Kernel density esimaion and Kriging interpolaion calculaion were applied to superimpose and analyze eight factors
of the index system, including urban land prices, urban center systems,
and rail transit staions. We used the resuling informaion to inform our
judgment as we developed opimal spaial forms along the Grand Canal.
Figure 11: Predicion of Future
Spaial Intensity based on the GIS
Technological Plaform
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THE THIRD MAP: THE PEOPLE SIGHTSEE LANDSCAPE
OF THE CANAL AND THE CITY

Figure 12: The Morphology System
Map of the City-Canal Spaces

The third map is the Sightseeing System Map of Dynamic Optesthesia. This
map organizes and superimposes evaluaion results of the visual landscape,
the overlooking system and the dynamic sightseeing system to idenify the
sightseeing system map. It displays a dynamic optesthesia to exhibit the interacive relaionships between the people and the canal. It focused on two key
scieniic issues. The irst is the sightseeing system for the Grand Canal based
on sightseeing modes from diferent speeds, trajectories, and visual angles of
people, vehicles and boats. The second promotes the urban features along the
large-scale living linear cultural heritage corridor.
Previous eforts to develop a sightseeing plan based on landscape features
in China and abroad paid more atenion to a single movement-oriented circumstance, where the visual percepion changes were generated by movement. This kind of sightseeing percepion research always put the serial staic
viewpoints as the staring points. However, the experiences and feelings of the
same landscape from the same visitor in diferent sightseeing systems are not
enirely the same. The elements which afect people’s visual percepion also
include movement speeds and movement trajectories, sightseeing distances,
and visual angles from the ornamental object. As a result, the sightseeing system would not be a single existence even in the same landscape.
We argue that the composite and dynamic sightseeing model we used in
this project is an improvement compared to the staic sightseeing model,
especially in large-scale landscape environments. Our resuling map made
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clear the dynamic sightseeing model along the canal from the perspecive of
people-canal interacion. Our process is composed of three methods (labeled
Methods 7 to 9):
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Figure 13: The Sightseeing System
Map of Dynamic Optesthesia

Method 7. AHP iv Landscape Blurry Evaluaion: The AHP landscape blurry
evaluaion was an analysis of 25 central viewpoints on the Grand Canal
and 38 facades along the canal, one by one and each from three aspects
and nine elements. These elements included the aspects of urban skyline,
architecture form and visual percepion. The guidance for landscape promoion planning in the next step would be implemented according to the
results of this evaluaion.
Method 8. Mulidimensional Visual Analysis: The canal’s landscape
overlooking system was established from four perspecives: touring on
the boats; sightseeing from the banks; viewing from the bridges; and,
overlooking from the buildings. The comprehensive analysis of the effects based on height limitaion was carried out for sightseeing aciviies
around the Grand Canal and the West Lake. According to the exising
development plans, there would be six main cluster areas of high-rise
buildings around the West Lake in Hangzhou. Taking this into account,
we were able to recommend the short-term, the medium-term and the
long-term future construcion arrangements for high-rise buildings in
iv Analyic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a structured technique developed by Professor Thomas L. Saaty

for analyzing complex decisions based on mathemaics and psychology.
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Hangzhou based on the two main viewpoints of the Grand Canal near the
West Lake. Consequently, the Wulin Gate, the Sanbao Ship Lock and the
New City of Grand Canal would be the cluster areas of high-rise buildings
which should be given priority to construct.
Method 9. Mapping Layering: Dynamic sightseeing is one of the main
characterisics of the sightseeing aciviies related to the Grand Canal.
Hence, we built landscape intenion models under diferent speeds,
based on interacion relaions between the sightseeing percepion and
three movement modes including boaing, walking and bicycling.

THE FUTURE-ORIENTED CONCEPTION
AND STRATEGIES
Based on our three analyical maps about the canal, the city and the people, we proposed an urban landscape plan for the Grand Canal based on
the concepion of “one grand heritage area”. This plan consists of nine design strategies, six focused planning districts, twelve acion plans, and twenty-four-secion designs.
The concepion of “one grand heritage area” not only sets forth the single
heritage domain of the Grand Canal, but also integrates the characterisic cultural and natural heritages resources in the Grand Canal, the West Lake, the
Imperial City of the Southern Song Dynastyv and the Qiantang River from the
holisic layer of Hangzhou. The canal is proposed to be the sightseeing vehicle
to communicate with the slow traic system of green corridors. It is intended
to cascade the sightseeing and recreaion system, to build up the heritage
preservaion plaform, and to establish the spaial framework incorporaing
the concepion of grand heritage area with “one canal, one lake, one city, one
river” for the City of Hangzhou.
The nine urban landscape promoion strategies could be summarized based
on the project and relevant research as:
1) Perfecion strategy for ive-water system on the layer of canal landscape promoion: This strategy establishes the Grand Canal as the vehicle
to advance the interacions between the city and the canal in Hangzhou.
It uses the Canal, as the ith water body, to unite the four other kinds of
water bodies, which include sea, river, lake and stream by means of tour
routes and which weave through the water system and between the proposed green corridors.
2) Exhibiion strategy for culture diversity along the canal. This strategy
calls for the exhibiion of the muli-cultures along the canal including a
deep analysis of the canal culture and its historical, industrial and urban
cultures germinaing by the canal.
3) Combinaion strategy for planning and heritage monitoring. This put
forward the relevant ideas and methods for a heritage monitoring program of the canal. It is envisioned that this strategy will be the basis for the
post-applicaion era of the West Lake as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
v The Southern Song Dynasty, 1127-1279 AD.
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4) Opimizaion strategy for the city-canal structure on the layer of urban
landscape promoion. This program opimized the spaial relaions between the city and the canal from three aspects. It proposes the opimal
distribuion for high-rise buildings along both banks of the Grand Canal. It
ofers construcion guidance for waterfront buildings. And inally, it establishes overlooking corridors.
5) Improvement strategy for quality of public spaces. This work guides
the systemaic construcion of waterfront public spaces; opimizes the
physical environment of public spaces, and includes the planning for night
scenes along the canal. It lays emphasis on the spaial relaions between
the canal and public spaces, such as public green spaces, squares, waterfront pedestrian streets, portal nodes, boulevards, ecological corridors,
landscape parks, and so forth. It also improves the thermal, wind, and the
acousic environment by calling for the construcion of wind corridors,
traic calming zones and the opimizal forms of high-rise buildings. Furthermore, the promoion strategies were put forward 24-hour scene-planning of the Grand Canal.
6) Shaping strategy for architectural features and characterisics. This
strategy sorts architectural features along the canal into ive categories
for guidance, i.e. the old city areas, the ancient towns, the countryside
areas, the industrial areas and the new towns. The architectural features
and characterisics were shaped holisically based on the distribuion of
colors along the canal and landmark buildings in the point-and-plane integraion manner.
7) Construcion strategy for green slow traic systems on the layer of
sightseeing acivity promoion. This program organized the slow traic
systems depending on waterfront spaces and public greening. It aforded
sightseeing routes for the ciizens and tourists as recreaion places for
itness aciviies and leisure.
8) Revitalizaion strategy for canal vitaliies. This secion of the overall plan calls for planned aciviies, incorporaing tradiional sports, folk
performances, special cuisines and tourism, along the canal in order to
illustrate an in-depth percepion of canal vitality through muli-layer tour
experiences ranging from half-day tour, one-day tour to muli-day tour.
9) Creaion strategy for the new “Ten Sceneries of the Grand Canal”. This
strategy advances landscape coordinaion in the grand heritage area. It
proposes the creaion of the ten sceneries along the Grand Canal, while
echoing the West Lake across the distance.
Addiionally, the planning scheme proposes six focused planning districts
and twelve acion plans. The role of these special areas is to transform the
staic ulimate blueprint to an acion plan that could be efecively operated
and implemented. The twelve acion plans included the preservaion acion
for city-canal structure, the renovaion acion for waterfront development, the
perfecion acion for ive-water system, the experience acion for canal culISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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ture, the planning acion for architectural features and characterisics, etc. It
proposed to push forward urban landscape promoion along both banks of the
Grand Canal in a planned way with annual speciic plans.
Besides, the planning scheme of the project, we divided the design range of
the Grand Canal into twenty-four design secions. Within each secion speciic
planning and design standards would be used for water, landscape along the
canal, waterfront buildings, open spaces, sightseeing systems, etc. From the
perspecive of history and culture, each secion has preservaion measures of
exhibiion, consolidaion, combinaion and extension. From the perspecive
of urban space, each secions has opimizaion measures of controlling, assembling, hiding and greening; and inally, from the perspecive of canal sightseeing, each design secion has sightseeing measures of connecion, touring,
overlooking and vitalizaion.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
The Grand Canal is a large-scale living linear cultural heritage corridor. Overall,
the urban landscape plan along both banks of the Grand Canal (Hangzhou Secion) integrates a dynamic and complicated evoluionary process which includes
resources and endowments of the Grand Canal (including sceneries of the canal
and scenes of the city) and the sightseeing system, into a three-layered systems
embodying the canal, the city and the people. The systemaic design contained
the concepion of “one grand heritage area”, including three objecives and images as well as nine design strategies. It ideniied six focused planning districts,
twelve acion plans, and twenty-four-secion design for the Grand Canal.
In summary, the core issues of the Urban Landscape Promoion Project
along Both Banks of the Grand Canal (Hangzhou Secion) and its relevant revitalizaion work are intended to coordinate heritage preservaion, urban design and sightseeing organizaion eforts. The project integrates research with
design, seeking to achieve innovaion embodied in three aspects:
· It proved to be plaform to innovaion planning theories and technologies.
The urban planning and design proposed land use controls for large-scale
spaial forms and used evaluaion theory for landscape visions of the future
based on the forecasted urban landscape preservaion and enhancement
along both banks of the Grand Canal. It constructed the urban form model
for the project by using digital plaforms such as GIS.
· It innovaively uilized the design method of interacion between “sceneries” and “sightseeing” to produce the urban planning and design along the
full 54 km2 (13,344 acres) project. It put forward twelve acion plans and
design guidelines for twenty-four secions to achieve dynamic implementaion, baseline control, long-acing management.
However, as a large-scale living linear cultural heritage corridor, preservaion work for the Grand Canal is mulielement and mulidimensional. The
work processes we used are not only dynamic and complicated, but also
holisic and consecuive, which has made it very diicult to inherit the soul
of its cultural connotaion. Also, the interdisciplinary cooperaion in urban
planning and design and the incorporaion of advanced concepions and
technologies, many on froniers of pracice, make the insituional framework very essenial. Good governance and public paricipaion will facilitate
the work from various perspecives.
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In addiion to the Grand Canal, there exist other similar linear cultural heritages in China which are various in forms and contents, such as the Tea Horse
Road, the Silk Road, and the Straight Road Site of the Qin Dynasty. We hope
that The Urban Landscape Promoion Project along Both Banks of the Grand
Canal (Hangzhou Secion) can serve as an example and an entry point to discuss
preservaion for these other large-scale living linear cultural heritage corridor.
Finally, we hope that the scieniic aitudes and methodology which produced the plan for the Grand Canal can inally contribute to the common societal objecive to promote sustainable development towards a smart city. The
Grand Canal as one of the most precious cultural heritages, containing the
collecive memories and emoions of tens of millions of people, and we hope
that it will sill be vital for our descendants in future millennium.

Figure 14. Bird View of the Grand
Canal (Hangzhou Secion).
Photo Credit: XU Haohao
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The Delaware & Lehigh Naional Heritage Corridori and State Heritage Area
(“D&L Corridor”) follows the Delaware and Lehigh Canals and the Lehigh Valley
Railroad, stretching 160 miles from the City of Wilkes-Barre, in the mountainous coal region of northeastern Pennsylvania, to the Town of Bristol, located
along the Delaware River near Philadelphia. Uniing Luzerne, Carbon, Northampton, Lehigh, and Bucks counies, the D&L Corridor commemorates the naionally signiicant, integrated historic transportaion routes of rivers, canals,
and railroads – and the people and communiies involved – that brought anthracite coal from the mines to fuel the early nineteenth century American
Industrial Revoluion. Many historically signiicant industries and their adjacent towns (which survive today) were founded within the Corridor to take
advantage of the transportaion system.
Today the D&L Corridor is managed by a 501(c)3 nonproit corporaion
whose role is to coordinate the collecive eforts of numerous public, private
and volunteer stakeholders who have collaboraively undertaken the mission
to celebrate, preserve and make accessible the scenic rivers, historic canals
and towns, mountains, green valleys, natural areas, recreaion areas, remnants of early industries, and the disinct social and religious heritages which
are the essence of the D&L Corridor.

ELISSA M. GAROFALO

Figure 1: The D&L Trail, popular
with bicyclists, follows the historic
transportaion route of anthracite
coal from mine to market. Restored
Secion 8 of the Lehigh Canal in
Easton’s Hugh Moore Park is also
home to Pennsylvania’s only muledrawn canal boat ride.
Source: Delaware & Lehigh Naional
Heritage Corridor

i Naional Heritage Areas (NHAs) are deined by the Naional Park Service (NPS) as “places where natural, cultural, and historic resources combine to form a cohesive, naionally important landscape. Through
their resources, NHAs tell naionally important stories that celebrate America’s diverse heritage. They
are lived-in landscapes.” Unlike Naional Parks, NHAs are not owned by the federal government.
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NATIONALLY SIGNIFICANT HERITAGE
OF THE CORRIDOR
Pennsylvania was the driving force of American industry in the 19th century.
The Commonwealth’s industries employed more people and produced more
goods with more dollar value than any other state. Pennsylvania was the
world’s center of iron producion, surpassing by the 1880s even the industrial
might of Britain and Germany. And Pennsylvania was the naion’s powerhouse,
supplying 95% of the hot-burning, high-energy anthracite coal that ignited
America’s Industrial Revoluion. That revoluion began in the ive counies-Bucks, Northampton, Lehigh, Carbon, and Luzerne--that are now designated
the Delaware & Lehigh Naional Heritage Corridor. This is the place where
America was built, the cradle of the American Industrial Revoluion.
How did this slice of the Keystone State become the birthplace of modern
America? The answer lies in the conluence of waterways, minerals, and minds
that met here in the mountains and valleys bisected by the beauiful, but narrow
and rocky Lehigh River, and bounded on the east by the sill-wild Delaware.
The key mineral was anthracite coal. Hidden beneath the mountains of northeastern Pennsylvania, a mammoth source of energy lay undiscovered for millions
of years. Anthracite coal is purer, harder, and has a higher carbon content than
any other coal. This means it burns hoter, cleaner, and longer than any other
solid fuel. It is vastly superior to the fuels--wood, charcoal, dung, peat, straw,
and even sot coal--that humans had used for millennia to cook their food, heat
their dwellings, and make tools, implements and ornaments from metal. When
anthracite’s energy was inally tapped here in eastern Pennsylvania, chemistry,
metallurgy, industry--and all of American life--was changed forever.
So full of anthracite were these mountains that nearly all the stories of its
discovery tell of someone simply inding it on the ground. The irst people who
were intrigued or persistent enough to get the coal to ignite found it made a
hoter ire than any they had experienced. And since, as Henry Adams wrote
“The Pennsylvania mind...in pracical maters it was the steadiest of all American types; perhaps the most eicient…” several people independently--in the
Wyoming Valley, in the Schuylkill Valley, and in Philadelphia-- decided to invesigate how this fuel could be used.
But using coal on a large scale meant geing it from the wild and remote
mountains to Philadelphia. In the early 19th century, William Penn’s “greene
country town” of Philadelphia was the inancial, industrial, commercial, and intellectual center of the United States. A hundred miles to the north, however,
the mountain roads were litle more than Indian trails and since the Naive
Americans had mostly been driven out, almost no one lived there. Furthermore, the only way to move large quaniies of any heavy, bulky cargo was
by water--and the only water available was two rushing, rocky rivers; the
Schuylkill or the Lehigh, which fed into the Delaware and thence to Philadelphia and its port.
Inspired by the canal system built in Britain, two Philadelphia businessmen,
Josiah White and Erskine Hazard, decided that adaping the Lehigh River to
deliver coal to Philadelphia was a beter idea. In 1818 they founded two companies, the Lehigh Canal Company and the Lehigh Navigaion Company. The
Navigaion company improved on earlier atempts to ship cargo using rats
which loated over and around the muliple obstrucions in the Lehigh river,
by building weirs, to create small pools in the river, equipped with drop gates,
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photographed by remarkable
documentary photographer,
George Harvan of Lansford, PA.
Source: Naional Canal Museum
Archives
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which opened creaing small loods to carry the rats over obstacles and to the
next pool in the navigaion system.
White, who was one of the most proliic American inventors of his ime,
focused on taming the rivers, while Hazard, the well-connected son of one of
America’s pioneers of the insurance business, courted investors and found the
money. The company they founded in 1822, the Lehigh Coal and Navigaion
Company (LC&N), successfully completed a canal, in 1829, along the Lehigh
River from the company mines in Mauch Chunk, PA to Easton, PA, at the conluence of the Lehigh and Delaware Rivers. There, the Lehigh Canal intersected
with both the Delaware Canal, built by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
and the privately owned Morris Canal, providing access to both the ports of
Philadelphia and New York. Once the LC&N established a lourishing coal mining and delivery business, they set about bringing the naion into the industrial
age, by fostering the change from using charcoal to using their anthracite to
smelt iron. For example, in 1840 the Crane Iron Works, funded by the LC&N
and located near Lock 36 of the Lehigh Canal, was the irst anthracite powered
blast furnace in America.
Not long ater the compleion of the canals, anthracite powered steam railroads were being constructed following the alignments of the canals. For example, in 1837 the Lehigh and Susquehanna Railroad was built by the LC&N
to facilitate transporing coal to the upper secion of the Lehigh Canal. By the
early 1850’s the Lehigh Valley Railroad (LVRR) was constructed along the eastern bank of the Lehigh River traveling from the coal ields to Easton, where it
(like the earlier canals) intersected other rail lines. Of note, one of the founders
of the LVRR owned a company which repaired locks and built canal boats for
the LC&N.
All during this period of rapid transportaion and industrial growth, immigrants from Europe located to the Corridor. Irish were employed to dig the
canals and built the rail lines. Welsh were employed to mine the coal and work
at the early iron plants. Later mills, such as the 20th Century industrial giant
Bethlehem Steel, and their towns blossomed in the Corridor to house new
immigrants to ill the growing number of industrial jobs.

Figure 3: Illustraion depicing
Lehigh Canal Weigh Lock #2 near
Mauch Chunk (present day Jim
Thorpe, PA).
Source: Naional Canal Museum
Archives
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These ive counies are one of the places in the world where geology and
geography met human genius, with momentous results. The biographer David
McCullough writes “I [have never] been able to disassociate people or their
stories from their seings, the “background.” If character is desiny, so too,
I believe, is terrain.” The story of the Delaware & Lehigh Naional Heritage
Corridor is how the terrain of eastern Pennsylvania, from the resource-rich
wilderness mountains to the north to the educated cosmopolitan commercial
environs of Philadelphia, coupled with the “Pennsylvania mind” and the extraordinary drive and energy of thousands of naive-born and immigrant Pennsylvanians, triggered a social and economic transformaion that changed the
enire United States.

THE ORIGINS OF THE CORRIDOR PARTNERSHIP
To understand the factors and players who were instrumental in the Corridor’s
designaion and to capture the thinking about the heritage area approach in
its early years, it’s important to revisit events that began taking place as soon
of the canal stopped operaion in the early twenieth century.
Eforts to preserve the Delaware and Lehigh canals began as early as 1931
when the LC&N, which acquired the Delaware Canal from the State in 1858,
transferred 40 miles of the Delaware Canal back to the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, which enabled the creaion of the Delaware Canal State Park.
Over the years, as LC&N transferred addiional segments of canal into public
and private hands, the declining condiion of some secions caused residents
to voice their concern to local leaders. Many of these people had a working
connecion with the canals, and found value—environmental, recreaional,
aestheic, and historical—in the canal system. Concerned with threats to the
integrity of these waterways, some residents took acion into their own hands.
In 1978, the nonproit organizaion Friends of the Delaware Canal helped the
canal to achieve naional historic landmark designaion.
The Naional Park Service irst acknowledged the canal system when it documented the naional signiicance of the Delaware and Lehigh canals in a 1977
Naional Urban Recreaion Study. However, in the early 1980s the Naional
Park Service declined the Commonwealth’s ofer to transfer ownership and
management of the Delaware Canal to the NPS because of high maintenance
costs and the lack of a formal study of this proposal.
Throughout the 1980s, as preservaion, parks, and recreaion leaders within Pennsylvania discussed the Delaware and Lehigh canals, their ideas about
the future of the region gradually merged. The thinking of these leaders was
informed by visits to the Illinois & Michigan Canal Naional Heritage Corridorii,
Blackstone River Valley Naional Heritage Corridoriii, Chesapeake & Ohio Canal
Naional Historical Parkiv, and Lowell Naional Historical Parkv, where they saw
the impacts of NPS involvement on the preservaion of historic canal resources.
These leaders adapted their observaions to the D&L region, where the concept of “regionalism” and its inherent possibiliies led to new collaboraions
between the state, the NPS, and neighboring jurisdicions. In 1988, the NPS and
ii htps://iandmcanal.org/
iii htps://www.nps.gov/blac/index.htm
iv htps://www.nps.gov/choh/index.htm
v htps://www.nps.gov/lowe/planyourvisit/index.htm
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the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania sponsored a seminar in Scranton to discuss
the idea of a heritage approach in the Lackawanna Valley that would represent
the resources and themes that were related to, but not included in, Steamtown
Naional Historic Sitevi. The meeing brought together economic development,
historic preservaion, trails, and parks experts. The meeing strengthened political support for heritage areas in the state and has been credited with inluencing the formaion of the Pennsylvania Heritage Parks Program.
Naional biparisan poliical support from key members of Congress also
was criical to the D&L Corridor’s naional designaion. Congressman Peter
Kostmayer, a Democrat, irst became involved in 1984 in response to consituent requests to “do something” about the condiion of the Delaware Canal
in Bucks County. Congressman Don Riter, a Republican, became involved
through an economic development iniiaive to create a Lehigh River heritage
corridor. As pressure from their consituents grew in breadth and intensity,
both Congressmen joined eforts and championed legislaion to establish a
heritage corridor that encompassed the canals along both the Delaware and
Lehigh rivers. Ater the Scranton seminar, in 1988, both legislators, along with
the state, supported a heritage conference in Bethlehem, PA that focused speciically on the D&L region; a meeing which inluenced the movement of the
D&L’s federal legislaion through Congress.
In addiion to local acivism and federal and state leadership, another moivaing force for the D&L’s naional designaion was the inherent quality of
the resource. One early D&L advocate noted, “It helps if the resource has a
strong, iconic image, an image that people relate to.” The Corridor’s visible
reminders of the past and abundance of natural beauty made many residents
strong advocates for preservaion, and their support made the designaion and
subsequent management planning process clearly a public priority and efort.

ACHIEVING A SUSTAINABLE
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The Delaware and Lehigh Canal Naional Heritage Corridor Commission was
established by the United States Congress in 1988. It created a Federal Commission mandated to produce a Management Plan and to establish an acive,
successful partnerships between local government, state agencies, the Naional Park Service and other federal agencies as well as business, civic and environmental organizaions.
While successful in developing a plan (discussed in the next secion) and
engaging the stakeholders, geing the funds to implement the Plan was a
problem. Local government inancial resources in the D&L’s ive county region
of eastern Pennsylvania were limited. For example, the northernmost counies were sill recovering from the decline for anthracite coal along with its
atendant job loss and reducion of tax revenues. The Lehigh Valley was trying
to reduce the impact of the shutering of Bethlehem Steel’s operaions on the
south side of Bethlehem, a loss of over 14,000 Steel jobs and many more service jobs reliant on the plant and its employees. Only Bucks County had a complement of high capacity partners and a network of agencies to preserve and
beneit from its picturesque landscape. In addiion, Naional Heritage Areas
vi See: htps://www.nps.gov/stea/index.htm

Figure 4: Cover of the
Management Acion Plan.
Source: Delaware & Lehigh
Naional Heritage Corridor
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were conceived as a partnership program that ulimately would be weaned of
federal funding. There was no appeite by the private sector to contribute to a
governmental agency. While nimbler than most, the Commission organizaion
was sill saddled with the rules and regulaions ied to federal funding. In general, it was viewed as a funding source, despite its limited inancial resources,
rather than a potenial recipient of private funding.
Although the D&L’s original Federal authorizaion was extended and reauthorized in 2003, the iscal wriing was already on the wall. It was ime to
somehow diversify its funding or shuter the operaion and turn its mission
and operaions over to other more established conservancies. Working for
over a year with the Naional Park Service’s Vermont-based think tank, the
Conservaion Study Insitute conducted a study of the D&L Corridor organizaion’s work to date and published its 2006 Sustainability Report. Anicipaing
the recommendaions of this study, in 2005, the Delaware and Lehigh Naional
Heritage Corridor, Inc., a 501(c)3 nonproit (private, not Federal) corporaion
was established to mirror the original management enity.
With $150,000 raised from the Miles of Mules art project (described later in
this aricle) and a direcive from public and private partners, the federal commission’s authorizaion ended in 2007, puing the non-proit fully in charge.
Finally, in 2009, Congress granted authorizaion to the Delaware & Lehigh Naional Heritage Corridor, Inc.

PLANNING FOR THE CORRIDOR
The D&L Corridor’s Management Acion Plan, irst published in 1993 and updated in 2013, provides a durable framework to culivate the region’s living
landscape and partnership system. The Plan was developed using an open,
inclusive, collaboraive approach to ensure that the plan would be responsiveness to local needs and opportuniies and meaningful to local communiies.
The D&L Corridor has a broad mission with heritage as its plaform for acion.
This plan is organized around a single, simple vision: making the D&L Corridor a
major naional asset and desinaion. In this vision, the D&L Trail and linking it
to other trails throughout the corridor are central to the Naional Heritage Corridor as a complete experience. It also envisioned a full experience along the
enire corridor, which combined history, communiies, and nature. In efect,
the creaivity of the early American Industrial Revoluion is our legacy to bring
forward into this 21st century place, with our “product” today being an enjoyable place supporing an outstanding quality of life and a culture of coninuing
innovaion. The primary audience for the D&L Naional Heritage Corridor is
the residents of the ive-county Corridor region. Full success in achieving this
vision means that residents of all ages will learn about and enjoy the Corridor
so that they will undertake lasing stewardship of this special resources.
To achieve its mission the following plan goals were adopted:
1. Foster Connecions and Stewardship: Promote deeper connecions among
communiies, neighbors, and the land and greater appreciaion of the Corridor’s history and its cultural and physical assets in order to foster stewardship and commitment to sustaining and improving the region’s quality
of life.
2. Create a Robust Regional Network of Trails: Create a fully connected
regional trail network supporing recreaion, wellness, and interpretaion,
using both the “spine” of historic transportaion routes (canals and rails)
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and other linking routes.
3. Educate and Interpret: Establish a common interpreive framework and a
cooperaive system of interpreive and educaional faciliies and programs.
4. Advance Economic Vitality: Bring new vigor and resilience to the region’s
economy and enhance ameniies available to residents and visitors alike.
5. Encourage Partners: Encourage all partner organizaions and communiies to paricipate fully in Corridor iniiaives, play efecive roles in advancing Corridor goals, and leverage inancial support to bring new vigor to
the region’s economy and assets.
6. Build Long-Term Sustainability: Build consituencies and accomplish projects that generate interest, investment, and momentum to sustain the
Corridor over ime.
The main landscape elements of the Corridor plan consist of a Passage (i.e.
Spine), Reaches, Counies and Linkages. The Spine is the pathway along both
canals and the Lehigh and Susquehanna Railroad, a distance of 165 miles.
Reaches are landscapes along the spine containing a criical mass of historic
resources related to the history of the Corridor. Eight reaches were ideniied
in the plan. Linkages are trails or roadways which serve as connectors to adjacent communiies, historic sites and other trails. The plan for these elements
were summarized using the terms: Connect; Preserve; Revitalize, Celebrate
and Sustain.
“Connect,” addresses the proposal to develop a hiking trail along the enire
spine of the Corridor. Designated the D&L Trail, it will encourage regional
linkages to other trails to create a robust regional network of trails.
“Preserve,” covers the main aciviies needed to encourage public appreciaion for the heritage assets of the D&L Corridor. These are interpretaion of
the region’s themes and stories by the D&L Corridor organizaion and partners and expansion of the D&L Corridor organizaion’s premier educaional
program, “Tales of the Towpath.” It also addresses two classic “preserve”
issues, preserving the structural integrity of the Delaware Canal and the Lehigh Canal and preserving the cultural landscape of the reaches within the
D&L Corridor. It reiterates commitment to the Lehigh Valley Greenways Conservaion Landscape Iniiaive supported by the Pennsylvania Department
of Conservaion and Natural Resources (DCNR).
“Revitalize,” ofers strategies centered on D&L Corridor communiies to encourage greater paricipaion and visibility for community revitalizaion eforts
related to heritage assets. The role of the D&L Corridor organizaion is to serve
as regional “coach” for historic preservaion and to encourage preservaion
eforts which make criical contribuions to community revitalizaion.
“Celebrate,” organizes the D&L Corridor’s approaches to heritage tourism,
community heritage and tradiions (including events), and volunteerism.
Finally, “Sustain,” addresses the needs of the D&L Corridor organizaion in
business management and resource development (fundraising). A secion on
communicaions focuses on the needs of the D&L Corridor organizaion for
markeing and coordinaion to ensure that the Corridor’s visibility is the best it
can be and that it reaches its audiences efecively.
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IMPLEMENTING THE HERITAGE
CORRIDOR PLAN
If the 1990s were about planning and inventorying for the Delaware & Lehigh
Naional Heritage Corridor successful future, the irst decade of the 21st century
was all about puing those plans into acion. The current focus is on creaing
enduring public/private partnerships with a variety of stakeholders, to ensure
that goals of cultural, historical and natural resource protecion are met.
COMPLETION OF THE D&L TRAIL

With 86 of the D&L Trail’s 165 miles located within Lehigh Gorge and Delaware
Canal State Parks, the D&L had a jumpstart on compleing the path that would
connect residents, visitors, communiies, and businesses to the backbone of
its story of innovaion, conservaion and industrial might. The slow and steady
process of illing in the gaps began in earnest.
The D&L organizaion became highly efecive at leveraging grant dollars
from the Naional Park Service with complementary funding from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Partnerships with municipal and non-proit organizaions throughout the corridor created a decentralized web of inluence
with the D&L organizaion taking on the role of wizard behind the curtain.
Trail miles were designed and built. Volunteers systemaically helped maintain and improve them.

Figure 5: Newly installed
marker at Mile 61.
Source: Delaware & Lehigh
Naional Heritage Corridor

At this wriing, approximately 92% of the D&L Trail spine is built. We have a
goal to connect all 165 miles by 2020 but the low hanging fruit has been picked
and remaining gaps are complicated with the present day needs of acive railroads and aniquated bridge replacement projects taking priority. However,
the region is fortunate to have forward thinking regional planning partners in
place in the Lehigh and Delaware Valleys, as well as strong support from the PA
Department of Conservaion and Natural Resources, PennDOT and the Philadelphia-based William Penn Foundaion. At least three gaps will be closed in
2017 with the construcion of a $3.4 million bike/pedestrian bridge across the
Lehigh River at Jim Thorpe, a road/railroad crossing at Middleburg Road in
Luzerne County and a connector in Delaware Canal State Park at Tyburn Road
in Bucks County.
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Figure 6: Bicyclists cross the rail
with trail Nesquehoning Trestle
located at the southern terminus
of Lehigh Gorge State Park near
Jim Thorpe, PA.
Source: Delaware & Lehigh
Naional Heritage Corridor

DESIGN GUIDELINES

In 1995 Visually Speaking, the D&L design guidelines, were published. This 98page document contained criteria developed by Clough Harbor & Associates of
Philadelphia with the assistance of regional stakeholders. Stakeholders within
the Corridor were encouraged to use these guidelines which deined the D&L
Corridor’s graphic environment for signage, display and print materials. It provided the basis of an integrated, Corridor-wide interpreive system that would
build on local partner strengths and consistently tell the D&L’s mine-to-market
story. It also was the beginning of the D&L’s brand with its logo, color and type
recommendaions. Using the original guidelines and addiional speciicaions
developed for trails and downtown districts, more than 600 direcional signs
and waysides are now installed up and down the Corridor.

Figure 7: D&L interpreive panel
designed using Visually Speaking
guidelines found along Delaware
Canal.
Source: Delaware & Lehigh
Naional Heritage Corridor
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Figure 8: Trail Tenders install
naive plant garden along Lehigh
River in Bethlehem, PA.
Source: Delaware & Lehigh
Naional Heritage Corridor

VOLUNTEER CORP

Another iniiaive established the D&L’s volunteer corps, through a partnership
with the Wildlands Conservancy, one of the Region’s most engaged environmental stewards. This acion produced the Trail Tenders program, which focused on
maintenance of trails for walkers, bikers, cross-country skiers and equestrian riders. Volunteers undertook liter cleanups, repair drainage problems, patch trails,
clean and replace signs, control invasive plants, plant naive species, and undertook trail enhancement projects. Their work coninues to enable the public to
access historic canal and railroads sites and scenic natural areas.
Dedicated supporters, some of whom are reired professionals, also assist
the D&L organizaion by siing on board commitees, becoming museum docents, staf associates, trail patrol and good will ambassadors.
D&L TRAIL ALLIANCE

The second such alliance was indeed anicipated in the plan, although it was
originally called a “project” of a grander (and unwieldy) idea for a “Stewardship Compact.” The “D&L Trail Alliance” is a partnership of more than one
hundred federal, state, municipal, non-proit, and private stakeholders in the
stewardship and promoion of the 165-mile D&L Trail. A stewardship council of landowners shares best pracices and coordinates policy for the trail,
while three regional councils provide technical assistance to the Alliance and
atend to local trail issues, volunteer trail maintenance, and programming.
The Alliance’s long-term vision is the sustainable stewardship of the D&L
Trail and the dozens of intersecing trails that form an eastern Pennsylvania
regional trail network.
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MILES OF MULES

In 2002 four organizaions – the D&L and three art groups - partnered to present Miles of Mules an amazing public display of life-sized iberglass mules. The
physical results were dozens of decorated iberglass mules placed throughout
the ive county Corridor. They were designed and executed by arists - from
renowned to emerging, from school children to nonproits. This corridor-wide
arts project drew public atenion to the region’s shared heritage (mules pulled
canal boat, worked in the mines and helped plow farm ields) and raised funds
to seed a non-proit 501(c)3 corporaion that would ulimately replace the federal commission.
STRATEGIC ALLIANCE WITH THE NATIONAL CANAL MUSEUM

Following an 18 month discovery process, the Delaware & Lehigh Naional
Heritage Corridor and Hugh Moore Park & Museums Inc. (HMPHM) signed a
three-year strategic alliance agreement under the eaves of the Emrick Technology Center. Efecive August 8, 2013, this legal acion included a management
services agreement that essenially made HMPHM a subsidiary of the D&L.
As the press release read “This unique and innovaive alliance combines
the assets of the Congressionally-mandated heritage corridor which preserves
the trails and canals along the route from the coal mines at the source of the
Lehigh River to the port of Philadelphia—mine to market--with the collecion
and story-telling prowess of the Smithsonian-ailiated museum. Together, we
conserve and celebrate local heritage.”
Hugh Moore Park, the new home of the relocated and downsized Naional
Canal Museum and D&L oices ofers a place where visitors can experience
the full Corridor story: museum, archives, fully operaional secion of the
Lehigh Canal with working boat pulled by two mules. Situated on an island
that was bequeathed to City of Easton by the creator of the Dixie Cup, the
Emrick Center is shouldered by the Lehigh River, a secion of the former Lehigh
Valley Railroad that is sill acive, a restored Locktender’s House as well as remnants of the Lehigh Valley’s original industrial park.
TALES OF THE TOWPATH EDUCATION PROGRAM

Tales of the Towpath is an interdisciplinary, standards-based curriculum for
fourth- and ith-grade students. The program is ofered free-of-charge to paricipaing schools thanks to funding acquired from local and regional foundaions, banks, corporaions, and state and federal agencies.
The Tales of the Towpath curriculum introduces students to mid-19th century life along the Lehigh and Delaware canals and helps them understand the
canals’ role in the growth of the American Industrial Revoluion. It introduces
Pennsylvania and American history on a local scale. An illustrated children’s book
authored by Dennis Scholl, carries the same name and is the central piece of the
curriculum. Its story follows the life of a young Irish boy whose adventures along
the canals introduce him – and readers – to towns, industries and people who
were shaping eastern Pennsylvania and the naion in the 1850s.
Tales of the Towpath debuted as a pilot program in 2007 in two classrooms
in the Allentown School District. Today it is being taught in 82 public, parochial, private and charter schools in the ive counies served by the Delaware
& Lehigh Naional Heritage Corridor. It ulimately received the Pennsylvania
Council for the Social Studies Outstanding Program of Excellence Award.
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Figure 9: Cover of ‘Tales of the
Towpath’, the story book that is
the basis for curriculum taught in
seven Corridor school districts.
Source: Delaware & Lehigh
Naional Heritage Corridor

OTHER INITIATIVES

Two regional revitalizaion eforts, Corridor Market Towns and Landmark
Towns of Bucks County, were developed and helped breathe new life into small
downtowns historically connected to Corridor resources.
When the PA Heritage Parks Program was supplanted by the DCNR led Conservaion Landscapes in 2004, the D&L adjusted its sails and moved to greener
programming. In 2005 the Superfund reclamaion project at Lehigh Gap Nature
Center was awarded the Secretary of Interior’s Conservaion Partnership Award.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
In 2017, the D&L Corridor preserves, interprets and leverages the naionally
signiicant history of the 165-mile transportaion route between Wilkes-Barre
and Bristol, Pennsylvania. By building and maintaining public and private partnerships, we create four vital connecions.
First, we connect people to the enduring industrial heritage of the Corridor
through educaion and preservaion of historic sites and cultural resources.
This is best exempliied by our signature programs centered at the Naional
Canal Museum and on the Josiah White II, Pennsylvania’s only mule-drawn
canal boat. This includes the museum itself and the Tales of the Towpath
educaional curriculum. Program oferings at Hugh Moore Park and the Freemansburg Canal Educaion Center help bring our history alive through ield
trips, canal boat rides, themed dinner cruises, walking tours, summer camp, as
well as the archives located in the Emrick Center.
Secondly, we connect people to health and wellness through outdoor
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Figure 10: Example of signage
based in Visually Speaking
graphic design guidelines. Source:
Delaware & Lehigh Naional
Heritage Corridor

recreaion by reclaiming the historic transportaion route as the D&L Trail. After successfully approaching St. Luke’s University Health Network (a hospital
system that was original founded by Asa Packer to serve the needs of his railroad crews, coal miners and iron workers) the D&L spearheaded the Get Your
Tail on the Trail wellness program. It is designed to help address the region’s
alarming challenges with obesity and build awareness of the regional trail network centered on the D&L Trail and accessible to populaion centers that are
most in need. The program was expected to atract a few hundred people
but in just three years, over 5,200 paricipants registered and logged over 1.8
million miles walking, running, biking, snowshoeing and more on local trails.
A chapter program that can be supported by other health networks is now in
development.
The third vital element is to connect towns and ciies to opportuniies
for economic development along the D&L Trail and Corridor. By moving from
the analog to digital age, we are beginning to use data driven strategies and
community self-assessment tools to gain insight and develop targeted programs that will help diversify funding streams, as well as target programming
that resonates with the needs of communiies and the traveling public. By
using geospaial and temporal informaion, localized data in trailhead communiies is being ideniied and analyzed. Findings will inform sustainable
strategies that support compleing, enhancing, maintaining and enhancing the
D&L Corridor trail and organizaion.
Finally, we connect people to nature and the environment through conservaion and educaion. Without our rivers and resuling geography, White and
Hazard and all the subsequent development that took place in the Corridor
in the 19th and 20th centuries would never have happened. The D&L and
the Philadelphia based William Penn Foundaion understand the value of our
waterway to the health and welfare of the region. Today, almost all the D&L’s
programs center on the Delaware, Lehigh and Susquehanna Rivers. Why? Because if our residents and visitors can touch the resource, they will come to
understand it. The D&L Trail follows our rivers, making it easier for people to
access the Delaware River Watershed and understand its importance historically and to our future.
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With a more diversiied funding base, the merger of the D&L and Canal Museum complete, and a reorganized management structure in place, the D&L’s
Board of Directors looks to the future. The transformaion of a pseudo government agency that focused on project management to an enterprising high
funcioning nonproit will require coninued evoluion. During three recent
strategic planning workshops, paricipants ideniied several new prioriies for
the coming 3-5 years:
· Hire high-capacity manager for museum and archives
· Create a large mobile exhibit / “iny house” museum to move around the
corridor
· Develop an intermediary program to assist visiing trail users and other travelers to the Corridor
· Expand Fundraising Resources
· Expand educaional programming
· Invest more resources in processing archival collecions
· Contribute more resources to Trail Towns program
· Establish a preservaion program for historic sites along the trail
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A BRIEF TIMELINE OF D&L CORRIDOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
YEAR

ACCOMPLISHMENT

1988

National Heritage Corridor designated by Congress and federal commission
established

1992

Management action planning completed

1993

Designated as Pennsylvania State Heritage Park for significance to the
state’s industrial and cultural history 1995 Published Visually Speaking design
guidelines

1995

Published Visually Speaking design guidelines

1998

Established Trail Tenders volunteer corps with Wildlands Conservancy
Extension
Re-authorization granted by Congress

2000

Corridor Market Towns (regional revitalization program) launched

2003

Extension/re-authorization granted by Congress
Published additional elements of Visually Speaking
“Miles of Mules” (Corridor-wide arts project)

2004

Lehigh Valley Greenways Conservation Landscape Initiative established

2005

Began operating under non-profit status

2006

Published Conservation Study Institute’s Sustainability Report, a study of the
D&L Corridor organization’s work to date
Awarded Secretary of Interior Conservation Partnership Award with Lehigh
Gap Nature Center Established
Landmark Towns of Bucks County (a regional “Main Street” program)

2007

Sunset of federal commission’s authorization (non-profit now fully in charge)

2008

“Tales of the Towpath” children’s book and curriculum published

2009

Extension/re-authorization granted by Congress Published Landmark Towns
Strategic Wayfinding Plan

2011

First grant award from William Penn Foundation
Established D&L Trail Alliance
“Tales of the Towpath” education program received PA Council for the Social
Studies - Outstanding Program of Excellence Award

2013

Strategic Alliance with National Canal Museum
Largest segment of D&L Trail built (Black Diamond Trail and Trailhead project);
135 miles of the D&L Trail now complete
20th Anniversary Pennsylvania Keystone Award presented to D&L Trail

2014

Freemansburg Canal Education Center established

2015

National Canal Museum and Josiah White II canal boat received major
overhaul

2016

North Branch Land Trust receives $978K to design and build 6.5 miles of D&L
Trail in Luzerne County
Get Your Tail on the Trail health initiative attracts 6,000+ participants over
four years who logged more than two million miles walking, running or biking
along the corridor

2017

D&L and Hugh Moore Historical Park & Museums, Inc. merge; D&L is surviving
entity
D&L becomes first National Heritage Area to achieve Smithsonian Affiliate
status
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ECOLOGICAL
RESTORATION
AND URBAN
RENOVATION IN
NINGBO’S XIAOJIA
RIVER DISTRICT
Zhang Nenggong, Weimin Zuo, Martin Dubbeling, Mindong Ni, Zhe Chen
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Figure 1: Impression Xiaojia River District. Source: KuiperCompagnons

‘TRULY THE LANDSCAPE SOUTH OF THE RIVER IS GOOD’ (DU FU)
江南逢李⻳年

Meeing Li Guinian South of the River (Du Fu 712-770 AD)

岐王宅⾥寻常见
催九堂前⼏度闻
正是江南好风景
落花时节又逢君

In Prince Qi’s mansion house, I met you oten,
By Cui Jiu’s hall, I heard you several imes.
Truly the landscape south of the river is good,
I meet you again in the season of falling blossom
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To live in the countryside with nature has always been an important theme
in Chinese culture. Villages in the countryside were long regarded as cultural
seeds; a refuge where intellectuals, poets, philosophers, and scholars, like Du
Fu, could retreat away from the busy ciies. The rural world in China was the
irm basis for civilised poeic life, governed by tradiion and social harmony.
The rural world respected nature but also was the economic base of the ciies.
Despite their importance, during China’s long and turbulent history rural
communiies were disturbed by wars and conlicts between ciies, dynasies
and ideologies. But over the ages, rural tradiions proved to be resilient and
harmony always returned in the countryside and the villages of China. Now
in the last decades, the fast economic development and rapid urbanizaion
of China has caused the countryside and the villages to become abandoned.
Life in the ciies provides more chances for higher educaion, beter jobs and
beter living circumstances.
The Xiaojia River District is one of the areas near Ningbo where the essence
of the countryside and life in villages sill exists. There the way of life, synonymous with social harmony, respect for nature and observance of tradiional
ways, can be maintained for the present and future generaions of inhabitants
of Ningbo. The Ningbo Urban Planning and Design Insitute and the Ningbo
Urban Planning Bureau joined forces with KuiperCompagnons and the Connecing Ciies Network to make a spaial development strategy for the Xiaojia
River District. This strategy has ideals and ideas that are valid and important
for the future Ningbo and may serve as a reference for other ciies in China.i
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Figure 2: Locaion of the Xiaojia River
District in the Ningbo urban agglomeraion.
Source: NBPI

i The spaial strategy for the Xiaojia River District is published in a report: ‘Ecological Diamond and
Urban Green Valley, Conceptual Plan and Urban Design for the Metropolitan and Countryside District of
Xiaojiajiang’, NBPI, KuiperCompagnons and Connecing Ciies, March 2016.
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ABOUT NINGBO

Ningbo is a coastal city located in southeast China. Modern Ningbo includes
the historic city, three new satellite ciies and several adjacent counies. This
area has Shanghai on the north, Hangzhou on the west, Taizhou on the south
and East China Sea on the east. Lying in the east of Zhejiang province, Ningbo
sits at the mid-point of the Chinese coastline, towards the south of the Yangtze
Delta. Ningbo lies between the ocean and low-lying mountains to the southwest with coastal plain and valleys in between. Water, mountains, ields and
villages are the basic components of the region.

The historic city of Ningbo is one of China’s oldest ciies. Its history dates
to the Neolithic Hemudu Culture (5500 - 3300 B.C.). Ningbo’s historic city and
urban core is centred on the conluence of the Yong and Yuyao Rivers. Located
along the eastern coast of the country, it developed as a port and mariime
trading centre. Like many other Chinese ciies, it has experienced rapid urbanizaion and urban expansion resuling from the creaion of development zones
established in the 1980s and 1990s. The city now has a populaion of 7.6 million and spans over an area of 9.816 square kilometres. Ningbo’s GDP reached
854 billion Yuan (128 billion USD) in 2016 and ranked as the 16th city in China.
The manufacturing and services industries are the two major components of
modern Ningbo’s economy.
Like other ciies that experienced rapidly development, Ningbo’s growth
had negaive efects such as the encroachment of urban ecological space, a
relaively low level of urban quality, and lack of urban idenity. In addiion,
Ningbo’s previous development concepts let a noiceable number of unaddressed issues regarding ecological environmental protecion, infrastructure
construcion, and urban quality formaion. In recent decades, the booming
Ningbo economy has resulted in rapid industrializaion and urbanizaion. Besides economic growth and an increase of wealth and prosperity, this fast
urbanizaion also resulted in challenges to the goal to create a liveable and
loveable environment for Ningbo ciizens. To realize this Chinese dream, Ningbo must secure a green and liveable urban environment where future generaions can ind a healthy, educaional and recreaional environment that is
close to nature.

ISOCARP · REVIEW 13

Figure 3: Downtown Ningbo, at
the conluence of the Yuyao and
Fenghua Rivers. Photo by: Ting Wu
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The challenges in combining urban development with ecological conservaion are not new to the city of Ningbo. In 2014, Ningbo was one of the laureates of the ISOCARP Awards for Excellence for a well-balanced and innovaive
regional plan to develop the Xiangshan Harbor, while protecing the biodiversity of the vulnerable marine environment and combining this with modern
ishery and coastal tourism.ii More recently, Ningbo has been appointed as a
naional experimental city for ecological restoraion and urban renovaion. In
paricular it has been designed to combine urban planning, landscape design
and water management to enhance lood safety and water resilience to improve the living environments and wellbeing of the ciizens of Ningbo. Over
the next 3 years, Ningbo will receive inancial support of approximately 60
million USD for so called ‘Sponge City’ developments and projects, which were
introduced to respond to ‘China’s New Normal’ policy.iii These projects will become a showcase for thousands of towns and urban developments in China.
The experiences of these projects are now inseparable elements of the new
Master Plan that aims to make Ningbo a more atracive, compeiive, liveable,
and sustainable city in the decades to come.
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Figure 4: The Ningbo Urban
Planning and Design Insitute
(NBPI) received one of the 2014
ISOCARP Awards of Excellence
for the spaial strategy for the
conservaion and development
of the Ningbo Xiangshan Harbor.
Source: NBPI

ii htps://isocarp.org/awards/awards-for-excellence/
call-for-entries-for-the-isocarp-awards-for-excellence-2014/
iii The term New Normal implies the need to slow down economically and to reconstrucion or rebalan-

cing of the economy more towards consumer spending and technological innovaion.
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Figure 5: Drone images of the
Xiaojia River District, illustraing
the green landscapes dominated
by small-scale farmlands, forested
mountains, dense water networks,
and scatered small villages.
Source: NBPI

XIAOJIA RIVER DISTRICT

The Xiaojia River District is a very special area in Ningbo. It is one of the remaining large green areas close to the centre of the city, where millions people live,
work, and recreate. In comparison with the hecic and busy city centre, the
Xiaojia River District can be characterized as a green oasis where the speed
of life slows down. The area has a rich history and large cultural heritage. The
atracive green landscapes are dominated by small-scale farmlands, forested
mountains, dense water networks and scatered small villages. Three quarters of the total site is undeveloped. The area has an intensive water network,
which makes up 12% of the Xiaojia River site surface and 16% of the core Xiaojia River site surface. The site is surrounded by mountainous land on the east
periphery. There are three hills inside the Xiaojia River site, the 140m high
Long Mountain in the southwest side and two small mounts in the centre.
The Long Mountain is seriously damaged with 9 quarries on both sides where
building materials were excavated.
Despite the many potenials and opportuniies for Xiaojia River District, it
also faces upcoming urbanizaion, an aging populaion and shrinking villages.
A strong new perspecive for the area is required.
This aricle describes a development strategy that ofers new perspecive
and aims to protect the environmental and cultural heritage and simultaneously improves the socio-economic posiion of the area. This strategy builds
upon the exising unique idenity, and aims to secure a long term integrated development of the area, to make it atracive for visitors and ciizens of
Ningbo, and for the local populaion. The strategy has the ambiion to protect the natural, ecological, spaial, social, cultural, and economic values of
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the Xiaojia River District. This is to be achieved by delicately addressing these
values simultaneously in an integrated manner, guided by ive ambiions. The
ambiions are: to use water as the spirit of the area; to protect ecology by development and acivaion; to create new socio-economic perspecives for the
villages; to integrate tourisic, iconic, recreaional and leisure funcions; and
lastly, to provide and infrastructure for low carbon mobility.

Figure 6: Photos of the Xiaojia
River District illustraing the
present idenity, aciviies,
and spaial challenges. Photos
by: Rob van der Wijst

ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION AND URBAN RENOVATION ACT

In 2016, the Central Economic Working Conference of the Chinese Government adopted the strategy to strengthen urban and rural planning and design,
to restore natural and ecological vital areas and to encourage renovaing urban
areas. This new policy, developed by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Rural
Development (MOHURD), marks the beginning of a new phase in China’s urban-rural planning and reconstrucion. The Ecological Restoraion and Urban
Renovaion Act emphasises the need for naion-wide tasks and targets on a
local and city level. In efect, MOHURD directs regional and local governments
to retroit and redevelop ciies to improve the quality of life for ciizens. This
works in two steps. First, the regional and local governments set minimum
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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standards to prevent harm from development in ecological areas by guiding
urban development in reasonable and responsible ways. Secondly, the planning policies of these governments need to focus on improving the quality
and eiciency of developments in built urban areas and need to pay special
atenion to promote an improved living environment.
Ecological Restoraion and Urban Renovaion are a transiion in both the
urban development policy as well as the administraive of urban governance.
Ecological restoraion encourages the repair of damaged natural features and
the enhancement of ecological qualiies and landscapes. It also emphasises
the relaionship between urban and ecology, between protecion and development, and between human and nature. Urban Renovaion, on the other
hand, aims to upgrade urban funcions and infrastructure and to improve
urban idenity and vitality through organic urban renewal. The planning and
urban design of the Xiaojia River District is an important component of the
Ecological and Urban Redevelopment Act project. Naional and local governments support these projects to create a high-quality result over a long period
of ime. Introducing the Xiaojia River planning and urban design project and
piloing the development in an ecological controlled area is done to create
a strong local idenity and an improved urban vitality. Presently, the governments are adoping new roles and are guiding development proacively rather
than controlling and protecing passively. The ambiion for the Xiaojia River
District is to efecively protect ecological areas from urban expansion, to improve the conservaion of natural habitats as well as cultural heritage, and to
uilize the resources in the ecological areas and to uplit other potenial spaial,
social, cultural, and economic values.
BALANCE BETWEEN ECONOMY AND ECOLOGY

The Xiaojia River District serves as an important chain in the ‘safety belt’
around the city of Ningbo by preserving green spaces and other spaces to improve water retenion. Water therefore is a very important element in the project area. The Xiaojia River and its branches dominate large parts of the area,
especially in the south. The river and all the connected waterways, streams
and ditches ofer potenial opportuniies for ecological development and the
development of new natural areas.
The strategic locaion of the Xiaojia River District, as the place where the
Ningbo ecological corridors intersect, deines the overall spaial strategy and
leading philosophy for the Xiaojia River District as an ‘Urban Park Valley’. It
is urban since the area serves the needs of ciizens of Ningbo Metropolitan
Region. It is a park that promotes, improves, simulates, and enhances the
health and wellbeing of its visitors. And it is a valley as it is part of the inseparable combinaion of an intensively used agricultural lands located in a network
of rivers and streams, cradled between the inaccessible and extensively used
mountains. It combines historic and welcoming villages with a beauiful and
natural landscape and an atracive system of streams and rivers. It is a landscape in which the visitors can wander and linger and at the same ime enjoy
and proit from the good, balanced, and healthy village life. As its counterpart,
the green mountains in the Xiaojia River District are very important in the overall vision and concept of the Urban Park Valley.
There are 23 administraive villages in the planning area with a total populaion of 14,000 people, most of whom are employed in agricultural aciviies.
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Villages are distributed loosely along the Xiaojia River and the Yong River and
among the ields and mountains. The rest of the land consists of equal porions
of industrial, village, and other built land uses. In the past decade, the Xiaojia
River area has been profoundly changed by nearby urban growth. Buildable
(illed) land has doubled to accommodate industrial and commercial land use.
Addiional buildable land, prone to further expansion, is agglomerated near
the entrance of Xiaogang highway in the north; an area mainly composed of
furniture sellers, motor dealers and sewage treatment plants. Several polluing
industries, landills, and a funeral home are scatered in the site and lower its
overall environmental quality.
The ive ambiions for the future development of the Xiaojia River District water, environment, society, economy, and mobility- all serve a higher purpose
and common goals in a combined efort to accomplish ecological restoraion,
urban renovaion and to provide a new economic perspecive.
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Figure 7: Analyses of the
exising landscape of the
Xiaojia River District. Source:
NBPI, KuiperCompagnons and
Connecing Ciies Network
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Figure 8: Spaial frameworks for the ecological
restoraion of the landscape, for improving
and extending the water system and for the
redevelopment of the Xiaojia River Villages.
Source: NBPI, KuiperCompagnons and
Connecing Ciies Network
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Figure 9: Spaial frameworks for the ecological
restoraion of the landscape, for improving
and extending the water system and for the
redevelopment of the Xiaojia River Villages.
Source: NBPI, KuiperCompagnons and
Connecing Ciies Network
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Figure 10: Spaial frameworks for the ecological
restoraion of the landscape, for improving
and extending the water system and for the
redevelopment of the Xiaojia River Villages.
Source: NBPI, KuiperCompagnons and
Connecing Ciies Network
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WATER AS SPIRIT OF THE AREA

Water is the heart and soul of the Xiaojia River District. It is the living organism that has shaped both the appearance of the area and the minds of the
people living here for centuries. Water gives the area its cultural and historical
meaning, and it will also do this in the future. In Xiaojia River District the water
network will be taken up as backbone of the area. It will connect all funcions
like living, working, leisure, tourism, and ecology and it connects the variety
of landscapes, areas, and funcions. Accessibility by water will serve people as
well as goods and nature. The water network will be used as strong fundament
for the natural and ecological networks which connect the most valuable areas.
Improving and extending the water system is a priority and a guiding principle in the proposed planning and design soluions for the area. The ground
and surface waters should experience increases in quality, and the quaniies
of water will be controlled. Improving water safety is an important objecive.
It will be achieved by increasing the retenion of peak discharges, storing
stormwater runof, and delaying the discharge of runof into the waterways.
In the future, the Xiaojia River District will be well known for its atracive and
high-quality water system that brings estheical quality, economic prosperity,
and natural values.
MAXIMIZING ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS

The Dragon Mountain is a most visible and atracive landscape feature in the
Xiaojia River District. It dominates the lat agricultural surroundings and is a
beacon of the district from Ningbo city. It is a valuable icon for the area. The
mountain is degraded by mining aciviies. Many quarries have created scars
in the edges of the mountain. For the future of the Xiaojia River District it is
proposed to irst stop all further mining. The exising quarries will be used
to accommodate and facilitate funcions that support tourist development
of the area, but coninued mining is not desired in the valuable natural and
agricultural landscapes surrounding the mountain. The quarries create isolated locaions that can accommodate these new funcions and aciviies in the
landscape. With this approach, the mountain combines harmoniously its natural beauty, ecological values and accommodates new funcions that acivate
the liveliness, vibrancy, and tourist atraciveness of Xiaojia River District. New
funcions would only be allowed if they it in the old quarries and do not harm
the landscape. Outside the quarries, tourisic aciviies will be developed,
such as hiking, mountain biking and other extensive sports. The exising burial
grounds will remain, but future extensions of these aciviies will be limited
and eventually stopped.
The strategic approach for the farmlands of Xiaojia River District focuses
on preserving the agriculture and improving the socio-economic strength of
these areas. It is proposed that the agricultural aciviies in the area be maintain as much as possible as these areas have the best soils of Ningbo region,
are rich of nutrients and therefore, are very suitable for food producion. The
landscape of small-scale agricultural lands has a high spaial quality and can be
used to create an atracive overall landscape experience in the Xiaojia River
District. Maintaining the agricultural land uses and aciviies in the area also
coninues a long tradiion of the people of the Xiaojia area, and thus strengthen the historical idenity of the area. Besides maintaining the agricultural uses
from food producion, landscape and idenity perspecives, the farmland areas
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also require improvement of their socio-economic strength. A more diverse
economic baseline is proposed to create a more lexible and resilient economy.
New economic drivers are introduced that complement the agricultural uses
and diversify the works and possibiliies of farmers. Agricultural educaion for
schools and the development of agro-infotainment, are examples of new funcions that are in line with the main agricultural use, are suited to the local
populaion capaciies, and which bring new opportuniies for the farmers.

Figure 11: Spaial frameworks for
the development of the central
island and central lake in the
Xiaojia River District.
Source: NBPI, KuiperCompagnons
and Connecing Ciies Network
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Figure 12: Landscape design
for the core area of the Xiaojia
River District. Source: NBPI,
KuiperCompagnons and
Connecing Ciies Network

NEW PERSPECTIVES FOR VILLAGES

The villages are home to people, tradiions, culture, and the history of the
Xiaojia River District. However, considering the exising demographic composiion and the expected pre-plan development of the area, it was diicult to
exactly predict the future of the villages. Therefore, the strategy proposes to
maintain, revitalize, and develop new aciviies the exising villages. Since the
villages are solitary eniies in the surrounding landscapes, they are very well
iing in the future vision of the area. However, in principal, extensions and
new villages are not approved.
All villages are diferent. Each one has its own qualiies, size, strengths, citizens, etc. In the strategy, the characterisics of each is ideniied and considered to determine their future proile. For example, villages along water
can for example become a tourisic water village. A village close to main infrastructure can become an entrance village where visitors enter the park and
would be developed with speciic faciliies and services for this purpose. The
urban, socio-economic, cultural, tourist and historical qualiies of the villages
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will be improved depending on the proposed future use and the characterisics
of the speciic village. However, In cases where the village shrinks in populaion
and funcions, it is of importance to not decrease the level of urban and living
quality. Therefore, abandoned buildings should be demolished as soon as possible and replaced by funcions that add quality to the area, or new funcions
(e.g. tourist related faciliies) should be integrated in the abandoned buildings.
TOURISM AND LEISURE ECONOMY

It is important to focus on a strong and single theme that appeals to families,
and in China extended families, inn the strategic posiioning of the Xiaojia River
District as a tourism desinaion. All (young and old, male and female visitors,
young couples, groups of children, friends and reired people) should feel attracted to at least one of the themes and atracions. In general, residents
within two hours of traveling account for 80% of the visits to theme and atracions parks. In order to draw visitors from outside the Ningbo region, the Xiaojia River District should have both a large scale and a criical mass of atracions
for a one-day visit and muliple atracions with aciviies and experiences that
can occupy two or three days. A true successful tourist desinaion would also
have supporing recreaion uses such as high-quality hotels, convenion and
conference faciliies, resorts, recreaional shopping and dining experiences,
and sports aciviies including water-related aciviies. There should also be
excursions into other nearby local tourism and mixed-used areas.
The Xiaojia River District can be developed into a desinaion on its own
where visitors can have many and alternate experiences that provoke muli
day visits. The economic value created by the impact of the tourism oriented
theme park on surrounding complementary properies such as hotels, resorts,
and shopping centres is not to be underesimated. There are six basic principles for successful tourist desinaions based on theme and atracion parks.
· A family appeal (for young and old, male and female), with a mix of adventure, recreaion, and leisure aciviies, designed to operate in all seasons
and in all weather condiions.
· One or more themed environments, linked to the nature, culture, pride, and
achievements of the region that create a unique and ‘must see’ and ‘must
experience’ desinaion.
· A pay-one-price admission policy that includes ‘ambient entertainment’,
with local hosts in the villages, guided walks, boat tours, musicians, and performers.
· A very high investment level for each atracion and acivity that provides
paricipant control and encourages interplay between the visitor and his
environment.
· High quality entertainment, service, maintenance, cleanliness, sanitaion,
dining, overnight stays, mobility, and sustainability.
· Enough atracions and aciviies (entertainment content) and quality to create an average visitor length of stay of ive to seven hours and, when fully
developed, three to ive days.
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LOW CARBON MOBILITY

Preserving the Xiaojia River District as a metropolitan green belt is also a matter of limiing both motorized traic limitaion and road infrastructure through
the site. Every metropolitan green belt faces the challenge of avoiding the segmentaion of its landscape by urban infrastructure. The spaial strategy aims
to balance three factors: the accessibility of the area (to and from Ningbo), the
connecivity of local communiies with other communiies in nearby districts,
and the preservaion of the Xiaojia River District’s natural landscapes. Keeping
commuing traic ofers the opportunity to innovate and create new soluions
for mobility that will take care of the natural environment of the site and create added local value.
Achieving smart synergies between green mobility, eco-tourism, landscape,
local communiies, parking management and mobile applicaions, is the key
to transform this challenge into an opportunity. One of the main interests
of a green and mulimodal transport model is to create nodes of social and
economic life. In these nodes the design takes care of the environment, the
landscape and of the image of the villages. These nodes are where visitors can
meet and interact with local villagers, where they can discover greener and
slower lifestyles in a modern rural area.
A mulimodal and eco-friendly transport system provides accessibility to
everyone through a diverse range of transport modes. One of the keys of success of such network is to integrate each mode not only technically, but also
in terms of management. By co-locaing Park and Ride with a shared bicycle,
water shutle, or cable car, users can save ime and money and easily access
every site with pracical combinaions that include fare integraion. A mobile
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Figure 13: Arial views illustraing
the ecological restoraion of the
landscape, the water system, and the
villages in the Xiaojia River District.
Source: KuiperCompagnons
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applicaion dedicated to Xiaojia River District will inform Ningbo ciizens, in
real ime, about the best way to enjoy the area. That way, users can be informed of the availability of parking places, shared bicycles, shutle and cable
car schedules, and plan their own combinaion of trips through the site before
they arrive.
TOWARDS THE URBAN PARK VALLEY

The successful development of the Xiaojia River District depends on intervenions and investments in both the river system and the mountains in the planning area. All intervenions, both on large and small scale need to be realized
and maintained in the highest standards. Another complexity in the redevelopment of the Xiaojia River District is that many present aciviies and developments will need to be stopped or changed on a large scale and on short
noice. The mining and quarrying aciviies as well as the rapidly expanding
burial grounds need to be stopped to prevent further damage of the mountainsides. Exising heavy and smaller industries need to be relocated to new
locaions outside the planning area. At the same ime both the water system
and basic infrastructure will need to be redeveloped for the future uses and
aciviies in the area.
To use water as the spirit of the site coincides with greater use of water
related aciviies, atracions, and landscaping. The combinaion of an acive
water park with both tradiional and cultural themed aciviies, as well as ecological development, will acivate a renewed appreciaion for the villages and
local agricultural producion. This will create a new, stable, and coninuous
perspecive for the local communiies and local economy. Prerequisite and
paramount for the integraion of tourism, recreaional and leisure funcions is
that the Xiaojia River District be dramaically changed into a unique and iconic
area that atracts many visitors from within and beyond the region.

Figure 14: Visualisaions illustraing
the ecological restoraion of the
landscape, the water system, and the
villages in the Xiaojia River District.
Source: KuiperCompagnons
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CONTRIBUTION TO URBAN HEALTH

The ulimate goal of the Urban Park Valley is to simulate and to move the emoions of its visitors and to make the City of Ningbo into a greener and healthier
city. The Urban Park Valley has one single theme that runs throughout the
area: Urban Health. It is a place where the ciizens and families of Ningbo can
relax, enjoy ambient entertainment, be one with nature, learn about a healthy
lifestyle, exercise and return home with a posiive aitude and with ideas to
improve their own living environments. The family appeal, the inclusiveness
and the variety of atracions and learning experiences related to Urban Health
insures that the Urban Park Valley can be revisited many imes. The Urban Park
Valley complements other themaically mixed-use desinaions in the region
and green belt around Ningbo.
The central and lower part of the Xiaojia River District is rich with water.
The water in the Urban Park Valley is part of a natural and now urban, and
therefore polluted, water system. To turn this water system into the cleanest of the region requires intervenions and investments that start upstream
and outside the planning area. A clean and crystal-clear water system is an
absolute requirement to make this area ‘ecological, enjoyable, entertaining
and educaive’. High quality water provides the historic and welcoming villages
with a beauiful and natural landscape and it provides an atracive system of
streams and rivers in which the visitors can wander and linger and enjoy and
proit from the good, balanced and healthy village life.
The mountains in the Xiaojia River District are very important in the overall
vision and concept of the Urban Park Valley. The mining industry has afected
the mountains beyond any chance of natural repair or recovery. Even ater
an immediate moratorium of the mining aciviies, the quarries represent a
safety hazard. The best way to deal with the quarries is to convert them into
new faciliies that enhance ‘advanced, atracive, acive and adventurous’ aciviies. These faciliies are predominantly ariicial, using modern and proven
techniques and have an enormous scale, taking beneit of the enormous size
of the open quarries. Wherever the mountains sill are intact, they should remain green and covered with vegetaion. It also is proposed to develop the
quarries into greenhouses that compass tropical gardens and aquaria, leisure
areas, indoor swimming pools, and sports faciliies that simulate families and
groups to acively paricipate and interact in a tropical environment. Other
quarries will be redeveloped into areas for luxury housing and a luxury resort
for visitors of the Urban Park Valley.
Urban Health is an important issue in China that addresses issues like food
security, obesiies of the younger generaion and healthy aging. Development of the Xiaojia River District represents a major investment to create a
healthier Ningbo.
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PREFACE

Figure 1: A view typical informal
setlement. Photo by Rouve Bingle

Durkheim spoke of the ‘anomie’ of the city referring to alienaion and anonymity from a social or psychological perspecive. However, in the global south
this anonymity can be physical as well, such as that found in informal setlements located within South Africa’s ciies. These places, unlike most formal,
surveyed and registered sites, have no street names or street addresses.
Besides the socio-psychological efects of being marginalised, the lack of
street addresses can have pracical implicaions, such as loss of public services
and the denial of inancial opportuniies and ciizenship rights. This paper will
describe the experiences of residents at two informal setlements in the Free
State (South Africa), as well as the frustraions of municipal and emergency
services personal regarding the lack of addresses. These experiences must be
understood in the context of South African legislaion and policy and the lack
of academic research on the issue. The paper will also provide some suggesions for possible soluions.
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INTRODUCTION
In places without addresses one has to rely on
landmarks: “turn left at the XXX billboard, and then
right at the old pepper tree.” But when your spouse is
dying, will the ambulance find the right pepper tree?
What is the funcion of an address in a smart city – or any city for that matter? Many of us consider an address no more than a record of where we stay.
However, that record has numerous funcions. An obvious one is to deine the
physical locaion of a house, an apartment, an oice suite or any other building
in two or three dimensions of space. In high tech ‘smart ciies’, an address can
be the virtual locaion of a sensor that reports on the status of any of several
municipal services. An address can also be its record of the locaion in space,
as contained in oicial cadastral data in a geo-spaial database. However, there
are other equally important qualiies of an address that relate to municipal
governance, the safety and security of residents and even ciizenship. In these
cases, the lack of an address can deny urban residents certain civic rights. This
is the case for many residents of urban areas in the global South.
Although many deiniions of a smart city emphasise the use of technology
to improve ciizen’s lives, or the knowledge economy (Angelidou, 2014; Kitchin, 2014; Harrison and Donnelly, 2011), other deiniions stress the human and
governance elements of a city and the ability of the smart city to adapt to and
meet users’ needs (Albino et al., 2015: 5). For Dharmavaram & Farvacque-Vitkovic (2017: 13):

“Street addressing is a crucial component in
initiatives to develop smart cities… cities across
the globe are embracing the concept that aims to
improve city management through integration with
developments in ICT. Street addressing provides a
crucial link in developing a dynamic urban database
management system …. that feeds into municipal
information systems (MIS); it supports municipal
services, … it supports economic development and is
also valuable to the private sector.” (emphasis in the
original)
Social inclusion of the global South, being ‘smart’ may not require expensive
technology, instead it may demand innovaive means of meeing residents’
needs. It is in this context that this paper explores the issues and opions for
a smart city related to the issues of street addresses. The following secion
provides some background on the history and beneits of street addressing,
before considering the social and poliical aspects of an address. Thereater,
two South African case studies are presented. The paper then discusses smart
opions to deal with the problems arising from a lack of addresses, including
those that can possibly circumvent poliical and social contestaions.
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A BRIEF BACKGROUND TO STREET ADDRESSES
Some form of address has always been necessary to locate places and to direct merchants or pilgrims to their desinaions. The more complex the area,
the greater the need for an addressing system. Roads are the backbone of
trading routes as well as urban areas, hence road names emerged early in history. However, urban street names developed slowly, oten linked to clusters
of arisans or trades, or informal landmarks. In ime, with the need to idenify
properies for tax purposes and beter administraion, street names became
more important. From the 17th century onwards, there were many atempts
to structure European ciies, and revoluions and riots heightened the need
for naming of streets for security purposes. During the 19th and 20th centuries,
increasingly complex systems and networks of street addressing developed in
the USA and Europe which were carried over to their colonies as well as Lain
America (Universal Postal Union, 2012; Coetzee et al., 2007).
Not all addresses are physical: a post-box is not a locaion, but a delivery point.
What addresses have in common is reference to a place or the road network.
The level of detail required in an address depends on the purpose for which it
is required; individual street numbers are vital for emergency services, whereas
suburb names are adequate for market analysis (Coetzee et al, 2007: 17-19).
The addressing systems, as developed in the USA and several Western naions, form the basis of a recommended addressing system (American Society
of Planning Oicials, 1950; Corwin 1978). The World Bank document “Street
Addressing and the Management of Ciies” is a technical guide or toolbox for
developing countries (Farvacque-Vitkovic et al, 2005: viii). This system is seen
as an opportunity to map the city for use by muliple municipal departments or
agencies, collect data in a systemaic manner about the residents and create a
database of the built environment with “rich informaion” (Farvacque-Vitkovic
et al., 2005: 3), that can be expanded over ime as required.
While there are numerous systems for generaing addresses (Coetzee et
al.,2007), there are common principles, and those below are summarised from
the American Society of Planning Oicials (APA) (1950), Corwin (1978) and the
South African Geographical Names Council (2002):
· The system should be simple, as uniform as possible across the enire city,
and lexible enough to accommodate urban growth and change;
· There should be coninuity of name along the length of the street including
curves or bends. However, if the street is interrupted by barriers (e.g. freeways, railways or rivers) it may be preferable to have a new name to avoid
confusion if people approach the place from the wrong direcion;
· Names should not ofensive, vulgar, blasphemous, indecent, discriminatory
or derogatory in any way. Some authoriies frown upon names that could be
a promoion for a paricular product, service or irm;
· The names should be pronounceable for the majority of the populaion.
Ideally, they should be short enough to it onto a street pole and a map (this
is paricularly relevant for short streets and culs-de sac);
· Although named streets are more diicult to ind than streets named with
numbers (although the later usually occur in a sequence and thus can
denote distance), yet there is greater sales appeal for houses on named
streets, paricularly those with romanic or rusic names. Using names in
alphabeical sequence has the beneits of both opions. Duplicaions should
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be avoided (including the same name atached to muliple avenues, roads
or crescents, such as Mandela Avenue and Mandela Boulevard) or homonyms within the city;
· Local colour and historical associaions add idenity to a community. Themes
per neighbourhood or quarter, also support local idenity and urban legibility;
· Avoid names of living persons as they may fall from favour (Osabutey, 2014,
South African Geographical Names Council, 2002; Van Mead, 2016, Koopman and Deane, 2010; Azaryahu, 2011).

THE IMPORTANCE OF STREET ADDRESSES
There are several reasons for street addressing. Firstly, it can create a user-friendly city by facilitaing movement around the city and locaing places,
especially by emergency services and the police. Secondly, it enables local governments or uiliies to idenify their users and maintain their infrastructure.
Thirdly, it can enhance municipal revenues and urban management by idenifying and locaing (potenial) tax payers (Dharmavaram, and Farvacque-Vitkovic,
2017; Swope, 2014). Corwin (1978) adds other beneits of street addresses,
such as the expediious delivery of mail and packages, avoiding negaive consequences such as the loss of goods and mail incorrectly or poorly addressed,
and traic accidents due to drivers searching for a place. For small businesses,
it can literally, ‘put them on the map’ (Osabutey, 2014: online). The lack of
addresses is an impediment for urban development (Su, 2016)
CIVIC PRIDE AND BELONGING

Other beneits of street addresses may appear to be less pragmaic, but are no
less important. Civic pride is noted by several authors (Helleland, 2012; Universal Postal Union, 2012; Osabutey, 2014). The lack of addresses according to
the American Society of Planning Oicials (1950: 3) leads to a “[s]ubconcious
feeling of estrangement towards the community on the part of residents and
visitors” while Corwin (1978), believes it leads to an unfavourable impression
of the city to visitors and local businesses. Farvacque-Vitkovic et al, (2005: 2122) link street naming to civic idenity, as

street addressing … creates a common ground
on which the concepts of urban space and civic
community/identity can come together. …. A city is,
first and foremost, a means for coexistence, exchange,
communication, and integration. Street addressing is
just one of the many requirements that will help a city
achieve social integration.
Social inclusion is perinent to the manifestaion of unregulated development and informal setlements that have grown rapidly with limited control
by municipal authoriies in ciies of the global South. Such setlements oten
have no formally registered lots, insecure tenure and few street names, let
alone addresses. Oten, the provision of services (including street addresses),
in setlements deemed to be ‘illegal’, is withheld, for fear that their provision
implies acceptance of such setlement and creates an undesirable precedent
(Farvacque-Vitkovic et al, 2005: 38). As some 60 to 90 percent of Sub-Saharan
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Africa’s urban residents reside in informal setlements (Parby et al., 2015), this
implies that majority of residents could live without an address.
The lack of an address can have far reaching consequences that efecively
exclude residents from the beneits of ciizenship. As noted by the Universal
Postal Union (2012:10), small businesses may be denied access to credit, if
they have no formally recognised address. In South Africa, proof of a physical
address is essenial for many inancial transacions such as opening an account
at a bank or a store, or even obtaining a sim-card for a mobile phone, under
the Financial Intelligence Centre Act, 38 of 2001 (FICA). Furthermore, where
evidence of an address is required to register as a voter or obtain a naional
idenity document to access social services, the lack of an address efecively
denies residents their ciizenship rights (Universal Postal Union, 2012; Ministry
of Local Government and Rural Development, 2010).
ADDRESSES, PLACE NAMES AND THE PRODUCTION OF SPACE

Place and street names, and therefore addresses, are intrinsically linked cultural and poliical processes and paricularly place making (Azaryahu, 2011). Toponyms form part of the symbols that contribute to the ideniies of places, and
those of the people that reside there (Van Mead, 2016, Helleland, 2012). If
ideniies can be informed by place names, what is the efect of namelessness?
There is cultural power in street naming, and people chose names that relect their perspecives and worldviews (Augusins, 2004). The right to name
places is oten appropriated by the ruling class: this is relected in the renaming
of places and streets with a regime change (Azeryahu, 2011; Van Mead, 2016;
Koopman and Deane, 2005). However, place naming can be a batle-ground
for street names - as has been the case in Tshwane (Pretoria) (Swanepoel,
2009; Makwiing, 2016) - where various groups seek to promote their idenity
and express their democraic right to fashion space by ataching names with
signiicance to them. Guyot and Seethal (2006: 1) contend that if “toponyms
relect the idenity of a place, their changes are indicaive of the muliple ideniies contained in one place or territory.” Consequently, the process of street
and place naming relects cultures, power and ciizen rights.

Figure 2: Changing street names in
Tshwane, workers being trained on
how to put up the new street names
and ‘red-line’ over the old names.
Photo by M v d Vyver (City of Tshwane)
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Alderman and Inwood, (2013) maintain that place names represent “broader rights of people to paricipate in the producion of place and to have their
cultural ideniies and histories recognized publicly” (p2) and that “[s]paial
jusice stresses the spaiality of belonging, recognizing that social (in)jusice
does not simply have geographical outcomes; rather, space plays a more
fundamental role in consituing and structuring the broader processes of
discriminaion or equality” (p3). Thus, the denial of an address can be consituted as social injusice.
PARTICIPATION AND SOUTH AFRICAN POLICY

The rights to an address and the right to name places are part of the poliics of
belonging, and to paricipate in these processes is part of the right to partake
in decision-making concerning the fashioning of space and place (Alderman &
Inwood, 2013). This need for paricipaion does not emerge strongly in most
technical documents consulted (American Society of Planning Oicials, 1950;
Corwin, 1978; Farvacque-Vitkovic et al, 2005; Ministry of Local Government
and Rural Development, 2010; Universal Postal Union, 2012; Dharmavaram
& Farvacque-Vitkovic, 2017). An excepion is the South African Geographical
Names Council (2002).
The right to paricipate in local government afairs is entrenched in the
South African Consituion (South Africa, 1996: §152 (1)(e)) as well as legislaion governing local government afairs. All strategic municipal plans, policies
and by-laws are expected to be communicated to all residents and public comments should be taken seriously. However, poliics and power oten play their
role, and the paricipaion processes can be watered down (Mautjana and
Maombe, 2014) or the process can become so heated that no acion is taken.
This is oten the case in respect of street-naming, and is one reason why many
setlements do not have street names. Implemening ciizen rights requires
“substanial state involvement alongside ciizen engagement and oversight”
(Parnell and Pieterse, 2010:151).

SOUTH AFRICAN CASE STUDIES
Coetzee and Cooper (2007) conirm that addresses were never allocated in
large swathes of South Africa, including rural regions, black urban areas and
now, informal setlements. The data on addresses is too limited to determine
the extent of the backlog, but it could be around ive million addresses. Two
examples of the impact of a lack of addresses in diferent municipaliies in the
Free State Province are briely discussed in this secion.
MEQHELENG/ FICKBURG SETTLEMENT; SETSOTO MUNICIPALITY

Setsoto municipality falls within the Eastern Free State bordering Lesotho.
Ficksburg/ Meqheleng was developed along apartheid planning principles,
with a formal, well serviced town (Ficksburg) and a less well serviced ‘township’ for Blacks on the outskirts of the town (Meqheleng). The township has
grown informally and in an unregulated manner over the past two decades.
Although the state has provided many subsidised houses to the poor, along
with basic services, street names and addresses have been neglected.
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Figure 3: Locality plan of Megheleng.
Source: Mabable.co.za

To understand percepions around the lack of addresses on municipal service delivery, interviews were conducted with purposively selected senior municipal oicials responsible for planning, inance and engineering services. To
gauge the impact on the community, a quesionnaire with the same quesions
used for the interviews, was sent to ward councillors, community development workers, residents, police, ambulance and ireighing services, and the
South African Postal Services. In all, 60 responses were received.
The responses from the community indicated that streets without names
make it diicult to access the area and it loses its idenity.

A street without a name is like a human being without
identity because a name identifies a person
creates a sense of belonging … where there are no
names, history has not unfolded
(Anonymous responses from research respondents)
According to the Councillors and community development workers, the lack
of street names and addresses is due to the lack of inancial and human resources in the municipality. It was felt that the low priority accorded to street
names and addresses is evidence that the importance thereof is not understood by municipal governing agencies.
The Financial Manager, however, bemoaned the lack of addresses, as it
meant that municipal accounts could not be delivered. Furthermore, without
an address linking the point of service provision to a client, residents denied
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that the account was theirs and thus refused to pay the bill. This has a detrimental efect on municipal inances.
The engineering services respondents contended that lack of street names
and addresses makes it diicult for the municipality to provide and maintain
its infrastructure. The Post Oice pointed out that it cannot deliver mail, unless
an employee knows the addressee or someone with the same last name.
The Emergency Services (ire and ambulance services) indicated that the
lack of an address or clear landmarks leads to loss of life and property. The current landmarks were not of assistance and it was diicult to respond to emergencies imeously. The absence of street names contributed to an average of
40% of lost lives that could have been saved. Thus, to be able to efecively
respond to an emergency, they must spend ime and resources familiarising
themselves with the area.

Figure 4: Grassland informal
setlement.
Photo by Rouve Bingle

GRASLAND, MANGAUNG

Grasland is situated in in Bloemfontein, Mangaung. It developed in the late
1990s as a small squater camp, where Black people invaded private property in a small-holdings area located in the south-eastern periphery of the city.
Over ime it has grown, parts of the area have been formalised, while other
parts remain informal, with limited access to basic services. The area is prone
to crime and violence, muggings and murder. Street names and addresses are
largely absent, even in the formal areas.
This study adopted a phenomenological approach to understand the lived
experiences of residents in the absence of adequate service delivery by the
municipality. Interviews were conducted with 18 local residents, municipal
oicials and the two ward councillors; these interviews were open ended allowing the respondents to freely express their percepions and experiences.
One municipal oicial indicated that there are inadequate inances to formalise the area, but according to a councillor, the area is not considered a
priority for upgrading because there are many Lesotho immigrants (whom the
municipality assumes are illegal immigrants) residing in the area. Furthermore,
the municipality has insinuated that, as many of the residents are either unemployed or have very low incomes, providing basic services to residents who
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Figure 5: Locaion of Grasslands.
Source: Mapable.co.za

We hear gun shots but we don’t know where they get
the guns from. We are mostly complaining about the
police – police here take 4 hours to 5 hours to come
after you have called them…
Last week when I was pushing my trolley to work by
those houses, some people I think they were four, were
pushing a person along the way… I took my phone
to call the police to come quickly before this guy is
brutally beaten … They took long to come and I knew
that when they come they will want to know the house
number and I will tell them that I am on the streets but
I had directed them where I was…The police took long
to get here. [The victim] he is no more, he died.
You have to take someone who is sick to the … [a wellknown landmark] if they need an ambulance, [because
the ambulance will never find the house itself]
People die because the ambulance won’t come
[because they don’t know where to go]
(Anonymous responses from research respondents)
This case study reveals that the lack of an address is more than an inconvenience – it is life threatening if the ambulance, ire services or police cannot
access or ind the site of the emergency.
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Figure 6: Land marks and
adverising serve as addresses in
informal setlements.
Photo by Rouve Bingle

OPTIONS FOR ADDRESSING IN AFRICA
It is clear from the case studies and the literature, that the lack of street addresses has a negaive impact on municipal inances and the provision of essenial services. Furthermore, there are social and psychological efects on the
community relaing to a sense of belonging, a sense of history associated with
the place, and civic pride. Implied in the responses are the right to the city, the
right to access inancial services and the rights of ciizenship.
These responses echo the literature on the subject. Clearly, street addresses
are more than a street name on a pole or a number on a house; they have far
ranging consequences for a community and should thus be a priority for local
government.
The quesion then arises, what are the most efecive and cost-efecive
means of providing addresses for a community? There are several opions that
a smart city could take, and the most perinent of these are discussed below.
FORMAL ADDRESSING SYSTEMS

Much work has been done on developing formal addressing systems, such as
those advocated by the American Society of Planning Oicials (1950; Corwin,
1978), Coetzee et al., (2007) and the World Bank (Farvacque-Vitkovic et al.,
2005; Dharmavaram and Farvacque-Vitkovic, 2017). The process adopted by
the World Banki, while comprehensive, is labour intensive, and is oten coui The process adopted by the Word Bank has three main phases: preparaion, implementaion and
maintenance. The preparaion phase includes designing the system and establishing a ‘street addressing
unit’ responsible for implemening the programme. The implementaion phase includes the following
aciviies: a media campaign to alert residents to the process; mapping the areas to be named as well as
a to idenify owners and tenants and any uility meters in operaion; physically numbering the buildings
or units and recording the addresses (linked to occupiers and owners); erecion of street names signs;
and producing a cadastral map with street names. The maintenance phase includes media campaigns
and physical maintenance of the exising street names and building numbers as well as updaing street
maps. Entrenching the system in the municipality and uility service providers by insising that the
addresses created in the process are used as references in billing and new services connecions is also
important. Each of these aciviies consists of a number of other aciviies, most of which have inancial,
human resource and IT implicaions. See Farvacque-Vitkovic et al, 2005 for the full process.
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pled to an informal setlement upgrading programme, which can be a long,
and someimes contenious process. Farvacque-Vitkovic (quoted in Swope,
2014), believes that working city-wide, but on a street level, is the fastest and
most efecive route to provide residents with an address that provides access
to the city. Furthermore, working on a street level generates maps and related
data for the street upgrading and street lighing phases. Addiionally, the street
data can be linked to occupancy and tax registers.
This process appears to have efect (Dharmavaram & Farvacque-Vitkovic,
2017), but it does require a dedicated team and poliical support (Swope
2014). Mapping and database technology is required for the geographic and
other data capturing phrases, while specialist experise is needed to set up the
codiicaion system, that can be a complex process (Farvacque-Vitkovic et al.,
2005; Coetzee et al., 2007).
As street naming is a poliical process – linked to cultural emblems and symbols of power – it may generate controversies (Ndletyana, 2012; Swanepoel,
2009; Guyot and Seethal, 2007), that may bring the process to a halt. While
this process has many beneits, the poliical nature of the process as well as
the resource requirements can be a constraint. However, there are opions
less dependent on a name and can thus avoid the controversies over names.
SNOOCODE

The SnooCode is a mobile app developed by Sesinam Dagadu to solve the
problem of a lack of address in Ghana. The code uses an algorithm to generate
a unique alphanumeric code for any place, which then serves as an address. “It
replaces the street name, the house number and everything” (Dagadu, quoted
in Douglas, 2015: online). All that is required is to download and install the app
(available for Android or IOS for free) and then generate the unique, permanent code for that locaion. The code can be sent to someone with the app,
and locaion can be ploted on a map. It also can provide navigaion direcions
(Nasara, 2017). This system does not require access to the internet. According to Dagadu, it is more accurate than tradiional addressing systems and it
funcions beter in an environment where few people are very literate, unlike
a convenional system (Cranchon, 2015).
SnooCode is being implemented in Ghana (Cranchon, 2015; Swope, 2014).
It has the potenial to save lives during an emergency or disaster, as people
merely must send their codes to the emergency services and they can then
ind the precise locaion (Mathews, 2014; Cranchon, 2015). Of importance,
this code is acceptable in Ghana as an address for opening inancial accounts, is
used by couriers and taxis, and is available for all municipal services. SnooCode
has been recognised as a criical technology for “imely emergency care across
Africa and in the batle against infecious and vector-borne diseases like malaria, cholera and Ebola, by allowing healthcare professionals to idenify the
centres of disease and other outbreaks” by the World Health Organisaion
(Pulse, 2017: online).
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WHAT3WORDS

What3words is an addressing system that has allocated a unique combinaion
of three words to every 3m x 3m square anywhere on Earth. It is based on
an algorithm available across devices and smartphones to provide a precise,
individual ideniicaion of any locaion across the world with the three words
that funcion as an address. The three-word code makes it easy to remember
a locaion (Wired, 2017). It can be linked to other apps, such as the UN-ASIGN
crowd-sourcing app developed for use in disasters to idenify areas of crisis
by permiing the geo-tagging of speciic locaions. Because the system links a
code to a speciic grid, it is useful for locaing places or aciviies on campuses,
large parks, showgrounds and even nature reserves (Gye, 2016).
This system can be used by businesses for navigaion or linked to their core
businesses. Besides generaing the three-word code, the ArcGIS geocoder developed by what3words enables ‘reverse geocoding’ as it converts the What3Words grids into coordinates (ArcGIS Marketplace, 2016). What3words ad
is being implemented in Mongolia, Côte d’Ivoire (Post & Parcel, 2016), and
Djiboui (what3words, 2017) as their oicial addressing infrastructure. It is
under consideraion in Tanzania (Anderson, 2015), Tonga and Sint Maarten
(Shankland, 2017). Although English was originally used, 13 other languages as
diverse as Russian, Swahili and Turkish are available. The Briish Museum has
apparently tagged all its artefacts with this geocode (Gye, 2016).
However, unlike the SnooCode, what3words is not supported by a navigaion tool. As each 3x3 porion of land has its unique three-word code, adjacent
porions will have totally diferent codes, so there is no patern to the codes for
a speciic area (Shankland, 2017).

Figure 7: what3words provides a
precise and incredibly simple way
to talk about locaion.
Source: htps://what3words.com

CONCLUSIONS
If smart ciies are about people, “socio-economic progress and more liveable, secure, funcional, compeiive and sustainable ciies” (Kitchin, 2014:132),
and “proacive government services and eicient uiliies” (Goodspeed, 2014:
86), then universal street addressing should be one of its core funcions. From
the case studies presented in this paper, it is evident that a street address is
essenial to health and safety of residents. Conversely, the neglect of street
addresses can be life-threatening, and may deny access to social and economic
services and even ciizenship rights. The disregard of the needs of residents
in poor and informal setlements is the anithesis of a smart city’s objecives.

Figure 8: Neither street names
nor addresses in Grasland
informal setlement.
Photo by Rouve Bingle
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Besides the very pracical issues of being able to ind a place for emergency
responses or deliveries, the social-cultural aspects of street and place names
cannot be discounted. Names are like symbols, illed with memories and
meaning. This connecion with culture and history can create a sense of place
and thus, belonging, but is also open to manipulaion and power plays. The
contestaion over names can result in legal batles and delays in street-naming.
The potenial for disputes over street names is one of the drawbacks of a
formal naming system as proposed by the World Bank and others. In addiion,
there are high costs associated with these tradiional approaches. Finally, a
street naming system based on numbers (such as in Manhatan) can work well
where there is a regular street patern, but will be more diicult to implement
in an area with an irregular or organic layout such as those oten found in
informal setlements.
Codes, such as the SnooCode or what3words, can meet pracical needs of
an address – access to civic and economic services, safety and delivery of services. However, these codes are devoid of meaning and may therefore, be
unable to meet the psychological and social needs embedded in place, history
and idenity.
A smart city can use codes for the pracical component of addresses, but a
really smart city will engage its residents in the process of naming streets and
creaing places with idenity. It will seek to promote ciizenship and give its
people the dignity of an address.
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NEW AIRPORT / SMART CITY

The city of Bodø, in Norway, is the administraion centre of the County of Nordland, and is the largest city in the county with 50,000 ciizens. Bodø serves
as the administraive centre of Nordland, a Norwegian county, whose districts
include Helgeland, Salten, Lofoten, Ofoten and Vesteråleni. Nordland’s long
coastline faces both the Norwegian Sea and the Atlanic Ocean. Funcionally,
Bodø is also part of the region informally known as Salten and has strong relaionships with other far north communiies in Sweden, Finland, and Russia.
Culturally, the indigenous Sami people reinforce these cross-border relaionships. The expression “Folilfolksamarbeid” or “cooperaion with people” is an
important value to the region. Bodø is experiencing rapid growth in populaion
and is transforming into a larger, modern Norwegian city.
In February 2014, the city council adopted the overall strategic plan – Bodø
2030. The vision for Bodø 2030 is to become “an atracive capital in the
North”. This strategy contains six diferent focus areas including “sustainable
city development”.
Within this focus area of sustainable city development, the city stated their
climaic goal: Bodø will be an innovaive low emission city, where the ciizens
feel safe from nature-related dangers. As a result, Bodø stated its intent to
reduce of its climate gas emissions and to adapt itself to its future climate.
The Plan foresaw that both innovaion and new technologies will be central
elements to achieve its goals.
At the same ime, the strategic plan was being completed, the naional govi

Figure 1: Bodø Airport is closely
situated to the city centre.
Photo by: HPF/ISOCARP Bodø
UPAT Team

(Bodø Kommune, 2017 (translaion))
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ernment decided to end military air acivity in Bodø within the next 7-10 years.
This airport, used by both the military and serving the adjacent passenger airport terminal was constructed in the 1950’s and has a maximum remaining
useful life of ten years. In response to airport challenge, Bodø Kommuneii developed two diferent scenarios. The irst called for a new runway 80 metres
parallel from the exising runway. The second opion, now agreed as preferred
by the Norwegian government, involves the building of an enirely new airport
one kilometre to the southwest of the exising runway. This opion, parially
built on reclaimed land, would reduce the number of properies afected by
noise polluion.
The release of land within the airbase to the city, coupled with the need to
construct a new airport runway by 2024-2026, added a new perspecive to
the process of rethinking the future development of the city. The preferred
scenario would give Bodø around 340 addiional hectares of land for urban
development. The area is larger than Central Park, New York, US, and could
contain housing for up to 25,000 people. It also could be transformed into a
large new business area or a mixed land use development.
With the opportunity to move the airport and build a completely new city
near the historic city centre, Bodø Kommune saw the opportunity to build the
world’s smartest and most sustainable city. This ambiion to create a beter
quality of life and more opportuniies for Bodø ciizens, as well as for visitors,
led to quesions such as:
· What could the city look like in 2065?
· What kinds of technology could be integrated into a future city?
· How could buildings of the future be formed?
· What kind of energy sources could be used in future ciies?
· How could Bodø be used as a test bed for smart and sustainable technology
while provide jobs and create economic opportuniies through the internaional export of this knowledge?
UNDERSTANDING THE PEOPLE AND PLACE

In the early 19th century the city was an important, even if small, centre
for Nordland. From herring to other species like stock and halibut, isheries
evolved into more consistent urban and economic aciviies including, but not
restricted to, commerce, health care and educaion (Olsen, 2011).
Today, Bodø’s isheries, ish farming and related products are highly valued
internaionally, with 1 in every 9-salmon eaten in the world originaing from
the waters around Bodø. Many of these ish are caught and processed by small
island communiies. These delicacies are greatly appreciated for their quality,
especially in places such as Tokyo and New York. Although ish exports are
currently delivered to market by boat then road and plane from Oslo, these
premium ish exports ofer potenial to subsidise direct internaional passenger lights from Bodø.
The city played an important role during WWII, as a ighter base for Allied
forces. Unfortunately, this placed the city in the line of ire, which let much of
it destroyed and occupied during World War II. Despite heavy losses, the city
has risen from the ashes and expanded its strategic role during the Cold War
as a NATO air ighter base.
ii

2

The community of Bodø including its government
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Over ime the city, NATO airbase, and the passenger airport became intertwined. A unique set of circumstances brought together not only the tradiional uses and economic aciviies related to isheries, but also a growing
aviaion and defence sector with the ighter base: new families’ ies, a global
perspecive, and an open sky safeguarded by combat planes.
“We used to interrupt classes and wait for the planes to pass so that we
could coninue the class. Because of the noise, you see.” a resident said.
Although the city does not aspire to atract mass market tourism, there are
opportuniies to grow this sector. Currently visitors to Bodø arrive by plane, car,
ship and train seeking out singular experiences of natural spectacles ofered.
It is in Bodø that the world’s strongest idal currents can be experienced, the
Saltstraumen. An extraordinarily beauiful landscape of sea and mountains
where hiking, sailing, and ishing ofers a wide range of outdoor aciviies. The
midnight sun and the possibility to see the northern lights during winterime,
also widen the season for visiing the area.

Figure 2: Bodø is situated in
between mountains, jords
and islands.
Photo by: Kent Even Grundstad

Figure 3: The long waterfront area of
Bodø has numerous atracive areas.
Photo by: Ernst Furuhat
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In recent years Bodø has also strengthened its ofer of quality restaurants
(many using fresh local produce), and the performing arts (bolstered primarily
through development of the Stormen concert hall and library). The disinctiveness of the city and its environs therefore atracts domesic and regional
guests, as well as those from further aield.
Both the NATO airbase and Bodø airport have created internaional connecions, as have the isheries and tourism industries. It is therefore important to understand Bodø’s locaion not just in a ixed geographical sense, but
also to recognise its place in a broader internaional community. Although
relaively remote and with only a modest populaion, Bodø is well integrated internaionally. Norway has demonstrated leadership and a willingness to
cooperate internaionally, through its role as a founding member of the United
Naions (UN), the North Atlanic Treaty Organizaion (NATO - created in the
atermath of the Second World War), the Council of Europe, and The European
Free Trade Associaion (EFTA). Within this context, Bodø’s northern locaion is
of internaional geopoliical interest.
Although public referenda have twice voted against joining the European
Union (EU), Norway has close ies and voing rights in the EU Common Security and Defence Policy, the Schengen Area Agreement, the European Defence
Agency and in several other programmes.
One of the most relevant EU programmes is Interreg Balic Sea Region,
which promotes the development of cross-border planning tools to facilitate
innovaion, Natural Resources development and Transportaion in the Balic
Sea regioniii. The EU Strategy for the Balic Sea Region (EUSBSR) establishes
prioriies to the territory, which is seen as a macro-region (European Union).
These are important maters when it comes to discussing Bodø’s global posiion. Membership of these organisaions manifests itself clearly in Bodø, not
only with the presence of the NATO airbase, but also through standards of
governance and trade agreements. In summary, the people of Bodø have pride
in their city, its unique locaion, and have a global mindset.
The decision to relocate the airbase changed the status quo of the city and
has created momentum. From this challenge of losing an important part of the
community and a major employer, Bodø saw the opportunity for relocaion
of the airbase to become a smart, internaional city, transforming itself funcionally and physically into an innovaive hub with a high-quality environment,
strong society, and excellent infrastructure.

iii «The Interreg Balic Sea Region Programme 2014-2020 supports integrated territorial development
and cooperaion for a more innovaive, beter accessible and sustainable Balic Sea region. Partners from
countries around the Balic Sea work together in transnaional projects on common key challenges and
opportuniies. » Available in htp://www.interreg-balic.eu/about-the-programme.html
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THE UPAT AND ITS ROLE

Bodø Kommune engaged Habitat Professionals Forum (HPF) and the Internaional Society of City and Regional Planners (ISOCARP) to assemble an Urban
Planning Advisory Team (UPAT). The team comprised academics and praciioners from 10 countries working together for one week through an intensive
and creaive process to: 1.) provide a professional assessment of the Smart
Bodø concept; 2.) evaluate how the exising city can best connect and integrate with any new areas of development; 3.) write recommendaions for
future use and land management; and, 4.) carry out comparaive research between best pracices in ciies around the world.

Figure 4: Members of the Bodø
UPAT team exchanged analyses
and ideas about Bodø with the
inhabitants of the city.
Photo by: HPF/ISOCARP Bodø
UPAT Team

The UPAT team took a whole society perspecive of city development that
would connect public health, educaion, welfare, environment, culture, governance, business development and technology development together. The
priority was to assess the Smart Bodø concept, and idenify how the new
airport could act as a catalyst for world class urban development, economic
growth, technology, and sustainability.
The UPAT team’s goal was to ind new urban advantages that could intermingle with the extensive work already done by Bodø Kommune. While in Bodø,
the UPAT team visited and met with several stakeholders including: Nordland
County, Bodø Municipality, the Nord University, the Royal Norwegian Airforce,
Avinor, and developer Hundholmen. These encounters allowed for a comprehensive understanding of future possibiliies for territorial change and local
redevelopment.
A literature review of the main strategic documents available in English, and
a consistent set of presentaions, showed Bodø in a compeiive posiion not
only as an important trade and tourism hub in Northern Europe, but also in its
adapive capacityiv towards the implementaion of innovaive tools that may
contribute to a greener, more sustainable, and lively city.
iv «Adapive capacity is the ability to adjust to and shape change. Adapive capacity is deined as a
vector of resources and assets that represents the asset from which adaptaion acions and investments
can be made (Golden & Powell, 2000). Adapive capacity and connecivity are considered as important
atributes of Urban Resiliency. For example: the improvement of infrastructural connecivity may increase the socioeconomic adaptaion by promoing: land use diversity, promoing urban coninuiies and
public transport alternaives» (Eraydin & Tasan-Kok, 2013)
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To understand the local context, meeings were held with technical and poliical actors. Listening to the local community was also recognised as criical,
and a public session organised at the library was especially valuable. The open
event was structured as an interacive workshop and proved to be a special
asset, providing a wider and deeper-rooted view of how Bodø ciizens live now,
and their ideas for the future of the city.
From this context, several potenial paths began to emerge. To progress
these ideas, a mulilevel, phased approach to the long-term development of
the city was adopted. The team members then took responsibility for studying
certain locaions, themes, ideas and benchmark case studies in greater detail.
LOOKING AT OTHER EXAMPLES OF SMART GROWTH

Smart was the big-icket concept that the UPAT team aimed to take advantage
of, to make the most of the city and the future airport. A challenging view towards innovaion, green and blue growth.
The UPAT Team considered other good examplesv that have something in
common, not only with the vision for ‘Smart Bodø – Smart Airport’, but directly with:
· Ofering great urban faciliies and high quality public spaces by the water
(Oslo, Norway);
· Creaing value from knowledge and intermodal transport into the Human
Capital of Scandinavia (Malmö, Sweden).
Although these catalyst projects for urban regeneraion each warrant a detailed study for lessons of use in Bodø, for brevity here we have focused on the
key lessons from Malmö and Oslo.
In 2012, the Academy of Urbanism voted Oslo the European City of the year.
“The major transformaion of Oslo’s waterfront into an atracive, high-quality,
higher-density, mixed-use development is illustraive of the eforts that the city
has put into land reuse and regeneraion, reducing the need for new space for
development, while minimizing the impact on the environment” (The Academy of Urbanism).
The “Fjord City” project guides long term development of newly released
areas along the coast of Oslo. At lot of the areas today consist of shipyards and
port operaions. The project´s vision is to develop housing, oices, and recreaional areas. The project started in 2000 and consists of several subprojects
such as Aker Brygge, Bjørvika, Havnepromenaden, and Tjuvholmen, among
others. Aker Brygge was the irst area to be regenerated and was developed
from 1985-1998. The area now has a recreaional harbour, public promenades, and mixed-use developments. It is a popular desinaion for both tourists
and locals, as it is mostly car-free. Other subprojects such as “Bar Code” in
Bjørvika, “Sjøbadet på Sørenga” (outdoor sea-pool) and the Opera house are
all examples of great successes that atract both locals and tourists.
Malmö, a former industrial city of 315,000 people, has been reinvening
itself since the mid-1990s as a knowledge-based city focusing on green growth
and sustainable urban regeneraion. Ater sufering from economic decline in
the 1970s and 1980s, the inal shock for the city came in 1994 with the failv For other examples see PLAN, issue 5: Bilbao by Juan Alvaro Alayo, Paris/Lyon by Paul Lecroart, Lisbon

by Soia Morgado.
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ure of the re-industrialisaion of the former shipyards in the Western Harbour
leading to a loss of some 25,000 jobs. vi
In 1995 ‘Value-based Planning’ was introduced, providing a more holisic
long-term approach to the development of the built environment. The Vision
Malmö 2015 process brought stakeholders together to strategically use the full
potenial of the Öresund rail- and road that would link to Copenhagen, Malmo
University, the City Tunnel & Central Staion, and the 100% energy self-suicient show-case housing development Bo-01 on the Western Harbour. These
city elements have become key anchors for regeneraion of the city.
Close to the city centre, the Western Harbour (Västra Hamnen) is a 175-hectacre redeveloped brownield that forecasts to bring 20,000 new jobs, students,
and homes for 15,000 residents. Together with other transformaion projects
vi

Figure 5: The Oslo
“Fjord City” plan vi
Figure 6: Havnepromenaden,
Oslo (Lunke 2015)

Available at: htps://www.oslo.kommune.no/poliikk-og-administrasjon/slik-bygger-vi-oslo/jordbyen/
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Figure 7: Malmö: Tomas
Otosson (2005)

in the city, such as the social housing estate of Augustenborg, the Western Harbour is managed as a living lab for sustainable urban regeneraion with a close
dialogue between city planning, uility companies, and private developers. The
area’s Masterplan (2000, revised in 2007 and 2013) focuses on urban quality and
creaive soluions for clean energy, water treatment, waste management, carfree mobility, experimental housing, and public access to the waterfront.
These strategies have helped Malmö to experience rapid growth ater 1995,
including 20 % more residents and 34% more jobs. Malmö’s masterplan has
won many internaional awards for it sustainable urban strategy, including
the WWF Earth Hour Capital Award 2011. The city is a European leader in
cleantech and green roofs.
Malmö ‘s new moto is ‘A good life for everyone.’ The slogan incorporates
the city’s emphasis on good housing, educaion and healthcare, and the ambiion to be the best city in the world for sustainable urban development by
2020 using 100% sustainable energy. However, many low-income groups may
not reap equal beneits from the city’s growth. Acknowledging this potenial
gap, the city set up the Socially Sustainable Malmö Commission in 2010 which
produced a strategy for inclusive heath, welfare, and jusice.

Fugure 8: Malmö: La Cite Vita
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Figure 9: The Bodø UPAT team
jointly worked on inalizing
the maps with the spaial
development strategies for Bodø.
Photo by: HPF/ISOCARP Bodø
UPAT Team

DESIGNING FUTURES

Bodø has the luxury of physical space, as well as ime, in which to grow. A possible pathway for Bodø could be to prioriise urban growth around the inner
harbour, and to refocus job growth, ciizens, students, and visitors toward a
green high-tech economy with phased growth between 2015-2050. The airport and air base lands purchased by the Bodø Kommune could be held in a
public trust and acivated with temporary uses, such as recreaion or agriculture, unil the city needs it for long term expansion.
The team atempted to grasp the wholeness of the territory and its complex
variables: changing intermodal infrastructures (i.e., air, sea, rail, and road);
an evolving society open to acquiring modern, knowledge-based skills; and,
a cozy city centre that can act as an internaional hub for innovaive trade,
tourism, and sea-related industries.
As the UPAT’s strategy began to take shape, principles to the “New Airport Next Bodø” vision were ideniied:
1. Smart Idenity— Create an idenity for Bodø as the “Gateway to the Arcic”.
Establish Bodø as the centre of the “High North” with a strong focus on
liveability, technology, and a vibrant compact city life. Prioriise inner city
densiicaion around Nyholmen East Harbour and establish a mulifuncional waterfront along the West Harbour.
2. Smart Growth—Prepare a long-term phasing strategy (2015-50) for the decommissioned airport aimed at decontaminaion, land preservaion, and
managing eicient land use changes. Future growth should be clustered as
self-suicient mixed use compact nodes. Urban sprawl along the highway
corridors should be contained through densiicaion strategies.
3. Smart Economy—Create new growth clusters for a green high-tech economy in addiion to a state-of-the-art logisics hub with processing zones augmented by airport, seaport, rail, and highway connecions.
4. Smart Green Links—Reinforce connecions with the land- and seascapes to
make the best use of exising natural assets which should be preserved, enhanced, and easily accessible for people to enjoy.
5. Smart Mobility—Establish a mulimodal transit hub that provides accessibility for all age groups.
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The irst phase (Phase I 2015-2025) primarily focuses on iniiaing the redevelopment of the inner-city harbour, shiting the airport to the south, and
related land management. The Airport Development Programme (I) establishes the new airport, the terminal building, temporary access roads, and a small
logisics port to handle construcion acivity. This phase will lay the foundaion
of a new West Harbour associated with the New Airport Terminal. It is envisaged to accommodate both recreaional and logisic aciviies, and will be part
of the new “Gateway of the Arcic” project. The industries in the inner harbour
(East Harbour) could be gradually shited to a new harbour (West Harbour)
located towards the west of the new airport, thus freeing up land for housing,
hospitality, and mixed-use redevelopment. A harbourfront promenade and an
urban beach could take place at the edge of the water.
The intensiicaion of the city centre should coninue during this phase with
key projects such as a desinaion hotel on the Nyholmen peninsula, a heritage
park, and a cultural re-use of the dramaic former herring oil factory. Of course,
new medium-density housing should be created during this phase to trigger
further regeneraion of the East Harbour. Medium-density housing within
pockets of industrial land around the West Harbour should also be encouraged. This waterfront strategy will potenially iniiate a process that endows
Bodø with a deinable harbour district, disinct in its seing and character.
An open space strategy connecing the Stormen Konserthus with the new
West Harbour will open up new vistas, string together new housing developments, improve access to the water, and contribute to the quality of life of
Bodø ciizens. A batery powered shutle service can connect the new airport
with the city centre, which can potenially extend to Nyholmen at a later date.
While the new airport is expected to be fully operaional by 2025, NATO
might retain some legacy funcions for part of the new airport, which will be
out of bound for immediate use. Addiionally, a substanial amount of land will
be released and must be decontaminated before it can be put to use in the
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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next phases. Opening part of the former airbase to the public as a heritage
and nature park that connects to Bodøsjøen historic site and Bodømarka open
space could iniiate some new recreaional, historic, and ecological potenial
for the city.
The intermediate phase (Phase II 2025-2035) completes the projects iniiated in the irst phase and gives shape to a compact city centre, especially
around Ny Holmen peninsula, the East Harbour, and the West Harbour. A new
waterfront promenade connects these assets, linking the West Harbour with
the cultural desinaions of Ny Holmen through the city centre and the East
Harbour. The Ny Holmen peninsula regeneraion, now complete with its new
hospitality, recreaional, and housing projects is expected to reinforce the image of Bodø as an atracive cultural hub. The relocaion of the main ferry- and
rail logisic aciviies to the West Harbour means that the East Harbour could
be redeveloped as an extension of the city centre. This could open onto the
water, with a new park and marina, and possibly a leisure or other cultural
landmark as an anchor. This area has the potenial to redevelop nearly 70 hectares around the Inner Harbour–that is more area than the current city centre!
By this ime, the temporary road between the New Airport Terminal, the new
Cruise Terminal, and the city centre will have transformed into a large avenue
that opens onto the water, providing an exciing “Bodø Experience” to the irstime visitor. This project is expected to improve the atraciveness of the new
West Harbour and ofer potenial for convenion faciliies. Smaller ferries would
coninue to operate out of the exising facility in the city centre with a potenial
connecion to the hotel in Ny Holmen.
The Airport Development Programme (II) irmly anchors the Sea-Air-Rail Logisics’ Hub around the West Harbour. Commercial development related to the airport is located in this area. Assisted by a new highway and a strategic railway
connecion, the West Harbour can posiion Bodø as the “Arcic Gateway”. A ish
processing and distribuion centre can be established as part of this phase to
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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move Bodø up the value chain. A part of the decontaminated airport land can
be uilized as an iniial Airport Smart City Centre Hub specializing in innovaive
technologies. While the size and nature of these developments will depend on
market dynamics, they should be clustered around the West Harbour where
infrastructure and logisics would be easily available.
Land preservaion is key during this phase to suppress sprawl around the airport. The transformaion process should be guided by a comprehensive land
management strategy staring with the establishment of a land bank. An immediate strategy is to create a temporary aviaion park for recreaion, open air
events, urban agriculture, and community aciviies unil further growth clusters
are envisioned. Consider Berlin’s Tempelhof Freiheit as a case study to reference.
The aviaion park would reinforce the idea of bringing nature back into the city
and opens new hiking/biking trails that connect the city centre and waterfront
promenade with the larger nature trails across Junkerjellet. The scale of this
site also ofers the possibility of tesing life-scale smart sustainable technologies.
A Cold War Museum in “Bunker 96” is proposed on the eastern end of the
aviaion park which can make use of the striking landscape and link back to the
Norwegian Aviaion Museum. Incidentally, this area is rich in Iron Age archaeology and can be associated with the Bodøsjøen Heritage Site. Bodin church is
also a cultural asset for the area. There is a potenial to create a modest tourist
hub around these features and creaing water edge bike- and footpaths should
be explored further.
Bodø’s long term future hinges upon the eicient uilizaion of the airport
site (Phase III 2035-50). Bodø’s populaion growth is projected at 1.15% and is
expected to reach 75,000 inhabitants by 2065. The city centre intensiicaion
project, when complete in the east and west harbours, would be enough to
absorb this populaion growth. Likewise, should populaion growth be higher
(in the region of 1.6%), or considered over a longer ime frame to 2050, this
spaial arrangement should prove efecive. Any further development on the
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airport land should be guided by a clear vision, idenity, and global posiioning strategy of Bodø. There are numerous possibiliies: Bodø as the “Gateway
to the Arcic”, a key logisics port, an established cultural and tourism hub,
a smart city with high-tech knowledge industries and innovaive businesses,
or even a new university town. Regardless of the nature of development, the
planning prerogaive for the Airport Development Programme (III) should be
to establish a series of high intensity mixed use growth nodes supported by
eicient and smart mobility systems.
As the city travels towards the south, a consolidaion of the retail funcions
around Stormyra and City Nord could be expected. This might transfer some of
the future developmental load towards a restructured area designed as a mixuse, car-free sub city centre. This shit of gravity should be integrated into the
Airport Development Programme (III).
Bodø should judiciously uilize the airport land for its immediate growth and
sustainable future. The growth patern should strengthen the idenity of Bodø
as a city connected to its natural assets. Further sprawl should be arrested
along the eastern and northern highways, especially around the Stormyrveien
where the Rønvikjordene ecological zone ofers to bring nature back into the
city. The aviaion park is expected to be reconigured to accommodate growth
pressures, but should coninue to be the criical hinge in the overall open
space framework for Bodø.
Further exploraion is required to understand strategic posiioning of Bodø
as an atracive desinaion of the “High North.” Bodø has substanial strengths
including exising administraive and cultural trading connecions, specialized
industries like aquaculture and aviaion, natural assets, tourism, and above all,
proud residents who are passionate about their strong historical/cultural associaions. Unlocking the airport site ofers a rare opportunity to build upon these
strengths and discover a new future for Bodø.
People hold a fascinaion for the Arcic, the northern lights, and the midnight
sun. To experience these natural wonders, as well as a wide range of temperatures and extremely windy condiions, Bodø is the right city. To experience a
walkable cosy city, Bodø could also be the right place. However, public spaces
should be lived in, thus should be designed quite diferently than they are in
other parts of the world.
Challenges to designing public space in an Aric City
This is a challenge only matched by the “Smart Bodø” concept as it opens a
whole new range of possibiliies not found elsewhere. Ideas from the public
consultaion held in the city included: tunnels to shield cyclists from wind
and rain; and sheltered shopping areas with playground structures. An abundance of water gives rise to opportuniies to create or sustain urban pools
and other water features that could be muli-funcional during varying seasons (such as pools in summer, and ice skaing rinks in winter) viiSmall spaces
could be transformed into pocket parks and streets could be improved by
making them more funcional for pedestrians and cyclists. Should parking
lots appear on the periphery of the city border, its tops could be easily used
as gathering places.
vii For more informaion on the Public Consultaion, please see PLAN, Issue 5, “Pop-up Projects Provide
Potenial for Smart Bodø” by Mercedes Beaudoin.
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Temporary intervenions organised by the community in a Tacical Urbanism way (Lydon & Garcia, [2015]), should be considered and promoted.
This planning methodology allows ciies to strengthen intergeneraional and
mulicultural bonds among ciizens.
Temporary uses, such as hydroponic farming or recreaion could be based
on the airield site. Phytoremediaionviii (The Architectural League of New York)
could also be used as part of a phased approach to diferent intervenions.
Removing street parking, improving pavements, removing dissonant elements (e.g. choosing furniture collecions adjusted to climate, eliminaing inharmonious shop signs, and physical barriers) and introducing shared street
concepts would invite people to simply walk around and explore their own
city. These are simple iniiaives with a strong result: cleaner places reacivated as collecive, wider and safer walking areas.
Above all, public spaces should be welcoming, lexible, and adjusted to a
wide range of pedestrians, from children to elderly, from locals to tourists,
to temporary workers. As the emergent innovaive sector will certainly invite
newcomers from other regions and countries, populaion density and diversity is expected to grow.
Given the geographic condiions, light—or its absence—plays the utmost
role not only in the percepion and liveability of the city, but also in the opportunity to include interacive features. These features could include media art
with useful applicaions embedded (e.g. public transportaion schedules and
news). Seamless technologies and a simple smartphone is all we need to ind
ourselves in the IoT (Internet of Things) world (Digital Art & Innovaion).
Bringing knowledge to the forefront by reinforcing the role of Nord University in the new fabric of the city should be also considered as of great interest.
Instead of expanding the city fabric onto land that may be saved, increasing the density, both built and populaional, in the inner city should be a irst
choice. New projects, such as the harbour, could allow for the development of
a networked entrepreneurial ecosystem in the exising urban issue by developing land use diversity, thus liveability.
This type of project could harness the potenial of the underused and derelict buildings while improving the city’s income and capacity. Heritage should
be preserved and social inclusiveness and diversity should be welcomed.
Sot mobility should also play an important role in the approach to public
space. This could include electric bike lanes, wayinding, driverless vehicles,
and improve the mobility to and from the new airport.
The inner city of Bodø public space design would, by this, become an extension of sustainable prioriies under the umbrella of the New Urban Agenda goals. Remarkably, by moving towards a low emission society, energy
eiciency (idal, wind, solar water sources) and waste control (The New
Urban Agenda) (Petersen & Helland).

viii PHYTOREMEDIATION is the direct use of living green plants for in situ, or in place, removal, degradaion, or containment of contaminants in soils, sludges, sediments, surface water and groundwater. It
is ecologically friendly, solar-energy driven clean-up technology, based on the concept of using nature
to cleanse nature. It is an environmentally sound technologies (ESTs) An alternaive or complimentary
technology that can be used along with or, in some cases in place of mechanical convenional clean-up
technologies that oten require high capital inputs and are labour and energy intensive.
Referred by the United Naions Environment Programme, Division of Technology, Industry and
Economics, Available at: htp://www.unep.or.jp/Ietc/Publicaions/Freshwater/FMS2/1.asp
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FINDINGS AND NEXT STEP

Bodø’s journey to becoming a smart and sustainable gateway to the Arcic requires a clear vision, supported by the coordinaion over many years
of hundreds of decisions and acions that will accumulate to signiicantly
change the city. It would helpful for Bodø to focus on key outcomes, yet
be lexible enough to absorb changes in circumstance and technology. It all
comes down to the quesion: ‘How far can you look into the future of Bodø,
and do you like what you see?’
Building on the momentum of the Urban Planning Advisory Team visit,
and the decision by the Norwegian government to build an enirely new airport to the east of the exising facility, it will be important to coninue engagement with the community and key stakeholders, to ensure they are able
to meaningfully be included. To involve as many residents and surrounding
community members as possible, there could be a dedicated “urban room”
where residents are able to see plans and scale models of plans for various
projects in their city (this idea itself coming from a resident at the open event
held at the library). A suggesion box could also be placed at the library, and
a space created online for consultaion/project updates.
In the next 5-10 years ideas that emerged from the open events, meeings
with Bodø Kommune staf, and the UPAT could be trialled such as: a “here to
there” ferry service; pedestrian only street; card for local resident services /
transport; or tesing of driverless vehicles for local journeys.
A development agency should be created to lead the muliple infrastructure
and regeneraion projects. This organisaion, Bodø Kommune, Avinor, the
port authority, and others will need to commission specialist studies including
into the feasibility of integrated rail /port and airport connecivity. To deliver
these major projects the city will grow in populaion and talent as it seeks a
skilled workforce. Training and employment opportuniies for locals should be
ideniied, along with housing needs for visiing workers. Planning controls are
likely to be needed to safeguard land for potenial future redevelopment or
infrastructure and a city inventory of exising assets with a calculaion of their
replacement costs and imes should also be prepared.
In summary, the gauge of change and quality of development Bodø is
seeking to achieve will require not only a clear vision, but also paience,
cooperaion, and the strength to make diicult decisions.
The city should build on its strengths and opportuniies—there are plenty!
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Juan Alvaro Alayo, Arunava
Sarkar, Elizabeth Reynolds (Team
Leader), Mercedes Beaudoin,
Faye Beaman, Frode Træen,
Soia Morgado (Rapporteur),
Marin Dubbeling (ISOCARP
Vice President UPATs), Andreas
Lorentzen, Paul Lecroart, Andrea
Marthinsen.
Photo by: Per-Inge Johnsen
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RESHAPING
MEMORY LANE
INTO A NEW
URBAN POLICY
THE CASE OF
ZHONGSHAN
AVENUE IN
WUHAN, CHINA
ISOCARP Urban Planning Advisory Team (UPAT)
“Wuhan Zhongshan Avenue District”
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INTRODUCTION TO THE UPAT
Wuhan is located at the conluence of the Yangtze and Hanshui Rivers and is
comprised of the three towns of Wuchang, Hankou, and Hanyang (Figure 2).
Wuhan, a fast-growing city of approximately 10 million inhabitants, is the capital
of the Hubei Province in Central China. Wuhan is China’s largest inland port and a
major stop on the Beijing-Guangzhou Railway and as such, is one of China’s most
important hubs of water and rail transportaion and communicaions.
Wuhan aspires to be an urban innovaion in China, ahead of, and in line
with, the new naional urban policy for Chinai. It is also well aligned with the
New Urban Agenda adopted at the Habitat III conference in Quito last October,
and with UN-Habitat’s 2015 Internaional Guidelines on Urban and Territorial Planning. In keeping with these policies, the Chinese leadership wants to
achieve a more compact, beter integrated, more socially inclusive, beter connected, and climate resilient city. However, it remains a huge challenge to keep
up with the fast pace of urbanisaion while keeping and/or making the old and
new ciies liveable, breathable, and thus less car-dependentii.

Figure 1: The ISOCARP Wuhan UPAT
team explores the newly renovated
Zhongshan Avenue District.
Photo by Wang Zhiming

i ‘China´s New Urbanizaion Policy - Guidelines for the strengthening of urban planning of built environment, related public services and governance methods, State Council – 6 February 2016, unauthorized
translaion by EC-Link
ii See also ‘Urbanizaion and Human Setlements Developments in China’, Mao Qizhi, ISOCARP Review
08, 2012 and ‘Planning for Low carbon Eco-ciies in China – new pathways’, Stanley Yip, ISOCARP Review
09, 2013
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Figure 2: Locaion of Zhongshan
Avenue in Wuhan. Source: WLSP

In 2009 Wuhan received its irst ISOCARP Award for Excellence for its new
comprehensive city-wide strategic plan, prepared by the Wuhan Planning and
Design Insitute (WPDI). The ISOCARP Award jury commented that the new
city-plan is seing the ecological framework for a more sustainable metropolitan city-region – showing a “sophisicated understanding of the relaionship
between microclimate consideraions, open space provisions, as well as transportaion and building strategies as key elements of sustainable comprehensive planning in Wuhan”iii. Since then, this plan has been regularly reviewed
and coninues to act as a strategic tool guiding new development and the future growth – see Figure 3.
While Riverfront high-rise construcion is sill the most visible staple of
urban expansion and densiicaion, Wuhan is also invesing heavily in the regeneraion of the exising urban fabric and historic areas of the city including the Tanhualin District in Wuchang, and the Zhongshan Avenue District in
Hankouiv. Both cases exemplify the policy intenion to reconnect with the past
and ensure Wuhan’s rich cultural and architectural heritage is preserved for
generaions to come.
The area of study, Zhongshan Avenue was originally built as a ring-road
around the historic town of Hankou and has over ime developed into Wuhan’s most important commercial and transport artery. Zhongshan itself is a
common name given to Chinese roads, usually in honour of Sun Yat-sen, beter
known in Chinese as “Sun Zhongshan”, who is considered by many to be the
“Father of Modern China”v.
In 2013, Wuhan Municipal Government’s planned to close Zhongshan Avenue to facilitate the construcion of a new metro. This acion provided a
unique opportunity for the Wuhan Land Use and Urban Spaial Planning Research Centre (WLSP) to iniiate the ‘Zhongshan Avenue District Renewal Plan.’

iii See also ‘New Comprehensive Planning of Wuhan’, ISOCARP Review 06, 2010
iv See also ‘Urban growth without sprawl – Wuhan’s metropolitan development’, J.Verweij e.a, 2010
v See htps://www.britannica.com/biography/Sun-Yat-sen
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Figure 3: Wuhan Urban Plan 2010-2020.
Source: WLSP

A LONG STREET WITH A GREAT STORY
Towards the end of the Qing Dynasty, Hankou was one of the Yangtze River
ciies that was opened to foreign trade by the 1858 Treaty of Tiensin. Many
famous clippers, such as the Briish Cuty Sark, loaded tea at Hankou in the
late 1860’s and early 1870’s. The American travel writer Harry A. Franck wrote
in the 1920’s that Hankou “is a bustling city, wholly Western in its architecture
and layout, even though completely surrounded by China, its buildings looming
high into the air, with several theatres, even though they ofered only American movies, with automobiles dashing their imperious way up and down the
river-front Bund.”vi
Hankou, Shanghai, and Tianjin are known as the three ‘concession’ districts in modern Chinese history. From 1861 to 1898, the UK, Germany, Russia, France, and Japan established their own concessions in Hankou, hence
the term ‘the concession area’ as place-name. Once all ive concessions were
vi Source: htp://www.willysthomas.net/HankowInfo.htm
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established, ports and freight yard warehouses were opened along the river,
large public-service buildings were constructed on the main avenue, and embassies, banks, churches, hospitals, schools, hotels, and other public service
buildings, as well as mansions, villas, lats were built on the business street
located on the western side of the concession - now Zhongshan Avenuevii. As a
result, exquisite European buildings featuring great architecture such as Hankou’s red-brick water tower – Wuhan’s tallest building from 1909 unil 1924
–sill stands as one of the most famous landmarks– see Figure 4. The intermingling of foreign people, Sino-Western streets, and exoic lifestyles can sill be
seen in the buildings of Hankou to remind people of this dazzling era.
On October 10, 1911, the revoluion to establish the Republic of China and
replace the Qing Dynasty led to the involvement of Hankou in the struggle between Hubei revoluionary forces and the Qing army. Although the revoluion
began in neighbouring Wuchang with a revolt started by members of the New
Army, revoluionaries quickly captured major strategic ciies and towns throughout the province, including Hankou on October 12. The Qing Dynasty Army
recaptured Hankou later, but as the revoluion spread throughout China, eventually the town and the province came under control of the Republic of China.

Figure 4: Historic map of Hankou.
Source: htps://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/d/d0/
Hankow_1915.jpg
vii Source: htp://en.hubei.gov.cn/visiing_hubei/sight_seeing/201604/t20160406_815297.shtml
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Figure 5: Historical and
cultural resources in and
around Zhongshan Avenue.
Source: WLSP

The German and Russian concessions ended in 1917 and 1920, respecively. In 1929 the Briish concession formally came to an end. The government of
Vichy France relinquished the French concession in 1943 (formally in 1946) while
the Japanese concession came to an end with the surrender of Japan in 1945viii.
Zhongshan Avenue was thus only gradually integrated into the new urban fabric
and gradually transformed into the commercial axis to/from the new developing
CBD in West-Hankou, including low-rise housing occupied by impoverished early
rural-urban migrants like the Li-Feng community with their typical Linung housing style behind the commercial and historic facades of the avenue.
Zhongshan Avenue was built on the remnants of the city wall of Hankou,
sill visible on old maps – see Figure 4. Unil recently, Zhongshan Avenue was
a typical busy commercial road in Hankou, one of the three root-ciies of Wuhan; heavily used and congested by motorized traic mixed with pedestrians,
motorbikes and bicycles. As a result, the quality of shopping and living along
the Avenue sufered this seriously devaluated and degraded the cultural and
architectural heritage of the Avenue and its surroundings.
As resultant of its muli-layered history, Zhongshan Avenue is more than just
a street – it’s a street with a unique history in China and thus globally. The
Zhongshan Avenue District Renewal Plan is therefore much more than ixing
and beauifying the street, ater adding a new underground. It also is about
reviving the fascinaing ‘history’ of the Hankou artery and enabling current
and future Wuhan generaions to re-connect with its diverse past. Today more
than 150 historical buildings and 19 bouique and arts & crats shops are located along the Avenue, including 17 of Wuhan’s most presigious shops selling
old clocks and watches, eye glasses, jewellery and pastries – see Figure 6.

viii Source: htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hankou
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Figure 6: Area speciic objecives of
the Zhongshan Avenue Renewal Plan.
Source: WLSP

THE ROADMAP TO A BETTER STREET
The Zhongshan Avenue District Renewal Plan was iniiated as a response to
the new Chinese urban policy and to the Internaional Guidelines on Urban
and Territorial Planningix. These policy guidelines are relected in the seven high-level objecives of the renewal plan: (1) commercial and residenial
co-habitaion, (2) cultural heritage preservaion and tourism, (3) quality retail and creaive industries, (4) sustainable public under/over-ground transit
transportaion and transit oriented development, (5) pedestrian friendliness,
(6) socially inclusive urban design and public space-making, and last but not
least, (7) a paricipatory engagement of all the key stakeholders. These goals
are further difereniated in space and ime – see Figure 7.
The project planning started with the development of the new metro line
and its ive underground staions along the avenue, of which the second eastbound stop on Zhongshan Avenue was planned as the major underground staion for Hankou. The cut and cover metro construcion closed down the street
for all traic and created the need to plan for the Avenue’s reconstrucion ater
the compleion of the metro. This post Metro construcion planning started
with a Shanghai based urban design bureaux, which produced an illustraion
of the completed remake of the avenue. This product mainly produced arist
impressions intended to inspire the city-level and district Wuhan decision makers – with apparent success. As a result, WLSP was appointed to develop the
Zhongshan Avenue District Renewal plan, in line with the citywide master plan.
In developing this plan, WLSP put a tremendous efort into mapping the
avenue, consuling with all key stakeholders (especially the district authoriies
and urban service providers), and in drating the inal renewal plans.
The resuling plan focused on creaing a lively street and public spaces with
rich historical cultural atmosphere. It was awarded ISOCARP’s Merit Prize at
the 52nd ISOCARP Congress in Durban, South Africa in September 2016 xi. The
ix htps://unhabitat.org/?mbt_book=internaional-guidelines-on-urban-and-territorial-planning
x Ben Wood Studio
xi htps://isocarp.org/isocarp-grants-awards-excellence-planning/
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project was honoured for its inclusionary public paricipaion and focus on the
street as the umbilical cord within the network of the public realm, striving to
improve public transport, protect the history and culture of place, and encourage community involvement.
While the planning phase – less than 2 years overall – may seem extremely
short to non-Chinese planners, the implementaion phase was done in a record ime of one year. This is astounding, especially given the complexity of
coordinaing both underground and aboveground works simultaneously.
The overall length of the avenue is about 4.7 km long, however only the eastern secion of about 2.8 km was enirely redeveloped with a strong emphasis on
public space, retail upgrade, pedestrian-only street secions, cultural heritage
conservaion, and cultural programming. The reason why the western secion
was only marginally improved - both in planning and implementaion - was not
enirely clear, but is most likely due to ime and budget restricions, as well the
transiion to the Hankou car-centric CBD. As a result, it is hoped that the success
of the more radical transformaion of the eastern secion will inspire a future
‘spill over’ to the western secion. If not, it might be the other way around: the
car-centric western secion could potenially result in re-admiing car-transit
over the enire stretch of the avenue. Therefore, monitoring and evaluaing
these projects are key to steer future development in the right direcion.
Construcion was in full swing in September 2016 as witnessed during a
WLSP/UN-Habitat expert meeing to discuss the Zhongshan Avenue and
Tanhualin planning in the light of the Internaional Guidelines on Urban and
Territorial Planningxii. The opening ceremony for the transformed Avenue
took place, as planned, on 28 December 2016, atended by about 200,000
residents. The review team was truly impressed by the fast pace of implementaion – despite the complexity of intervening in such a delicate urban fabric.
UPAT MISSION

WLSP invited ISOCARP to review the implementaion process and to audit outcomes resuling from the Zhongshan Avenue Renewal Plan. The aim of this
exercise was to obtain independent advice that improves the implementaion
process and explores the potenial to expand the project to adjacent areas of
the city. ISOCARP responded by assembling a 7-member internaional Urban
Planning Advisory Team (UPAT) that travelled to Wuhan for one week (see Box
1 to present the team and its hosing organizaion). The team was hosted by
the WLSP, which organized several ield visits, at various imes of the day and
night, along the nearly 5km long Zhongshan Avenue and to adjacent parts of
the city. It also included a tour at the impressive Wuhan Planning and Design
Exhibiion Centre. The team also enjoyed a memorable bike tour around the
East-Lake, which Wuhan recently renovated to be the city’s ‘Green Heart’.

xii See htps://www.uclg.org/en/media/news/implemening-planning-guidelines-wuhan-china
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Box 1 – UPAT
The Wuhan UPAT was held during the last week of March 2017. Members
of UPAT 2 were Jacob Modder (Team Leader), Frank D’hondt (Rapporteur), Taru Jain, Michael Stot, Deborah Lambert and Mercedes Beaudoin,
Marin Dubbeling (ISOCARP Vice President UPATs) and Chen Zhe. UPAT’s
main task is to respond to an urban planning advisory request from a
hosing organizaion, oten a city. In the case of Wuhan’s second UPAT
the hosing organizaion was the Wuhan Land Use and Spaial Planning
Research Centre (WLSP), mandated by the city- government, and represented by Mr. Chen Wei, Director of both WLSP and the Wuhan Planning
and Design Insitute (WPDI), that hosted the irst Wuhan UPAT. During
its proceedings, the UPAT team was assisted and supported by several
staf members of both the WLSP and the WPDI, as well from the Wuhan Land Resources and Planning Bureau. Ater a pre-visit to the city of
Shanghai and a high-speed-train travel to Wuhan, the UPAT spent more
than half of its ime on the ield to observe in situ the implementaion of
the Zhongshan Avenue Renewal Plan, with the fourth day to prepare the
presentaion for the inal day before heading out exactly one week ater
arrival in China. The UPAT typically consist of ISOCARP members and a
muli-cultural variety of senior and junior urban planners. It reports back
to both the hosing organizaion and ISOCARP’s annual congress, through
this Review Report and a more extensive PLAN magazine.
The review team spent 12 observaion hours in Zhongshan Avenue, spread
over morning, aternoon, and evening– to obtain a full ime-space coverage of
the long lane and its many back- and side streets. While data and documents
provide useful and essenial inputs for an expert-review, there is sill no beter
way than to observe a situaion with a mulidisciplinary team of experts coming from diferent parts of the world. Contrary to data-fed computers, human
brains are sill superior in processing visual informaion combined with verbal
communicaion to review the exising situaion, while generaing ideas and
suggesions for incremental or structural improvements. Taking the right pictures is key to visualise both the challenges and opportuniies: what you see is
what you (can make) believe!

Figure 7: Key achievements of the
Zhongshan Avenue Renewal Plan
& Implementaion.
Source: WLSP
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Inspired by the fast pace of implementaion, the Zhongshan Avenue UPAT
managed to eiciently use the 24-hour window—between the last site visit
and the presentaion of our indings to the hosing city-leadership and related
stakeholders--to review via SWOT analyses the three subsecions of Zhongshan Avenue. Then, we conducted a cross analysis of these three subsecions
to create a comprehensive SWOT review and provide detailed recommendaions. Importantly, the recommendaions were formulated to link Zhongshan
Avenue adjustments with its adjacent neighbourhoods and city-networks.
These recommendaions culminated some free-of-thought ideas for a future
Wuhan urban agenda and governance process that learn from the valuable
lessons generated by the Zhongshan Avenue pilot project.
While all UPAT experts relied on exising normaive assessment frameworks
– such as the recent New Urban Agenda and its related Internaional Guidelines on Urban and Territorial Planning – as well on their own experience-based
judgment on what makes a great street and great city, we found it was equally
important to develop a common framework and set of principles to reach a
consensus within the team – see Box 2.
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Figure 8: Before/Ater the
Zhongshan Avenue Renewal Plan
& Implementaion.
Source: WLSP
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Box 2: What makes a great street?

In ISOCAP’s REVIEW 11 Ediion, ‘Making Street ‘SMILE’ to Regenerate Cities – A Case of Chongqing, China’, following principles were successfully
tested: Small, Maintained, Integrated, Lively, Enjoyable.

The photo-montage in Figure 9 a/b shows a selecion of photos that were
viewed at the presentaion expressing a combinaion of praise (Figure 9a) and
some iniial criical relecions (Figure 9b).

Figure 9a: Photomontage Review of Implementaion Process Zhongshan Avenue Renewal Plan
Source: ISOCARP Wuhan Zhongshan Avenue UPAT team
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At the end of the week the UPAT team presented its indings and recommendaions, followed by feedback from a disinguished panel of diverse group
of stakeholders and agency representaives from city, local and district government, Wuhan Metro, Wuhan University, and the Urban Planning Society
of China. It was noted that a more comprehensive and evidence-based review
would require access to before/ater data and indicators – our irst key recommendaion to our ‘host city’. The following summarizes the UPAT study.
In addiion to providing indings and recommendaions about the Zhongshan Avenue District Renewal Project, the team were also invited to consider
and ofer recommendaions beyond the extents of this project. Therefore, the
UPAT team considered everything from Zhongshan’s immediate neighbourhoods to city-wide issues ranging from governance and policy issues to those
pertaining to project construcion and implementaion.
The review was mostly based on visual observaion, graphical plan/design
reports with before/ater simulaions, internal group discussions and interviews with stakeholders.
However, the extent to which these goals are, or are being, implemented
was hard for the UPAT Team to evaluate due to our inability to examine key
data collected before and ater planned construcion of the Avenue was completed. For instance, we know that before the intervenion, transit traic accounted for 42% of all trips made and that the car traic volume vary along
ISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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of Implementaion Process
Zhongshan Avenue Renewal Plan
Source: ISOCARP Wuhan
Zhongshan Avenue UPAT team
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the Avenue. For example, in the Eastern secion there are around 2,000 cars
per hour while closer to the CBD, in the western secion, there are about 8,500
cars per hour. However, we were not able to examine any traic data collected
ater the intervenionxiii. Hence, during the UPAT mission, the team relied on
visual and verbal informaion to make its assessment about the planning process implementaion.
Our judgement is based on secondary informaion such as a brochure made
for the ISOCARP-awards of excellence and a series of intermediate urban design schemes for the diferent secions of the avenue – making it diicult to
assess the conformity between plan and implementaion. Also, out of our sight
was the inal decision-making process and the stakes of all key decision makers in the implementaion of the plans. This issue will re-emerge towards the
end of the Review Report, but in general more consistency and transparency
throughout the enire planning cycle from conceptual idea to detailed urban
design over integrated master plan is a primary recommendaion for future
planning operaions. While this urban project also seems to be innovaive in
consuling and engaging residents and economic stakeholders of the avenue,
lack of data and documentaion prevented an evidence-based review on the
quality and outcomes of the paricipatory planning approach.

PAVING THE WAY FOR BETTER AND MORE
LIVEABLE STREETS - UPAT FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The overall impression of the transformaion was very posiive – in paricular
for the renewal of the irst 2.8 km from east to west. Figures 10 a, b and c
sum up the strengths, weaknesses, opportuniies and threats ideniied for the
three subsecions that are under jurisdicion of three diferent district governments. Figure 10d provides the comprehensive analysis for the enire length
of the 4,7 km avenue.
The Eastern Secion: The Sherlock Homes exploraion of the new memory
lane was done from east to west, thus staring with the 3rd secion in Jiangan
District. The irst encounter with the new street is impressive: a very human
streetscape with suicient pedestrian space, many new trees, a large collecion of well-restored historical architecture, new plaza’s and public art, and
brand new high-frequency electric (non-polluing and silent) public buses with
specially designed bus shelters. However, the encroachment of cars on the
pavement, the relaively high speeds of cars, and buses honking at cyclists and
pedestrians are some irst emerging issues to address.
The size and design of Zhongshan’s public spaces were not always in tune
with the ‘allure’ of this presigious avenue, but overall, they provide a great
atracion for people to come out and enjoy street life again. While the landscaping and street furniture is generally high standard, there are several odd
mishaps such as an electricity box blocking the pedestrian crosswalk, a bikelane crossing obstructed by separaion poles, and inconsistency in use of
pavement materials (see the photomontage for some visual evidence). Addiionally, the upgraded façade of the main avenue strongly contrasts with the
xiii We felt that the volume of traic was less, but the CBD-related secion was sill packed with cars,
most likely traveling to/from the CBD .
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Zone 1 SWOT Analysis

STRENGTH

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAKNESSES

THREATS

INCREASED PEDESTRIAN SPACE

BETTER INTEGRATION WITH OTHER
SECTIONS/CBD

CAR CENTRIC DESIGN

DEVALUES REST OF AVENUE

2 METRO STOPS

GATEWAY TO CBD

POOR QUALITY LANDSCAPE/PUBLIC REALM

AIR QUALITY

MAIN TRANSIT ARTERY

GREEN SPACE/POCKET PARK OPPORTUNITY

LACK OF MEANIGFUL GREENSPACE

DISCONNECTED FROM ADJACENT
NEIGHBOURHOODS

MIX OF LAND USES

QUALITY MIXED USE DENSITY/TOD ZONE

LACK OF PUBLIC SPACE PROGRAMMNG

OVER-GENTRIFICATION

UNDERGROUND SOUK

YOUTH FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT

NO IDENTITY (COULD BE ANYWHERE)

FURTHER LOSS OF HUMAN SCALE

MISMATCH WITH OBJECTIVES & GOALS

Zone 2 SWOT Analysis

STRENGTH

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAKNESSES

THREATS

MANY HISTORICAL ASSESTS

BRING BACK PARK AND LAKE

NEIGHBOURHOOD CONNECTIONS

QUALITY OF MATERIALS

WATER TOWER AREA

EXPAND NIGHT MARKET & STREET FOOD

NEEDS INTEGRATION OF CYCLING

PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

JIANGHAN PEDESTRIAN MALL & LARGE
PLAZA SPACE

MAIN JUNCTION OF METRO & BUS

LACK OF MEANINGFUL GREENSPACE

EXCESSIVE SPEED OF BUSES

MARKETS AREA

GREATER PROGRAMMING OF NEW PUBLIC
SPACES

LACK OF PUBLIC SPACE PROGRAMMNG

IMPLEMENTATION OF KEY COMPONENTS

MIX OF LAND USES/CBD

EXPANDED PUBLIC ART

FRAGMENTED FROM LAND USE

BECOMES OVERCROWDED QUICKLY

Zone 3 SWOT Analysis

STRENGTH

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAKNESSES

THREATS

FURTHER REDUCTION OF TRAFFIC

CAR CENTRIC

GENTRIFICATION OF SURROUNDING
COMMUNITY

LARGE COLLECTION OF HERITAGE
BUILDINGS & CULTURAL RESOURCES

IMPROVE CONNECTIONS

DANGEROUS FOR PEDESTRIANS &
CYCLISTS

TRAFFIC PATTERNS

REPRIORITIZATION OF ROAD SPACE

IMPROVE BICYCLE PRIORITY

LACK OF RETAIL DIVERSITY

DEVALUATION OF RETAIL MIX

PLAZAS & PUBLIC ART

ACTIVATE & INTEGRATE LI FEN COMMUNITY

PUBLIC REALM ENCROACHMENT BY
VEHICLES

HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL
ENCROACHMENT

MUSEUM PEDESTRIAN STREET

CULTURAL & CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

VEHICULAR HIGH SPEED

NO LOCAL AMENITY

HUMAN SCALE

GOOD ACCESSIBILITY & CONNECTIVITY

SWOT ANALYSIS - OVERVIEW

STRENGTH

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAKNESSES

THREATS

MANY HISTORICAL & CULTURAL ASSESTS

INSPIRING PILOT PROJECT FOR THE WHOLE CITY

NEIGHBOURHOOD CONNECTIONS

QUALITY OF MATERIALS & MAINTENANCE

WELL CONNECTED BY TRANSIT

SUCCESS GENERATES SUCCESS

NEEDS INTEGRATION OF CYCLING

PEDESTRIAN & CYCLIST SAFETY

REDUCED VEHICULAR TRAFFIC

NETWORK CONNECTIONS TO WIDER CITY &
RIVER

LACK OF MEANIGFUL GREENSPACE

EXCESSIVE SPEED OF BUSES

INCREASED PEDESTRIAN SPACE

COMMUNITY REGENERATION & RENEWAL

LACK OF PUBLIC SPACE PROGRAMMNG

IMPLEMENTATION OF KEY COMPONENTS

EXAMPLE OF WORKING TOGETHER

INFLUENCING & CHANGING TRAVEL
BEHAVIOURS

DISABILITY ACCESS

NO WAYFINDING STRATEGY

NEW LANDSCAPING & TREE CANOPIES

INTERNAL & EXTERNAL TOURISM

LACK OF IMPLEMENTATION CONSISTENCY

BECOMES A “ONE-OFF”

NEW TRANSPORTION MODES AND MODELS

PROMOTE ALTERNATIVE MODES TRANSPORT

LACK OF ENFORCEMENT

BECOMES OVERCROWDED
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Zhongshan Avenue Renewal
secions and overview
Source: ISOCARP Wuhan
Zhongshan Avenue UPAT team
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untouched ‘backside’. This is especially that case where the tradiional (and
poor) Li-Feng communiies live in their small and unhygienic houses in a myriad of narrow streets – a contrast that is charming for visitors but challenging
for its residents and the district authoriies. While the urban renewal plan includes an indicator that not more than 20% gentriicaion will be allowed, it
remains unclear how this can be enforced and how at the same ime the living
condiions of the poor Li-Feng communiies can be improved through a beter
integraion in the likely economic revival of the new avenue.
This eastern secion of Zhongshan Avenue has two access points to the
new underground metro-line, with the Jianghan Road intersecion as the
main interchange with the metro line to the other side of the Yangtze River.
While the metro-staions are well spaced and designed, the above-ground access-buildings contribute less to the spaial and street quality. However, merit
goes to the iconic Art Gallery and its new Plaza located towards the end of the
eastern secion which includes the avenue’s irst enirely pedestrianized area
with some lovely restored old shops. Cyclists are admited here, but a properly-marked cycle lane could do wonders, as it would be the case for the rest of
the avenue, including the secions where cyclist are not allowed to share the
wide road with transit buses (see below).
THE MIDDLE SECTION

The middle-secion in the Jianghan District is clearly the most vibrant place to
be on the new memory lane, with the new plaza in front of the iconic redbrick
water tower as its memory land mark. This is one of the most spectacular
examples of a transformaion from a car-centric to people-centric streetscape.
Also, the side streets add a lot of diversity and vitality to this central area, albeit
there is sill a need for a smoother transiion to and integraion with the central plaza. Although many new trees were planted along the street and on the
plaza, more green space is needed to absorb the ever-increasing popularity
among families, youth and elderly as well wheelchair depending persons. As
menioned in the previous secion, cycling was not enirely thought through
for this secion of the avenue and needs to be redressed.
THE WESTERN SECTION

The western secion is the most problemaic redeveloped secion as it leads
to Hankou’s CBD that is sill overly car-centric. While the irst part west-bound
from the core area sill remain its human scale character, most of western secion is more a remnant of the past with muli-lane car traic and challenging
pedestrian crossings. Maybe the uninished metro staions in this secion added to the problem of traic congesion and polluion, but overall a re-proiling
of the road might be needed to beter align this secion with the other parts of
Zhongshan Avenue. Also, the quanity and quality of public space, landscaping
and greening require a serious boost to match with the other two secions.
Furthermore, the fact that bicycles are a rare sight in this secion indicates a
serious problem related to the overall goals and ambiions of the Zhongshan
renewal plan. Another notable observaion that needs to be addressed is the
fake shopping facades and huge commercial billboards masking the adjacent
poor neighbourhoods.
With that said, the western secion has an interesing potenial. Currently,
there is the large underground retail-space similar a low quality ‘bazar’. If a
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criical mass can be achieved ater opening the two metro-staions in this secion, this bazar can upgrade to include cultural ameniies and programming
which might provide a quality alternaive for above-ground street-life when
the weather condiions are not as favourable as we experienced – and that
seems to be quite oten the case.
OVERALL

In overview, the strengths and opportuniies of the transformaion of Zhongshan Avenue largely outweigh the weaknesses and threats that were ideniied
in our analysis. However, in terms of importance and relevance for future acion, the ideniied weaknesses and threats need most atenion to make this
pilot project a complete success and – even more importantly – to funcion as
a paradigm shit from a car-centric to a people-centric urban policy. This will
be addressed below.
The secional and overall SWOT analyses formed the basis of our recommendaions for a more integrated approach on three levels: (1) coninue to
improve the transformed avenue, (2) expand the pedestrian-centric approach
to the related street-network and neighbourhoods, and (3) mainstream this
pilot-project into Wuhan’s overall urban policy and planning as a key element
of creaing a World Class City in the decades to follow.
Recommendaions to further capitalize on the tremendous intervenions
done so far are atributed to ive clusters – see Figure 11.
USERS

It is recommended to look at future adjustments and improvements through
the lens of the diferent users of Hankou’s commercial and cultural axis: (a)
residents from the street and local neighbourhoods, (b) commuters and visitors from other city districts and the wider city-region, (c) regional visitors
from other ciies and regions in China/Asia, and (d) internaional visitors from

ONE STREET, ONE REGIME
LINEAR TO
NETWORK
SPATIAL
QUALITY

USERS

GOVERNANCE

INTEGRATED
APPROACH

PROGRAMMING

Figure 11: One Street, One Regime
Source: ISOCARP Wuhan
Zhongshan Avenue UPAT team

further abroad. All these user groups have unique reasons and expectaions
when (considering) visiing Hankou’s commercial memory lane, at diferent
imes of the day. The spaial layout, in addiion to commercial and cultural
programming, should proporionally cater to these diferent user-groups. Of
course, prioriizing the needs and aspiraions of the local populaion, including
the poor communiies through a pro-poor integraive urban policy, is vital.
A pedestrian and bicycle prioriizaion policy is not only helpful for all vulISOCARP · REVIEW 13
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nerable populaions such as the poor, children, elderly, and the disabled, but
also appeals to a growing legion of ‘green ciizens’ preferring biking or walking
rather than car-driving. More than ever ciizens of big ciies are looking for mobility opions that improve their itness, basic health (e.g., air quality), and that
make streets a place of desinaion rather than space of transit. Hence, the
urban policy could be further reversed to favour slow traic over motorized
individual traic, which translates into a more bicycle-friendly upgrade of the
enire avenue that is well connected with other atracion points in the city.
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Figure 12 is suggesing some simple low-cost intervenions to improve the
biking experience in Hankou’s memory lane, including dedicated bike lanes
all along the avenue. Complementary, speed-reducing measures are required
throughout the urban boulevard, for both cars and public transit buses, e.g.
by applying speed-reducing strips or bumps, speed-detectors, camera’s, etc.
Furthermore, vehicle parking needs to be beter planned and managed, by
providing peripheral parking buildings, high-fare parking meters on the avenue, parking barriers between road and pavement, and a strict enforcement
regime to exinct parking encroachment on pavements and crossings. This way
a people-centric street will re-emerge, suitable for all ages, as part of the 8-80
City – a city that is liveable for children and elderly is liveable for all. Now the
new lane is being ‘used’ a proper user survey could support evidence-based
incremental improvements to foster an opimal balance of the diferent user
needs and aspiraions.

SPATIAL QUALITY AND UPGRADE PROGRAMMING
A user-oriented incremental adjustment of the avenue would lead to overall
improved spaial quality of the street transformaion. The post-intervenion
user-survey might result in the need for more social, educaional, and cultural
ameniies and aciviies, as well in the need for more street furniture (especially benches in the western secion), green spaces and parks, including a string
of pocket parks and playgrounds along and behind the memory lane. Also, a
socially secured regeneraion and renewal of the poor neighbourhoods behind
the avenue needs to be further programmed and implemented, with proper
involvement of the local communiies. This would result in a beter integraion
of these poor communiies in the economic, social and cultural regeneraion
of Hankou’s central commercial axis. The overall Upgrade Programming should
be done with special atenion for spaial and design consistency in the layout
of the street, the use of landscaping, and in materials. By giving special care
during each stage of development from design to implementaion, the errors
of the fast implementaion of the renewal plan will become lessons learned.
This will enhance the ‘One Avenue, One Regime’ approach needed for a less
fragmented and more coninuous layout and low of people, with an even
stronger emphasis on the heritage aspects of Hankou’s memory lane.
LINEAR TO NETWORK

While the Upgrade Programming for the avenue includes a beterment of the
housing and living condiions of the residents and poor communiies adjacent
to the Zhongshan Avenue, addiional planning and programming is required
to expand this people-centric street upgrade to adjacent streets and avenues.
This should include the CBD and the city-image-deining Yangtze and Han Riverfronts – re-branded and developed as Wuhan New City, thus connecing
with the two other city-centres of Wuhan (respecively Wuchang and Hanyang, see Figure 2). This network approach also includes a substanial upgrade
and expansion of a blue/green network with priority for recreaional, walking
and cycling aciviies – with commuter cycling at city-wide scale (and connecting the large blue/green spaces such as the river- and lakefronts e.g. East-Lake
Green Heart).
Special atenion needs to be paid to develop a Wuhan Wayinding Approach
with designated signposing for pedestrians and cyclists along the blue/green
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network including historic-cultural routes such as Zhongshan’s memory lane –
that could again funcion as a pilot for a city-wide approach. Many world-class
ciies, such as London, have developed unique wayinding projects that add
to the internaional appeal and navigaion of the city – e.g. London’s Thames
Pathway as part of ‘Legible London’ – see Figure 13xiv.

Figure 13: London Thames Pathway Wayinding.
Source: htp://www.luphen.org.uk/images/2006/2006-03/2006-03-05-121852.jpg

GOVERNANCE

The transformaion of Zhongshan Avenue could not have been successful
without the strong cooperaive leadership of the city and district governments, working together with service providers such as the Metro agency, as
well through consultaion of the local populaion. Yet, there is always room for
improvement and quality management from conceptual idea to repaving the
street. The ‘One Street, One Regime’ approach as advocated above involves
a temporary project management team approach with variable composiion
throughout the diferent stages of planning and implementaion –bringing
together all the relevant stakeholders around a joint declaraion of intent,
preferably morphing into a Community Based Organizaion that will monitor
and maintain the quality of the new street, including social and cultural programming. The Zhongshan Avenue Renewal Pilot Project can serve as Training
Ground for the beterment and expansion of ‘street and neighbourhood’ renewal governance, including a set of Guidelines to deal with all the related
issues in a localized way.
Ulimately, this people- and muliple user centric new street/neighbourhood approach has a great potenial to become the leading urban renewal
strategy to implement policy goals for a more compact, beter integrated, socially more inclusive, less car-depending and climate resilient city.

xiv See htp://appliedwayinding.com/projects/legible-london/
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Figure 14 and 15 Round Table
Discussion and Group photo.
Photo by Wang Zhiming

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION

The presentaion of the UPAT indings and recommendaions was followed by a
round of reacions and comments from stakeholders related to the Zhongshan
Avenue Renewal and external Chinese experts – see Figure 14 for a group photo.
The Wuhan city-government Vice-Mayor and the three District representaives welcomed the UPAT review and reiterated the limitaions to achieve
all the planned objecives due to restricions in ime and budget. WLSP, Wuhan Real-estate corporaion, Wuhan Central Service Department and Wuhan
Metro all tesiied their interest and role in reshaping the Zhongshan Avenue
to a less car-centric urban boulevard. Professor Li Zhigang, Dean of the School
of Urban Design of the Wuhan University, stressed the importance of this kind
of post-fact evaluaion, as they can be learning grounds for future adjustments
and similar intervenions. In his view, despite some errors made in the planning and implementaion of this pilot project, the Wuhan people can take great
pride of the culture-driven transformaion of a central commercial transit axis.
The Dean further underlined the importance to bring back to life all the diferent layers of history in Zhongshan Avenue, relected in both the physical and
cultural space, while ighing an undesirable gentriicaion that would push out
the tradiional Li-Feng communiies at the backside of the avenue.
Coming over from the capital Beijing, Dr. Shi Nan, the Secretary General of
the Urban Planning Society of China, also echoed the indings of the UPAT
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team and hoped it will be a ‘leverage project’ for the enire city and serve as an
example for other Chinese and Asian ciies. Dr. Shi Nan argued that this project
and review clearly shows how important quality urban planning and design
is to make a meaningful change in the city and for the life of its residents. He
also hoped that more walking and cycling would be encouraged by establishing beter and more consistent condiions for cycling and sharing bikes. The
discussion was closed ater some feedbacks from UPAT-members and a closing
word by the chairing Deputy Director-General Liu Qizhi of the Wuhan Land
Resources and Planning Bureau.

SUMMING UP
Zhongshan Avenue Renewal Plan won the ISOCARP Award for Excellence in
2016 for a good reason – the residents and the leadership of Wuhan City can
certainly take pride of this achievement. While the ISOCARP Review Team was
truly impressed by the pace and overall quality of the implementaion of a
great part of the plan, there is certainly room for further improvement. Such
improvements include in the short term:
1. Design a comfortable, disinctly separated bike lane and give priority to
cyclists and pedestrians along Zhongshan Avenue – preferably two-way for
non-motorized and one-way for motorized traic;
2. Give history and culture a more profound place in this Memory Lane (tangible and intangible cultural heritage);
3. Repair small errors (e.g., pavement, rouing, spaial order)
4. Bring in more greenery as planned, but speed up this part of the implementaion;
5. Make a wayinding plan for all sorts of users and visitors of Zhongshan Avenue.
While further increasing and improving the retail diversity will boost the
street-economy, the layered historic-cultural dimension of the new memory
lane should be further fostered through cultural and educaional programming. This should also include public art relecing that cultural diversity, as
part of a citywide public art master plan. A wayinding strategy might tap into
the muliple heritage layers of the historic avenue. The tradiional Li-Feng community should be more acively involved in this strategy, as one of the main
drivers of a Community Based Organizaion to pro-acively monitor and maintain the Zhongshan Avenue transformaion.
The Zhongshan Avenue Renewal Plan and its current implementaion provide a fantasic learning and training ground:
· To redesign planning processes from conceptual ideas to implementaion
and monitoring;
· To develop city-wide guidelines for pedestrian spaces, landscaping, transit
and traic management;
· To rethink agencies structure and project-based cooperaion;
· To streamline delivery of urban services;
· To make it the start of a new and diferent approach and policy in urban
planning;
· To add a new scale of planning and design - both the old-school neighbourhood scale as well new-style network approach;
· For a beter integrated planning and beter urban governance, well monitored through a transparent set of urban indicators and metrics.
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Overall, the Zhongshan Avenue UPAT Review its well in the symbioic relaionship between ISOCARP and Wuhan city. Back in 2011, Wuhan hosted g
the ISOCARP world congress enitled ‘Liveable Ciies: Urbanising World’. This
congress focused on fostering urban liveability and the corresponding planning approaches and methodologies, the new and innovaive techniques for
making planning more sensiive to climate change, and climate related aspects
of urban physical planning and designxv. During the congress a Young Planning
Professionals’ Workshop 2011 was conducted to harness inspiriing ideas for a
low carbon future development of Wuhanxvi. A year later, the Wuhan Planning
and Design Insitute hosted the irst UPAT workshop in order to deine development strategies and sustainable concepts for the Wuhan East Lake Scenic
Areaxvii. Hence, invesing in a long-term cooperaive relaionship seems to pay
of well for all.

UPAT team Members, from let to right:
Chen Zhe
Marin Dubbeling (ISOCARP Vice President UPATs)
Jacob Modder (Team Leader)
Mercedes Beaudoin
Frank D’hondt (Rapporteur)
Deborah Lambert
Taru Jain
Michael Stot

Photo by Wang Zhiming

xv See htps://isocarp.org/aciviies/isocarp-annual-world-con-

gress-2/47th-isocarp-congress-wuhan-china-24-28-october-2011/
results-47th-isocarp-congress/
xvi See htps://isocarp.org/app/uploads/2015/07/2011_Wuhan_Report.pdf
xvii See htps://isocarp.org/aciviies/upats/past-upats/2012-wuhan-china/
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(YB Mashalaba & Associates) as a Junior Town Planner in the past.
Thereater he joined the Malui-a-Phofung Local Municipality, where he acquired
technical skills through land use management and control.
MPHAMBUKELI, THULISILE
Dr. Thuli Mphambukeli is currently a Lecturer at the Department of Urban and Regional Planning, University of the Free State (UFS). She obtained the degree of Bachelor of
Community and Development Studies in 2005, the degree Master of Town and Regional Planning in August 2012 at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, the degree of Bachelor
in Theology at Faith Bible College in 2014, and a PhD in Urban and Regional Planning in
2015 from UFS. She started her academic career as a tutor in Social Jusice Educaion
at the University of Natal in Durban in February 2003. She teaches and supervises at
postgraduate levels at UFS and has taught for the Advanced Ceriicate in Educaion,
Bachelor of Educaion and Masters in Educaion, University of KwaZulu-Natal. She also
facilitated and designed the Gender and Labour Studies Diploma Programme for the
Workers College from 2009 to 2012.
Her research interests include Social Jusice in Planning, Situated Urban Poliical Ecology, Human Security and Humanitarian Response, Community and Development Studies, the right to the city and power relaionships, Integraion of Human Setlements
and Transport Planning, Informality, Urban Renewal, Land Use Management in Urban
and Regional Areas; and Accessing Basic Services in Human Setlements.
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Darren has worked at University of Pretoria’s Department Town and Regional Planning
as an assistant lecture while undertaking research for his Master’s degree in Town
and Regional Planning, which he completed in 2016. Darren was involved in several
research projects, the most noteworthy being the Resiliency Strategies for Aspiraional
African Ciies. Darren is also a co-founder of the Think tank on Resilient Urban Systems
in Transiion (TRUST), whose fundamental aim is to understand resilience and miigate the efects of climate change within urban and ecological systems. Darren has
presented papers at several internaional conferences and has co-authored a book
chapter. He has also given lectures and presented at workshops on spaial and urban
morphological analysis.
While Darren has a strong academic background he also has experience working in
pracice. He has been involved with several high level spaial development frameworks, infrastructure investment plans and asset management plans. He has also done
work on urban renewal strategies. His work includes projects across South Africa as
well as in Kenya. Darren is currently employed by MapAble (Pty) Ltd as a Town and
Regional Planner. His specialisaions include urban complexity theory, urban resilience,
urban morphology, regional planning and spaial analysis.
NEL, VERNA
Ater obtaining her undergraduate planning qualiicaion from the University of the
Witswatersrand, Verna Nel worked at Johannesburg municipality, a private irm and
a naional government department before joining the Centurion Town Council. Here
she was responsible for spaial planning, land use management, local economic development and formulaing the municipal town planning scheme. While employed there
she obtained her Masters and Doctoral degrees through UNISA.
She was appointed head of the Centurion Planning Department in 1998 and coninued
to head the planning funcion in the unicity of City of Tshwane from July 2001 unil
2008. Not only did this entail leading and managing the restructuring of the planning
funcion, developing new processes for the coordinaion and administraion of planning work but also preparing spaial plans, a new Town Planning Scheme and Outdoor
Adverising bylaws for the city.
She was appointed at a professor at Urban and Regional Planning Department of the
University of the Free State in 2009. Her interests are local economic development,
urban complexity theory, urban resilience and land use management in a South African context.
NENGGONG, ZHANG
Nenggong Zhang is President of the Ningbo Urban Planning and Design Insitute. Between 1995 and 2015 has led the Master Planning for Ningbo, the Conservaion and
Land Use Plan of Xiangshan Harbor Ningbo and the Ningbo Urban Area Masterplan
2005-2020. He also co-operated with Wuhan Planning and Design Insitute in the development of naional standard Code for Urban Flood Control Planning. Zhang Nenggong is member of MOHURD’s Commitee of Experts for Urban Design, the Commitee
of Experts for Famous Historical Ciies and the Technical Commitee for Standardizaion in Urban and Rural Planning. He is also Vice President of Zhejiang Society of Urban
and Rural Planners, Vice President of Urban Planning Society of Ningbo, and member
of Zhejiang Expert Panel for Planning and Design in Small Towns.
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NI, MINDONG
Mindong Ni graduated as a Master in Urban Planning from School of Architecture and
Urban Planning at the Huazhong University of Science and Technology in Wuhan. Ater
his studies he worked as a planner in London and Paris. He is urban planner as project
manager he is in charge of projects of the Ningbo Urban Planning and Design Insitute
that includes internaional cooperaion, such as the Conceptual Plan and Urban Design
for the Metropolitan and Countryside of the Xiaojia River District.
QUAGLIA, STEFANO
Stefano Quaglia, urban/environmental planner and researcher at Food and Agricultural Organizaion of United Naions in Rome. Graduated at IUAV-University of Venice in
Planning and Policies for Ciies, Environment and Landscape. During his academic and
working aciviies, both in Italian and foreign insituions, he has developed speciic
interest and experise in themaic ields related to urban planning, environmental science and poliical ecology, focusing on the integraion between planning systems and
urban food strategies, urban agriculture, forestry and agroforestry.
ROSS, PHILIP
Philip Ross is a former Mayor of Letchworth Garden City and is outspoken advocate
and defender of Garden City values and principles.
In 2009, he won a landmark High Court batle that ensured that the Letchworth Heritage Foundaion - who managed the Garden City estate - remained accountable to
the people of the town. He has spoken and writen on the issues of Garden Ciies and
sustainable development in both the UK and China. He was one of the authors of the
‘Letchworth Declaraion’ led to the creaion of the New Garden Ciies Alliance (NGCA)
in the UK. The NGCA aims to create a ceriicaion scheme for garden ciies ensuring
that garden ciies retain a social meaning.
WANG, JIANGUO
Dr. Wang Jianguo is the Academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering, the Professor and Former Dean of School of Architecture at Southeast University located in
Nanjing, China. He is the Director of Research Center of Urban Design in the university
and the Director of Naional Supervision Board of Architectural Educaion. He graduated from the architectural department of Nanjing Insitute of Technology in 1982
and received his Doctorate in Engineering from Southeast University in 1989. He is
enitled the Cheung Kong Scholar by the Ministry of Educaion of the People’s Republic
of China in 2001. In the same year, he won the Naional Natural Science Fund for Disinguished Young Scholars. As a leading scholar in the ield of urban design in China, he
has published 7 monographs and more than 180 papers widely cited by SCI, EI, Web of
Science, CSCD and CSSCI, covering a wide range of academic ields in urban design and
architecture. He has been involved in a series of research and real projects concerning
urban design, architectural design and heritage conservaion, meanwhile receiving a
number of prizes and honors from the pracices. In the last three decades, Dr. Wang
plays an important role in development of urban design studies in the context of rapid
urbanizaion in China. The outcomes of his research have gone beyond the naion’s experiences and condiions, and were highly recognized by internaional academic circle.
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WOODBRIDGE, MICHAEL
Michael Woodbridge leads the Urban Research Team at the ICLEI World Secretariat.
In this role, Michael coordinates the producion of ICLEI’s Knowledge Products, and
collaborates with academic and research partners all over the world and ICLEI’s own
themaic experts to link relevant trends in sustainable urban development to ICLEI’s
capacity building work with local and regional governments.
XING, ZHAO
Zhao Xing, graduated from Architecture school of Tsinghua University, urban planner
of Beijing Municipal Insitute of City Planning and Design, secretary general of Shijia
Hutong Heritage Preservaion Society. She presided the Conservaion Plan for the Historical and Cultural Area in Dongsi South, and now is doing long term study over the
conservaion of historical city, public paricipaion of urban planning, and community
making. The case in this aricle is performed by a team from BICP, the team members
are Zhao Xing, Feng Feifei, Liao Zhengxin, Zhao Rui, Liu Jingyi and Jiang Weiwei.
XU, JIAN
Jian Xu is a Ph.D. candidate of urban planning at School of Architecture, Tsinghua
University. He obtained Bachelor’s degree in Geographic Informaion System form
Zhengzhou Informaion Engineer University in 2001 and obtained Master’s degree
in Computer Applicaion Technology from Shandong University in 2009. He has published several papers with the topics ranging from embedded geographic informaion
system, smart city, to big data et al. His previous work and research experiences were
mostly about geographic informaion system for intelligent satellite navigaion system.
Now, He focuses on big data applicaion in urban planning, future city, mobile geographic informaion service.
YANG, JUNYAN
Dr. Yang Junyan is the Professor in Department of Urban Planning, School of Architecture at Southeast University. He is the Director of Research Insitute of Central City
Districts and the Vice Dean of Research Insitute of Smart Ciies in the university. He is
also the member of Academic Commitee in the Urban Planning Society of China. As
the winner of the China Youth Science and Technology Award in Urban Planning, he is
also the scholar supported by the “Program for New Century Excellent Talents in University” by the Ministry of Educaion of the People’s Republic of China, the “Six Talent
Peaks Project” of Jiangsu Province, and the “Incubaion Program for Major Science and
Technology Project” from the Dedicated Fund of Scieniic Research for Central Colleges and Universiies in China. He is the reviewer for Naional Natural Science Foundaion
of China (the discipline of urban planning and the discipline of human geography) and
the consultant for Jiangsu Provincial Department of Technology. Dr. Yang’s research
mainly focuses on urban design and big data applicaion in urban space. So far, he
has directed 8 foundaion projects including the Naional Natural Science Foundaion
projects and the Ministry or Provincial Technology Foundaion projects, and has completed more than 30 major urban planning projects. He has published 8 monographs
and nearly two hundred papers in academic journals, while receiving 35 awards for
teaching and research.
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ZHANG, DANMING
Danming Zhang is a Ph.D. candidate in Urban Planning, Tsinghua University. He graduated from Peking University with a degree of M.S. in Landscape Architecture, and
has worked at Turenscape Design Insitute as a project manager for 3 years. Current
research focus is mainly on the empirical study of Chinese future urbanizaion process,
and he has published several papers on Smart City and Smart Naional Park.
ZUO, WEIMIN
Weimin Zuo is senior planner of the Ningbo Urban Planning and Design Insitute who
graduated at Tongji University. She has 30 years of planning experience and was responsible for award winning projects both in Kunming, Yunnan Province, and Ningbo.
She contributed to the Conceptual Plan and Urban Design for the Metropolitan and
Countryside of the Xiaojia River District. She is member of the Zhejiang Department of
Housing and Urban-Rural Development Technical Commitee and Vice President of the
Conservaion Academy of Historic and Cultural City of Ningbo.
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SHI NAN
Dr Shi Nan is the Vice President and Secretary General of the Urban Planning Society
of China, Vice Director of the Naional Steering Board for Planning Educaion, Naional Commission for Planning Educaion Accreditaion and Naional Board for Ceriied
Planner System. His 30-year career in the planning area has focused on policy analysis
and city master planning, which has seen him acively involved in major planning and
research projects including Revision of Naional Planning Act of the People’s Republic of
China, Naional Standard for Planning Terminology, Innovaion in Master Planning, etc.
In addiion, Dr Shi Nan has worked with major internaional organizaions such as the
World Bank, UN-Habitat, the UNDP, Briish Council and Rockefellers Foundaions, and
is the elected Vice President of the Internaional Society of City and Regional Planners.
A respected author of several books, including THE STATE OF CHINA’S CITIES, SOME OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING CHINA’S URBAN DEVELOPMENT, Dr Shi Nan’s column for the
respected academic journal the CITY PLANNING REVIEW, of which he is the chief editor,
is the most popular planning literature in China. Dr Shi Nan is a professor at universiies
including Renmin University of China, Harbin Insitute of Technology, Nanjing University,
Tongji University, and the Naional Training Center for Mayors of China. His professional
background includes Senior Planner at China Academy of Urban Planning & Design, Advisory to the City of Guangzhou, Xi’an, Dalian, Harbin, Shijiazhuang etc. He is a Council
Member of China Associaion of Science and Technology.
FRAN KLASS
Fran Klass has been ediing professionally for more than 40 years, including sints with
medical publishers, a not-for-proit enterprise in the pharmaceuical arena, and a brief
ime spent in the world of “vanity,” or self- publishing. A graduate of The Pennsylvania
State University, now known as “Penn State,” Fran was an English major with a minor
in Secondary Educaion.
Ater a few ill-spent years teaching high school English, Fran moved into publishing,
where she has held posiions ranging from proofreader to managing editor. Fran has
been the managing editor of a medical journal since its incepion 30 years ago and
coninues to serve in this capacity to the present day.
Along with her husband, Jim Reilly, and their very asserive Wheaten Terrier, Maggie,
Fran spends her non-ediing moments scuba diving, playing tennis, and catering to the
aforemenioned Maggie.
JIM REILLY
Jim Reilly started his planning career with the award-winning irm of Wallace, McHarg,
Roberts and Todd. His major assignments included plans for porions of the Inner Harbor in Balimore, MD; work on the EIS of the Metro System in Washington, DC; route
alignment planning for the Balimore, MD transit system; and, Senior Project management of the Plans for Abuja, the New Federal Capital of Nigeria. Later, he worked as a
senior planner and regional scienist for the State of New Jersey (USA) Oice of State
Planning and for the State of Maryland (USA) Department of Planning. While at these
state agencies, Jim conducted staisical research about land use change and impacts
associated with change. He use this research to author programs which used econometrics and Systems Dynamics to produce Planning Support models.
He has writen numerous aricles in various refereed journals. He is the 2004 recipient
of the Gert Alberts award (ISOCARP) and the 2014 William R. Boggess Award (American Water Resource Associaion).
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Jim is a disabled veteran, having served in the US Army (Reserves) Medical
Corp for 25 years. He served in two wars and is the recipient of 35 medals.
Jim is now reired, happily married to Fran (see Associate Editor), scuba dives, ly ishes, and travels.
YVES CABANNES
Yves Cabannes is an urban planner and Emeritus Professor of Development Planning,
Chair of Development Planning [2006-2015] at Bartlet Development Planning Unit
(DPU), University College London. He was previously lecturer in Urban Planning at
Harvard University Graduate School of Design and the regional Coordinator of the UN
Habitat/UNDP Urban Management Program for Lain America and the Caribbean and
worked for many years with local governments, NGOs and social movements in various
countries. He was awarded the United Naions Best pracices award in 1996, along
with other partners’ insituions for their long-standing work on pro-poor urban development in Fortaleza Metropolitan Region in Northeast Brazil
He has worked as a researcher and praciioner in urban agriculture & Food sovereignty, collecive and communal forms of land tenure, local currencies, paricipatory
planning, municipal public policies, low cost housing, paricipatory budgeing, community-based micro credit systems and appropriate technologies for local development.
He is an advocate on development and rights issues and was the convener for the UN
Advisory Group on Forced Evicions (2004-2010) and the senior advisor to the Municipality of Porto Alegre, Brazil, for the internaional network on paricipatory budgeing.
He is commited to civil society iniiaives in diferent regions and a member of the
board of the Internaional RUAF Foundaion - Resource Centres for Urban Agriculture
and Food Security-, The World Fund for City Development (Metropolis), and Megaciies Project.
Recent books and aricles in English as author and co-editor include: Integraing Food
into Urban Planning [Forthcoming 2016, co-editor, co-author]; Asian Ciies by and For
the people [forthcoming 2016, co-editor, co author, Amsterdam Free University press];
Financing urban and peri-urban agriculture; What do we know, What should we know,
Chapter 14, in Ciies and Agriculture [2015, Earthscan, Routeldge]; The democraic
contribuion of Paricipatory Budgeing [2015, co-author, London School of Economics]; Another city is possible! Alternaives to the city as a commodity: Paricipatory
Budgeing, Dossier 1 [2015, co edited and co-authored book]; 21st Century Garden
Ciies of To-morrow. A Manifesto [2014, co-authored book]; Contribuion of Paricipatory Budgeing to provision and management of basic services: Municipal pracices
and evidence from the ield [2014, Working paper IIED]; Peri-urban agriculture, social
inclusion of migrant populaion and right to the city: pracices in Lisbon and London
[2013, City, Routledge]; Financing Urban Agriculture [2012, Environment & Urbanizaion, Sage]; Pro-poor legal and insituional aspects of Urban and Peri-Urban agriculture [2012, book FAO Legislaive Study Series].
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CECILIA MAROCCHINO

Cecilia Marocchino is an urban and territorial planner with over than ten years of
experiences in urban research and urban development planning in Africa, Lain
America and Middle East. Her experise and main areas of professional interest
are: i) urban and territorial planning; ii) strategic and development planning; iii)
paricipatory planning methodologies iv) urban governance; v) urban infrastructures and municipal services; vii) food system planning and management, mainly
food distribuion systems, including formal and informal aciviies.
Currently she is working for FAO headquarter as urban food planning expert,
involved in various food system projects and aciviies related to food security
and nutriion in ciies. She has acively paricipated in the Habitat III process
and in the consultaions leading at the integraion of food security and nutriion into the New Urban Agenda.
Cecilia has worked for UN-HABITAT in Jordan and in various ciies of the Arab
Region, providing technical support to local governments on urban development planning. She was also in charge of supporing ciies in improving urban
informaion systems including the establishment of UN-HABITAT local urban
observatories and in strengthening the urban observatory network in the Arab
Region with speciic atenion on the Habitat Agenda indicators. She was also
working for the Arab Urban Development Insitute (AUDI) as Reporing and
Monitoring Expert for the UN-HABITAT/AUDI project “Promoing Urban Monitoring and Observaion for Sustainable Urbanizaion in Arab Towns”, mainly
focused on secondary ciies.
Cecilia has also worked for the Ministry of Foreign Afairs of Italy/Italian Development Cooperaion in Ethiopia in supporing the local governments of
the small towns of the Oromia Region. She has developed and implemented
a gender-sensiive, integrated, muli-stakeholders approach to food retail distribuion system including access to credit, formalizaion of informal aciviies,
creaion of cooperaives and small micro-enterprises, urban development
planning, market infrastructures rehabilitaion and capacity building to the
local governments. In the Oromia Region Cecilia also worked on promoing
urban agriculture and temporary farmers markets mainly addressing poor and
vulnerable women.
In Ecuador Cecilia’s work has been focused on the paricipatory budgeing
system, urban agriculture, “producive households” and fair trade network
organizaion and management. She was also involved in designing and implemening the European Commission Project on paricipatory budgeing system
and good governance in various ciies of Lain America and Europe.
MARTIN DUBBELING

Marin Dubbeling is an urban planner and development consultant from the
Netherlands. He is founder and principal of Connecing Ciies, an oice for
research, consultancy, design and communicaion in sustainable urban and regional planning. He combines his work as internaional consultant and urban
planner and designer with organising Urban Planning Advisory Team (UPAT)
Workshops for ISOCARP, the Internaional Society of City and Regional Planners. As Vice President of ISOCARP he organised successful UPAT workshops in
Singapore, Russia, Palesine, China and Norway. He was one of the internaional experts that contributed to the Conceptual Plan and Urban Design for the
Metropolitan and Countryside of the Xiaojia River District.
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